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ABSTRACT 
 
Sheila J. Nayar: Print, Powder, Compass: Technological Inter-animation  
and Early Modern Literature 
 
 
This project foregrounds the pressures that three transformative technologies in the long 
sixteenth century—the printing press, gunpowder, and the magnetic compass—placed on 
long-held literary practices, as well as on cultural and social structures. Taking a circulatory-
ecological approach to the study of literature and technology, it suggests new ways of 
reading (and of needing to read) the period’s written corpus. Specifically, the project 
disinters the “clash” (and concomitant “carnivalism”) between humanist drives and print 
culture (especially vis-à-vis print error); places the rise of gunpowder warfare beside the 
equivalent rise in literary romances and chivalric tournaments, thus forcing a re-evaluation of 
the impetuses for the latter; and illustrates fraught attempts by humanists to hold on to 
classicist traditions of expression (often to unintentionally humorous ends) in the face of 
seismic changes in navigation and the discovery of new worlds. Not only how literature 
responded to the radical technological changes of the period is thereby advanced, but also 
how literature was sometimes forced, through unanticipated destabilizations, to reimagine 
what it was, or could be—or even couldn’t be any longer.   
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[S]ome of the inventions already known are such as before 
they were discovered it could hardly have entered any 
man’s head to think of; they would have been simply set 
aside as impossible. 
—Francis Bacon, The New Organon (1620) 
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CHAPTER 1: FROM PETRARCH TO BACON, TECHNÉCOLOGY STYLE: 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
[The human] is fundamentally a prosthetic creature that has coevolved 
with various forms of technicity and materiality, forms that are 
radically “not-human” and yet have nevertheless made the human 
what it is. 
      —Cary Wolfe, What Is Posthumanism? 
 
 
 [A]s historians of technology are quick to point out, tools designed for 
one purpose often have unintended consequences.  
—Adam Max Cohen, Technology and the Early Modern Self  
 
 
 
Undoing the “Dark Ages” 
 
I have always envisioned Petrarch rushing—whether furiously home to pen a familiar letter 
to Cicero, or from some remote monastery to Boccaccio’s residence, in order to confer about 
his latest classical find. Wherever Petrarch is heading, it is always, in my mind’s eye, with an 
urgency spurred by his conviction in humanism and his eagerness, through study of the 
ancients, to illuminate those “Dark Ages” in which he envisaged himself living.  
It was the past that spurred Petrarch to look optimistically toward the future—or, so 
we might glean, based on what appears near the end of his unfinished epic Africa (1338): 
“[A] more propitious age will come again: this Lethean stupor surely can’t endure forever. 
Our posterity, perchance, when the dark clouds are lifted, may enjoy more the radiance the 
ancients knew” (IX.637-641, p. 239). One could argue his vision was eventually realized, 
given Marsilio Ficino’s capacity some one hundred years later, in 1492, to extol his own 
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century, which “like a golden age, has restored to light the liberal arts, which were almost 
extinct…” (99). In England, Robert Whittinton would contend by the early sixteenth century 
that “true knowledge of lernyng that that long tym be hydde in profounde derknes by 
dylygence of men in this tyme is nowe brought to open lyght.”1  
 Of course, when Petrarch undertook his mission to cast off the shadow of those 
putatively dark ages, his Renaissance world (as distinct, say, from that of later individuals 
like Michel de Montaigne or Miguel de Cervantes—or even Whittinton) was, in many 
respects, more in keeping with that of the ancients. For, three technologies that were to 
transform the early modern western European world—the printing press, gunpowder, and the 
magnetic compass—were still in their infancy or not yet invented.2 It would not be until the 
long sixteenth century, in fact, the very period with which this project deals, that these 
technologies would lead to three revolutions: in communication, warfare, and navigation. 
While premature for me to posit any claims at this juncture, let me at least put forth an 
enticing question: Given the radical transformations facilitated by print, powder, and 
compass, how could the cultural movement of the Renaissance and, even more particularly, 
of humanism not be deeply affected and unavoidably “rewritten”?  
By no means have I selected these three technologies indiscriminately. The 
instruments comprising this triptych are the very ones Francis Bacon foregrounded for their 
																																																								
1 Qtd. in Earlston, English 106. See Earlson’s opening chapter for an informative and comprehensive 
introduction to humanism in early modern England. 
 
2 In the European context, the pivoted magnetic compass was invented in 1269, and the cannon used for the first 
time in defense of Seville in 1247 (though the Moors had been using cannonade as far back as 1118) (Mumford, 
Technics 438). Guns appeared in 1338, when Petrarch would have been in his thirties—though according to 
Polydore Vergil, writing in 1499, their first use was in the war between Venetians and Genoans at the Inlet of 
Chioggia, in 1380 (On Discovery II.xi, p. 261), and, so, six years after Petrarch’s passing. As for Gutenberg’s 
famed movable type, that would appear much later, between 1440 and 1460 (Mumford, Technics 438-439). 
Essential to concede—and I will return to this in my concluding chapter—is that all three of these were invented 
much earlier by the Chinese. 
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radical leverage. While philosophers before Bacon had argued something similar,3 it is his 
proclamation in the New Organon (1620) that has withstood the test of time, at least in the 
context of English literature and science writing. Bacon’s decidedly anti-humanist position 
regarding print, powder, and compass—not to mention, his deific aggrandizing of European 
man, with unsettling shades of the colonialism to come—pivots on the dissimilarity between 
the life of men “in the most civilized province of Europe, and [those] in the wildest and most 
barbarous districts of New India”; and it does so in order “to justify the saying that ‘man is a 
god to man,’ not only in regard to aid and benefit, but also by a comparison of condition. And 
this difference comes not from soil, not from climate, not from race, but from the arts” (118). 
In other words, for Bacon, that “secular trinity”4 of print, powder, and compass—
conspicuously absent and unknown to the ancients—was what also set early modern man 
apart, and hierarchically above, his putatively superior antecedents: “For these three have 
changed the whole face and state of things throughout the world; … insomuch that no 
empire, no sect, no star seems to have exerted greater power and influence in human affairs 
than these mechanical discoveries (118).”5 
																																																								
3 Girolamo Cardano had queried, almost a century earlier, in 1551, “what is more marvelous than the human 
thunderbolt [i.e. gunpowder weaponry], which in its power far exceeds the heavenly? Nor will I be silent about 
thee, magnificent magnet [i.e. the compass], who dost guide us through vast oceans, and night and storms, into 
countries we have never known. Then there is our printing press, conceived, by man’s genius, fashioned by his 
hands, yet a miracle equal to the divine” (qtd. in Cohen, Technology 12). Bacon was also not the first, as we 
shall later see, to argue in favor of a scientific method wrested from the claims of the ancients.  
 
4 Lynn White, Jr., qtd. in Cohen, Technology 12. When natural philosophers of the period were wont of a fourth 
great mechanical discovery, the clock was typically added to this triumvirate. In fact, the wider use of clocks 
during the Renaissance begat a time-consciousness that made it easier for humanists “to indulge a fantasy of 
reviving the classic past or of reliving the splendors of antique Roman civilization” (Mumford, Technics 16). 
 
5 Given Bacon’s convenient demarcation, I see no reason to enter the philosophical debate regarding how to 
define, or determine what constitutes, a technology. Nevertheless, it need be said that the word technology was 
not even yet in conventional use when Bacon was writing, only becoming such in the mid-seventeenth century 
(Wolfe, Humanism 6). Authors would have referred to the mechanical arts or mechanics when discussing 
processes of manufacturing, and to the crafted objects themselves as inventions or engines, instruments or 
devices (Cohen, Technology 13).  
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But how to get from Petrarch, with his enthusiasm for dispelling his present’s 
darkness via the classical past, to this latter teleological emphasis on exceeding the past? 
Surely these drives must have crashed, sometimes painfully, sometimes dynamically, into 
one another along the way. Or, as Frank Lestringant describes with respect to Renaissance 
cosmography specifically, it was from the very confrontation and oft-jarring dissonance 
between the classical notion of a universally harmonious world to which its Renaissance 
inheritors still clung, even as “cracks were appearing all over the ancient representation of 
the cosmos,” that cosmography gained its mobility and dynamism; indeed, the very play of 
earthly parts begat “a moving space,” with Renaissance imagination and pragmatism 
conjoining in the effort to invent new territories.6  
Imagine thereby the difficulty—the potential confusion, the responsibility—that went 
hand in hand with any attempt to reflect on the altering cosmos or to situate oneself within it. 
Did one attitudinally invent or did one abstain from inventing?7 Did one challenge or did one 
hide? Reject or embrace? And what when the interpreter was himself a humanist, who tended 
thereby to be attitudinally deferent toward persons of authority?8 Here, then, lies the purpose 
of this project: to place literary culture more firmly back into the context of these emergent 
technologies; to see how that culture adjusted, how it was adjudicated, and, even—borrowing 
																																																								
6 Lestringant, Mapping 115-116. 
 
7 Lestringant, Mapping 116. 
 
8 Earlson, English 9. Such deference replicated the ancient Romans’s own conservational attitude toward their 
earlier counterparts, the Greeks; additionally, those who ruled England or were in high positions at court were 
the humanists’s patrons (7-9). 
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here from the poetic lexicon of John Donne9—how it inter-animated with these technologies 
to produce new ways of seeing, of knowing, and of being in the world.  
Technécology as Methodological Approach 
Quite before the advent of media theorists, modern philosophers were tracing the sway that 
technology has on humankind. Karl Marx, for one, considered technology to be an extension 
of human forces,10 and Sigmund Freud more daringly argued that all technologies, everything 
from writing to the car engine, removed limits that enabled man to make himself something 
of a prosthetic god.11 The jump from this to Marshall McLuhan’s contention that 
technologies operate as extensions of man is not hard to spot. More specifically, McLuhan 
argued that, with each new invention, an entirely new environment was created—in fact, 
media were environments, he pressed, emphasizing particularly the impact electronic media 
had on sensory perception and social conditions.12 The implication, of course, is that the 
relationship of any subject to its object, including the possibility of separating the two, is 
hardly strict, stable, or even viable. Rather—here in language familiar to any good 
Hegelian—“[t]he subject passes into the object, the object slides into the subject, in the 
activity by which each becomes itself.”13 Or, if we prefer the words of a recent media 
theorist, “Mediation does not simply take place between a subject and an object, but rather 																																																								
9 Donne uses the term in his poem “The Extasie” to describe what love can kindle between human souls : 
“When love, with another so / Interanimates two soules / That abler soule, which thence doth flow, / Defects of 
lonelinesse controules” (40). Compare this to Marshall McLuhan’s term interficiality, which he borrows from 
physics, to describe two cultures or technologies “pass[ing] through one another,” as when medieval schoolmen 
were confronted with the printing press (McLuhan, Gutenberg 182).  	
10 Matthewman, Technology 127. 
 
11 Goody, Technology 1. 
 
12 McLuhan, Understanding. See also Polanyi, who conceives instruments as extensions of our hands and, so 
too, our senses: “Every time we assimilate a tool to our body our identity undergoes some change, our person 
expands into new modes of being” (Polanyi, Study 31). 
 
13 de Grazia et al., Subject 2. 
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coshapes subjectivity and objectivity.”14 As the theoretical underpinning of what follows 
subscribes to this shift-shaping relationship between instruments and the humans who wield 
them, I have elected not to address until the final chapter the issue of technological 
determinism (always worrisomely attributable to any project foregrounding technologies). 
My preference is for readers to experience how I negotiate the inter-animation between thing 
and individual, between things and society and culture, before adducing where, or whether, 
this project fits into the scheme of instrumental causation.  
Like Peter Paul Verbeek, the media theorist I quoted above, I eschew a polemicist’s 
approach to technology, the sort woefully anchored in restricting binaries of “good” or “bad” 
and frequent in more mass publications on the subject. I am also similarly interested in 
making space for the more capaciously philosophical, phenomenological, and even 
metaphysical when it comes to relations to, and the ramifications of, technology—but always 
as situated within history, crucially.15 One might thereby describe my modus operandi as— 
borrowing here from another media theorist, John Durham Peters—a kind of “philosophical 
anthropology,” or a “meditation on the human condition, which also means a meditation on 
the nonhuman condition.”16 Particularly attractive is Peters’s insistence that we should “never 
talk as if media did not exist before 1900 or 1800 (even though the ability to talk about media 
in this transhistorical way only emerged in the mid-twentieth century). All complex societies 
																																																								
14 Verbeek, What 130.  
 
15 Unlike Verbeek, however, I will expend no energy explaining, extending, and/or differentiating my own 
approach from those of previous theorists and philosophers (Heidegger and Don Ihde are the essential ones for 
Verbeek).  
 
16 Peters, Marvelous 11-12. “Historical epistemology” is another model that has found recent favor because of 
its calling into question the preconditions that make thinking particular ideas possible (Eggert, Disknowledge 7). 
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have media inasmuch as they use materials to manage time, space, and power.”17 Moreover, 
such material uses often do not manifest as sudden, impossible-to-miss ruptures, but 
sometimes as slow sedimentations of social change via the most quotidian of practices.18  Or, 
were I to phrase the above as pertinent to this particular project: the individuals of the long 
sixteenth century grew together with print, powder, and compass.19  
By the end of this project’s survey of the Renaissance networks bound up with these 
three seminal technologies, my hope is that readers will recognize the erroneousness of the 
claims so often perpetuated today—namely, that only in recent centuries has it become 
“historically, scientifically and culturally impossible to distinguish bodies from their 
technologically mediated extensions.”20 In other words, the ontological bearings of 
technology on humankind, the veritable non-naturalness of being fashioned from 
humankind’s long-term inter-animation with external instruments, was manifesting itself 
long before the industrial age. This project’s excavation of, and concomitant refusal to shirk 
from, the early modern growing pains inherent in technological transformation is, in this 
way, not conceived as closed off or set apart from the larger historical-phenomenological 
realm.21 
																																																								
17 Peters, Marvelous 20.  
 
18 Peters, “Introduction” 5. 
 
19 This I borrow from Peters, who argues that we have “grow[n] together with fire” (Peters, Marvelous 115). I 
need also say that, while my project may share theoretical impulses with extant schools of thought, such as post-
humanism, media ecology, the work of Friedrich Kittler, and actor-network theory, I refrain from aligning 
myself explicitly with these, given that the sharing or overlap is always only partial. Post-humanism, for 
instance, tends toward post-Enlightenment interests; media ecology’s very name has led to its increasing 
association with, and to its even inadvertently being held hostage by, modern social media; Kittler’s work on 
network discourses tends toward the philosophical more than the groundedly historical; and actor-network 
theory practices a symmetry between human and non-human actors to which I do not inherently submit.  
 
20 Rosi Braidotti qtd. in Goody, Technology 46.  
 
21 Early modernist Bruce R. Smith is said to have inaugurated this critical movement (Harris, Untimely 121).  
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All this may understandably breed some trepidation in my readers regarding this 
project’s intended methodology. For, notwithstanding the arc of humanism that associatively 
links its handling of Bacon’s technological triptych, how exactly does one go about 
disentangling all the components of any single ecological environment (technology, subject, 
history, society), especially given all that sliding and passing into each other? Equally vital, 
how does one ensure that such a study does not devolve into a shapeless fishing expedition or 
convenient cherry-picking? How to give it structure? How to avoid its possessing too many 
parts? To some degree, these risks are unavoidable, much as they are for many historical-
phenomenological or philosophical-anthropological approaches to the past. But they are also 
perils I am willing to risk, as I have tried, as any good ethnographer would, to let the material 
speak to me and, accordingly, to recuperate an inter-animated tableau apropos the early 
modern human-technology relationship. It is an ethnographic methodology based on 
discovery rather than on imposition (and, hence, the inclusion of occasional tangents or 
analytical sidebars). It is also one that I have come with time to term technécological, 
compactly conjoining as that neologism does the human skill (the techné)22 with the 
instrument (the technology), as extant within a wider environment (the ecology). Such a 
concept underscores the fact that literature, or culture, or technology, cannot so easily be 
disassociated or disentangled from other aspects of the environment.  
But this invariably returns us to those questions raised in the foregoing paragraph: 
How, then, to proceed given this entanglement? Let it be known that every chapter that 
follows has emerged, as would any good fieldwork, out of a careful Baconian-like 
observation solidly anchored in a rich and concrete historical consideration of its 																																																								
22 Techne, as Heidegger avers, is the name not only for the activities and skills of the craftsmen, but also for the 
arts of the mind and the fine arts” (Heidegger, Questions 13).  
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technologies’s presence in, and bearing on, the long sixteenth century. As a result, when any 
chapter draws on extant theory or analysis—whether literary or historical; whether Marxist, 
feminist, or ideological in some other way—it does so only when and as that theory or 
analysis sheds helpful light on relations between, say, texts and readers, or readers and 
society. In order to facilitate the project’s wider, perspectival swath concerning socio-
cultural, as well as epistemological and ontological, shifts born of technological inter-
animation (its concern with the long espace, if you will, no less than the longue durée), what 
follows is indubitably more invested in, and reliant upon, the excellent scholarship produced 
by early modernists than is perhaps typical. 
Of course, shifts of these sorts are not always easy or utopic. They come with 
struggles and unanticipated apprehensions, not the least of which are potential re-workings of 
the economic, cultural, and social order. One of the productive means by which I narrow the 
scope of this project is by concentrating on the anxieties these new technologies were placing 
on authors and artists, especially vis-à-vis long-held cultural, social, and literary structures. In 
doing so, I unpack some of the intriguing (and often overlooked) ways in which those 
technologies were forcing unusual, unexpected, and sometimes all-out elided castings and re-
castings of individual and collective representations in early modern literature. For this 
reason, the project does not (and cannot) restrict itself exclusively to literary works canonized 
by time and institutional forces, whether these be humanist tracts, Petrarchan sonnet cycles 
penned for a private audience, Shakespeare’s tragedies, or epics like Philip Sidney’s New 
Arcadia and Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queene. For the sake of capturing the broad 
cultural swath of these struggles, the project must pay equal, and equally serious, measure to 
popular or “low” materials: pamphlets written by hack writers or members of the merchant 
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class (commerce reigns supreme as a contingent force, as we shall see); folk ballads; all 
manner of stage plays; and even the crudest of woodcuts, given their seminality to many a 
printed broadsheet. The pull of these technologies was not exclusive to one particular social 
segment of the population, after all. By examining all varieties of genre and readership (or 
listenership, as the case may sometimes be), we will be able to trace not only a particular 
technology’s capacity to reflect the culture of a discrete community, but also to materialize a 
fractious riposte against other communities. By starting with the technology and not a 
celebrated corpus of texts, I hope additionally to avoid perpetuating any myth of what we call 
“The Renaissance,” as this too often skews or distorts what the Renaissance really was.23  
While I focus foremost on England, I do so with an eye keenly on the Continent, given the 
intensely migratory nature of the cultures of print, powder, and compass in this period.  
Anxiety, Error, Distortions, Laughter—Not Necessarily in that Order 
We have already highlighted one anxiety: that of the humanists looking behind them, 
convinced that whatever was older was better simply by virtue of its age. Such was one of the 
ways by which familiarity, custom, and tradition might force the hand of innovation and 
invention.24 Imagine, then, the anxieties and square-pegs-into-round-holes frustration of 
having to slot an epic poem striving for that ancient standard of perfection into a world of 
imperfect, hasty, error-ridden printing; or in trying narratively to evade cannon warfare 
because of one’s aristocratic privileging of chivalric epic. Pindaric poems, ancient Roman 
satire, Pliny, Cicero: these were the works and authors who spoke with the ancients’s 
auctoritas, and it was the awe they inspired in Renaissance artists that drove the latter’s 
																																																								
23 Nievergelt, Allegorical 7. Nievergelt was here channeling the sentiments of David Aers. 
 
24 Copenhaver, “Introduction” xii-xiii.  
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classicism—and drove it, too, in a potentially vicious cycle.25  To be sure, that cycle could 
sometimes be broken; otherwise men like Petrarch, Erasmus, and a host of others could not 
have laid the foundation of what would become philology and modern history,26 just as 
anatomist Vesalius could not have boldly refused to give in to Galen’s beloved (and 
unchallenged) 1300-year-old proposition that the brain had a rete, or net, that housed the 
human soul.27 
And yet, despite these widely embraced intellectual advances, Bacon would still have 
license at the outset of the seventeenth century to comment on England’s relative incapacity, 
or unwillingness rather, to change. This was not only the case with respect to science, he 
would argue, but also vis-à-vis the state: “In matters of state a change even for the better is 
distrusted, because it unsettles what is established; these things resting on authority, consent, 
fame and opinion, not on demonstration” (New Organon, Aphorism XC). While 
“demonstration” was of course his instructional refrain, Bacon also captures well here the 
anxiety that more generally comes with change: how uprooting the already established 
unsettles, even when it may be harkening a change for the best. Any change, in this sense, is 
as much a death as a birth, a destruction or decay of the extant no less than a discovery or 
creation of the new. In our own contemporary context, consider the rise of sophisticated 
electronic media and, so, consequent fading away of the tape cassette, the dial telephone, and 
the typewriter with corrector ribbon. Or, to put it in the more poetically ironic terms of 
Leonardo da Vinci, “When man awaits the new spring, the new year, with joyful impatience, 
																																																								
25 Copenhaver, “Introduction” xxvi.  
 
26 Copenhaver, “Introduction” xxvi. 
 
27 Sugg, Smoke 67. 
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he does not suspect that he is eagerly awaiting his own death.”28 Indeed, this sensation of the 
world growing as it was dying is reflected precisely in Phineas Fletcher’s The Purple Island 
(1633). In this epic poem in which anatomy and classicism are fused in an allegory of man’s 
body, Fletcher exhorts how now, thanks to the last century’s global discoveries, “The earths 
vast limits dayly more unbind! / The aged world, though now it falling shows, / And hastes to 
set, yet still in dying grows” (10). And then, of course, there was Donne, whose poetry gave 
“the death-blow to that beauty which was symmetry, proportion, harmony,” shrewdly 
conscious as he was of a world now comprising “so many Eccentrique parts.”29  
Such ironies and multidirectional pulls and parts are the very substance and focus of 
this project; and, in pursuing them, I hope, once more, to complicate productively our way of 
seeing the Renaissance; to disinter the oftentimes messy (and sometimes even fun) collisions, 
if not outright clashes, between humanist and mechanist; between the potential embrace of 
new technologies and a concomitant desire to escape their socio-cultural hazards. Like 
Evelyn B. Tribble, I see authors (and also, on occasion, artists) not as transcending their 
material conditions, but as embedded complicatedly within them.30 Or, to extract from 
Elizabeth Eisenstein on the printing press, such technologies function as cultural agents, 
affecting not only the nature of text but also, potentially, the nature of humans. And it is 
when such cultural agents fail to work as intended or anticipated, I need add, that often their 
mediating capacities are most explicitly (and, sometimes, most painfully) exposed: when the 
page is littered with typographical errors (and, so, who is to blame, machine or human?); 
																																																								
28 Qtd. in Bakhtin, Rabelais 50. 
 
29 Nicolson, Breaking 121. This phrase appears in his poem “An Anatomie of the World—The First 
Anniversary” (Donne, Complete l. 255, p. 192). 
 
30 Tribble, Margins 3. 
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when the gun is in the hands of the “meaner sort” (and, so, what of the knight in shining 
armor, with his defunct lance and centuries-old noblesse oblige?); when blank spaces appear 
on a map (if nothing’s there, then where does that put me?). Error, as John Scanlan reminds 
us, is the “the wake of certainty—of reason.”31 In fact, it is when accidents and breakdowns 
happen that “infrastructure comes out of the woodwork. Glitches,” as Peters relatedly 
adduces, “can be as fruitful intellectually as they are frustrating practically.”32 In fact, Peters 
goes so far as to suggest that, whatever else it may be, ontology “is usually just forgotten 
infrastructure.”33  
As earlier I intimated, there is a wealth of scholarly tomes on early modern print 
culture, on the sixteenth-century gunpowder revolution, and on Renaissance cartography; 
and, so, I am admittedly not engaging with trajectories that have not been previously 
explored. Nevertheless, my intention is to approach these histories to some extent sideways, 
both topically and tonally. By this I mean that, through a comparatively askewed perspectival 
lens (anxiety, comedy, patching together a new world, papering over an old one), I seek to 
disinter some of the unexpected ways in which the period’s revolutionary technologies were 
not always able to fit comfortably with pre-existing models of what constituted anticipated, 
or proper, or decorous narrative and visual expression; and, in tandem with that, to consider 
ways in which these technologies might also be innovatively absorbed into the wider fabric 
of literary expression, especially instances in which they could be rhetorically harnessed to 
explore oneself and one’s place in the universe. As a result, this project is devoted less to 
																																																								
31 Scanlan, On Garbage 38. 
 
32 Peters, Marvelous 34. Julian Yates shares this fascination with glitches, noting that it is precisely his interest 
in the transfers of knowledge that are not successful that distinguish him from theorists like Bruno Latour.  
 
33 Peters, Marvelous 38. 
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new archival research than to a novel way of reading the archives. Ultimately, its aim is to 
trace more acutely how the literary endeavors of the day were interacting with and 
responding to the radically new technologies of the period, but also how literature was 
sometimes forced, through unanticipated destabilizations, to reimagine what it was, or could 
be—or sometimes couldn’t be any longer.  
Typically, monographs on technology approach their subject matter with extreme 
gravitas, as if talking about technology behooves a tone that is stolid, stentorian, even tacitly 
“male.” (A similar accusation is sometimes leveled today at scholarship—that is, that it 
privileges serious matters.34) And yet, in the case of the Renaissance, the sorts of 
fascinations, phobias, -philias, and anxieties that the mechanically “new” was engendering 
were handled as much with humor as without. According to Natalie Zemon Davis, the realm 
of the comic was in fact on equal footing in the sixteenth century with the serious.35 
Sometimes this was in the form of light Lucianic composition, the sort associated with 
Erasmus’s Praise of Folly; other times it was given the sharper intellectual bite of Menippean 
satire, a sub-genre often practiced by the intellectual élite upon itself.36 Still, other times the 
comicality was more slippery, less intentional than accidentally eruptive—or baldly thrust at 
the reader/spectator as an all-out burlesque.37  
Then again, it is often through comedy that humankind’s fallacious commitment to 
fixity is most penetratingly observed. (Charlie Chaplin made a veritable career harnessing 
																																																								
34 Eisenberg, Study 111. 
 
35 Davis, Society 103.  
 
36 Smith, “Portrait” 495.  
 
37 Of course, the Puritans of the time “were adamant that the Bible disavowed human laughter in favor of a 
behavioral norm of conspicuous lamentation” (Basu, “Levelling” 104). No wonder that they appear as the butt 
of jokes in so many Renaissance stage comedies.   
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this principle, especially discernible perhaps in his film Modern Times [1936], which is all 
about man-machine inter-animation.) In a world that was seismically shifting at the hand of 
technologies, and here I mean ontologically no less than materially, what better means by 
which to articulate, define, revise, and roar in laughter at the human’s place—or, shall we 
say, displacement—in the world? A full-blown comic worldview, as Peter L. Berger 
observes, entails “a world turned upside-down, grossly distorted, and precisely for that 
reason more revealing of some underlying truths than the conventional, right-side-up 
view.”38 In such a realm, one can safely ridicule not only the human working the machine, 
but the human being worked by the machine: caught up in it; turned into it; turned on by it; or 
in need of finding someone behind it to blame for making it go awry. Indeed, what better 
way to discharge ambivalence than by way of a joke or an exercise of wit?39 That no Attic 
tragedies were performed without their subsequent burlesque via a satyr play recommends 
that comedy doesn’t preclude tragedy, so much as it presupposes it.40 In fact, as we shall see, 
it was oftentimes as satire, with its magical invective-like quality,41 that the most ardent and 
comically compelling attacks on the technologies of press, powder, and compass occurred. 
Here, comedy could be wielded as a weapon to attack a machine (that was sometimes itself 
quite literally a weapon). To be sure, such attacks could also reveal genuine apprehensions 
																																																								
38 Berger, Redeeming 21. Berger helpfully points to laughter’s different meanings: as a symptom of relief or 
fears overcome; as a sign of embarrassment or joy; as communal or aggressive toward the outsider; and finally 
as Schadenfreude (49). We shall find all these forms of laughter reflected in the course of this project.  
 
39 Sugg, Smoke 177. 
 
40 Bevis, Comedy 96.  
 
41 Berger, Redeeming 159.  
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regarding the extent to which such instruments were bound up with institutional, political and 
social forces and representatives.42  
Comedy, in this way, indubitably shares something profound with Thomas Browne’s 
(1605-1682) hermeneutical proposition that man is an amphibious being, “disposed to live 
not onely like other creatures in divers elements, but in divided and distinguished worlds” 
(Religio 103).43 For, if man is indeed the only animal that laughs, as Aristotle had said, it is 
through his distinctive capacity to do so—to collapse into laughter—that man reveals himself 
“as a ‘double being,’ both embodied and yet somehow existing also beyond this 
embodiment.”44 He (and she, I feel the need to add) is dual, not as animal and angel, or body 
and soul, but “because his body is experienced both as a condition and an object,” as Berger 
argues: and this mental capacity of man to distance himself from his own materiality is also 
what engenders his capacity for eccentricity (as in, ex-centricity, or de-centeredness).45  Or, 
to take a page from the Renaissance itself: we benefit from remembering that every Tudor 
royal had his or her Fool, as did too Thomas More and, even if only fictitiously, 
Shakespeare’s King Lear. In his Book of the Courtier, Castiglione so much as proclaims that, 
when it comes to jesters, “these kinds of men seem to be in demand at courts, yet they 
deserve not to be called Courtiers…” (122). For fools, as Sebastian Brant would 
contemporaneously exhort in The Ship of Fools (ca. 1509), served as a mirror, reflecting a 
																																																								
42 See Berger, Redeeming 146. 
 
43 As often happens, one’s own seemingly original analogizing turns out to be not so original. See Gilman, who 
also uses Browne’s amphibious uniting of essences, in order to remark on the double nature of witty art 
(Gilman, Curious 234). 
 
44 Berger, Redeeming 47. See also Bevis, Comedy 21.  
 
45 Berger, Redeeming 47. Berger, here, is summarizing Helmuth Plessner’s position.  
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shadow of the Real’s topography46; or, in more early modern, Spenserian parlance, its False 
Semblance. In other words, fools force the human into confronting his “counterfeit”: “His 
proper value each should know / The glass of fools the truth may show” (58). 
If this seems entirely too dualistic for our current intellectual era, keep in mind that 
early modern folk were conceptually beholden to binaries and to perceiving the world in 
terms of conflict-ridden duality.47 No wonder that the two most famous philosophers of 
antiquity—the “laughing philosopher,” Democritus, and his “weeping” counterpart, 
Heraclitus—had, by the middle of the sixteenth century, become a familiar cliché, used to 
express rival attitudes to the madness or folly of the world. (I cannot help wondering if the 
evolving technécological landscape had some bearing on their rise in popularity.) So, if we 
want to trace responses to technologies, I take the position that, instead of trying to dismantle 
or complicate the binary oppositions that were a distinctive and pervasive aspect of the 
period’s prevailing mentality and “language of ‘contrariety,’”48 we are better served in trying 
to mine those oppositions.  
The Chapters that Follow 
 
In order to disentangle the unique historical trajectory and culturally and literarily 
transformative potentials of print, powder, and compass, I handle each technology separately; 
or, in a slightly more poetic cast, I contextualize and analyze each as a little world of its own, 
and in a manner hopefully writ “cunningly.” What this, of course, means is that I am not, like 
Petrarch, able to rush. In order adequately to build up (or recoup, one might say) a panoramic 
																																																								
46 Scanlan, On Garbage 160. Admittedly, Scanlan is here speaking about “stealthy effective garbage collectors 
who visit the shadow city,” and, so, operate as a kind of topographical specter of the “real” city (160). 
 
47 Wood, “Plebeian” 82. 
 
48 Stuart Clark qtd. in Wood, “Plebeian” 82. 
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vision of print, powder, and compass, and given that these did not emerge on a blank canvas, 
I always begin by attending to the pre-existing medieval culture of, say, chirographic error, 
or warfare strategy, or the earth envisioned as a closed mappamundi… And then I move on. 
The opening chapters on the printing press, “The Comedy of Errata I & II,” disinter 
the “clash” (and periodic “carnivalism”) between humanist drives and typographic culture. 
For the sake of focus and cohesion, I constrict myself to the theme of print error, and here I 
mean not only errata, but smudged pages, missing pages, upside down pages, and even the 
development of an entirely new genre, the errata poem. With even more ontological breadth, 
I attend to the period’s growing, print-induced potential for rhetorical errancy, including 
pitched polemics, plagiarism, and even a perceived errancy of the English language itself. 
Chapter 2’s subtitle, “From Print Error to Human Errancy in Print,” no doubt plainly reflects 
this theme and its intended provision of a necessary build-up of context—a kind of 
ethnographic collation of print error, if you will—suitable and necessary for engaging with 
Chapter 3. That chapter, subtitled “The Literary Erotics of Print and Misprint,” takes an 
acknowledged detour from the English scenario to analyze two canonical works that bracket 
the long sixteenth century, François Rabelais’s Gargantua and Pantagruel and Cervantes’s 
Don Quixote. Analyzing these texts through the culture of the printing press, and even more 
through that instrument’s potentials for producing error and an expressively liberative 
errantry, proves a particularly generative way of thinking not only about what the printing 
press permitted vis-à-vis the development of prose narrative, but how Rabelais’s and 
Cervantes’s proclivities for wandering; their imaginatively errant powers; and their manner 
of heaping material and repeatedly expressing fears of sterility or “mad growth”49 were often 																																																								
49 Seidel, Satiric 61. 
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an allusive, and sometimes even very direct, byproduct of typographic culture. As a result, I 
argue that these humanist authors’s creations are less a manifestation of the emerging modern 
psyche (as modern scholars are wont to cast Don Quixote), or of an earthy tactility derived 
from the medieval carnivalesque (when Gargantua and Pantagruel is cast in the positive) or 
from a “massive receding backwash of manuscript culture” (when in the negative).50   
 “Arms or the Man I: The Golden Age of Chivalry in the Iron Age of Gunpowder” 
(chapter 4) tackles the almost desperate elision of gunpowder technology evinced in two 
distinct traditions: the popular romance, both in the form of printed narratives and performed 
chivalric tournaments; and the writings of humanists, with their relative incapacity to accept 
gunpowder’s social and military reordering of classical combat. In order to justify such 
claims, I begin by delineating just how pervasive gunpowder warfare was during the period. 
Only in exposing its sway on the long sixteenth century can we grasp how certain genres may 
have been censoring its presence and, hence, marking and defending a social territory 
(including claims to manliness) that had existed prior to that technology’s onslaught. 
Accordingly, the thematic divider for this pair of chapters necessarily hinges foremost on 
class, on the cultural and literary fracture line between the noble classes, who were trying 
desperately to hold onto pre-gunpowder means of self-definition, and the laboring and poorer 
classes, who were meanwhile serving as musket-wielding soldiers or mercenaries overseas. 
The Elizabethan and Jacobean stage-plays, on the other hand, which are analyzed at length in 
chapter 5, were strikingly keen on countenancing and vivifying contemporary soldiering, 
even if often in a sardonic vein. Hence that chapter’s subtitle, “Plebeian Presence in the Age 
of Gunpowder.” Just as key here is the manner by which gunpowder was theatrically 
employed as special effects (it was chambers discharged in Shakespeare’s Henry VIII that 																																																								
50 The latter, “negative” opinion is that of McLuhan, Gutenberg 183. The former is Bakhtin’s. 
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brought down the Globe theater in a raging blaze, after all). Thus does this chapter also pay 
ethnographic tribute to the aural and pyrotechnic dimensions of Tudor and Stuart drama, 
which often, in the contemporary circumstance, get overlooked.  
 Chapters 6 and 7, “Plus Ultra! Further Yet! I & II,” trace the fraught, fascinating, 
and relatively under-examined attempt by humanists, including poets, natural philosophers 
and cartographers, to hold on to classicist traditions even as they were more “objectively” 
extending the boundaries of the globe, thanks to compass navigation and the discovery of 
new worlds. Chapter 6, subtitled “Expanding (and Renegotiating) the World by Compass and 
Card,” explores different facets of compass culture upon which authors drew in their prose 
tracts, poetry, and plays, and in ways both material and metaphysical. But it also homes in on 
the compass’s offshoot, cartography; for, it is in this latter (and no less literary than 
scientific) communicative form where we see most explicitly that “crisis stage” outlined by 
Thomas Kuhn, wherein bits of the old and new are cobbled together at the demise of an old 
theoretical system in favor of a new one.51 One of the more fascinating nodes of technology-
induced anxiety-cum-exhilaration involved the emergence of terra incognita, which, in the 
sixteenth century, became a regular cartographic feature and a place upon which humanist 
imagination might seize. But no less was the classical past perpetuated—and in grand form, 
at that—in the first standardized world atlas, produced by Abraham Ortelius. That atlas, as 
we shall see, was as, if not more, devoted to celebrating and preserving humanist traditions as 
to factually charting newly discovered territories. Chapter 7, “Space, Place, and Literary Self-
Projection,” probes the more ontological and epistemological shifts induced by the 
intertwined culture of compass and cartography. These include a notable shift in visual field, 
as induced by Ptolemaic principles, as well as how that altered visual field could be coopted, 																																																								
51 Eggert, Disknowledge 7. 
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whether poetically to explore the self in intriguingly novel and evocative ways, or politically 
through a gendering of territory to promote its desirably conquerable nature. How the map 
was staged in drama, together with how the stage could serve as an allegorical stand-in for 
the map, is next explored, followed by an even further zoom-out, in order to attend to the 
literary ramifications of chorography, or the prose-mapping of land. Not only did this latter 
genre inspire the literary imagination; it also stimulated a new sort of national poetry, one 
radically beholden to material territory as distinct from idealized monarch. Is it any wonder, 
then, that coterminous with these map-related developments would be a rhetorical staging of 
one’s own soaring above the land, of taking flight across (or even beyond) the newly gridded 
globe.  
Having experienced this project’s particular negotiation of print, powder, and 
compass, readers will now be suitably prepared for a contextualizion of its methodology vis-
à-vis technological determinism. As earlier mentioned, this is a theme—or criticism, more 
accurately—often raised apropos projects that foreground technology, as such projects often 
appear to be at the expense of the individual and human agency. Thus the need for my 
concluding chapter to situate “Press, Powder, Compass” more concretely, if somewhat 
unapologetically, into that critical conversation, as well as theoretically to endorse and justify 
its particular technécological track. “Technological Inter-animation, Writ Large,” as I title 
chapter 8, also looks beyond the Renaissance, to assert something more wide-ranging 
regarding human inter-animation with technologies. For, it seems that our responses today to 
digital technologies are no less indefinite or indecisive than what this project will have 
exposed with respect to emergent technologies in the early modern period. At the same time, 
we continue, whether consciously or not, to seize on technology’s potentials for nurturing 
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new ways by which we might conceive and perform human identity.52 Much as this project 
will have hopefully shown, we continue through technécological circumstance to change who 
we are, how we think, and even where we imagine our “selves” to be lodged. Disentangling 
the complicated, enmeshed state of Renaissance techno-being will, in the end, reveal the 
extent to which, because of our co-evolution with technologies,53 humans are forever 
becoming both more free and also more dependent.54 With that ambiguous, ambivalent, 
amphibious relationship underscored, let us begin our journey. 
  
																																																								
52 See Wolfe, Humanism 241. 
 
53 I borrow this in part social theorist Brian Rotman, who suggests that, from the “first ‘human singularity’ to 
our present incarnation, human being has been shaped through a complicated co-evolutionary entanglement 
with language, technics, and communicational media” (qtd. in Matthewman, Technology 176). 	
54 Peters, Marvelous 226. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE COMEDY OF ERRATA I: FROM PRINT ERROR  
TO HUMAN ERRANCY IN PRINT 
 
 
I am learning that if error is the normal human condition in any area of 
life, it is certainly so in correcting printed works. 
    —Balthasar Moretus, corrector (1602) 
 
 
 
Positioning Humanists in the Age of Print 
 
Ask many early modernists what the defining moment of their period was and the answer 
will likely be “the invention of the printing press.” Not the 1453 fall of Constantinople, not 
Columbus’s discovery of a new world in 1492, but that “‘Gutenberg Revolution’ of the mid-
fifteenth century” which, as two such scholars, Neil Rhodes and Jonathan Sawday, wax, 
heralded the advent of modernity.55 For, released from Pandora’s Box of constricted living, 
so they argue, was a “paperworld,” a place of both the intellect and the imagination, where 
copies of texts could be widely disseminated and at incomparable speed, such that the course 
of human thinking was eventually altered.56 Rhodes and Sawday are nonetheless savvy 
enough to wonder whether, in spite of our contemporary lionizing of a press-engendered 
paperworld, its earliest progenitors experienced a more complex (and, given today’s 
																																																								
55 Rhodes and Sawday, “Paperworlds” 1. True, paper, presses, ink, punches: all these predated Gutenberg. The 
import of his discovery to Europe was an adjustable hand-mold that could rapidly cast lettersorts with movable 
type (Dane, Out 25-26). 
 
56 Rhodes and Sawday, “Paperworlds” 1. See also Grafton, who argues that, while not necessary creating 
Renaissance humanism, printing certainly enabled a geographically limited Italian movement to become a 
continental one: “Without printing, the characteristic Renaissance sense of history and sensitivity to 
anachronism could never have widely established themselves” (Grafton, “Importance” 267). 
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electronic age, a contemporarily resonant) “frisson of anxiety and optimism as they 
contemplated the miraculously identical products of the new instrument.”57  
 Of course that particular anxiety—commingled with optimism—had not been part 
and parcel of Petrarch’s humanism. How possibly, in his efforts to resuscitate the elegantly 
composed Latin of Virgil and Cicero, could he have ever envisioned the span—spatial, 
numerical, temporal—by which such texts would one day be able to reach readers? 
Moreover, if reading is not merely “an abstract operation of the intellect,” as Roger Chartier 
contends, but always both embodied (in acts and spaces and habits) and mediated (by body 
and social conditions and machinery),58 then certainly the onslaught of a paperworld was to 
have vast and unforeseen consequences. Petrarch could hardly have imagined that, by the 
1650s, words would be everywhere, with books no longer “scarce totems” but unremarkable 
objects for daily use.59 In England, every parish would have its Bible; title pages advertising 
booksellers’s wares would smatter the pillars of St. Paul’s; and peddlers would be hawking 
pamphlets generated by the illegal presses of both England and the Continent.60 Is it any 
wonder that, while Petrarch and his medieval adherents had functioned foremost as 
accumulators of texts, Renaissance humanists became more and more textual 
discriminators.61  
True, in the initial decades of the printing press, humanists were still markedly 
dependent on individual patrons—on an audience of one—and, so, were often reluctant to 
																																																								
57 Rhodes and Sawday, “Paperworlds” 12. 
 
58 Wolfe, Humanism 162. 
 
59 Jagodzinski, Privacy 7. 
 
60 Jagodzinski, Privacy 7. 
 
61 Grafton, Defenders 162. 
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endure the notoriously un-genteel stigma of print.62 But humanists also eventually came to 
need audiences larger than one; and, so, for the sake of cost-efficiency, they might create, 
alongside their manuscript copies for personalization and private circulation, printed copies, 
which could proliferate in the marketplace in cheap, depersonalized fashion.63 By one 
account, 15 to 20 million books were in print in Europe prior to the year 1500, with 150-200 
million invading the cultural landscape by the sixteenth century.64  
 For the sake of concision, let us consider Erasmus as an example of how this system 
worked, and also sometimes didn’t work (at least not as one might expect at the hands of 
such an estimable humanist). Erasmus was by no means averse to print. While he also 
produced illuminated vellum manuscripts to distribute to patrons, he considered printed 
books suitable for both social equals and inferiors in the intellectual community, and also for 
the sake of expanding one’s reach and hence esteem.65 In fact, to the great agitation of his 
publishers, Erasmus repeatedly recycled his own material. While Erasmus attributed this 
revising of already-published materials to his own perfectionism or, if not that, to publishers 
pressuring him for new copy, one such publisher, Johann van Botzhein, accused Erasmus of 
having tricked him into buying the same book twice. Erasmus attempted exculpation from 
the charge by sagely, if florally, asserting that “as long as we live, we are always devoted to 
self-improvement, and we shall not cease to make our writings more polished and more 
																																																								
62 Earlson, English 12, 134. Earlson crucially suggests that, from the perspective of early English printers, ever 
concerned with marketing and consumption, humanism would have been the perceived stigma, with the change 
in perspective probably facilitated by the international success of Thomas More’s Utopia, first printed in 
Louvain in 1516 (134).  
 
63 Earlson, English 12, 77-78. Until the 1520s, English humanists typically had to locate continental publishers 
for their work, unless they were writing educational tracts (80).  
 
64 Jaksic, “Don Quijote’s” 89. 
 
65 Earlson, English 100. 
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complete until we cease to breathe” (“Catalogue” 47). Erasmus’s principle printer until 1514, 
Josse Bade, repeatedly complained to Erasmus about his additional habit of providing 
identical copy to more than a single printer.66 Arguably, this stalwart humanist’s desire to 
reach as wide an audience as possible—and thus exponentially to accrue esteem—led to his 
regular practice of print-related subterfuge.  
Erasmus was not above counterfeiting ancient documents either. True, today Erasmus 
is revered as “one of the great exposers of error and mendacity,” as Anthony Grafton gently 
exhorts (on the heels of exposing Erasmus’s error and mendacity), and as a purger of the 
spurious from ancient history and literature.67 Erasmus’s distaste for literary deceit is perhaps 
best exemplified in his penned life of Jerome, where he attacks medieval legends for 
distorting fact and incorporating specious superhuman therapies and interventions.68 
Nevertheless, this great exposer of error included as a stop-press supplement to his fourth 
edition of the works of Saint Cyprus (1530) a treatise entitled De duplici martyrio (On the 
Two Forms of Martyrdom). According to what Erasmus writes in its table of contents, this 
treatise had been “discovered in an ancient library,” and—presumably added for effect—
“may it be possible to search out other valuable works of his as well.”69 The only problem is 
Erasmus had composed, not discovered, this treatise, and he had done so in the hope of 
garnering the early Church’s support for his theology (at the oddball cost of falsifying that 
Church’s very records—a cost which, elsewhere, he had insisted must never be paid).70 And 
																																																								
66 Earlson, English 84. 
 
67 Grafton, Forgers 43-44. 
 
68 Grafton, Forgers 43-44. 
 
69 Qtd. in Grafton, Forgers 44. 
 
70 Grafton, Forgers 45. 
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so, in Grafton’s deft phrasing, that “greatest patristic scholar of the sixteenth century forged a 
major patristic work.”71 Clearly, coming to the subject of print and literature through error—
whether as typo or false attribution, whether as plagiarism or a textual errancy made widely 
public—forces a salutary rethinking of how Renaissance authors both animated, and were 
inter-animated by their engagement with, typographic culture.   
As another instance of the paperworld peculiarities that print error brings to the fore, 
consider the course that Chaucer’s oeuvre took in the sixteenth century. While the first 
English printer, William Caxton, was careful to separate his words from Chaucer’s when 
publishing the latter’s works, later publishers and writers would, by 1602, have 
unscrupulously “grown” the approximately 34,000 lines of Chaucer’s canon to 55,000 lines 
of Chauceriana, with readers not always able to distinguish the forged from the authentic.72 
These addenda included two entirely new additions to The Canterbury Tales, which had been 
mistakenly omitted, so it was said, by previous editors of Chaucer’s corpus.73 (One can 
almost imagine their printer purloining Erasmus’s line, “may it be possible to search out 
other valuable works of his as well.”) 
If the output of printed titles in England doubled between 1558 and the 1580s,74 so, 
too, we need add, did the output of errors. Historically tracing the culture of print error 
provides us thus an innovative lens through which to reflect on and analyze anew the 
literature of the period; or, borrowing from Marcel Proust, to observe that literature “with 
new eyes.”  																																																																																																																																																																												
 
71 Grafton, Forgers 45. 
 
72 Dobranski, Readers 3. 
 
73 Dobranski, Readers 3. 
 
74 H.S. Bennett, in Wall, “Authorship” 74. 
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Errata in Early Modern Print Culture 
 
To be sure, there were medieval precursors to the early modern world of textual faux pas. But 
the “autograph nature” of a manuscript in the Middle Ages, along with its unique status,75 
generated a markedly different relationship to error. This was not a world prey to the 
Renaissance’s strange uniformity of mistakes, whereby identical copies of errata-flecked 
texts could be widely distributed.76 Without doubt, medieval manuscripts could contain gross 
blunders, ones penned by copyists who might be anything from insufficiently educated to 
pedantically fastidious, from pleasurably distracted to downright drunk. In fact, Richard de 
Bury (d. 1345) rails in his Philobiblion (The Love of Books)—and as the voice of books, no 
less—against those “treacherous” members of scriptoria who corruptly “read us and kill us 
by dedication, while ye supposed ye were correcting us with pious zeal” (31-32).77 Later, we 
find Chaucer poetically, if punitively, offering “words unto Adam,” his own scrivener, whose 
errors Chaucer had repeatedly to correct: “Adam scriveyn, if ever it thee bifalle / Boece or 
Troylus for to wryten newe, / Under thy long lokkes though most have the scalle [scabby 
disease] / But after my makyng thou wryte more trewe; / So ofte a-daye I mot thy werk 
renewe, / It to correcte and eek to rubbe and scrape; / And al is thorugh thy negligence and 
rape [haste]” (628). Chaucer’s words, meanwhile, to his readers at the end of Troilus and 
Criseyde betoken his fear of errors generated by the instability of the English language: “And 
for ther is so gret diversite / In Englissh and in writyng of oure tonge, / So prey I God that 
non myswrite the, / Ne the mysmetre for defaute of tonge” (V, ll. 1793-96, 563). 
																																																								
75 Lobis, “Printed” 51. 
 
76 Lobis, “Printed” 51.  
 
77 De Bury’s text was first printed in 1473.  
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As the culture of copying manuscripts in medieval scriptoria expanded to the 
universities, so too did the likelihood of error, with a text at the end of the copying chain 
bearing the greatest corruption.78 Indeed, this was what drove the Renaissance humanists to 
seek out the earliest—and, thus, least chirographically corrupt—of manuscript copies. The 
Herculean labors required for excavating a primogenital text are brought colorfully, if 
petulantly, to light by Erasmus in his Adages:  
[N]eed I now plead the prodigious corruption of the texts, which has acquired such a 
hold upon all our copies of both Latin and Greek authors that, whatever you touch in 
hopes of quoting it, you hardly ever have the good fortune not to stumble over some 
obvious error or suspect one below the surface? So here’s a fresh field of toil: you 
must hunt out and get together copies of the text—and plenty of them, I assure you—
in hopes of course that among so many you may have the luck to find one that is more 
correct, or that in comparing a large number you may discover something true and 
genuine by some process of divination. (III i 1, p. 226) 
 
Printing would eventually redirect this perspectival course, with readers encouraged to 
assume the most recent edition of a work was the one freest of corruption, with authors and 
publishers casting the work—often for sake of profit—as a setting for continual revising.79 In 
fact, one of the earliest editorial pronouncements on error in the English canon appears in the 
1532 edition of Chauceres Workes. There, in his dedication of the edition to Henry VIII, we 
are duly apprised of how William Thynne went about correcting and revising Chaucer’s 
oeuvre: 
as bokes of dyuers imprintes came vnto my handes / I easely and without grete study / 
might and haue deprehended in them many errours / falsyties / and deprauacions / 
whiche euydently appered by the contrarietees and alteracions founde by collacion of 
the one with the other / wherby I was moued and styred to make dilygent sertch 
where I might fynde or recouer any trewe copies or exemplaries of the sayd 
bookes…. (Thynne, “Sir B.” xxiv-xxv) 																																																								
78 Müller, White 84. 
 
79 Müller, White 84. This revising could be no less applicable to early modern manuscripts, to be sure, as in the 
case of the circulation of handwritten verse. See Lerer, Courtly 191. 
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But what errors, in more material terms, might have driven an author do demand a 
revise-and-reprint? Most common were the merely aesthetically unsightly sort: smudges, 
missing large opening initials, or impoverished design integrations; irregularities in 
pagination or title pages; creases, folds, and double impressions. Monochromatic texts, let 
alone ones employing several colors, might vary due to ink density. Sometimes, even, the 
color of the ink might change, such that identical copies of a text might have plates variously 
printed in red, green, black, with the arrangement of colors differing from copy to copy.80 
If these errors appear relatively minor, there were others that could more severely 
endanger or undermine an author’s reputation: blank pages, missing pages, pages printed 
only on one side, scribal additions (or deletions) of lines. In fact, the earliest book correction 
we possess is of this manual sort, evident in a 1467 edition of Augustine’s City of God.81 
Sometimes printers who made corrections by hand might even mimic the printed text’s 
typeface.82 At other times, obscuring errors in this fashion could prove entirely impossible, as 
in the case of woodcuts printed in inverted or sidelong fashion (see Image 1). Rectifying 
these sorts of errors necessitated pasting a slip of paper of a right-side-up woodcut over the 
original one, which was—quite literally—on its head.83  
 
																																																								
80 McKitterick, Print 90. This was the case of Gualterotti’s Feste nelle nozze del don Francesco Medici 
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Correction in Renaissance Europe (2011), and Richardson’s Printing, Writers and Readers in Renaissance Italy 
(1999). 
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Image 1. The unintended comedy of errata 
 
Printing house conditions could not have helped. In fact, some printers, like 
Dresden’s Wolfgang Stöckel, considered imperfections a natural consequence of the 
workshop environment; for, despite the concentration and dexterity that composition and 
correcting required, these trades were typically “carried out in distracting conditions, in the 
same room as the creaking press, and at times by candlelight.”84 Moreover, because of the 
financial outlay required before books could be made available for sale, publishers often 
limited the time correctors could devote to copy, thus forcing them to work far too quickly.85 
Then again, there were others who believed that print imperfections invoked “darker 
powers,” as in the case of an anonymous Protestant printer who alleged that “Satan’s special 
effort to make the printers careless” had rendered a polemical work against the mid-sixteenth 
century Council of Trent, “which should have appeared in correct and elegant form,” into a 
mess that was virtually unreadable.86  
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Most corrections did not necessarily require the high cost of reprinting. In the case of 
omitted lines, for instance, printers might hand-stamp these into the margins, or, if an entire 
passage was flawed, paste over the erroneous text or insert a loose page into the book for the 
reader to paste.87 Perhaps the most despairing event in the Renaissance history of print error 
concerned the Sixtine edition of the Vulgate, printed by the Vatican’s press. So flawed was 
the final product that the press tried, in painfully motley fashion, to “correct” the Bible by 
stamping in correct words; pasting corrigenda over wrong letters or words; crossing through 
or overwriting in manuscript; and, in the case of the Book of Numbers, painting out an error 
in the running head.88 Worse yet, surviving copies of this edition evince not only mistakes, 
but a veritable diversity in the way those mistakes were corrected.89 Even when errors came 
to light early enough that the Vatican’s physical press could be stopped in order to make 
corrections, the uncorrected sheets, it turns out, were sold right alongside the corrected 
ones.90 (No wonder that printed books, in their incipient generations, were often considered 
debased. 91) 
There were, of course, also errors that one would never find on an errata sheet—
which is to say, that sheet positioned either at a text’s beginning or its end, pragmatically 
listing all the errors contained within. By the early sixteenth century, the errata sheet had 
become a sufficiently standardized feature of the printed book, sometimes prefaced by an 
authorial outburst against the book’s printers (who might themselves have inserted the errata 
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sheet, in the hopes of forestalling criticism regarding their inefficiency or carelessness).92 Of 
course, while acknowledging errors in anticipation of their correction by readers, the errata 
sheet’s very public concession to error was always in danger of jeopardizing an author’s 
reputation. There is nothing quite like an errata sheet, after all, as Seth Lerer wittily declares, 
“to prompt the reader to seek out yet more errata—that is, nothing like the admission of some 
errors to provoke us to believe that the work is just full of errors.”93  
 Some of those most hilarious typesetting errors, fortunately enough, were caught in 
time. One close call entailed a compositor catching a change of Paul’s phrase in 2 
Corinthians 11:22—“Are they Hebrews? So am I”—into “Are they drunk? So am I.”94 In 
another instance, the master printer Henri Estienne described a vapid acquaintance who had 
“carried out the corrector’s task with incredible cruelty. He inflicted ghastly wounds on the 
text. At every passage where he encountered the word procos [suitors], he substituted porcos 
[pigs]. … For he said, ‘I know that porcos are a kind of animal, but I don’t think procos 
means an animal or anything else in Latin.’”95 Ralphe Brooke, in his second edition of A 
Catalogue of Succession of Kings (1622), textually disfigured in no less vapid fashion a 
reference to Cistercians, in the sentence “the religious & holy Nuns of the order of 
Cistercians,” into Sister-sences, a complete nonsense word; thanks only to Brooke’s 
corrector—or so said the printer, at least—did Brooke circumvent shame: for, if the workmen 
had “giuen him leaue to printe his own English (which now they repent they did not) hee 
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would (they say) haue made his Reader, as good sport in his Catalogue, as ever Tarleton did 
his Audience, in a Clownes part.”96 Perhaps no statement better reflects the unintended 
comedy of errata, however, than that of 1560s corrector Johannes Isaac. Responding to a 
baffling line of text, he wrote, “This sentence must have been put in the wrong place by the 
printer’s wine; otherwise I can’t understand it.”97 
Too often, though, the painfully unfortunate mishaps made their way into the 
marketplace. Jasper Heywood, in one instance, bitterly denounced the renowned printer 
Richard Tottel in a versified preface for the damage Tottel had done to his translation of 
Seneca’s Thyestes. It was, so Heywood reported, “Corrupted all: in such a sorte, that scant a 
sentence …rewe / Now flythe abroade as I it wrote, which thyng when I had tryde, / And 
fowrescore greater fautes then myn… / in fortie leaues espyde…” (“Preface” n.p.). Sir 
Thomas Elyot would take a more diplomatic tone when addressing the emendations he 
himself had made to his Dictionary: 
And for as moche as by haste made in printyng, some letters may happen to lacke, 
some to be sette in wronge places, or the ortography nat to be truely obserued, I 
therefore haue put all those fautes in a table folowing this preface: wherby they may 
be easily corrected: and that done, I truste in god no manne shall fynde cause to reiect 
this boke…. (n.p.) 
 
While some authors might politely request their readers to inform them of any additional 
corrections necessary, others were less forthcoming. While Ambroise Paré urged the young 
surgeons using his Oeuvres (1575) to inform him graciously of any faults rather than slander 
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97 I hesitate and yet—given the theme of this chapter—find myself comically inclined to acknowledge that I 
have lost the original source for this quotation.  
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him,98 the reckonmaster Valentin Mennher more tetchily exhorted his readers, “Please just 
make [numerical] corrections on the page rather than by useless words.”99   
Printers, too, got involved in disseminating caveats and apologies. They might insert 
notes of contrition into their books acknowledging their own shortcomings, explaining the 
production difficulties they had faced, or even enlightening readers on the difficulties they 
had endured with authors.100 Occasionally, they delivered their contrition with such jovial 
humor that their levity reaches still across the centuries. Consider, for instance, what printer 
Richard Watkyns included to his “Gentle Reader” in the 1572 translation of Ludwig 
Lavater’s work on ghosts: “before thou enter any further, …pardon the Printer. For thou 
knowest: Quando{que} bonus dormitat Homerus [Even good Homer nods off sometimes]. 
Although some of our Printers be not Homers, neyther seene in Greeke nor Latine, nor 
sometime exactly in Englishe, yet can they nod and take a nap, as well as any Homer” 
(Watkyns, “An aduertisement” n.p.). Other times, printers might exact a more painfully 
existential tenor (though comically bathetic to the modern ear). In his 1505 epistle appended 
to a book he had “set in order” for the printer Iohannes Prüs, Matthias Schürer theatrically 
pleads, 
Do not be surprised or fly into a rage if there are inversions, transpositions, changes 
and omissions in this book. No one can see everything. I am a human being, and a 
human being with two eyes, not Argus, whose head, according to ancient myths, was 
girdled with a hundred eyes. Believe the man who has learned from experience: it is 
impossible to carry out so close an inspection that you detect every flaw. Moreover, 
the printer’s copy was truncated, corrupt and full of mistakes, all of which was the 
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scribe’s fault. And the fact that the Frankfurt fair was approaching forced us to print 
this in a very short time.101 
 
If these do not sufficiently illustrate the extent to which print’s conceptual association with 
correctness could be easily compromised,”102 consider the beleaguered tone Thomas Coryate 
takes in accounting for the errata in his Coryats Crudities, 1611. After listing all the faults he 
was able to identify, he concedes to other faults “in the booke at the least halfe a hundred (I 
beleeue) vnmentioned in this place, which I entreate thee to winke at, and to expect a truer 
Edition, which I will promise thee shall make recompence for the errors now past” (n.p.). No 
one denigrates the potential foibles of printers and correctors better (or worse), however, than 
Erasmus. As the following excerpt flamboyantly makes clear, Erasmus had few qualms about 
vilifying pressmen who disfigured, despoiled, defiled, or desecrated the likes of Aristotle, 
Cicero, or the writers of religious books: 
[T]hese eminent authors, to whose works we owe religion itself, are published to the 
world by men so ill-educated that they cannot so much as read, so idle that they are 
not prepared to read over what they print, and so mercenary that they would rather 
see a good book filled with thousands of mistakes than spend a few paltry gold pieces 
on hiring someone to supervise the proof-correcting. And none make such grand 
promises on the title-page as those who are most shameless in corrupting everything. 
(Adages II i 1, p. 144, emphases added)  
 
Erasmus epitomizes the fraught, testy relationship that, by his time, had crystallized between 
an author and the pressmen who performed the “toilette” of his books—especially when they 
did so during his unfortunate absence.103 (Then again, it was Erasmus’s own error that would 
ironically result in one of his most resilient images. For, when Erasmus in his Adages came 
to the description of Pandora opening up the vessel that would unleash and inflict evil on 																																																								
101 The book was the first edition of Jacob Wimpheling’s Epithoma rerum Germanicarum. Qtd. in Grafton, 
Culture 84. 
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humankind, he translated Hesiod’s original reference to pithos [jar] as pyxis [box]; in other 
words, one of the most recognized mythic images, that of Pandora prying open her box 
[rather than her jar] altogether stems from that venerated humanist’s linguistic mistake.104) 
At times, an “incorrectly corrected” author might take a more resigned stance to his 
plight. Such was the case of Polydore Vergil, who, when commenting on a new edition of his 
On Discovery, conceded that the earlier 1499 edition “was marred in a number of places by 
the carelessness (so it goes) of publishers…” (27). Abraham Fraunce (d. ca. 1592), on the 
contrary, was unabashedly irate when, in a dedicatory epistle prefacing The lamentations of 
Amyntas, he announced that his need to self-publish was due to the distorting violence done 
to his text through manuscript circulation (in other words, sometimes even chirographical 
error led to an author wanting to print-freeze his work). So “pitifully disfigured” had the 
original become “by the boistrous handling of vnskilfull pen men,” bemoaned Fraunce, that 
its hero, Amyntas, “was like to haue come abroad so vnlike himselfe, as that his own Phillis 
would neuer haue taken him for Amintas” (n.p.). No less was the ire of poet Cassio da Narni, 
who, in a stanza at the end of his popular romance La morte del Danese (1521), 
ignominiously fumed: “Ignorant printers of various sorts have several times made me so 
angry with their errors that I have longed for death, as a relief from an anxiety so strange that 
I believe there is no evil more heavy and hard to bear….”105 As for Martin Luther, he never 
ceased to berate those printers who not only reprinted his writings illicitly, but who did so so 
appallingly “that at many points I didn’t recognize my own work.”106 No wonder that 
assurances of correctness in the printing process often figured prominently in a book’s 																																																								
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marketing, with claims of “recent” or “new” alterations giving a latest edition an especially 
desirable appeal, as might also the adornment of its title page with inflated assertions of 
editorial care.107 
Much as David McKitterick concludes (after taking his own readers on an excursion 
of early modern print errors), to attend to material books from the sixteenth century “is to 
discover compromise, inconsistency, changes of mind, all manner of botched work, and 
frequent mistakes by no means all of which are admitted to the reader….” 108 Perhaps 
McKitterick’s assessment—not to mention, the compendium of errors I have catalogued thus 
far—strikes my own readers as an exaggeration of the scenario, given its having been 
spawned through an isolating of errors from a significantly bigger (textual) picture.  If so, I 
spiritedly counter with a question: How else can we explain, if not by virtue of the extent of 
error, the early modern proliferation of an entirely new literary sub-genre, the errata poem? 
As Saenger propose, it was because error was so frequent in Renaissance printing that writers 
came creatively to employ the errata poem as “a trope of textual interchange.”109 Often, such 
poems apologized to the reader, or condemned those humans (or, less amicably even, those 
disembodied “hands”) responsible for a book’s errors and, hence, for turning its writer into a 
wag.110 Barnabe Riche begins his 1581 Riche His Farewell to Militarie profession with the 
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following lively caveat: “And for suche faultes as scaped haue / The presse, whereof thers 
store: / Reproue the Printer for his haste, / Blame not the booke therefore” (n.p.) 
Then again, sometimes an author might slyly cast errata as symbolic of his own 
virtuous resignation.111 Consider the following errata poem, penned with particularl levity by 
John Taylor, the Water Poet:  
 Faults, but not faults escap’d, I would they were, 
If they were faults escap’d, they were not here, 
But heere they are, in many a page and line, 
Men may perceiue the Printers faults, or mine. 
And since my faults are heere in prison fast, 
And on record (in print) are like to last, 
Since the Correctors let them passe the Presse, 
And my occasions mix’d with sickenesses, 
And that foure Printers dwelling farre asunder, 
Did print this booke, pray make the faults no wonder. (n.p.)112 
 
Meanwhile, in the following errata poem, drawn from the front matter of Wits Bedlam 
(1617), we can find its author, John Davies, deploying his wit as a means of regaining 
mastery over what was not in his control. The poem’s title alone alludes to that intention: 
“An excuse for Faults escapt in Printing by reason my Occasions would not permit me to 
looke to the Presse.” But the poem itself is even more self-referentially and fault-findingly 
clever: “When Printing first was borne (it seems) it had / This curse with it; That it should 
beare no Book / But it, with Falts, should make the Father sad, / Then Reader to the Faults 
vouchsafe to looke: / And mend, or make them worse; all's one to me, / They be not mine; 
but theirs that, now, o're see” (n.p.). Intriguingly, some of the “faults mak[ing] the Father 
sad”—such as ingeniously visualized in Davies’s spelling faults Falts in the third line, but 																																																																																																																																																																												
shop, to earn their living by their intelligence and learning, not by their hands” (qtd. in Grafton, “Importance” 
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Faults in the fourth (or could this be a brilliant wink on his part to the fault of falts?)—were 
sometimes due to the economy of a compositor’s work. In order to compose lines that were 
justified on both the right and the left, the compositor often resorted to using variable 
spellings or spacings to ensure straight margins.113 In order to get maximum text per line, or 
because he was running short of space, he might additionally render verse into prose (which 
is why one occasionally finds Shakespearean prose often scanning as blank verse).114 
Any claims of print technology as standardizing spelling are clearly not attributable to 
early modern England.115 In the latter context, in fact, variance in spelling was conceivably 
promoted and expanded by the exigencies of the printed page.116 As a single example, 
consider the 1607 quarto of Thomas Dekker’s The Whore of Babylon, with its character of 
the Fairy Queen orthographically appearing most often as a pseudo-Spenserian Elizabethan 
Fairie, but also as fayrie, fairy, faire, fayerie, farie, and even faierie.117 This did not quash 
Renaissance grievances regarding spelling, mind you. As one complainant put it: “By my 
soule ye prynters make such englysche / So yll spelled, so yll pointed, and so peuyshe / That 
scantly one cane rede….”118 But poets could be no less culpable than printers. George 
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Puttenham, in his 1589 The Arte of English Poesie, conceded outright that, when it came to 
verse, spelling ought to be at the mercy of rhyme. “False orthographie,” he called it (85), 
inadvertently reflecting the extent to which the printed word could still be ancillary to the 
aural. Or as Puttenham himself phrased it, altogether desirable was to evade “an vnpleasant 
dissonance to the eare by keeping trewe orthoraphie and loosing the rime, as for example it is 
better to rime Dore with Restore then in his truer orthographie, which is Doore, and to this 
word Desire to say Fier then fyre, though it be otherwise better written fire” (85). Because 
spelling was not fixed, in fact, printers might waste space just as diligently as they tried to 
save it.119 This is why, in the case of the First Folio of Shakespeare’s works, one finds “rekles 
where space is needed and reckelesse were space is too abundant,” with occasional instances 
even of the printer deleting text when space was at a premium.120 The Second Folio, 
incidentally, is a 1632 reprint of the original—only with more than 1,600 “anonymous 
typographical and editorial corrections that have provided fodder (and headaches) for 
subsequent editors.”121  
 If spelling circulated in multiple forms, so too did images printed from woodcuts or 
copper plates. While not constitutive of errata per se, the early modern propensity for 
recycling occasionally led to faulty provenance. True, Wynkyn de Worde’s use of his 
predecessor William Caxton’s first-edition woodcuts for the second edition of The 
Canterbury Tales may seem entirely appropriate. But what are we to make of an image that 
might get entirely repurposed, such that a retouched wood block of a “monstrous serpent in 
Cuba,” as Chartier describes of its presence in French canards, could be easily “transformed 																																																								
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into a dragon flying through the Paris sky”122? And because certain types of books mandated 
illustrations, a printer might sometimes insert whatever images were available to him, 
irrespective of their having absolutely no bearing on the text. How else to explain an extant 
depiction of Saint Paul incorporated into a story of lovers, or Saint Margaret weirdly 
illuminating an edition of Ovid123?  
The economic advantages of reusing woodblocks, especially ones that employed 
traditional iconography, are no doubt obvious. But what to do when a nation whose 
religiously traditional iconography had for centuries been Catholic turned suddenly, as in the 
case of England, to Protestantism? Part of the answer can be found in a pre-Reformation 
woodcut of Christ and his disciples, which had originally appeared in 1506 in Wynkyn de 
Worde’s Arte to lyve well. When reused in the 1640s by Richard Harper, the scroll above 
Christ and his disciples’s heads (which had once been emblazoned with the Lord’s Prayer) 
was simply left empty.124  In the case of copper plates bearing cartographical diagrams, their 
longer shelf life often led to geographical content falling behind contemporary knowledge; 
the economics of their reuse was simply too tempting to map-printers, who were, for the 
most part, commercially minded.125 In fact, men like Mercator, tradesmen at heart, were 
frequently berated by geographers for relentlessly copying from one another and, hence—as 
one of those geographers put it—for “introducing more and more errors and yet putting on 
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their maps: Tabula nova [New map], novissima [newest], exactissima [most exact], recens 
curate [most recent], etc.”126  
Plagiarism, so R.A. Skelton observes, was both commoner in cartography and also 
more easily disguised than in any other activity outside of music.127 Occasionally, too, it 
might not be so well disguised. There is the case, for instance, of a plagiaristic engraver who, 
in incising someone else’s engraving, forgot to reverse his own incision; as a result, his 
map’s place-names and landmasses were only positionally correct when inspected in a 
mirror.128 Another consequence of an engraver’s reliance on older maps was that buildings 
that had since been demolished—such as the Rose Theatre, in the case of a 1638 map of 
London—would find themselves miraculously resurrected.129  Other times, errors might be 
born of a basic lack of concern for accuracy or, more accurately on my part perhaps, of a 
deference to decorative effect that trumped precision. Even direr was the situation when it 
came to world maps. For, forced to rely on cartographic inheritance, in combination with sea 
lore and mariners’s reports, the mapmaker’s modus operandi was, in effect, bricolage.130 (We 
shall investigate this theme further in the chapters dedicated to the magnetic compass.) 
Invariably, this bricolage also infected pamphlet culture, though apparently few writers, let 
alone readers, were bothered by it. Robert Greene, for one, poured into his literary creations a 
“helter-skelter of geographic error,” as Cawley remarks, in part because “there was naturally 
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much that neither he nor the 1580-1590 decade knew about the foreign world.”131 Even with 
the publication of the second edition of Hakluyt’s The Principal Navigations in 1598-1600, 
“there still remained much which Greene could depend on his readers’ not knowing. In other 
words, he wrote with an abandon partly because he could depend on not being corrected.”132  
In the early city atlases of the sixteenth-century, a single woodcut can even stand in 
upproblematically for multiple cities. Possibly, this is because for readers the idea of the city 
was ultimately more integral than any city’s actuality133—or, at the least, an atlas’s 
illustrators depended, not unlike Greene, on their not being corrected. In the second edition 
of the Civitates orbis terrarum (Atlas of Cities of the World, 1595), for example, one finds 
the woodcut of Seville doing double—nay, triple—duty as both Gibraltar and Aragon.134  Of 
course, some map-related errors were the byproduct of ego or all-out megalomania. How else 
to explain André Thevet’s cartographic inclusion of a “radically displaced” or “greatly 
magnified” island off the coast of Labrador bearing the name of “Thevet Island”135? 
 And then there were the more politically charged reasons for error. Such was the case 
with respect to Abraham Ortelius’s world atlas, about which we will have more to discuss in 
Chapter 6. Suffice it to say for now that the English edition of his Theatrum orbis terrarum 
(Theatre of the World), printed in 1606, was dedicated to the reigning King James, “King of 
Great Britaine, France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, &c.” (n.p.). When a new Italian 
edition appeared two years later, and with no time for re-engraving, pieces of paper were 																																																								
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pasted over its distressing (to Catholic Italians, at least) dedication to a Protestant monarch. 
As for James’s putative reign over Catholic Ireland, that too disappeared—beneath some 
gluey slip of paper now emphasizing Ireland’s millennium-long religious affiliation with 
Rome.136   
 If errors in folio atlases intended for domestic reading were for some a curse, imagine 
the havoc misnamed or misplaced territories wrought for actual seamen. Indeed, mariner 
Robert Norman protested in his discourse on the lodestone, The newe attractiue (1581), 
against “the Portugale, or Spanishe Marine platts [maps], which are made by the Cardmakers 
of those Countries” (n.p.) and upon which English mariners relied. His reasoning? Because 
those mapmakers were “no trauelers them selues, but doe all thinges therin, by information 
vppon the credite of others”—which meant they were unwittingly replicating the errors of 
“vnskilfull Seamen” (n.p.). While Norman saw fit to praise Abraham Ortelius, other 
mapmakers got off less admirably, as in the case of University of Paris professor Guilielmus 
Postellus. In spite of the fame he had earned for his learnedness and travel, he had produced a 
universal map (1580) so “grosse and confused” in its manner, declared Norman, that “it 
might seeme rather to haue come from some rude vnskilfull, then from hym so famous a 
Doctor…” (n.p.).137 Indeed, Norman’s fretful gripe provides a convenient segue to our next 
port of interest: errors that were not typographical, but which appeared in print nonetheless 
because of the perceived faults—or Falts—of one author according to another.  
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The Errant Author 
 
“Print enables publicly what was done privately before,” proposes Seth Lerer. “It makes 
possible not the fixity of the text but the participation of the reading public in the act of 
correction.”138 Alas, it can also publicly bristle with petulant and even irate acts of correction 
between authors and their readers (who, in the early modern context, were often one and the 
same). To be sure, such flyting between constitutents predated the arrival of print. The early 
humanist Poggio Bracciolini (d. 1459), for instance, had suffered grave humiliation when one 
of his enemies, Lorenzo Valla, dedicated an entire dialogue to the copious mistakes he had 
made in Latin. In the dialogue, a cook and a stable boy—both German and, therefore, 
construed as barbaric—were depicted as reading Poggio out loud and lambasting his work 
solecism by solecism.139 
 Of course, with the advent of print, such solecisms had the capacity to reach a much 
wider audience and so, too, to stoke a much deeper potential for humiliation. Consider the 
case of Thomas More’s Epigrammata, which was printed in 1518, likely after its circulation 
among More’s friends. More’s epigrammatic attack was leveled against Germain de Brie’s 
Chordigera, to which de Brie devised his own rejoinder, aptly titling it Antimorus. What de 
Brie offered his readers were annotated lists of both More’s “Inexcusable Mistakes in the 
Quantity of Syllables” and his “Utterly disgraceful Solecisms and Barbarisms.”140 
Apparently, Erasmus had tried to dissuade both men from printing their respective attacks, 
but neither listened—with More even adding one more assault, in the form of yet another 
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pamphlet, Epistola ad Brixium. Intriguingly, at some point thereafter, More not only recalled 
that last pamphlet, but bought up all its remaining copies, which he then destroyed.141 
 By recasting his originally manuscriptural epigrams in a bibliographic form, More 
had indubitably altered them, as Earlson discerns: 
[T]he epigrams ceased to be personal transactions, of various kinds—between More 
and his learned friends; between More and the potential patrons whom he 
approached; between More and a somewhat larger, less intimate circle of 
acquaintances, the audience at court—and became a single impersonal transaction 
between an author and a public, mediated no longer by handmade objects, but by the 
machined products of Froben’s presses.142 
 
And yet, More’s response, his seeming attempt to salvage his reputation through buying up 
those remaining copies and setting them alight, reveals something about the exponential 
florescence of faults that print was in danger of generating. If indeed a printed text 
“conserves and spreads everything no matter how strange or wild,” as Bruno Latour 
contends, if it “makes everything mobile” (12), the implication is that errors of all types—
typographical, linguistic, semantic, personal, heretical—become invested with the possibility 
of being evermore “on the run.” (Consider that in 2015, more than thirty million petitioners 
were trying to get Google to “wipe old or unflattering data from the web,” and thereby 
achieve entitled forgottenness.143) But, as the More-Brie debacle makes clear, once one set of 
data has made its way into print, the only recourse to fighting it may be by way of publishing 
a counter-set of data in the same domain. Print, we might assert, could oftentimes only be 
fought with print.  
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 “More vs. Brie” was not without its competition either. In the 1590s, Ralphe Brooke 
released A Discoverie of Certaine Errours Published in Print in the Much Commended 
BRITANNIA, 1594. Very Prejudicial to the Discentes and Succession of the Auncient Nobilitie 
of this Realm. As the title of that 50+-page pamphlet fully indicates, Brooke catalogues all 
the blunders perpetrated by antiquarian William Camden in his chorographical survey of 
Britain and Ireland, including by way of incorrect appellations that turned daughters into the 
spouses of their fathers. Not only that: Camden had submitted a Latin response to Brooke’s 
Discoverie of Certaine Errours, which Brooke included in the printing of his tract, along 
with his own scurrilous reply (see Image 2). But their feud was not over yet, given that 
Brooke followed up with A Second Discoverie. (Perhaps as a sort of divine retribution, 
Brooke would later skirt tenuously close to the infamy to which an erring author might be 
subjected. He was, after all, the writer to turn Cistercians into Sister-sences and so, if not for 
a discerning corrector, he would have endangered his reputation by making himself appear—
in the words of that corrector—“in a Clownes part.”  
 
Image 3. The Discoverie of Certaine Errours Published in  
Print in the Much Commended BRITANNIA, by Ralphe Brooke (1597) 
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These are clearly dialogues antithetical to those said to have been favored in the 
Renaissance because of their replicating oral settings that pleasantly obscured the unfamiliar, 
anonymous nature of reading print.144 They are, rather, a combative airing of one’s discursive 
quarrels, a literacy-induced flyting, to reprise some, with the public put in the position of 
overhearing (and perhaps taking sides in) a contest of wits. In this sense, print was as much 
un-hingeing argument as it was typographically setting it into place. Indeed, it is hard not to 
be reminded here of the sorts of incredibly partisan and derisive comments that today people 
leave on Internet feeds. In some sense, they, too, reflect the “adumbration of a new discursive 
place crucial to the elaboration of a public sphere,”145 as Alexandra Halasz describes of the 
early modern pamphlet’s operation as a site for informal learned discourse.146 Nowhere, 
perhaps, is that Renaissance wrangle in letters better displayed than in the infamous quarrel 
between Richard Harvey and Thomas Nashe.  
The vitriol between Harvey and Nashe played out in part apropos the Martin 
Marprelate controversy. What began as illegal pamphlets written by one “Martin Marprelate” 
as an attack on England’s insufficiently Protestant church was eventually followed by 
responses on behalf of the Crown written with equally gleeful indecorousness by men like 
John Lyly and Nashe. Consider the title alone of one of Lyly’s contributions (in which 
Harvey is lambasted): Pappe with an Hatchet, Alias A Figge for my God Sonne, Or Cracke 
me this Nut, Or a Countrie Cuffe, that is, A Sound Boxe of the Eare, for the Idiot Martin to 
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Hold his Peace, Seeing the Patch will Take no Warning. 147 The language on both sides of 
these pamphlet wars was indisputably one of sharp and unrestrained violence; or, as Tribble 
concludes based on her close reading of their materials: “Martin figures his words as 
weapons against the ecclesiastical hierarchy,” with Nashe et al. returning with carnivalesque 
denunciations that function like blows—to which Martin responds not only with “jestbook 
anecdotes and scurrilous stories about the bishops,” but with waggish neologisms like “‘ill-
sample,’ ‘Your Cantiburiness,’ [and] ‘Paltripolitanship’” to round out his holistic strategy of 
directly abusing his adversaries.148 (In an interesting inter-animation of print and powder 
technologies, when, in August 1589, the Marprelate controversy was at its most furious, 
master printer John Hodgkins, in a [failed] ruse to deceive, told government agents that he 
and his workers were “saltpeter men” transporting “shott” in lieu of an illegal press and 
movable—doubly movable!—type.149 Indeed, the reason the Crown resorted to 
commissioning printed retorts was because of its failure to locate and shut down the 
clandestine presses producing Martin’s words.150)  
 Error? Not exactly. But boisterous, contumely errantry? Most definitely. The Latin 
word errare means “to wander,”151 after all, and we have certainly drifted far from the 
dignified humanist page. But what of the fact that Harvey associated pamphleteers with the 
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marketplace and, therefore, with a culture of ballad singers and fools—with what he himself 
had described in two of his tracts as a world “Upsy-downe” and suffering from “Universal 
Topsy-turvy”152? In short, Harvey’s attack of Lyly and Nashe for their base notoriety is what 
licensed his entering print under his own name, given that he was identifying himself with 
those of learning and suitable authority.153  
While Harvey may have found a way to legitimize his wandering into pamphlet 
culture, the Martinists’s printing press suffered a different, unauthorized sort of embodied 
errantry. For, in a time when presses were permitted to operate in three cities alone—
London, Oxford, and Cambridge—virtually every one of the pamphlets on the side of those 
state slanderers had to be printed in some new, countryside location and sheltered by 
someone friendly to the cause.154 Such “wandering” presses, as well as the unlicensed tracts 
they published and covertly disseminated, were enormously disquieting to a state bent on 
controlling the production and distribution of print materials.155 No wonder that Martin 
would be associated in one particular pamphlet with the many-headed sea monster Hydra, 
who had sprouted several heads to replace each one decapitated.156 
Print Error as Truth 
 
We would obviously err, based on the above, in supposing that the word error had but a 
single, negative connotation during the Renaissance. In fact, error, according to François 
Rigolot, could be quite variously defined: “as a regrettable mistake, an unforgivable faux pas 
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or, on the contrary, something he or she should be proud of, because it signal[ed] another 
order of truth, one that the common reader might not have grasped if it had been couched in 
the straightforward language of truth.”157 Is it thereby possible that the rhetoric of violence so 
rife in the pamphlet quarrels might have been interpreted as reflecting a more truthful 
sparring because of its oral (and even aural) energies? 
Claims to potential error might additionally serve as evidence of one’s dedication to 
progress. In an episode from Castiglione’s The Book of the Courtier, the Duchess of Urbino 
requests her interlocutors to characterize a lady of the court perfect in every way. In advance 
of his response, the Magnifico Giuliano counsels that “everyone may contradict me when he 
pleases; for I shall take it, not as contradictions, but as aid; and perhaps by the correction of 
my mistakes we shall discover that perfection of the Court Lady which we seek” (167). 
Straying in this instance, as Rigolot rightfully observes, is “paradoxically necessary to the 
process of improvement.”158  
Error, in other words, could be positively thematized—and this was especially the 
case vis-à-vis printed matter that was religious in nature. Christs Teares over Ierusalem 
(1593), the most religious of Thomas Nashe’s writings, offers a fairly commonplace 
notification of its errata; and yet, a few pages prior, amidst its humbly toned epistle 
dedicatory, we were told, “Wit hath his dregges, as well as wine. Diuinitie his drosse. Expect 
some Tares in the Treatise of Teares” (n.p.). In other words, errata, like human errors more 
generally, could function as a stand-in for penitence, as exemplars of human frailty, or even 																																																								
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as ironic ideals of man’s fallen state—of all humans’s fallen states, readers’s as well as 
authors’s. Sixteenth-century philologist Latino Latini believed this so thoroughly, he insisted 
that, because books were written by humans subject to original sin, to free a book of all error 
was to deny its author’s standing as a mortal being:  
[I]f all the potentially troubling errors in our writers are corrected, will we not seem to 
be asserting, against the truth, that they surprised all the powers of weak humanity 
and gained perfect knowledge and understanding? This is impossible without leaving 
a great black spot on the holiest Doctors of the Catholic church. For everyone knows 
that their writings contain many suspect or clearly harmful points, and yet the church 
has never determined that these must be removed. For it must remain evident that 
they were human beings, for whom it is easy to fall into error.159 
 
Owen Felltham makes his own commitment to this principle limpidly patent in the several 
epistles he appends to his Resolves, Divine, Moral, and Political (1629). Alongside the 
deferential letters directed to his patrons appears one “To the Peruser,” in which Feltham 
adopts a tone that Saenger fittingly terms “ministerial.”160 While that letter may begin 
humbly enough, as it proceeds, Feltham’s mission becomes clear: “I think there is no 
Christian so much his mind’s master, as to keep precisely all his resolutions …. He is not a 
good man that lives perfect, but he that lives as well as he can, and as human frailties will let 
him” (xxiv). As Saenger observes, “[t]he reader can find errors in the text, but the clear 
implication is that Feltham’s purpose is to write a text that will find errors in its readers, and 
help to correct them through moral philosophy.”161 Thus are errata implicitly equated by 
Feltham with “human frailties” and cast as an extended metaphor of man’s perpetual need for 
spiritual correction. Even more, Resolves’s printer actually exaggerates the presence of errors 
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in the text, when asserting in a codicil beneath its list of errata that “[t]he Authors absence 
ha’s made faults multiply; and if you mend not these, you iniure him: for, they are such as 
marre the sense, and doe even quite drowne the Conceit.”162 Resolves’s list of errata is a mere 
nine lines, so there is hardly justification for such a gesture of contrition; what the publisher 
is actually doing is requesting readers be charitable and see the conceit behind the text: in 
short, “he is using errata as an excuse to invite the reader to engage deeply with the 
book….”163 One wonders, consequently, if it is possible that the act of deep and active 
reading—of negotiating a text on a writerly level (to borrow Roland Barthes’s term)—
actually began with readerly attention to misprints and errors, to discerning and 
countervailing the flaws.164 
 Yet another kind of error-masquerading-as-truth emerged during the sixteenth 
century—or an errantry, more precisely: the bogus presentation of material as legitimate, as 
neither fabricated nor plagiarized, or, at the least, as corrected. In spite of our earlier 
itemizing of egregious errors caught by correctors, and the palpable benefits in hiring 
someone to adjust a text, the larger market share that corrected texts commanded resulted in 
printers sometimes disingenuously claiming their texts had been amended.165 (Then again, 
correctors were far less praised for their rigor and accuracy than pilloried for the wildness of 
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their errors—sometimes deliberately executed ones, it was said.166) In order to compete in the 
commercial sphere, printers might therefore emblazon the colophon of a book or its title page 
with a certification that men of learning had “vigilantly emended” it or seen to its being 
“most diligently and accurately” corrected.167 There are even cases of medical books falsely 
commemorating their having been revised or augmented.168 
Falsifications came in other forms, too, such as Italian imprints on books actually 
printed at home. The calculus for such ruses was, once again, fundamentally marketing-
related. Books written by Machiavelli and Aretino, for example, were prohibited by the papal 
indices, but the Catholic Church held no such force in Protestant England; and so, when 
entered into the Stationers’s Register, such “Italian” imprints called attention to the papal 
interdiction, while also mockingly spotlighting that proscription’s impotence in England.169 
Books of putatively Italian origin were additionally more saleable on the Continent, with the 
false imprints functioning, ironically, as a sign of their textual authenticity.170 But the 
errantry extends far beyond that. For, several of the falsified editions of Machiavelli’s and 
Aretino’s books include intricately fictionalized prefaces that construct an entirely fake 
history of the book’s publishing house.171  
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Falsifying colophons on old-looking books in order to enhance their financial worth 
was an additional deception honed by some printers.172 Of course, sometimes a book’s entire 
contents might be equally falsified, whether in the form of pirated editions, or a 
thoroughgoing plagiarism of someone else’s creative efforts. Thomas Creede, a prolific 
printer of stage plays, attributed the authorship of The London Prodigal (1605) to 
Shakespeare (though it is uncertain whether this was due to genuine confusion or a desire to 
increase sales).173 As for why two of Shakespeare’s plays, Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet, 
were printed when they were, that can be inferred from the pledges that appear on their title 
pages: “Newly corrected, augmented, and amended….”174 Both plays had been so popular in 
performance that they had, earlier and illicitly, been copied down by hucksters, presumably 
from memory, and profitably sold to printers.175 Or, as the editors of the 1623 Folio of 
Shakespeare’s plays opined, the reading public had been “abus’d with diuerse stolne, and 
surreptitious copies, maimed, and deformed by the frauds and stealthes of iniurious 
impostors” (Norton Facsimile 7). 
Thomas Heywood complained no less fervently about the pirated fate of one of his 
stage plays—and some 32 years after the fact. In his twilight assemblage of Pleasant 
Dialogues and Drammas (1637), Heywood recounted how an earlier version of If you know 
not me, You know no bodie; or, The troubles of Queene Elizabeth had been corruptly printed 
without his consent176: “[S]ome by Stenography drew / The plot: put it in print: (scarce one 
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word trew:) / And in that lamenesse it hath limp’t so long, / The Author now to vindicate that 
wrong / Hath tooke the paines, upright upon its feete / To teach it walke, so please you sit, 
and see’t” (249). The dangers of piracy were not only real and tangible; they were also a 
threat to the credibility of all printed materials.177 And so, one wonders if a learned 
Renaissance reader reaching for a book from a stall outside St. Paul’s—say, Vesalius’s 1543 
De humani corporis fabrica (On the Fabric of the Human Body)—did so with an attitude of 
skepticism no less than of anticipation. According to Adrian Johns, piracy and plagiarism 
must have occupied readers’s minds as substantially as did fixity or enlightenment, given the 
routine hazards of unauthorized translations, epitomes, and imitations: “Very few noteworthy 
publications seemed to escape altogether from such practices, and none at all could safely be 
regarded as immune a priori. It was regarded as extremely unusual for a book professing 
knowledge—from lowly almanacs to costly folios—to be published in the relatively 
unproblematic manner we now assume.”178 
Of course, the foe might not always be the printer. In 1562, Barnabe Googe prefaced 
his Eclogues with a note protesting that its pastoral poems had been smuggled into print 
entirely unbeknownst to him; and similarly, in 1573, George Gascoigne preceded his 
Hundred Sundrie Flowres with epistles claiming that its printer had obtained the manuscript 
without his consent.179 Such cases surely beg the question: Did authors sometimes employ 
the rhetoric of piracy in order to garner more sales or to evade print’s stigma? In the case of 
Gascoigne, the answer appears to be yes; for, doing so gave his printed tome the cachet of a 
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privately disseminated manuscript.180 (Only by the 1590s would poets—unless they were 
courtiers chiefly—print their works with signed epistles revealing their identity and willingly 
involve themselves in the printing process.181) What, then, to make of Sir Thomas Browne’s 
later discovery—in the 1640s—that his private religious exercises had “most imperfectly and 
surreptitiously” been printed under the title Religio Medici; and, even more, that while this 
publisher may have been unscrupulous in both habit and name—Andrew Crooke—Browne 
nevertheless worked with him to produce “A true and full coppy”182? 
 The piracy could be painfully real. The aforementioned Coryate became a minor 
celebrity with the publication of the chronicle of his perambulating continental adventures, 
Coryats Crudities (1611). But his Coryats Crambe—the “second course” to his Crudities—
vigorously warned readers against a bootlegged version of the panegyric verses that had 
comprised the front matter of that earlier text. Those (often scathingly sardonic) poems, 
penned by the likes of Ben Jonson and John Donne, had been independently published as The 
Odcombian Banquet by an apparently unscrupulous printer, Thomas Thorpe.183 Coryate’s 
editorial blast at Odcombian was no doubt motivated, in part, by that text’s inclusion of a 
vicious denunciation of his Crudities as—here in Schutte’s words—“the useless and boring 
product of a light-brained fool,”184 But it was also certainly provoked by Coryate’s own fear 
that Odcombian would cut into the sales of his own works. 
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 For a more satirical take on the material poaching—indeed, on the material 
cuckolding, we might say—we can turn to one of William Goddard’s satires in his 1599 
collection A mastif vvhelp and other ruff-island-lik currs, which bites and barks, as its title 
colorfully continues, at the fantasticall humorists and abusers of the time. One of those 
abusers is the richly ridiculed “Poet-Asse,” who  
…sitting in’s seate,  
You’le heare him ex’lent, Epigrames repeate,  
Demaund him whose they bee, they runn soe fine,  
He answers straight, fruits of this braine of myne,  
Yet let a well-read Poet heare the vaine,  
He’lle finde they came out of a Bastardes braine.  
Dust heare me Poet-asse? I’le prophysee,  
That when th’art man’d thou’t a Cockould bee:  
Thou fath’rest now things got by other men,  
What wilt thou doe when thou art man’d then? (n.p.) 
 
Is it any wonder that in this impassioned and agitated atmosphere emerges the first use in the 
English language of “plagiarie”185? The word makes its debut in Joseph Hall’s satires in 
Virgidemiarum (1599), and who better to conjure its ignominious existence than the ghost of 
Petrarch, present in Hall’s admonishment “from old Petrarchs spright / Vnto a Plagiarie 
sonnet-wright” (IV.ii, p. 17). The humanists, it bears repeating, were hardly immune to 
stooping to plagiarism either. In fact, they regularly reproached each other for textual 
thieving, while also, of course, declaring their own works acts of inspired imitation.186 While 
we have already given ample attention to Erasmus’s forgery of an ancient text, it is important 
to note that accusations of false authorship increased in the early modern period, conceivably 
testifying to how acute the stimulation and challenge of forgery had become, whether by way 
of a comparatively painless production of new frames for old nuggets, or an all-out “free 
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invention of whole new pasts.”187 If Renaissance disputes over plagiarism became 
progressively widespread, this was doubtlessly a consequence of the novel difficulties 
inherent in defining intellectual ownership in a rapidly evolving print society.188  
England’s rogue literature is particularly interesting in this regard, given that it was 
written by anything but rogues. Robert Greene’s insider exposés on cheating at dice and 
cards—his supposed first-hand experiences of London’s gritty underworld—are actually 
plucked from Gilbert Walker’s 1552 A Manifest Detection of Diceplay.189 Rogue literature 
was, in truth, “a tissue of texts spawned by other texts,”190 which is inadvertently to say that 
it was a direct subsidiary of print culture. Moreover, it was written by people who were 
hardly one with the people (having been educated in law or, as in the case of Greene, at 
institutions like Cambridge).191 Indeed, it was at institutions much like Cambridge where the 
entire English language was still being fretted over as potentionally in error. Well over a 
hundred years after the 1401 debate in Oxford regarding the suitability of English as a 
language for the Bible, print culture was still echoing that refrain.192  For, English still lacked 
a necessary technical lexicon and compatible expressiveness, much as it was still bereft of 
stability, with its vocabulary rudely and barbarously growing still; it also housed all manner 
of orthography and grammatical usage—and so, was still altogether antithetical to the 
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admirably fixed nature of Latin.193 Worse yet, nobody outside the confines of England even 
understood the language.194   
Even scholars writing in English were inclined to lament the (rude, vile, pearls-
before-swine) nature of their own tongue.195 Relatively early in the sixteenth century, 
humanist John Skelton had declared with roughhouse ingenuity in “Phyllyp Sparowe” that 
  Our naturall tong is rude  
And hard to be enneude  
With pullysshed termes lusty;  
Our language is so rusty,  
So cankered and so full  
Of frowardes, and so dull,  
That if I wolde apply  
To wryte ornatly,  
I wot not where to fynd   
Termes to serve my mynde. (ll. 774-83, Complete 77-78)  
 
As for the mid-century scholar Andrew Boorde, he would compare English’s “base speeche 
to other noble speches, as Italion, Castylion, and French.”196 (Note Boorde’s multiple 
spellings for what the language has today lexically stabilized as speech.) Hence the flooding 
of foreign words into the English language, ones typically adapted or adopted wholesale from 
Latin and French.197 Hence, too, the great emphasis on translating Greek and Latin texts into 
English, as a perceived antidote to England’s cultural inferiority complex.198 Because foreign 
vocabulary was now entering English primarily through writing—and efflorescing certainly 																																																								
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thanks to the accumulative and disseminative powers of print—that vocabulary appeared 
more learned, unusual, and sophisticated than the medieval borrowings from Old Norse and 
French, which had entered the idiom primarily by way of the spoken word.199 True, George 
Gascoigne (1542-77) might nationalistically propose that, as “the most auncient English 
wordes” were monosyllabic, so “the more monasyllables that you vse the truer Englishman 
you shall seeme, and the lesse you shall smell of the Inkehorne…” (Certayne 51). But much 
like the humanists who indulged in word-forging,200 playwrights like Shakespeare 
delightedly stuffed Latin borrowings into their plays. Shakespeare often did so in the form of 
convenient doublets, a Latinate import hermeneutically accompanied by a more familiar 
English explication. Thus can we find in Richard II and Richard III, respectively201:  
 That all the treasons for these eighteen years 
 Complotted and contrived in this land 
 Fetch from false Mowbray their first head and spring. (I.i.95-7, p. 747) 
  
 Among this princely heap, if any here, 
 By false intelligence, or wrong surmise 
 Hold me foe…. (II.i.54-6, p. 664) 
 
Shakespeare can also be found staging with comical, clownish aplomb the incapacity of 
English speakers to navigate the contemporary cultural onrush of neologisms. In Much Ado 
About Nothing, Dogberry can neither differentiate between “sensible and senseless, 
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apprehend and comprehend, odious and odorous, auspicious and suspicious,” nor “grasp the 
meaning of tolerable, tedious, malefactors or verify.”202 
As the character of Dogberry inadvertently illustrates, England’s intensifying fashion 
for aureate poetry, combined with that incursion of neologisms, could sometimes result in a 
thready, polysyllabic surge of words that made ridicule unavoidable.203 Ben Jonson’s 
Poetaster (perf. 1601) corrosively delights in this aureately awful language; or, rather, he 
has, as a form of lampoon, his poetaster character literally puke it up: 
[HORACE holds a basin into which CRISIPINUS appears 
to vomit his words.] 
Crispinus. O—retrograde—reciprocal—incubus.  
Caesar. What’s that Horace? 
Horace. [Looking in the basin] Retrograde, reciprocal and incubus are come up. 
Gallus. Thanks be to Jupiter. 
Crispinus. O—glibbery—lubrical—defunct—O— 
Horace. Well said! Here’s some store  
… 
Crispinus. Chillblained—O—O—clumsy— 
Horace. That clumsy stuck terribly. 
Maecenas. What’s all that Horace? 
Horace. [Looking] Spurious, snotteries, chilblained, clumsy. 
Tibullus. O Jupiter! 
Gallus. Who would have thought there should ha’ been such a deal of filth in a poet? 
(V.iii.460-484, pp. 251-252)204 
 
Languages could be played with on the page; monstrous octosyllabic words could be 
invented; archaic spellings could be adopted to create a fictional sense of an historical past; 
and Crispinus could push his finger down his throat in order to purge himself of prorumpted 
(l. 502)—coined from the Latin prorumpo, to burst forth.205 																																																								
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As an unintended counterpoint to Jonson’s boor-mocking bookishness, boatman John 
Taylor saw fit to turn his deficiency in “tongues and languages” into a calling card of sorts 
for the (proudly artless) originality and non-filched nature of his The Praise of Hempseed 
(1628): 
My poor inuention no way is supply’d  
With cutting large thongs from anothers hide :  
I haue not stolne a syllable or letter  
From any man, to make my booke seem better.  
But similies, comparisons, each line,  
Indifferent, good or bad, they all are mine.  
Yet I confesse I haue read many a booke  
From whence I haue some obseruation tooke.  
Which I make vse of, as occasions touch, … 
But had I tongues and languages, like many  
Sure I would filch and steale as much as any. (559) 
 
Is it any wonder, then, that, in the early modern period, philology and forgery rose and fell 
together206?   
The Loose and Wandering, the Cheap and Unbound 
Sebastian Brant’s Ship of Fools, first printed in 1494, was, by one modern scholar’s account, 
secular Scripture that nourished an entire age.207 It certainly jocularly nourished readers of its 
age with mordant characterizations of printers. In “A Journeyman’s Ship,” we are warned of 
their “reckless, roistering way” and that, notwithstanding “their work’s laborious ay. / They 
print and putter, cut a die, / Set type, correct, arrange and pi, / … / And yet their work’s of 
poorest brand / If come they do from Monkey Land…” (174-175). Later, in “Of the 
Antichrist,” it is those printers who “think of profits now alone” who are castigated: “They 
look for books in every clime, / But ah, corrections take no time. / They muse: How shall we 
cheat th’ elect? / For many print, but few correct” (334). Intriguingly, in later editions than 																																																								
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the 1509 Englished version quoted here, an 18-line interpolation would be inserted, one that, 
as Zeydel remarks, “put in a good word for the printers as purveyors of knowledge.”208 But 
Brant is no less interested in ridiculing printers than he is bibliographic culture in its entirety. 
Why? Because “books are published ton on ton” and “there’s too much printing done” (335). 
In fact, so numerous are books now “here and there, / They count for nothing anywhere” 
(335). Two themes are key here: first, the manner in which this Renaissance bestseller 
reflects the extraordinary extension of satire in the early modern period (due precisely to 
print, as we shall discuss momentarily); and second, the paradox of Ship of Fools having, 
almost immediately after its initial printing, appeared in at least six unauthorized editions—
some faithful to the first edition outside of modifications in dialect, with others quite 
arbitrarily expanded and altered.209  
Brant may have been a humanist, but his text also suggestively resounds with what 
was increasingly being detected about the art of printing: its capacity to produce materials 
altogether lacking in art. How not, as a humanist, to be distressed by “hastily bred” print 
matter, as Melissa Geil puts it, which then “range[d] freely with only limited possibility for 
containment”210? Authors, as one Renaissance complainant commented, were littering the 
landscape with a deplorable “breede of bookes.”211 In fact, many scholars believed that 
print’s association with commerce had effectively ruined its potentials for undergirding a 
truly liberal art.212 Instead, printers had willingly embraced those marginal arts long 
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associated with the “common herd.” Indeed, Erasmus had considered separation from the 
crowd to be one of the “General Rules of Christianity”—the words are his—and, so, was 
indignant at Martin Luther’s “making public even to cobblers what is usually treated among 
the learned as mysteries….”213 (He was also swift to distinguish the Herculean labors he had 
put into the production of his Adages from the toil incurred by, in modern parlance, the 
laboring classes.214)  
 Prior to print, much of the satire in manuscripts had existed in visual form—not to 
mention, quite literally in the margins.215 Often, the humor was bawdy in nature: images of 
knights fighting snails, and ladies cavorting; or, more peculiarly, of nuns suckling monkeys, 
and ladies or peasants shitting alongside all manner of grotesques and fantastical beasts. 
Given that these typically appeared adjacent to religious scenes or bordered theological text, 
they would have been experienced as part of an inclusively holy environment and, thereby, 
as lively, good-natured additions.216 To be sure, such satirical, bawdy, or “low” characters 
had begun, prior to print, to make their exodus onto the literary page, as evident in 
Boccaccio’s Decameron or Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. But it was with print particularly 
that illustrations of foolish behavior and profane themes migrated out of the margins of 
official art and into the center of marginal print forms: ballads, broadsheets, pamphlets (with 
some moral message characteristically attached to license the drollery). Whatever framing 																																																																																																																																																																												
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devices had existed, moreover, were now removed, such that the characters gained a relative 
independence; but, as Christa Grössinger notes, this seeming liberation came with “a more 
hard-hitting, even belligerent attitude. The satire became more vicious”—particularly against 
women, peasants, and comparable persons with minimal means of fighting back.217  
These satirical images, especially the bawdy ones, also became more or less 
omnipresent: pasted to walls, or hung over tavern fireplaces. (This we know because of 
surviving prints of various domestic and commercial settings that, like some poor-man’s 
ekphrasis, depict prints on walls and above fireplaces.218) Broadsheet satire was “a humble 
form of visual expression,” in other words, ranked by virtue of its cheapness and lack of 
refinement far beneath copper engravings, let alone painting or sculpture.219 Even its 
illustrative realm was hierarchically subject to subjects that were comparable in status220: 
foolish peasants, nagging hussies, mad viragos. True, religious imagery, which was intended 
for all, also appeared in woodcut form. In fact, countries that followed in the path of Luther’s 
Reformation—and, so, in which the circulation of images of saints and the Virgin Mary had 
come to an abrupt end—exhibited the most pronounced rise in the depictions of 
uncontrollable housewives and evil, nagging shrews.221 In the mind’s eye of some humanists, 
this must have rendered printing even more vitiated. The new proliferation of discourses in 
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the marketplace—a marketplace that, hitherto, had been more or less confined to the highly 
literate—was almost certainly a nodal point of anxiety for men of learning.222  
For others, conversely, cheap print must have signaled the Gutenberg press’s 
potential as an “instrument of social cohesion,” given that more people were now being 
brought into the reading-public fold.223 This permeation radiated both outward 
(geographically) and downward (socially) by way of a network of itinerant ballad sellers, 
minstrels, wayfarers, petty chapmen, and interlude players, whose influence was often as 
much oral and musical as it was reading-related.224 Broadsides and ballads could be 
particularly sensational and, so, were particularly deplored by humanists who took offense to 
their tabloid-like fascination with “witches, strange hybrid animals, hatchet murders, or 
hieroglyphics in the sky,” as well as with traitors’s confessions and executions (one particular 
execution story was even registered with the Stationers three days before the actual 
event!).225 That the ballads were often to be sung to popularly known tunes may attest for us 
today to their deft intertwining of oral, literate, and musical traditions226; but their 
performative nature is likely what occasioned the ambivalence that the learned sometimes 
felt toward the print industry (notwithstanding that ballads, at least in England, were familiar 
even among the most highborn of sixteenth-century society; although, rather than simply 
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pasting ballads into their commonplace books, the élite would copy them out longhand, 
presumably as a means of personal, private, and decidedly educated appropriation).227  
Given the flimsiness of single-sheet publications, their survival rate is low. In the 
English context, only 300 out of an estimated 3,000 distinct titles (representing upwards of 3 
million separate copies) have survived.228 Moreover, paper of this solitary, unbound sort 
often perished as lavatory paper or stops for mustard pots,229 and it was certainly less likely 
to enter inventories and archives. So, not only were the “humble” potentially treated as 
reprobate in their time; their very (and very legitimate) history has been vastly obscured. Or, 
in a more thematically relevant refrain, cheap print was in many respects itself print errant: 
wandering, nomadic, here a song, there a wipe for one’s ass. Indeed, the anonymity of its 
audience is sometimes captured in the salutations that initiate a text’s otherwise standard 
prefatory missive: “To al young Gentlemen, marchants, citizens, apprentices, yeomen, and 
plaine countrey farmers”; “To the world”; and, even more to the point, “To … the most 
honourably renowned No-body.”230  
 Given the extent of the carnivalesque obscenity that can permeate the illustrations and 
lyrics of this ephemera, as well as that ephemera’s patent lower-class reach, I cannot help 
wondering if these were what drove late sixteenth-century humanists to retreat from 																																																								
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vulgarity, as well as from mnemonically purposeful rhyming, which came increasingly to be 
associated with non-literate folk and, so, with the ear more than the eye.231 I wonder, too, if, 
unlike the bound printed book (with its intact spine and protective skin), “loose” print culture 
was imaginatively associated with persons who lacked bodily control. As for who was 
envisioned as deficient when it came to regulation of the body, we need only turn to 
humanist Juan Luis Vives—who, intriguingly, relates this physical anarchy to comedy. For, 
Vives suggested that those prone to “convulsions” of the body, to losing “their self-control as 
they [were] overcome by laughter,” were “the ignorant, the peasants, children, and women” 
(Passions 58). This is entirely in keeping with the early modern belief in “hierarchical axes” 
which, in Holcomb’s words, separated “the well-educated from the ignorant, the socially 
elevated from the base and ignoble, the mature from the immature, and the manly from the 
womanly.”232 Unlike the courtier’s body, which was the classical body—and so, like the 
bound book, was closed off and under control—the grotesque body, much like the lower 
orders of society, was perceived as endlessly transgressing its boundaries: contradictory, 
permeable, undisciplined, open.233  
No less interesting are the temporal potentials when it comes to print ephemera as 
feasibly associated with the loose and undisciplined body. For, if we concede to that matter 
as interminably disposable or deteriorating, it ontologically operates thereby like garbage, 
embodying “a time that exists beyond our rational time”; for time in this circumstance, as 
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Scanlan observes, “is always running matter down, … and, therefore, the principal methods 
of dealing with material waste throughout most of human history—dumping, burning, 
recycling, reducing the use of virgin materials—are simply ways of ensuring that this fact 
does not intrude too far into everyday experience.”234  
As we shall see in Chapter 3, print culture often attempted to keep such literary, 
social, and ontological divisions intact, while also anxiously and—in the case of Don 
Quixote, certainly—hilariously vivifying their constant bleeding into each other. In fact, as a 
preview of the chapter to follow, consider the following Cervantean encounter in which, in 
one fell swoop, the chivalric body butts up against the grotesque body, the noble against the 
churlish, and the poetastically literate against the provincially oral: 
     “I don’t understand eructate,” said Sancho. 
      And Don Quixote said: 
     “Eructate, Sancho means to belch, which is one of the crudest words in the 
Castilian language, although it is very expressive, and so educated people have had 
recourse to Latin, and instead of belch they say eructate, and instead of belches, 
eructations; and if some do not understand these terms, it matters very little, for in 
time their use will be introduced into the language and they will easily be understood; 
this enriches the language, over which the common people have usage and control.” 
      “Truly, Señor,” said Sancho, “one of the pieces of advice and counsel that I plan 
to carry in my memory will be not to belch, because I tend to do that very often.” 
     “Eructate,” Sancho, not belch,” said Don Quixote. 
     “I’ll say eructate from now on,” responded Sancho, “and by my faith, I won’t 
forget.” (733) 
 
Error and the Technological Gendering of Print  
 
The domain of Renaissance writing, argues Wendy Wall, was gendered as male, but with 
print threatening to make the noble, dignified Muse of that activity a prostitute.235 In fact, in 
Elizabethan slang, to “undergo a pressing” was “to act the lady’s part and be pressed by a 
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man”—an act thereby associated, in the writer’s idiom, with a “loss of authorial virginity.”236 
Or, as the Dominican Filippo di Strata put it with cruder early modern candor, “Est Virgo 
Hec Penna: Meretrix Est Stampificata”—“The pen is a virgin, the printing press a whore.”237 
Often this gendered attribution had to do with the very theme that has driven this chapter: the 
corruption that could too easily make its way into—or even that was—a printed text. So, we 
should not be surprised that, when the stationer John Day presented his publication of 
Thomas Sackville and Thomas Norton’s Gorboduc (1570)238 with his “The P. to the Reader,” 
he did so by comparing its previous printing to a virgin enticed into a house by a villainous 
rogue, one who had “bescratched her face, torne her apparel, berayed and disfigured her, and 
then thrust her out of dores dishones-ed. In such plight after long wandring she came at 
length home to the sight of her frendes who seant knew her but by a few tokens and markes 
remayning” (n.p., emphasis added).  
There is, of course, nothing new in the body being employed “as a ‘metaphoric 
vehicle’ for making sense of complex and abstract systems.”239 Moreover, sexual categories 
have often been deployed to negotiate the human encounter with technology. Or, in Peters’s 
more apt, if absolutist, phrasing: technology “can never be thought of apart from gender.”240 
On the other hand, that gendered figurations vis-à-vis the printing press occurred pervasively 
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in sixteenth century241 warrants our attending to them in more particularized fashion. 
Especially pertinent is that Peters, like many others before him, tend to envision technology 
as a highly masculine category.242 But the early modern descriptors we have encountered 
thus far seem to belie the universality of that claim—or, at least, belie that claim when the 
technology exhibits capacities to be, or to produce, a flawed, unstable itineracy (not unlike 
those internally wandering Renaissance wombs, which were the believed corollary of many 
female medical pathologies). Translation, interestingly enough, appears to have been 
definitively marked as a female activity, or so one must glean based on Florio’s translation of 
Montaigne’s Essays, which Florio concedes is inherently “defective… (since all translations 
are reputed femalls, delivered at second hand…)” (“Preface” n.p.). 
Sarah Kember goes so far as to suggest that all information technologies are, by their 
very nature, “invested with a metaphorical vampirism which betrays underlying fears and 
desires about organic not technological others.”243 In other words, the body that is faulty and 
fearful can appear as—or be hoisted as a kind of defense against—an infection of the 
technology that otherwise exists to correct, control, and stabilize that body.244 If the human 
normal was conceived as male, as it was in the Renaissance in keeping with Aristotle, then 
successful reproduction produced a male, with a girl arriving when the reproductive process 
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had gone askew, producing something flawed and abnormal,245 a deviation from the perfect 
ur-body—or, in our case, perfect ur-text. This is not the case merely for the Renaissance 
either, given that modern popular discourse, asserts Constance Penley, frequently equates 
women out of control with technology out of control.246 In the early modern context, part of 
that defective incompletion was indubitably bound up with a woman’s leakiness, with her 
shedding not only urine and tears, but also menstrual blood and, in its perceived purified 
form, breast milk.247 (Of course, this was also an entirely male point of view, since such 
theoretical constructs were projected from the unconscious of the masculine subject.248 But 
such context also explicates, without jettisoning the technological angle, why a Renaissance 
thinker might have likened the printing press to a whore.) 
 In fact, let us end this chapter by turning to a text that unequivocally links the leaky 
female to print culture’s disquieting permeability. John Taylor, that self-proclaimed 
“mechanicke Waterman by trade” whose 1628 The Praise of Hempseed I earlier cited, 
includes in that poetic work a curious concession to instruments as gendered. Taylor lauds 
the myriad uses to which hemp has been technologically put, such as in the form of nets to 
procure fish, whales, and sprat from the sea.249 But he also projects hemp as decidedly 
female: “[F]lax the male and Hemp the female is, / And their engendring procreatiue seed / 																																																								
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A thousand thousand helpes for man doth breed” (548). In other words, the procreative 
capacities of flax and hemp have provided those “thousand thousand helpes,” including rope, 
drapery, halters, napery—and ultimately, too, paper. Taylor particularly delights in the socio-
economic porousness inherent in the recyclability of paper, given that a sheet of a broadside 
may once have been a countess’s bed sheets, or the rags of a bawd, or, better yet, 
May not the torne shirt of a Lords or Kings  
Be pasht and beaten in the Paper mill  
And made Pot-paper by the workemans skill?  
May not the linnen of a Tyburne slaue,  
More honour then a mighty Monarch haue:  
That though he dyed a Traitor most disloyall  
His shirt may be transform’d to Paper-royall?  
And may not dirty socks from of the feet  
From thence be turn’d to a Crowne-paper sheet?  
And dunghill rags, by fauour, and by hap,  
May be aduanc’d aloft to sheets of cap [wrapping paper]?  …  
Thus are these tatters allegoricall  
Tropes, types, and figures, of mans rise or fall. … 
Thus may a Brownists zealous ruffe in print  
Be turn’d to Paper, and a play writ in’t. (553-554) 
 
Taylor goes on to catalogue a bevy of English authors who have, thanks to paper, evaded the 
mortal state of perishing: men like Chaucer, Gower, and More; Sidney, Spenser, and 
Shakespeare. And indeed paper, Taylor emphasizes, is what makes the press, not the other 
way around: “Were’t not for rages of this admired Lint, / Dead were the admirable Art of 
Print” (556).  
While all this may seem a far remove from the female as a leaky vessel, in the latter 
half of Taylor’s brash, brawny poem—antithetical, in other words, to the vogue for (what he 
derides as) “puling Sonnets”—Taylor proceeds directly down that thematic road. In short, he 
recounts the (allegedly real) trip he took with a vintner, Mr. Roger Bird, down the Thames 
River, and in a boat constructed exclusively of paper, no less. This was brown paper, mind 
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you, and, so, possibly not the sort intended for printing.250 Nevertheless, the connections are 
too relevant for us to ignore. And so, let us turn to Taylor revealing how it was he  
of Paper lately made a Boat.  
And how in forme of Paper I did row  
From London vnto Quinborough Ile show …  
Our Boat a female vessell gan to leake  
Being as female vessels are, most weake.  
Yet was shee able which did greeue me sore.  
To drowne Hodge Bird and I and forty more.  
The water to the Paper being got.  
In one half houre our boat began to rot: …  
The water still rose higher by degrees.  
In three miles going, almost to our knees.  
Our rotten bottome all to tatters fell.  
And left our boat as bottomless as Hell. (557) 
 
If the defect of female vessels, whether human or nautical, was in their being leaky, Taylor, 
we might argue, is here conflating the female with the very material that gave birth to the 
printing press: paper. So, while the physical press might, technologically speaking, be 
interpreted as male here, what came out of it—those loose pages, those flawed stamps, those 
errata, all the things enumerated these past dozens pages—were, in their capacity for 
illustrating error (and errancy), potentially seen as aggregate with Eve.  
No less fascinating is what follows Taylor’s waterlogged sailing voyage. For, while 
he is enjoying being fêted at dinner in Quinborough, back at the water’s edge, “Country 
people tore our tatter’d wherry / In mammocks peecemeale in a thousand scraps, / Wearing 
the reliques in their hats and caps” (558). Thus, not only does the leakiness of paper and its 
identification with the female converge in this poem; as well, we see evidence of paper bits 
																																																								
250 When Alexander Gill criticizes Ben Jonson’s play The Magnetic Lady in verse, he does so by musing over 
what class of paper the printed play warrants: “But in cap-paper [wrapping paper] let it printed be / (Indeed 
brown paper is too good for thee) … From Bucklersbury let it not be barred, / But think not of Duck Lane or 
Paul’s Churchyard [addresses of known printers]” (qtd. in Jonson, Magnetic 215). 
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being treated as something precious and even sacred by a set of unequivocally non-urban, 
non-cosmopolitan (and potentially non-literate) country folk. 
No wonder, then, that an author like Thomas Nashe might refer to his own printed 
work as a “paper monster” that had been, like a newborn, maybe even a stillborn, painfully 
“begotten” 251; or that references to the monstrosity of one’s textual progeny had not only 
appeared, but proliferated, once more, in early modern works.252  It was the very instability 
of the paper progeny of print production, with its increased potential for errors—and 
errancy—and errantry—that led to its associations with the female body. For, not only was 
that body generative, but also problematically purgative.  
But as is the case with so many communication technologies, which can beget the 
fear of loss of human control, but also the frisson of loss of human control—not to mention, 
altered agency, altered relations to time and space, and both anxiety and elation over a 
radically transforming cultural landscape—such technologies also have the potential to give 
rise to innovative advances in storytelling. Indeed, this will be the substance of our next 
chapter, with this chapter having, in some sense, laid the necessary technécological 
groundwork for interpreting anew two of the period’s most canonical prose works, François 
Rabelais’s Gargantua and Pantagruel and Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quixote. As a route to 
getting there, I want to stress the comic potentials of what we have covered thus far. For, 
based on the errors and errantry bound up with early modern printing—not to mention, the 
literate public’s opining of such errors, whether as cranky admissions from printers or 
																																																								
251 This he does regarding Pierce Penniless (1592).  
 
252 Geil, “Reproducing” 78. (In other words, these could appear in manuscripts, but not to the extent that they 
did in print.) Geil also productively asks with respect to a particular textual offspring, “is the text monstrous 
because of its creator or did it become monstrous when it appeared in print? Or perhaps, when it was printed, 
the text became a different kind of monster” (98).  
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earnestly glib errata poems—what has become evident is that sometimes print culture could 
slip into an unintended commedia dell’arte.  
And yet, could we not—should we not—argue that errors, no less than any ideal self-
fashioning, reveal the genuine and all-inclusive measure of the human?253 Consider, as a 
visual exemplar of this contention, the photograph below (Image 3) of a series of Italian 
marble fruits sculpted in the fifteenth century. What is it that makes these fruits so 
deceptively real-seeming, the pear especially? Certainly not Pear, which is to say pear as a 
Platonic ideal, but, rather, a single, unqiue pear in a semi-decomposed state, mottled by 
bruising and blemishes, gouged by time. 
 
 
Image 3. Marble sculpted fruit. Italy, fifteenth century. 
 
According to the provided description in the museum catalogue in which these fruits (lovely 
by virtue of their decaying) appear, “The dimension, form and colouring of both apples and 
the pear, with rotting brown sections, leave no doubt that these fruits were intended to create 
a complete illusion for the viewer”; in fact, “[s]uch fruits were probably mixed with real fruit 
																																																								
253 By strange fate, as I write the first draft of this chapter, a new copy of Shakespeare’s First Folio has been 
discovered in Scotland. Given the pricelessness of such first editions, it has been carefully scrutinized for 
assurances of authenticity. And how was that authenticity determined? By way of its print errors, as well as the 
inky thumbprints left on its pages by the Jacobean printers who hand-pressed the book.   
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on the table and served to exhilarate guests when someone picked up an artificial one.”254 
This pear, I cannot help feel, serves as a healthy reminder, as a kind of acknowledgement 
concerning not only itself but also the human comedy of errata explored in this chapter: that 
all technologies operate in—or, even, operate on—a human context, and that this context is, 
at heart, inherently flawed. And so, now, let us turn to some of the humans in literature who, 
with ingenious aplomb, reflected the error-errantry potentials of early modern print culture.  
  
																																																								
254 “Catalogue” 219. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE COMEDY OF ERRATA II: THE LITERARY EROTICS  
OF PRINT AND MISPRINT 
 
 
[T]he inheritance of humanist scholarship is not the unadulterated 
search for truth but the all-too-often adulterated collations of the 
errant self. 
—Seth Lerer, “Errata”  
 
 
 
Bookmen and Their Errantry 
 
Given their capacity to evoke epistemological unreliability, in the humanist world gravitas 
and unintended gaffes could not have made comfortable bedfellows. Nevertheless, the 
existential exigencies of print could make for satirically wry, and often eccentric, cultural 
fodder. Take Arcimboldo’s Bookman (ca.1566), with its depiction of a scholar or librarian as 
literally composed of books (see Image 1). Such a “portrait” speaks to the intense publication 
and circulation of books in the period. So brisk was that proliferation, in fact, that by 1550, 
the Italian writer Anton Francesco Doni was already bemoaning the presence of “so many 
books that we do not even have time to read the titles.”255 Doni’s lament certainly dovetails 
with the existential fate of Arcimboldo’s bookish scholar: he is someone no longer invested 
in invention, but in inventory.256  
 
																																																								
255 Qtd. in Burke, Social 103. 
 
256 Maiorino, Portrait 46.  
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  Image 1. Bookman, by Giussepe Arcimboldo (circa 1566) 
 
Then again, it was inventory precisely which permitted the Renaissance author to 
perceive greater diversity and conflict in the works he consulted257 and so, too, very likely, in 
the world itself. Print increased access to materials that aided in the humanist construction of 
theories, systems, and summations; it allowed humanists to bring books together with relative 
ease: to compare them, to set them one against the other, and minus any need for precarious, 
Petrarchan journeying to far-flung monasteries or universities.258 “In one day just one person 
can print the same number of letters that many people could hardly write in a whole year,” 
marveled Polydore Vergil, only a generation after printing’s invention. “Books in all 
disciplines have poured out to us so profusely from this invention that no work can possibly 
remain wanting to anyone, however needy. Note too,” he added encomiastically, “that this 
invention has freed most authors, Greek as well as Latin, from any threat of destruction” (On 
																																																								
257 Eisenstein, Printing 44.  
 
258 Febvre, Problems 386. 
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Discovery 245).259 Sometime later, John Foxe (1516-1587), in his bestselling Acts and 
Monuments, in a section entitled “The Invention and Benefit of Printing,” would declare with 
equal, if biblically tinged, zeal that “hereby tongues are known, knowledge groweth, 
judgment increaseth, books are dispersed, the Scripture is seen, the doctors be read….  
[T]hrough the light of printing the world beginneth now to have eyes to see, and heads to 
judge. … and what God revealeth to one man, is dispersed to many, and what is known in 
one nation, is opened to all” (720).260 
And yet, what to do now, as humanists, in the face of so many venerated texts and 
such an overwhelming awareness of the prestige and power of antiquity’s great masters261? 
According to Terence Cave, the early response was one of impotence, with the theories of 
men like Erasmus, in fact, signaling serious and sustained attempts to wrestle with this 
problem—in Erasmus’s case, by selecting and recombining elements of past writings in order 
to produce “a new living substance designed to serve the needs of a new age.”262 Around the 
year 1550, however, that new age had become besieged by an altogether novel condition: 
information overload263 (recall that 1550 was the year Doni was beset by bibliographic 
panic). The mid-century explosion of available texts, not to mention the problems they posed 
																																																								
259 On the other hand, Joachim du Bellay (1522-1560) was irked at having to learn Greek, Hebrew, and Latin; 
Renaissance servitude to these ancient languages, he suggested, were keeping French writers in a sorry state of 
intellectual infancy (Ferguson, “New” 194).  
 
260 Foxe is here interpreting printing’s advent in “language that echoes Christ’s injunction to ‘go…and teach all 
nations’ (Matthew 28:19)” (Wall, Jr., “Reformation” 211). 
 
261 Cave, “Writing” 134. 
 
262 Cave, “Writing” 134.  
 
263 Wiegandt, Crowd 187. The “system of ‘slow media’ such as books was highly developed,” elaborates 
Wiegandt, while “‘fast’ media were still not fast enough to guarantee reliable news about recent events” (187). 
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for exercising discernment,264 was enough to lead William Webbe to proclaim the literate 
public’s urgent need of his A Discourse of English Poetrie (1586) as an anodyne to “the 
innumerable sortes of Englyshe Bookes, and infinite fardles of printed pamphlets; wherewith 
thys country is pestered, all shoppes stuffed, and euery study furnished…” (n.p.). That 
Webbe produced a printed text to aid in one’s sifting judiciously through printed texts 
indubitably speaks to the variety of printed matter that was by this time available.265 He was 
hardly alone. Kind-Heart, the author of Kind-Heart’s Dreame (1592), would bewail “the 
folly of this age, so witless, so audacious, that there are scarce so manye [ballad] peddlers 
[who] brag themselves to be printers … as there be idiots that think themselves artists 
because they can English an obligation, or write a true staff to the tune of Fortune” (6). Five 
years later, Robert Dallington would follow suit: “[O]ur memories are so surcharged with the 
multiplicitie of…books, & our understandings so weakned with their unseasoned crudities, 
(like stomacks with rawe fruites,) that we are not able to digest them into any good blood 
either of knowledge or vertue. I would we had fewer dishes so we had better Cates” (A 
method n.p.). 
No stage play in the tragic cast perhaps better depicts the cultural anxieties over the 
surfeit of printed materials than Christopher Marlowe’s (1564-1593) Doctor Faustus. Faustus 
is literally “swollen with cunning [knowledge],” we are chorically told (Prol.20, p. 1129), 
and the dangers of engaging in voracious, copious book-reading—particularly on one’s 
																																																								
264 Sullivan and Woodbridge, “Popular” 265. 
 
265 Print fighting print is a battle perhaps best evidenced in the Catholic Church’s publication of the Index 
Librorum Prohibitorum (Index of Prohibited Books), which listed all books deemed to be heretical, anti-clerical, 
and so forth (Burke, Social 141). 
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own266—are painted as contributing to his bargain with the Devil. “O would I had never seen 
Wittenberg, never read a book” (xiii.19-20, p. 1160), Faustus will exclaim as he is dragged 
off to Hell in the final scene. Better yet is his final line with its unserviceable promise, “I’ll 
burn my books—ah, Mephastophilis!” (xiii.113, p. 1163). No author perhaps better evokes 
the sensation of material spewing off the press, though, than Edmund Spenser (1552-1599). 
Book I of The Faerie Queene includes an allegorical indictment of the print materials Papists 
had been producing to attack Queen Elizabeth, and the fearsome female monster retching up 
this print propaganda (somewhat appropriately, given our theme) is named Error:  
Therewith [Errour] spewed out of her filthy maw 
A floud of poyson horrible and blacke,  
Full of great lumpes of flesh and gobbets raw, … 
Her vomit full of bookes and papers was,  
With loathly frogs and toades, which eyes did lacke,  
And creeping sought way in the weedy gras:  
Her filthy parbreake [vomit] all the place defilèd has. (I.1.20, pg. 787)267 
 
To some degree, the above passage, as well as Kind-hart’s carp, upholds Elizabeth 
Eisenstein’s contention, touched on in the last chapter, that the real change effected by the 
printing press was less one of book production than of printed matter in other forms: ballads, 
news sheets, indulgences, calendars, and so forth.268 (In fact, at the printing house that 
Gutenberg founded, at least half the items produced were single-page productions.269) 
Printers did not so much print books, in other words, as they did sheets; and so, we can only 
																																																								
266 Even as late as 1667, one can find John Evelyn decrying private reading’s dangers. A life spent in 
“Chambers and Closets crowded with shelves,” in lieu of with fellow human beings, not only leads to 
ignorance, he contends, but “renders us barbarous, feeds revenge, disposes to envy, creates Witches, dispeoples 
the World, renders it a desert, and would soon dissolve it” (qtd. in Dobranski, Readers 47).  
 
267 Spenser is also alluding here to Revelation 16.13: “And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the 
mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet.”  
 
268 Baron, Lindquist and Shevlin, “Introduction to Part II” 163.  
 
269 Halasz, Marketplace 15.  
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really begin to understand the printing revolution, much as Peter Stallybrass exhorts, “when 
we start looking at the millions of sheets of printed paper that, beginning with Gutenberg’s 
indulgences, transformed the texture of daily life.”270 Note that the “hand” of Arcimboldo’s 
librarian is fashioned from single-page leaflets or scraps of paper. True, Arcimboldo’s 
portrait feeds with linguistic eccentricity most earnestly on scholarship’s folly271 and, thus, 
prioritizes bound books of learning; but it just as formidably visualizes the generative, 
circulatory, and transgressive capacities of print: of man not only manufacturing print, we 
might aver, but of print, with time, manufacturing man.  
So, too, do two of the most canonical Renaissance print prose works—which is to 
say, works that were expressly composed for printing,272 François Rabelais’s (1494-1553) 
Gargantua and Pantagruel and Miguel de Cervantes’s (1547-1616) Don Quixote. When 
approached from the analytical vantage point of print culture, especially when that culture 
went awry, what emerges is the extent to which print assisted (sometimes wittingly, 
sometimes not) in generating a new erotics of narrative expression. This erotics could 
manifest in markedly different ways—which is to say that Rabelais, as we shall see, absorbs 
and reissues the genres, modes, structures, and properties of established literary forms in a 
manner wildly distinct from Cervantes, just as he plays in his own idiosyncratic way with the 
larger imaginative inheritance of the Renaissance.273 Indeed, the decades that separate these 
two opuses pointedly reveal the shift in relationship and attitude over the course of the long 
sixteenth century to the inheritance of print, to its potentials for inducing vitality but also 																																																								
270 Stallybrass, “‘Little’” 340. 
 
271 Cavalli-Björkman, “Anamorphous” 121. 
 
272 By this I mean not stage plays or lyric poetry intended for a small coterie of manuscript readers. 
 
273 Seidel, Satiric 60. 
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vertigo. And yet, both authors, with equally eccentric and unconventional relish, play upon 
what Seidel terms “a traditional configuration of narrative movement: errantry. Whereas 
heroes usually wander through error into purpose,” the subjects of Rabelais’s and 
Cervantes’s narratives instead engender mistakes, with each narrative’s plot devising ways to 
stay satirically off course, such that the plot’s status is confused and its purpose 
undermined.274 
Indeed, what follows will yoke this more abstract contention of Seidel’s explicitly to 
print error and errantry, and it will do so to demonstrate how these authors’s powerfully 
errant imaginings; their shared proclivity for “heap[ing] material” and “repeat[ing] fears of 
sterile being and mad growth”275; and their mutual penchant for wandering are all an allusive, 
and sometimes very direct, byproduct of typographic culture. The same, I would argue, 
applies to their obsessions “with illegitimate beginnings, forced dispensations, and complex, 
even redundant, movements.”276 While satire’s intentional frustration of the relationship 
between truth and history may well go back to Lucian, such a relationship—not to mention, 
the very possibility of accessing the past—was generatively different in the age of the hand 
press. Inheritance, we might say, shifts shape based on the mediated means by which it is 
being inherited. And no one shifted it with more print-related panache than Rabelais. 
Rabelaisian Lists and Largesse  
 
Much modern scholarship on Rabelais follows Mikhail Bakhtin, drawing attention to a 
millennium of folk humor that, in Bakhtin’s words, “broke into Renaissance literature.”277 																																																								
274 Seidel, Satiric 60, emphasis added. 
 
275 Seidel, Satiric 61. 
 
276 Seidel, Satiric 61. 
 
277 Bakhtin, Rabelais 72. 
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The “coarse jokes,” as Erich Auerbach would later summarize in this regard, “the creatural 
concept of the human body, the lack of modesty and reserve in sexual matters, the mixture of 
such realism with a satiric or didactic content…”: all these were locatable in the literature of 
the Late Middle Ages.278 But, as Auerbach is justifiably quick to note, Rabelais exaggerates 
these elements, plaiting them together to produce an entirely new picture. Not only that: 
Rabelais, as a humanist, was diametrically opposed to late medieval scholasticism and, so, 
used these “marketplace” means279 to critique and lampoon that “old” way of thinking (and 
of reading and writing). But if Rabelais wanted playfully (and sometimes perilously) to shake 
his readers out of their customary and exacting ways by showing them phenomena in 
absolute confusion,280 his manner of doing so, I would argue, was fundamentally nested in a 
liberative errantry enabled by the nascent technology of print. 
Bakhtin was not immune to this realization, having observed himself that the 
thousand years of carnivalesque laughter upon which Rabelais textually feasted were no less 
fertilizer than fertilized. While Bakhtin may not mention the printing press outright, he does 
note how Rabelais’s “folk and carnival gaiety” commingled “with humanist scholarship, with 
the physician’s science and practice, and with political experience.”281 Yes, Gargantua and 
Pantagruel may bristle “with visible, subtle, or fictitious traces of other texts,”282 extracting 
and recycling with particular fetish from Erasmus’s monumental Adages; but the way in 
																																																								
278 Auerbach, Mimesis 275. 
 
279 Bakhtin, Rabelais 155. 
 
280 Auerbach, Mimesis 275-276. He was also not averse to pointing out the folly of fetishizing the ancients. 
 
281 Bakhtin, Rabelais 72. Rabelais’s intended readers not only needed to be steeped in classical literature in 
order to catch all his allusions and be privy to his jokes, but to be fluent in Latin. Rabelais even plays with 
varieties of Latin, including sorts snobby, poor, and even clerically horrendous (Bowen, “Laughing” 38).  
 
282 Kenny, “Making” 57. 
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which Rabelais reworks his humanist material, to reprise, is a direct consequence of where 
print was permitting him as an author to go—and not always neatly, and not always nicely. 
Indeed, while one of Rabelais’s most recognizable narrative tropes, that of copia, was 
antecedent as a category of rhetoric, its classical heritage has occluded us, I would argue, 
from mining its potentially greater answerability to print. 
Typographicopia 
 
Anyone who has perused Gargantua and Pantagruel, ,even if only in the most peremptory 
fashion, has surely taken note of Rabelais’s keenness for lengthy, comically inventive, and, 
sometimes, giddily lubricious inventorying (with intentional shades of Arcimboldo’s 
Bookman here). One of the most famous lists appears early in the book Pantagruel,283 named 
for that hairy giant who will eventually reign as King of the Dipsodes, or of those thirsty (for 
knowledge, essentially). Soon in, we are presented with a record of Pantagruel’s lineage in a 
manner that comically echoes Scripture284:  
The first of whom was Chalbroth,  
Who begat Sarabroth,  
Who begat Faribroth… (18) 
 
This continues for an entire page-plus, before finally we reach he  
Who begat Garnet-cock,  
Who begat Grandgousier,  
Who begat Gargantua,  
Who begat the noble Pantagruel, my master. (20) 
 
Consider, as well, Pantagruel’s early pilgrimage as a pupil to the University of Paris. Only 
what does he find in the (ostensibly learned) holdings of its library of Saint-Victor, but 
The Cat-Scrabblings of Attorneys; 																																																								
283 This is the first of the books, in spite of Pantagruel postdating his father Gargantua.  
 
284 Rabelais also willingly spoofs the New Testament, as in a later mockery of its tendency to count “the 
multitude” exclusively on the basis of men. 
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Of Peas and Bacon, with a Commentary; 
The Profit-rolls of Indulgence; 
Magister Pelf Rake-it-in, Doctor of Canon and Civil Law: How to Botch Up the 
Idiocies of the Glosses of Accursius. A Most Enlightening Repetition; … [and another 
two pages later] 
Ape-chattering with a Rosary; 
The Manacles of Devotion … 
Dullardus: On the Life and Honour of Young Gallants … (39-44) 
 
No wonder that, at a later point, Rabelais will wittily comment on the “encyclopedia of 
erudition” as being both a “true well” and an “abyss” (109).  
One less formalistically itemized list rears its spoofy didactic head when Pantagruel 
meets up with a foreign student eager to acquire Parisian knowledge. In their exchange, the 
foreigner attempts to communicate by way of an assortment of (glibly garbled) tongues, 
including Hispanic-Moorish, Italian, Scottish, Basque, and pseudo-Scandinavian—with 
Pantagruel’s companion, Epistemon, exclaiming halfway, “One is as bad as the other!” 
(Pant., IX, p. 52). Exhortations in Dutch, Spanish, and Danish are supervened by a hesitant 
Hebrew acknowledgement of poverty, and a classical Greek plea for a hunk of bread (55).  
 By the time Rabelais was writing his Pantagrueline brainchild, printed texts had been 
available for a mere two generations. For this reason, scholars like Barbara C. Bowen 
maintain that, because many of Rabelais’s readers would have been conditioned by centuries 
of memorization and reading aloud, Rabelais’s opus needs to be experienced aurally in order 
for its prose to be fully appreciated.285 Jeanneret echoes this when discussing a banquet scene 
in the Quart Livre, or Fourth Book, where the feasting metamorphoses into gluttonous 
excess. Reading aloud during such meals, as he points out, was an ancient tradition “in courts 
as well as cottages, and one that Rabelais was probably trying to keep alive despite the recent 
																																																								
285 Bowen, Age of Bluff 9. Cooper likewise argues on behalf of Rabelais having been read out loud, not only 
because doing so would have focused “attention on the performative and auditory qualities of Rabelais’s 
writing,” but because it would have expanded his potential audience (Cooper, “Reading” 141-142).  
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introduction of printing.”286 Yet, Rabelais’s penchant for copia—as in those lists and mock-
library catalogues, and certainly in their deluge-like duration—is too much a testament to 
what print culture permitted. For, if print now preserved and conserved the past, it also 
liberated the contemporary author from being responsible himself for that conservation. No 
longer was copia the effusive means by which a rhetorician kept verbally going while 
“running through his mind what to say next.”287 No longer did linguistic fulsomeness equate 
with an orator’s mental “hoard or treasure-house of res and verba,” or with the art of 
memory.288 Now, lexical accumulation could give way to synonymy as “a kind of generative 
rhetoric.”289 (Erasmus, when writing his own text on the subject, De copia, repeatedly 
warned against perniciously “empty” verbal abundance, declaring that language’s true 
plenitude was born not of easy extension or systematic repetition but of imaginative richness 
and inventive variety.290 In other words, Erasmus privileged mobile open-endedness when it 
came to topics, which then became integral to Rabelais’s manner of expression.291) 
Rabelaisian copia, in other words, stylistically revels in the capacity for authors and readers 
to munch on, digest, and spew out; to name and catalogue (and jest at one’s incessant zeal for 
naming and cataloguing); to say something—one thing—in all the ways imaginable. (No 
wonder that Rabelais referred to his own gargantuan enterprise as a cornucopia.292) We might 
																																																								
286 Jeanneret, “Literary” 160. 
 
287 Ong, Orality 40. 
 
288 Cave, Cornucopian 6-7. 
 
289 Cave, Cornucopian 24. This Cave gleans from his careful (and absorbing) study of Erasmus’s writings. 
 
290 Cave, Cornucopian 20-21. 
 
291 Cave, Cornucopian 20-21.  
 
292 Cave, “Writing” 134.  
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say, following here in Rabelais’s mock-genealogical footsteps, that the availability of 
knowledge facilitated by print 
Begat hunger for knowledge,  
Which begat its intensified unbridling,  
Which begat excessive indulgence in it,  
Which begat a dizzying drowning in it,  
Which begat nourishment,  
Which begat assail, 
And so on…. 
 
How else to comprehend—and critique—the almost Joycean savoring that the giant infant 
Gargantua (“Qe-grant-tu-as!” [228]—“How big you are!”) takes in his capacity to poeticize 
potty: 
      “Yes indeed, King of mine: 
      I can rime all the time: 
      E’en when snotty in front of rime. 
 But just you hear what our jakes say to all who pooh there: 
  Squitter, 
  Shitter, 
  Farter, 
  Thundering, 
  Dropper….” (247-248) 
 
Nothing to do with learning can mingle easily (or dis-easily, as the case may be) with the 
presentation of learning, which can itself mingle with half-baked wisdom—and false 
etymologies—and evangelical preaching—and downpours of piss that can encourage an 
errant, but amusingly apoplectic fit of cursing: 
– God’s wounds! 
– Damme! 
– Gollysblood! D’you see that! 
– By Saint Squit!  
– By the ‘ead of Gord! … 
– By Saint Godegrin, martyred with cooked apples! 
– By Saint Futin the apostle! 
– By Saint Vital Parts! 
By our Lady, woe is me: 
We’re all awash in pee, per ris. (258) 
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Formality can be made miscible with the proverbial (as mythology can with the munchies), 
and allusions to Carnival put in rivalry with Lent: 
 “It is,” said Xenomanes, “a natural wonder to see the [grotesque, unnatural] features                             
   of Quarêmeprenant, and to hear of them: 
 – if he gobbed: it was basketfuls of wild artichokes; 
– if he wiped off his snot: it was salted eels; 
– if he dropped tears, it was canard a l’orange; 
– if he shuddered: it was pasties of hare-meat; 
– if he sweated: it was cod in fresh butter….” (Fourth Book 758) 
 
Such listing can also come packaged in a single sentence, as in Homenaz’s edgy suggestion 
regarding what to do with “those devils of heretics” who rebuff learning:  
So, burn ‘em, claw ‘em, lop ‘em, drown ‘em, hang ‘em, skewer ‘em, bash ‘em, rip 
‘em apart, gut ‘em, carve ‘em, fry ‘em, roast ‘em, chop ‘em, crucify ‘em, boil ‘em, 
broil ‘em, quarter ‘em, squash ‘em, tear ‘em limb from limb and grill ‘em: wicked 
heretics, decretalifugitives, decretalicides—worse than homicides, worse than 
parricides—the devil’s own decretali-slaughterers. (Fourth Book 819) 
 
So often in Rabelais, lexical productivity in the form of lists of epithets is at the heart of his 
cornucopian enterprise; or, “the horn generates an exuberant display of adjectival terms,” as 
Cave more fancifully suggests, “seeming to initiate an open-ended movement, via the 
multiplicity of phenomena, towards plenitude. … This cornucopia, to rephrase a little, 
produces flowers and fruits; and flowers and fruits; and flowers and fruits; ad infinitum.”293  
Which is probably why I ought now to curtail my own listing of Rabelais’s lists, 
though such itemizing continues to pepper his text (including a five-page litany of games 
considered a waste of time, and 1001 names for describing bollocks—e.g., “musty b.,” 
“ragged b.,” “declining b.” [517-518]). To be sure, bursting one’s narrative seams beyond the 
anticipated generic contours, violating the boundaries of expressive propriety, is at the core, 																																																								
293 Cave, Cornucopian 184. 
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once more, of that most ancient of genres, satire.294 (Satire’s generic cousin, farce, is even 
etymologically connected to things either stuffed-in or bursting-out.295) And yet, Rabelais’s 
particular inclination toward inventory, toward a joyfully chaotic (and incredibly lengthy) 
unleashing of inventory, resembles, once more, the satirical and inherently print-activated 
inventory vivified in Arcimboldo’s Bookman. I am thus not persuaded that Rabelais’s 
tendency toward disarticulation is born of “an unfocused, ‘Menippean’ indeterminacy of 
meaning,”296 so much as that that disarticulation stems from a copia—and distinct authorial 
errantry—that print culture was accelerating. The fountain of knowledge that poured forth 
thanks to Gutenberg’s movable type could just as easily become an out-of-control spume, 
after all; a kind of gleeful, scribbled outpouring that was limitless; a typographic copia—
indeed, a typographicopia—without any clear unifying principle, without any clear end, 
without even clear intent possibly, thereby giving Rabelais’s books the outward appearance 
of an epistemically motivated “radical open-endedness.”297 The conservative impulses of 
yore were residually present in the anticipated oral-aural experience of Rabelais’s books, to 
be certain; but what was inscribed in those printed pages is reflective of a shift toward 
emancipatory impulses that had the potential to induce a sense of directionlessness. Know 
thyself now extended the human, both epistemologically and ontologically, into print—and 
																																																								
294 Seidel, Satiric 9, 17.  
 
295 Seidel, Satiric 9. 
 
296 Duval, “Rabelais” 156. Bakhtin also addresses this facet of Rabelais’s style: “all that is new, fresh, or 
primary prevails in the novel”; it is in effect an “encyclopedia of a new world”: “the first objects imported 
belonged to military science and technology. Then came navigation and architecture, followed by industry, 
commerce, art, and mores” (Bakhtin, Rabelais 455-456). (Note the want of mention of the printing press.) 
 
297 Here, I am borrowing broadly from Duval, who argues, “each of Rabelais’s four books gives an impression 
of disarticulation, directionless, and radical open-endedness” (Duval, “Rabelais” 157).  
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said human arguably got temporarily lost—uncertain or, at least, indulgently savoring how 
exactly to navigate the new terrain.298  
But there is far more in Rabelais than these logorrhea-loving, appendage-like lists. 
For, as Cave attests—and as these lists in some sense illustrate—Rabelais’s comic novels 
likewise display a visible proclivity for the fragment. On almost every page, we encounter 
“quotations, allusions, references authentic and spurious follow[ing] one another in 
bewildering succession,” such that the entire work becomes a hunt for truth conducted amid 
“fragments of potential wisdom or knowledge.”299 For this reason, suggests Cave, Rabelais’s 
works are “in an important sense unfinished: Rabelais’s comic narrative, fragmentary in its 
very nature, breaks off in midstream….”300 We shall visit this topic of incompletion more 
thoroughly later on; for now, I wonder if this awareness of language as treacherous 
instrument; of copia as capable of “deceiv[ing], seduc[ing], or subvert[ing]; of total 
knowledge and truth as incapable of “resid[ing] in human words”301 was no more at the 
ethical heart of Rabelais’s project than was print’s capacity to circulate, disseminate, and 
generate endless streams of words; to amplify garrulity and polyvalency; to indulge in 
syncretism and even incompleteness. Jeanneret hints unawares at this when identifying the 
“prolix, heterogeneous, and apparently disordered” nature of so many humanist texts; but, in 
the case of Rabelais’s structural autonomy, which Jeanneret cites particularly—observable, 
say, in Rabelais’s elastic, inventive syntax and vocabulary—it, I would say, owed as much to 																																																								
298 Of course, humanistic caution had to be exercised against copia smacking of the uneducated or female. 
Erasmus warns at the end of his De Copia, in fact, that fictions devised for humorous purposes should not 
“resemble the absurdities of old women, and can by erudite allusions capture the attention of the learned” (qtd. 
in Cave, Cornucopian 33). 
 
299 Cave, “Writing” 134. 
 
300 Cave, “Writing” 135. Emphasis added. 
 
301 Cave, “Writing” 135. 
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the elasticity print permitted (or rendered problematic) as it did to the early humanistic 
proclivity for jests and puns, and for a richer, more sonorous engagement with language.302 
Where else, after all, could residence be afforded for a sentence like this: “Wasn’t it enough 
for you to have shattersplattered-beggarbagged-pibrochdroned-cropperspondylitized all my 
upper limbs with great kicks from your heavy boots without giving us such gnawgrips-
trifletricks-muddledkettledrummeries on your shins with the sharp points of your shoes?” 
(Fourth Book 709). Or, as Bowen asks with witty exasperation regarding one of Rabelais’s 
portmanteaus articulating violence, “what is a translator to do with an imaginary noun like 
‘morderegrippipiotabirofreluchamburelure coquelurintim panemens’…?”303  
To be sure, Rabelais no less indulges in language than he critiques its proclivities for 
error. He is fully conscious of the dangers inherent in humanism’s hunger for texts, for 
encyclopedism and epideictic epistolarism and, hence, in potentials for empty bluster. In his 
parodic “Brief Declaration,” Rabelais apes both the qualities and failings of early modern 
lexicography, by way of inserting “irrelevant definitions”—much the way plagiarizing 
dictionary-writers were doing at the time—and glossing his own excremental neologisms.304 
(In fact, some of Rabelais’s more learned neologisms would even make their way into 
Renaissance dictionaries!305) Of course, with time, this vigorously inventive impulse would 
be tamed, with order and sobriety replacing the earlier flexibility, verbosity, and 
heterogeneity. Or, as de Rocher describes, “the smell of ink and the clatter of presses” 
																																																								
302 Jeanneret, “Literary” 161. 
 
303 Bowen, “Laughing” 39. 
 
304 Demonet, “Pantagrueline” 86-87.  
 
305 Demonet, “Pantagrueline” 87. Two such dictionaries were Nicot’s Trésor de la langue francaise (1573-
1606) and Corgrave’s French and English Dictonnarie (1611) (87). Rabelais’s description of a mesnagerie of 
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eventually gave way, however slowly, “to the perfume and elegant conversation of the 
literary salons….”306 But that earlier, lustily ludic approach to language, that penchant for 
releasing words from (in Bakhtin’s words) “the shackles of sense, to enjoy a play period of 
complete freedom and establish unusual relationships among themselves,”307 owes much to 
the new technology which, in fixing words to the page (even when in error), further freed the 
contemporary blank page for a new sort of bibulous puzzle-making. (Recall, too, that the 
Gutenberg hand press was modeled on the wine press, hence associatively linking print and 
drink, and perhaps, too, the capacity for both to be intoxicating and toxic.308)  
If this seems forced, bear in mind that Rabelais explicitly addresses the decisive break 
that the press enabled vis-à-vis education. Printing, so Gargantua makes clear, radically 
differentiates his epistemological universe from that of his son. Gargantua’s first teacher, a 
sophist, may have introduced Gargantua to the art of writing in a “Gothick” script, but as a 
passé doctor of theology drilling ABCs into his pupil, he failed to open the door to legitimate 
knowledge, as Müller asserts; that doctor was a mere “writing machine and memory 
automaton in one, an ossified latter-day product of scholasticism, a monster of the blind 
idolization of writing.”309 Accordingly, Gargantua celebrates the learning environment in 
which his son is growing up, for it is no longer beholden to the grim, grubby, delimiting role 
																																																								
306 de Rocher, Rabelais’s 112. 
 
307 Bakhtin, Rabelais 423. 
 
308 I owe the latter part of this insight to Müller, who, in describing what he says is at the heart of Marshall 
McLuhan’s interpretation of Rabelais, remarks that the print-drink association “illustrates the toxic effect of 
new media as well as the intoxication and exuberance they are capable of invoking” (Müller, White 55).  
 
309 Müller, White 52. 
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of copying.310 Moreover, because of printing, “Now all disciplines have been brought back,” 
extols Gargantua, “languages have been restored, elegant and accurate books are now in 
use,” with the whole world “now full of erudite persons, full of very learned teachers and of 
the most ample libraries, such indeed that I hold that it was not as easy to study in the days of 
Plato, Cicero nor Papinian as it is now” (47). True, when Pantagruel visited the library of 
Saint Victor, what did he find but 
The Cat-Scrabblings of Attorneys; 
Of Peas and Bacon, with a Commentary; 
The Profit-rolls of Indulgence… (39) 
 
But this is precisely how Rabelaisian ampleness stokes a more intense verbal inventiveness-
as-drunkenness. Such a reading is hardly new. Donald Frame suggests that every page of 
Rabelais “reveals his passionate love of words, his ‘ivresse lexicographique’”—which is to 
say, his lexicographical intoxication.311 Müller, meanwhile, rhetorically queries, “Don’t the 
long lists of absurd book titles—a parody of library catalogues—and the terminological 
genealogies snarled in a mess of quotes from classic authors sound like the gibberish 
muttered by a boozer?”312 Seidel so much as exhorts that “he, Rabelais, was as drunk writing 
[Gargantua and Pantagruel] as his readers will be reading it”; and that “[h]is readers must 
not only purchase his books ‘but’”—here in Rabelais’s own words—“‘gulp them down as an 
opiate cordial and absorb them into [their] systems.’”313 Cooper likewise draws attention to a 
“certain verbal drunkenness” in Rabelais, and not only via copia, but also fantasy, including 																																																								
310 Intriguingly, copia will eventually come to mean (pejoratively) copy—“as if it were fallen copia, as Cave 
wittily declares (Cave, Cornucopian 3-4, 4 n.4). 
 
311 Frame, François 139. Admittedly, Frame conceives Rabelais as “working more in an oral than a literary 
tradition, increasingly eager to spin yarns for their own sake…” (126-127). 
 
312 Müller, White 56. Müller later asserts that “Rabelais is a master of transforming all humanist knowledge and 
knowledge technologies into hallucinogenic drugs and aphrodisiacs” (56). 
 
313 Seidel, Satiric 72-73.  
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Rabelais’s creation of an entirely bogus language, Lanternois.314 While this and the 
labyrinthine punning are, for Cooper, instrumentally tied to Rabelais’s experiments with 
aural effects—to Rabelais originally having engaged listeners rather than readers315—just as 
vital, I would recommend, is its idiosyncratic consciousness of sounds stimulated by print. 
Sound was now effusively and protractedly extracted from its locations of origin. All manner 
of written material was being flung—sans sound, sans ear—across the continent and beyond. 
Arguably, then, Rabelais’s “lyrico-everyday polyphony” (in Auerbach’s rich phrasing), his 
sentences’s ability to function both as pictures and poems,316 is striving as much to infuse the 
page with an aurality, both celebratory and parodic, that print’s increasing detachment of 
words from their location of origin—compounded by their anonymous dissemination—was 
evermore eroding. What a masterful way to confront (and neutralize) the impotence-inducing 
power and prestige of those great masters of antiquity. What an errant release from the 
constraints of old-fashioned copia. Language could now be savored for its delectable 
properties, including its absurdities, made particularly flavorful perhaps (because of their 
more difficult penetrability) to the learned. This is, in effect, typographic rhapsody for the 
erudite, a ceaseless succession of credible and obscene elements that—as Auerbach puts it 
without explicit association to print—“seethe like an intellectual whirlpool” and “shower like 
rain.”317 Or, as Rabelais himself less lyrically characterizes, “motz de geule”—gullet 
																																																								
314 Cooper, “Reading” 153. Reed declares, “Rabelais’s livres are a recreation of the oral symposium, where 
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words—drop down on his thirsty, hungry Pantagruelists “like catarrh on human beings” 
(827). 
  As a means of justification, let us examine the “celebrated frozen words” of the 
Fourth Book, chapter 56, a scene in which sounds from the past, congealed by arctic air, now 
find themselves hauntingly released. Pantagruel and Panurge are told by the pilot of their 
ship that the horrible human cries emerging from beneath the Frozen Sea—along with the 
“clank of armour” and “the whinnying of steeds”—originated with “a huge and cruel combat 
between the Arimaspians and the Nephelibates318 at the onset of last winter. … And now that 
the rigour of winter has passed and fine, calm, temperate weather returned, they melt, and 
can be heard” (829). Pantagruel is even able to gather and cast some of the unthawed words 
onto the deck, “where they looked like sweets of many colours. We saw gullet words—
gules—and words sinople, with words azure, words or and words sable; after they had been 
warmed up a little in our hands they melted like snow, and we actually heard them but did 
not understand them, for they were in some barbarous tongue…” (829). Following a 
discussion of what people do with words (lovers exchange them, lawyers sell them), 
Pantagruel is again informed by the pilot that the sounds emanating from the melting—
“Hing, hing, hing: hisse; hickory, dickory, dock; brededing, brededac, frr, frrr, frrr, bou, 
bou, bou, bou, bou, bou, bou, bou. Ong, ong, ong, ong, ououououong; Gog, magog and who-
knows-what other barbarous words…” (830)—are “vocables from battles joined and from 
horses neighing at the moment of the charge” (830). The narrator, meanwhile, “hop[ing] to 
preserve a few gullet-words in oil, wrap[ed] them up in very clean straw…; but Pantagruel 
would not allow it, saying that it was madness to pickle something which is never lacking 
and always to hand as are gullet-words amongst all good and merry Pantagruelists” (830). 																																																								
318 The former are “one-eyed people,” the latter, “those who go through clouds” (Screech, ed. Gargantua 829). 
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While Rabelais draws from a common legal source for this scene, as well as from 
Erasmus’s adage on “To give words” (i.e., to deceive319), this foray into the unfrozen seems 
additionally to function as an inadvertent testament to—or, at the least, as a metaphorically 
resonant representation of—the relationship between words as text, and words as sound. 
What, after all, is capable of freezing words in time? While manifest as words issued from 
the throat—as spoken—only when they are wrested from their frozenness do they actually 
articulate.320 While a preservation of words was perfectly actionable by way of chirography 
or heraldry,321 or in the form of law records or love tokens, the fact these are spoken words 
seized in the moment of their utterance suggests something about humankind now being able 
to grasp the aurally ephemeral and freeze it in print, with those typographical words then re-
animated, conjointly re-visiting the ear (though sometimes through the eye) and melting, so 
to speak, through their ingestion by readers. What once emerged from the throat (and was 
intended not to live in durational time) is now kept intact and floated up; resuscitated as a 
means of resuscitating the past (even when that past is misremembered or delinquent in 
presentation), so that it might momentarily be recollected and shared.  
Thanks to these words’s capacity to be frozen by and in print, one’s imagination and 
linguistically punning tongue were able to soar more freely and experimentally than ever 
before. Indeed, if such experiment was characteristic of Rabelais’s time, no matter whether in 
the realm of reality or of super-reality,322 we cannot, and should not, underplay the role of 
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320 For François Cornillat, Rabelais is both indulging and warning those who use words lustily, given that the 
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typography in that experimentation, especially when it comes to Rabelais’s gargantuan, and 
oft puzzle-like, textual enterprise.  
Incontinence, Incompleteness, Instability 
 
Scatological energies, such as one finds in Rabelais, often comprise a vital component of 
comedy, argues Matthew Bevis, because of the way they reflect that mode’s “fascination 
with the human being as a site of competing impulses.”323 Rabelais’s discursive play with 
competing impulses was very likely inspired by his experiences as a physician and professor 
at the Montpelier Medical School, where, earlier as a student, he would have also heard many 
discussions on the therapeutic powers of laughter.324  No doubt, too, this professional 
experience productively troubled for him the flawlessness of the Vitruvian man 
(conceptualized in visual terms most famously by Leonardo da Vinci [see Image 1, in 
Chapter 4]). Or, to put it another way, the humanist notion of the Vitruvian man—
symmetrical, perfectly proportioned, unscathed, un-diseased, static, phlegmatic—was itself in 
error. Imperfections were, after all, indicative of real human beings, with their indigestion, 
their baldness, their flatulence, bleeding, and stinky breath; their lice and pox; their bruises, 
birth defects, rattling coughs, plague-rotting flesh, and the list could go on. Rabelais’s man  
as staged in his four books is, unlike Vitruvius’s, at once laughing, pissing, shitting, puking, 
groping, gorging, fat-growing, flaccidly un-growing, itchy, syphilitic, slobbery, and host to 
every other bodily function to which the decorous, humanist might turn a blind eye.  
If we can agree that the Rabelaisian body is often comically out of control, might we 
posit with relative safety that it is so because of—or, at least, that it helplessly allegorizes—																																																								
323 Bevis, Comedy 23. 
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the extended body out of control via its dissemination through print? Here, by “extended,” I 
mean not only with respect to the individual physical body, but also the corporate body. 
Consider, for instance, that Renaissance intellectuals often likened the printing house to an 
outhouse.325 More blatantly, pamphlet writers could be accused outright of shitting, as one 
finds in the Second Part of The Returne from Parnassus (1601): “Fellowes that stande only 
vpon tearmes to serue the tearme with their blotted papers, write as men go to stoole, for 
needs; and, when they write, they write as a bare [boar] pisses—now and then drop a 
pamphlet” (I.ii, 403). Rabelais, in foregrounding extrusion intentionally summons a man who 
fails to produce matter that is rationally conjured; and in that failure, a strange sort of 
scurrilous comedy ensues. Rabelais’s exploding Vitruvian man thus becomes that “scurrilous 
jester” who, according to Chris Holcomb, makes mirth through his own messy materiality: 
“It is as if an excessive or disorderly body creates a rippling effect that radiates out well 
beyond the boundaries of its source (that is, the body) and invades and disturbs the space of 
others.”326 Jests erupt, like the human body has the capacity to erupt—as do errata, too, we 
might add—exposing the rifts and ruptures that we otherwise paper over with rationality and 
restraint, with order and analism (or decorousness, at least); and these have the capacity to 
spill over and breed laughter—or, in more anxiety-ridden scenarios, to trouble, destabilize 
and, once more, even “infect.” In other words, Rabelais, as I hope to have illustrated thus far, 
generates a narrative play with self-control that reflects the very lack of control that the new 
world of print communication was breeding. 
According to Edwin M. Duval, incompleteness is just as central to the latter half of 
Rabelais’s opus. As Duval writes of Pantagruel’s third and fourth books, there, Rabelais 																																																								
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gradually and systematically subverts “the utopian idea of a definitive answer, along with its 
implications of completion, plenitude, and certainty. The result is an increasing sense of 
permanent and irremediable incompleteness, which is compensated only by some ethical 
principle…. This principle is not an end but a never-exhausted means, and a constantly 
renewed beginning.”327 I cannot help but liken this tendency toward never-ending-ness and 
never-exhausted means to Charlie Chaplin’s modus operandi in Modern Times (1936), when 
he faces the speedy automated belt with its bolts and nuts that he is supposed to tighten. The 
seeming interminability of the activity—born of the mechanically-given ability to begin the 
process over (and over) again—results in “a never-exhausted means, and a constantly 
renewed beginning.” And so, I wonder if, beneath Duval’s more formalistic interpretation of 
Rabelais’s impulses toward incompletion lies something for which we need implicate the 
printing press. And this is not only the case concerning Rabelais’s work, but that of other 
Renaissance writers, too. Erasmus, for instance, would update his De copia textbook his 
entire life. Pick up any modern edition of Montaigne’s Essays and brace yourself for the 
frequent intrusion of square brackets, denoting which portions of the essays come from 
version [A] or [B]—or even [C]. The same applies to any scholarly edition of Gargantua and 
Pantagruel, smattered as it must be with [additions] and [changes], including the 1534 
[augmentations] to Pantagruel; and the [revised] Pantagruel of 1542—and this 
notwithstanding the multiplicity of editions to which a few new pages might be inserted [as 
was the case of the Fourth Book of 1552, to which a eulogy to the recent French victories of 
Henry II was added].328  
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Sometimes there are clear, concrete, and historically documented reasons for the 
changes Rabelais made, such as when, in 1542, he changed the name of Gargantua’s learned 
(and anagrammatic) physician Seraphin Calobarsy to that of Maître Théodore. The reason, 
ironically enough, was that, while the original appellation was an anagram for “Phrançois 
Rabelais,” it had since been pirated and used to sell inferior almanacs.329 Sometimes, 
Rabelais conveniently blamed his printer for errors that were more likely a Rabelaisian joke 
gone too far and in need of brisk correcting (as when he initially printed asne [ass] as a sham 
slip for âme [soul]).330 Other times, additions can appear more tenuous, perhaps topically 
motivated—as can be gleaned from the following reworked list of 200+ games (with the + in 
the list indicating additions from 1542, and those in brackets from 1535):  
…head-or-tails, 
triumphs, 
Picardy spades, 
[poor little girl, 
sneak, 
first-to-get-ten,]+ 
spinets, 
one-and-thirty, 
[post and pair, 
three hundred points wins, 
wretches,] 
la condemnata, 
guess-the-card, 
the malcontent, 
[lansquenets’ gamble,]+ 
the cuckold…. (271) 
 
The Renaissance appetite for re-editing one’s work, for a continual re-self-fashioning, 
I would propose, reflects a deeper raison-d’être at the heart of Rabelais’s symbolic copia. 
Revising was not merely a route to amplifying or altering one’s text (and, hence, one’s sales); 
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it was also a derivative of conceiving one’s text as an extension of oneself, such that it, like 
oneself—like oneself as lodged in a particular cultural and historical time—was continuously 
changing and, thereby, in need of recurrent updating. True, this process may reflect the very 
medieval enterprise of the gloss, whereby subsequent readers might continue or respond to a 
(resultantly augmented) text. What the mechanics of print enabled, however, was a kind of 
impermanent permanence or, perhaps more (or just as) accurately, a permanent 
impermanence.  
Because of the early modern predeliction for new editions, for updates and revisions, 
and corrected and enlarged works, I am not entirely persuaded that the non-ending-ness of 
Rabelais’s latter books was some sort of concerted subversion of the teleological impulse. 
Rather, a text at this time, I would recommend, was still in some sense organically attached 
to its author. More like a Wikipedia entry than a university-press publication, a text accrued 
worthiness the more it was updated and put into new circulation. How else to express the 
most current knowledge (which the press kept producing!) and changes in personal 
perceptions and current events, especially apropos politics and religion? Indeed, in their 
continuous need to be reworked, these texts reflected an evolving Renaissance belief in, and 
perhaps even increasing comfort with, the instability or changing nature of the self, with the 
self as flexible, adaptable, in constant flux. One’s human state was now capable of being 
more intimately probed and contemplated, precisely because of print’s amplified capacity to 
separate any given knower from what he or she knew.331 Montaigne captures well this errant 
inconstancy—not to mention, the wandering and slippage that, for him, heralded truth. “The 
world is but a perennial see-saw,” he confided (in the [B] version of “On Repenting”): 																																																								
331 This is a concept addressed at length by Eric Havelock in Preface to Plato.  
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I am unable to stabilize my subject: it staggers confusedly along with a natural 
drunkenness. I grasp it as it is now, at this moment when I am lingering over it. I am 
not portraying being but becoming: not the passage from one age to another (or, as 
the folk put it, from one seven-year period to the next) but from day to day, from 
minute to minute. I must adapt this account of myself to the passing hour. I shall 
perhaps change soon, not accidentally but intentionally. This is a register of varied 
and changing occurrences, of ideas which are not resolved and, when needs be, 
contradictory, either because I myself have become different or because I grasp hold 
of different attributes or aspects of my subjects. So I may happen to contradict myself 
but, as Demades said, I never contradict truth. 332 
 
Of course, revisions, as the last chapter noted, were often printed as replacements for 
earlier, corrupted texts. In fact, the culturally pervasive conundrum of print corruption is 
addressed directly in the front matter of Rabelais’s Third Book, where the King grants 
Rabelais royal protection and approval. For, how otherwise for Rabelais’s volumes to be 
sweet and morally beneficial (as per Horace’s plea in Ars poetica) when, as in the case of his 
last two volumes, printers had “corrupted and perverted the aforesaid books in several places, 
to the great displeasure and detriment of the said supplicant…” (401)? And so, for the sake of 
the erudition of the King’s subjects, Rabelais was now in possession of a royal privilège, 
giving him “leave, licence and permission to have printed and put on sale by such reputable 
printers as he shall decide his said books and sequential works, … together with power and 
authority to correct and revise the two volumes…”—and so forth—“on pain of defined and 
great punishments, confiscation of any books by them imprinted and an arbitrary fine, to all 
printers and others whom it shall concern…” (401). As for his own prologue to that Third 
Book, there, Rabelais less regally metaphorizes his growing opus as a barrel from which he 
																																																								
332 Montaigne also freely admits that his Essays kept his mind busy, thereby deflecting the melancholy that his 
withdrawal from society had induced (see, particularly, his essay “On Idleness”). There is, of course, an 
unintended irony in the isolated act of writing curing the melancholy of isolation—not to mention, of localized 
solitude permitting Montaigne to “throw myself into matters of State and into the whole universe more 
willingly,” to “reach out and extend myself more” (253). 
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has had to “draw off” the “falsifications of the printers” who “perverted and corrupted” his 
earlier published volumes (409). 
 Prefacing the Fourth Book, meanwhile, is an official letter written to his (first ever) 
patron, the Cardinal de Chatillon, in which Rabelais addresses the crimes of heresy imputed 
to him and his writings.333 Colorfully, he reminds his patron  
that our late King François of eternal memory had been warned of such calumnies, 
and that, after carefully and attentively listening to a clear reading of my books…—of 
my books, I stress, since some false and infamous ones have wickedly been attributed 
to me—he never discovered one suspect passage in them and was horrified by some 
envious snake-gobbler who founded a mortal heresy on an N put for an M through the 
compositors’ misprint and carelessness. (642-643) 
 
This was a reference to that printer-induced error which earlier I cited, in which a movable-
type “mistake” had turned a soul into an ass. Rabelais’s Fourth Book comes with its own 
effusive privilège, one that accentuates early modern anxieties about textual degradation. For, 
point-blank, we are told that “the printers have corrupted and perverted the said books in 
several places. They have moreover printed several other—offensive—books under the name 
of the above suppliant to his great displeasure, prejudice and shame, books totally disowned 
as false and superstitious, which he desires to be suppressed under Our good pleasure and 
will…” (645). (Is it any wonder that, in the cities of sixteenth-century France—including 
Rabelais’s Lyons—a printer’s journeymen might, during carnival, act the collective part of 
an Abbey of Misrule, with the printer performing as the Lord of Misprint.334) 
And yet, we need juxtapose Rabelais’s concern with errors, whether as errata or 
wholesale narrative piracy, with his own abduction of characters original to the pamphlet he 
was initially burlesquing in Pantagruel. Add to this his fairly indiscriminate lifting—as if 
																																																								
333 Screech, ed., Gargantua 639. 
 
334 Davis, Society 109-111. 
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“straight from a textbook,”335 in Bowen’s words—entire passages from preceding scholars; 
and his (perhaps less-dubious) tendency for putting stories that everyone knew into the 
mouths of his raconteurs.336 Authorial originality was not Rabelais’s interest, mind you, nor 
was it necessarily culturally expected. In some sense, his four books are a compendium of 
what his century knew and thought about sundry subjects—including “science, medicine, 
geography, philosophy, botany, architecture, education, kingship, etymology, warfare, 
navigation, costume, heraldry, evangelism, divination, marriage, jurisprudence, gastronomy, 
viticulture, and meteorology”337—and, so, necessitated his pulling (and quoting, and citing, 
and paraphrasing) from reference books, the Bible, medical texts, humanist paraphernalia, 
the ancients, and so on.338 
We must wonder, in fact, if we have lost something of the anticipated “puzzling-out” 
inherent in reading Gargantua and Pantagruel, whereby part of the comical joy came in 
discerning from inside its “intertextual swamp”339 the miscellany of borrowings from 
Erasmus’s vast Adages, from scholastic medieval theory, and even from the religious 
controversies of the day. In this case, reading Rabelais might have been intellectually and 
rhetorically comparable to a judicious teasing-out from Pieter Brueghel the Elder’s richly 
populated Netherlandish Proverbs (1599) the multitude of proverbial sayings imagistically 
lodged in its crowded canvas (see Image 2). And this brings us back to the topic with which 
this chapter began: print circulation. For, if it is sometimes difficult to draw a hard distinction 																																																								
335 Bowen, Age 14.  
 
336 Bowen, Age 16. 
 
337 Bowen, Age 99-100. 
 
338 Kenny, “Making” 60. According to Kenny, this type of borrowing is what accounts for “the fragmentary 
form” by which Rabelais read—and wrote—and even rewrote the ancient texts he used (58).  
 
339 Kenny, “Making” 60.  
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between what Rabelais authored and what he did not, that challenge owes much to the wide 
and speedy diffusion of printed matter upon which he could draw. Intertextuality, as Neil 
Kenny reminds us, is shaped by material conditions of bibliographic circulation340—and if 
that circulation went hither, it also did thither. So, while Rabelais drew from the anonymous 
folkloric 1532 pamphlet Grandes et inestimables cronicques, so, too, did other authors 
anonymously draw from Rabelais’s Pantagruel, with they, like Rabelais, becoming lumped 
together in readers’s minds, specifically because of the packaging done by printers and 
booksellers.341  The original printer of Pantagruel, after all, reprinted Rabelais’s text in the 
same volume as the Cronicques du roy Gargantua, whose very title, in its referencing 
Gargantua as a roy, a king, makes its borrowing from Pantagruel clear, since Rabelais was 
the first to depict Gargantua in this fashion.342  
 
 
 
Image 2. Netherlandish Proverbs, by Pieter Brueghel the Elder (1559) 
 
 
 But let us end this section with a remarkable print-related convergence that surfaces 
when we put Rabelais’s opus beside John Taylor’s The Praise of Hemp-Seed. For, if the 																																																								
340 Kenny, “Making” 63. 
 
341 Kenny, “Making” 63. 
 
342 Kenny, “Making” 63. This was in 1533. 
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strangest invention that comes out of Rabelais’s imagination is that fantastical 
pantagruelion—an herb declaimed in the Third Book for its miraculous properties—it is 
curiously situated “somewhere between hemp and flax in the plant kingdom.”343 This is a 
plant which, in its being crushed, boiled, drawn off, and so forth, results not only in dressings 
for wounds, linens for the bed, sacks for lawyers and millers, and ropes for hanging 
criminals, but the means by which scriveners can, well, scriven: “Would not all legal deeds 
and rent-agreements perish? Would not the noble art of printing perish? What could printers 
make their tympans from!” (608). McLuhan consequently claimed that pantagruelion was 
symbolic of movable type and typography’s revolutionary power to effect a lineal and 
systematic sensibility.344 Müller, however, counters this proposition, leaning instead toward 
the import of paper to the mass production of the book. Noting that Rabelais’s method of 
correctly preparing pantagruelion is similar to Pliny’s recipe in Natural History for making 
papyrus for writing, Müller advises that the “contunding machine,” which is “used as a 
defibration technology by modern Pantagruelists, … brings to mind the stampers and 
shredders in paper mills.”345 While careful to underscore the capaciously symbolic nature of 
pantagruelion—“neither typography alone, nor paper”—Müller advocates that the herb 
pantagruelion ultimately represents “the very book in which it appears—that is, the book as 
both a physical object and a product of its author’s intellect. … [Pantagruelion] epitomizes 
the intellectual and fantastic poetical substance that Rabelais poured into the book about 
Pantagruel. The intellect can’t be burned.”346  																																																								
343 Müller, White, 56.  
 
344 Müller, White 60-61. 
 
345 Müller, White 60-61. 
 
346 Müller, White 60-61. 
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While, for Müller, the intellect cannot succumb to the crematory act, it seems more 
apt to me that this hemp magic is paper—is, in fact, all those things which can be—and are—
printed, and not in any lineal or systematic manner, but in one joyously and utopianly all-
inclusive. Rabelais catalogs pantagruelion’s ability to harness not only ships on seas, after all, 
but travels to other worlds, and  
I will go further: by means of pantagruelion things invisible are visibly trapped, 
arrested, captured, and kept as it were in prison: once arrested and captured they 
briskly turn great heavy grind-stones, to the signal advantage of our human life, and I 
am indeed absolutely astonished that such a discovery was hidden for so many 
centuries from the thinkers of Antiquity, given the priceless benefits which derive 
from it and given the unbearable drudgery men had to endure in working their 
pounding-mills. (608) 
 
Very likely my reader picks up here echoes of Taylor’s encomium, decades later, to hemp—
and to hemp when materialized, more especially, into paper on which printed characters, like 
seeds, can more easily multiply and disseminate. While not wanting to undo the fecundity of 
associations that Rabelais conjures, it seems to me that the materiality of print—as endless, 
generative, errant, inter-animating—is what both breeds and quenches for Rabelais the 
human thirst for knowledge.  
The Man of La Máquina 
 
According to Leo Spitzer, early Renaissance writers like Rabelais exuded a basic confidence 
in life and the solicitation of knowledge, evident in their linguistical play and cobbling of 
“word-worlds out of sheer exuberance.”347 Seventy years later, however—in Cervantes’s 
Spain, at least—humanism had broken down.348 Gone were the steady classical standards of 
literature which had earlier prevailed, with the “bad” poets now collectively praised and 
																																																								
347 Spitzer, “Linguistic” 174-175. 
 
348 Spitzer, “Linguistic” 174-175. 
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financially rewarded, while the “good” poets pathetically starved to death.349 Desengaño, as 
the Spaniards of the Baroque Age termed the resultant disillusionment, colored all worldly 
things, including books.350 Words were no longer perceived by the Baroque artist as life-
expanding, but, rather, as “sources of hesitation, error, deception—‘dreams.’”351 So, while 
Don Quixote, not unlike Arcimboldo’s bookman, is a character whose very character is an 
aggregate of all he has read, Quixote’s particular inventorying has led more acutely to 
disease, to an impractical and humanistically disillusioning “book virus.”352 Early on in the 
novel, for instance, we are told not only of Don Quixote’s weakness for stringing love 
platitudes together “with other foolish remarks, all in the manner his books had taught him 
and imitating their language as much as he could” (1.2, p. 25); but also of his method for 
repelling new and unexpected calamities, “which was to think about some situations from his 
books” and locate “the tale that seemed to him perfectly suited for the situation” (1.5, p. 41). 
Even his lady Dulcinea is imaginatively conjured “to conform to what he had read in books” 
(1.8, p. 61). As Carlos Fuentes cleverly discerns, reading—lectura, in Spanish—has in Don 
Quixote’s case become loctura, madness.353  
While much has been written about book culture in connection to Cervantes’s 
wayward caballero,354 little attention has gone to how Don Quixote’s attendance to the crisis 																																																								
349 Rivers, “Cervantes” 32. 
 
350 Spitzer, “Linguistic” 174. 
 
351 Spitzer, “Linguistic” 174-175.  
 
352 Spitzer, “On the Significance” 87. 
 
353 Fuentes, “Don Quixote” 87.  
 
354 Iván Jaksic argues that the presence of the book is so pervasive in Don Quijote that “without it one cannot 
understand either the motivations of the character, or the purpose of the novel” (Jaksic, “Don Quijote’s” 86-87). 
See also the Spanish authors on whom he draws: Juan Bautista Avalle-Arce (who suggests that, without the 
books of chivalry, Cervantes’s novel is inconceivable); Américo Castro; and Carlos Fuentes (87 n.14). Georgina 
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promulgated by that culture (e.g., print’s dispersal, its reach) and to the consequent anxiety 
regarding authorization and credibility355 authorially pivots on—or, at the least, is revealingly 
illuminated by—print error and errantry, both as concealed and contrived. Given that these 
latter strands are unavoidably lodged within the broader parameters of book culture, 
however, we will need to attend to them somewhat holistically. In fact, in order to parse the 
errata-errantry-print-truth-madness constellation most effectively, let us start where Don 
Quixote starts: at the beginning. 
Anticipated Error: Part I of Don Quixote 
Right from the novel’s outset—even before it, in fact—Cervantes can be found playing with 
the instability of truth that print had amplified in the later Renaissance’s cultural 
consciousness. In the Prologue to his “Idle Reader” (not a listener, note), the book’s “author” 
Cervantes mentions how he wanted to tender Don Quixote’s story “plain and bare, unadorned 
by a prologue or the endless catalogue of sonnets, epigrams, and laudatory poems that are 
usually placed in the beginning of books” (4). Of course, Cervantes does include these just a 
few pages later, albeit as penned by the likes of Amadís of Gaul and Orlando Furioso—by 
fictitious characters from chivalric romance, in other words. Not only that, “Cervantes” 
concedes to not knowing “which authors I have followed so that I can mention them at the 
beginning, as everyone else does, in alphabetical order” (that is, from Aristotle to Zeuxis) (5). 																																																																																																																																																																												
Black describes Don Quixote as “the most bookish of books”—a “book about books, about the dangers and 
seductions of the printed page, about a man maddened by reading…” (Black, “Canons” 115). Robert Alter even 
advocates that the character Don Quixote “actually wants to become a book” (Alter, Partial 8). Daniel 
Eisenberg contends that numerous contemporary misinterpretations of Cervantes’s novel stem from a loss of 
awareness of the period’s own reading traditions: because the libros de caballerias on which so much of Don 
Quixote’s comedy rests “have long since disappeared—since the eighteenth century no one reads any of them 
without reading Cervantes first—every modern reader comes to Don Quixote with a perspective different from 
that of Cervantes and his contemporaries” (Eisenberg, Study 19).  
 
355 Bothelo, Renaissance 11. In the English context, the scene of Mopsa in The Winter’s Tale proclaiming her 
love for ballads that are printed—because “then we are sure they are true” [4.4.260] (1555)—is perhaps the 
most famous example of the mistaken authority sometimes entrusted to print.  
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Fortunately, his projected anxiety regarding how to proceed is soon quelled by his friend, 
who assures him that anyone possessing even the barest remnant of a classical training can, 
in Margaret Tribble’s concise phrasing, “easily make his book look like a humanist 
edition.”356 Spitzer, with equal concision, argues that Don Quixote is at heart “an indictment 
of the bookish side of humanism.”357 As for what that less-concise friend advises:  
[A]ll you have to do is insert some appropriate maxims or phrases in Latin, ones that 
you know by heart or, at least, that won’t cost you too much trouble to look up, so 
that if you speak of freedom and captivity, you can say: 
Non bene pro toto libertas venditur auro. [“Liberty cannot be fought for 
gold.”] 
  And then, in the margin, you cite Horace or whoever it was who said it. (6)  
 
(Actually, the saying comes from a collection of Aesop’s fables.358) As for showing oneself a 
scholar, that is no problem either, assures the friend. All that is required is for an author to 
name-drop: 
[I]f you mention thieves, I will tell you the history of Cacus, which I know by heart; 
if the subject is prostitutes, there’s the Bishop of Mondonedo, who will provide you 
with Lamia, Laida, and Flora, and citing him will be a credit to you” (7).  
 
(Actually, that bishop’s books were notorious for their inaccuracies.359) As to missing 
citations,  
all you have to do is find a book that cites them all from A to Z, as you put it. Then 
you’ll put the same alphabet in your book, and though the lie is obvious it doesn’t 
matter, since you’ll have little need to use them; … at least a lengthy catalogue of 
authors will give the book an unexpected authority. (7) 
 
(Actually, Don Quixote, as the friend moments later recollects, “has no need for any of the 
things you say it lacks, because all of it is an invective against books of chivalry” [8]).  																																																								
356 Tribble, Margins 160. 
 
357 Spitzer, “Linguistic” 174. Rivers advocates that Cervantes’s “first-person narrator and protagonist, named 
Miguel de Cervantes, seems to be nostalgic for an earlier Renaissance humanism” (Rivers, “Cervantes” 32). 
 
358 Grossman, trans., Don Quixote 6 n.6. 
 
359 Grossman, trans., Don Quixote 7 n.11. 
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In spite of the scholarly emphasis today on Cervantes’s putatively mimetic style, his 
novel was not, as the aforementioned makes clear, striving for the real, so much as it was 
seeking to undermine and parody the European craze for chivalric romances. Too often, this 
motivating thrust of the novel gets obfuscated by the modern proclivity for reading Don 
Quixote not as a text looking satirically back but as one looking teleologically forward and, 
so, often in a manner anachronistically bent. This, at heart, is a novel in fictional fisticuffs 
with a literary genre that had been massively proliferated by print technology—but a 
technology which could, of course, also counter that genre (as, for instance, through the 
publication of Cervantes’s own book). Even more, Don Quixote’s prologue prepares its 
reader to anticipate a story that is keenly, and almost ethnographically, observant of the error 
that print can propagate and, in the case of its knight-errant’s own character, even induce. 
While some readers may take offense to the consciously surface reading of Cervantes that 
will follow, such a reading, I would advocate, is highly warranted. So much of the novel’s 
riches are not deeply buried and in need of excavating, but are, instead, parodically strewn 
atop its literary ground.360 Sometimes this manifests as error in Don Quixote (the character); 
other times as error in Don Quixote (the novel); and, to add to the complexity, eventually 
even as error done to (the novel) Don Quixote. There is, of course, also the error that Don 
Quixote is intentionally undoing, given that wandering knights, as Antonio Minturno (d. 
1570s) had earlier proposed, were themselves errari, as were the poets like Ariosto who 
wrote about them; for not only had these authors elected to write in the vernacular, they had 
																																																								
360 With similar philosophical underpinnings, Auerbach argues, “to conceive of Don Quijote’s madness in 
symbolic and tragic terms seems to me forced. That can be read into the text; it is not there of itself” (Auerbach, 
Mimesis 358); and Eisenberg—whose reading of Don Quixote I is perhaps most comprehensively reflective of 
my own—asserts that its humor is “the most understudied topic of the work”  (Eisenberg, Study 109).  
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opted for narrative formlessness and rejected verisimilitude.361 Prose, moreover—as the 
traditional vehicle for sermons, history, and legal documents—was also being abused, argued 
Minturno, forced now to carry fiction’s falsehood. Or, as a scholar more modern than 
Minturno put it, “How was the reader of prose to know when the historian, or the storyteller, 
was telling a truth or a lie?”362  
Don Quixote’s play with uncertainty, often inflected by the dubious trustworthiness of 
printed matter, begins almost as soon as its lead man has left the proverbial gate. On the heels 
of the first chapter’s decription of that scrawny, gaunt, ordinary, fifty-year-old man soon to 
become a knight-errant, we are informed of the relative obscurity of his actual name: “Some 
claim that his family name is Quixada, or Quexada, for there is a certain amount of 
disagreement among the authors who write of this matter…. But this does not matter very 
much to our story; in its telling there is absolutely no deviation from the truth” (19-20). And 
so, a character’s name as not being certain, and as cited as such—not to mention, as 
mattering, we might argue, by virtue of Cervantes’s repeated textual reference to matter—
renders Cervantes’s tale paradoxically truthful. The same applies to Sancho Panza (or is it 
Zancas?), as well as his wife Teresa (or is it Juana Gutiérrez?). While sometimes these errors 
may be genuine on Cervantes’s part, other times, they consciously gesture toward his 
pretending not to know as a way of spotlighting the “infinite possibilities”363 inherent in the 
development of his fictionally true (or is it truly fictional?) narrative. It is a theme that 
permeates Don Quixote’s pages, with uncertainties surrounding where exactly Don Quixote 
																																																								
361 Rigolot, “Renaissance” 1225. 
 
362 Wardropper, “Don Quixote” 145. For Wardropper, this is what ultimately distinguishes Cervantes’s novel 
from the chivalric romances: its awareness of the fuzzy frontier between reality and fiction, truth and lie (146). 
 
363 Spitzer, “On the Significance” 92. 
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went, or what people claimed he said or saw—and all as revealed by several layers of 
temporally disarticulated authors. 
The “reality” of Don Quixote’s physical appearance is likewise a parodic counter to 
the heroes of those chivalric romances he believes to be true. His countenance is shaped like 
an hourglass due to knocked-out molars, after all. While this comic grotesqueness may 
render him a fitting reflection, for Bakhtin, of the “contradictory and double-faced fullness of 
life,”364 it also renders him errant in more ways than just being an adventure-seeker. Quixote 
is, in effect, a wandering errata sheet, an “accidentally” itinerant catalogue of a million 
misappropriations and misinterpretations of the chivalric romance corpus, as in his mistaking 
windmills for giants, a slashed wineskin for a body bleeding out, and certainly an uneducated 
rustic like Sancho Panza for a squire. We might even propose that Don Quixote’s very 
existence as errata breeds his erratic-ness, his endless roving in search of an opportunity to 
“correctly” present his chivalric self. Or, as we learn when our deranged protagonist spots an 
approaching knight in a golden helmet (really, the barber sporting his brass basin as defense 
against the rain), “everything [Quixote] saw he very easily accommodated to his chivalric 
nonsense and errant thoughts” (1.21, p. 154). 
Unfortunately (or is it fortunately?), Don Quixote must mentally sift through 
countless romances, with their numerous (often reworked) heroes, and in a multiplicity of 
languages, no less. Needless to say, this dizzying array of mentors can produce some 
conflating on Don Quixote’s part:  
Have I not told you already … that I wish to imitate Amadís, playing the part of the 
one who is desperate, a fool, a madman, thereby imitating as well the valiant Don 
Roland when he discovered in a fountain the signs that Angelica the Fair had 
committed base acts with Medoro, and his grief drove him mad. … And since I do not 
intend to imitate Roland, or Roldan, or Orlando, or Rotolando (for he had all those 																																																								
364 Bakhtin, Rabelais 62. 
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names) in every detail of all the mad things he did, said, and thought, I shall, to the 
best of my ability, sketch an outline of those that seem most essential to me. … (1.25, 
pp. 193-194) 
 
No wonder that so much in Don Quixote turns on interruption: between speakers in dialogue 
with each other; by others who join them (sometimes sans invitation); by the original scribes 
of Don Quixote’s story; and even by way of epistles received that correct a given story 
incorrectly told. And, of course, there is Cervantes himself, who interpolates Don Quixote’s 
story with another minor, and basically unrelated, tale that Cervantes had written prior. This 
pastiche of texts (and, hence, of viewpoints) emerges precisely from the problematic 
presence of so many texts from which one can choose—or, as in the case of some characters, 
can choose not to choose. At one point, for example, the canon, “having read the beginning 
of almost every [chivalric romance] that has ever been published,” declares his incapacity “to 
read any from beginning to end, because it seems to be they are all essentially the same, and 
one is no different from the other” (1.47, p. 411). And this is but one of the ways by which 
Cervantes punctures the suspension-of-disbelief, turn-a-blind-eye-to-blunders surface of the 
romance genre, such that his own roving adventure(r) becomes a hermeneutical enterprise for 
its reader—though one which today, by virtue of our distance from the romance tradition, has 
arguably faded, such that we read Don Quixote through a different optometristic or 
prescriptive lens. 
Part of Don Quixote’s chivalric self-fashioning entails his drawing attention to those 
around him who erroneously do, think, or attempt what never occurs in the romances. He is 
endlessly correcting “real” life when it defies the imaginary print world of Roland (or 
Roldan, or Rotolando). When, for instance, an innkeeper whose main objective is “earning 
my living” asks Don Quixote to pay for his bed and board, Don Quixote pronounces that he 
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has never read of knights paying for lodging “or anything else in any inn where they 
stayed…” (1.17, p. 121). Nor, in an earlier circumstance, had he ever “read in the histories of 
knights errant that any of them ever carried money. To this the innkeeper replied that [Don 
Quixote] was deceived, for if this was not written in the histories, it was because it had not 
seemed necessary to the authors to write down something as obvious and necessary as 
carrying money…” (1.3, p. 31). According to Don Quixote, errant knights did not even eat 
“unless perhaps at some sumptuous banquet offered in their honor; the rest of the time they 
all but fasted” (1.10, p. 74). Then again, an addendum that follows informs us that, although 
it is understood that such knights “could not live without eating or doing all the other 
necessities of nature” (is the implication defecation?), one “should not try to make the world 
over again or change the nature of errant chivalry” (74). Sancho Panza’s error in wanting a 
meal—which is what Don Quixote is implicating here—is born of Sancho’s trying to correct 
or, at least, guilelessly question the representational errors of the romances themselves.  
Sometimes, even more problematically, Don Quixote’s horse won’t act as it 
generically should. In one instance, Don Quixote finds himself at a crossroads, just like those 
knights errant who would thus “ponder which of those roads they would follow, and in order 
to imitate them, … [Don Quixote] loosened the reins and subjected his will to Rocinante’s, 
and the horse pursued his initial intent, which was to head back to his own stall” (1.4, p. 39). 
This won’t be the last time Rocinante interposes on Don Quixote’s attempt to make life 
imitate literature. If Sancho and his master engage in a satirically protracted discussion about 
wounds and poultices while supine and staring at the sky (something not quite the norm in 
chivalric romances), it is because of their having been sorely beaten by twenty-some “base 
people of low breeding” (also not standard of the knightly genre)—and all because Rocinante 
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had, in correspondingly un-chivalric fashion, gone “to pleasure himself with the ladies” 
(1.15, p. 103). 
Cervantes’s lampooning of print romances is perhaps nowhere more hilariously 
vitalized than in his caricaturing their manner of distending and ultimately delaying a 
narrative climax in action. At the end of chapter 8, a group of onlookers is “filled with fear 
and suspense regarding the outcome of the great blows” that Don Quixote and a Basque are 
threatening to give each other. “But the difficulty in all this,” as our “author” tells us, “is that 
at this very point and juncture, the author of the history leaves the battle pending, apologizing 
because he found nothing else written about the feats of Don Quixote other than what he has 
already recounted…” (1.8, p. 64). And so, chapter 9 begins, with a kind of frozen in medias 
res of the last chapter’s action: “In part one of this history, we left the brave Basque and the 
famous Don Quixote with their swords raised and unsheathed, about to deliver two 
downstrokes so furious… (1.9, p. 65). This particular interruption, we are informed, was due 
to missing parts of the story. And so, we flash back to witness our narrator, a self-proclaimed 
gatherer of torn papers on the street, discover an Arabic text, History of Don Quixote of La 
Mancha. Written by Cide Hamete Benengeli, an Arabian Historian, such that the suspended 
battle narration can now proceed. And if that discovered histroy should contain errors in the 
form of mistruths? That, we are told, can only be because its author was Arabic and hence 
“very prone to telling falsehoods” (1.9, p. 68).  
And so, scene by scene, Cervantes renders the Golden Age, as imbibed through 
printed texts, into something comically rusty and entirely out of reach. Consider an incident 
where Don Quixote castigates Sancho because “in all the books of chivalry I have read, 
which are infinite in number, I have never found any squire who talks as much with his 
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master as you do with yours” (1.20, p. 151). Alas, that grievance falls fully upon Sancho’s 
deaf ears and garrulously moving mouth. No doubt Sancho’s ears remain deaf because his 
master’s unremitting prattling about chivalric stuff comes lodged in a syntactically 
convoluted literary language—one developed and spread, not by way of garrulous mouths, 
but by printed romance peppered with unfamiliar medieval archaisms.365 To Sancho, as to 
other common folk, Don Quixote’s words often perplex, as if the knight-errant “had been 
speaking Greek” (1.16, p. 111). In fact, in my mind, Sancho’s most significant character trait 
is his illiteracy, for it signifies that he has not himself partaken of book culture (“I don’t 
know how to read” is pretty much his mantra). As a result, he must rely on orally transmitted 
recountings that he gets second-hand, including promises of that culture’s authority.366 His 
copia, in other words—which is to say, his speech stuffed with commonplaces and folksy 
proverbs, and long tendrils of repeated sayings additively threaded together by “and this… 
and this… and this”—is altogether different from that of a mock-Ciceronian humanist like 
Don Quixote. Whereas the former is born of orality, of a veritable need to house knowledge 
in an efficient, compact manner that inhibits any self-reflexive remove from language 
itself,367 Don Quixote’s mode of speaking is both more disciplined and more distended, as 
evident in his crafting sentences that avoid commonplaces and in his opting instead for 
choice, hifalutin words like homicidios (homicides) and omecillos (grudges) (1.10, p. 71). If 
Don Quixote is continuously urging Sancho to do the same, that pedagogical impulse is 
																																																								
365 Rivers, Quixotic 121. 
 
366 One of the most touching examples of Sancho’s errant foolishness occurs when, concerned that his master 
might become an archbishop instead of an emperor, he queries of his tutors, “what do archbishops errant usually 
give their squires?” (p. 211). 
 
367 Cervantes masterfully captures in his characterization of Sancho many of the noetic and performance-related 
traits identified with orality. See Walter Ong’s Orality and Literacy and A.R. Luria’s Cognitive Development 
for more on the psychodynamics of orality.  
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surely born of his over-immersion in the language of print. (Elias Rivers, who likewise notes 
Sancho’s “undisciplined orality and compulsive use of proverbs,” worthily draws attention to 
Don Quixote’s eventual attempt to compete with his squire’s peculiar verbal abundance.368) 
The extent of this oral-literate dynamic may go lost on many a reader today, given the 
comparatively literate contours of the modern western milieu. This also means missing out 
on the extent to which Cervantes is burlesquing the print-stimulated disunion between 
Sancho and his master. (On the other hand, the surfeit of ballads that interpolate his almost 
1000-page novel complicates and muddies any strict oral-literate divide in the context of 
early modern print culture, let alone between Cervantes’s knight and squire.) 
A want of knowledge, whether orally or literately lacking, can also lead Don Quixote 
and Sancho Panza to comedy-inducing error. Sometimes this can manifest as faulty memory, 
as in the case of Sancho Panza trying to recount a letter he intends to deliver (“High and 
sullied lady” is his planned greeting). As for the barber and the priest assisting him in 
preparing his oration, they will make no effort “to disabuse him of the error in which he 
found himself, for it seemed to them that since it was injurious to his conscience, it would be 
better to leave him where he was so that they would have the pleasure of hearing his 
foolishness” (1.26, p. 210). When, later, Dorotea agrees to play the afflicted damsel to Don 
Quixote’s knight—and ably at that, given “she had read many books of chivalry” (1.29, p. 
241)—she confides to the priest afterward that her error in concocting a good romantic 
personal history was due to her not knowing “where the provinces or the sea ports were, and 
that is why she had made the mistake of saying she had disembarked to Osuna” (1.30, p. 
257). 
																																																								
368 Rivers, Quixotic 124-125. 
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Might we suggest, as way of conclusion to this section, that Cervantes invented a new 
kind of ekphrasis? For, here we have a character in a book, Don Quixote (or is it Quexada?), 
trying desperately to emulate not only characters, but an entire Weltanschauung projected in 
other books. And Cervantes has accomplished this, more often than not, by highlighting the 
various interstices where being bookishly knightly (and also sung about) go astray; where 
print literacy engenders a kind of laughable lunacy. Cervantes, in short, has given us the right 
and, perhaps, even duty to laugh at romance’s errors, as well as at the manner by which that 
genre makes readers potentially err.369  
No error is conceivably foregrounded with more success by this erringly errant knight 
than the chivalric romance’s incapacity any longer legitimately to sustain life; or, in more 
noetic terms, to retain credible meaning in an economy of thought increasingly transformed 
by the very technology that, ironically enough, had made chivalric romances the first 
bestsellers of the age.370 Nothing reflects this claim more persuasively than the print-related 
errors (and errancy) that Don Quixote confronts in the second half of his story. Indeed, this 
time, those errors will not merely derive from what is happening in the novel, but outside the 
pages Quixote inhabits, as well. 
Unintended Error, Both Anticipated and Not: Part II of Don Quixote 
 
Novelist Vladimir Nabokov exhibited a fair amount of impatience for Cervantes’s novel, 
advocating in his Lectures on Don Quixote that “the book belongs essentially to a primitive 
form, to the loosely strung, higgledy-pickled, variegated picaresque type and was accepted 
																																																								
369 Of course, they could also lead to something more positive, though likely not in a manner intended. Ignatius 
of Loyola’s gallantly militant soldiers for Christ in his Society of Jesus owe something to those libros de 
caballería that had engrossed him in his youth (Mancing, Cervantes 641). 	
370 Ong suggests that epic eventually, and perhaps unavoidably, became mock-epic because “the old economy 
of thought and expression could no longer be made seriously convincing” (Ong, Interfaces 205). 
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and enjoyed as such by the primitive reader.”371 While giving short shrift to Cervantes’s 
send-up of the period’s chivalric romances (not to mention, the novel’s polyvalency and 
irony, which are by no means comically unfamiliar to Nabokov’s own oeuvre), Nabokov 
nevertheless locates a convenient means by which to criticize Don Quixote: by zeroing in on 
the plethora of unintended errors in Cervantes’s text. Citing at length the Spanish 
commentator Diego Clemencin, Nabokov remarks that Cervantes “wrote his fable with a 
carelessness that seems impossible to explain…. He had moreover an unconquerable distaste 
for revising what he had written—hence the formidable crop of blunders, forgotten or 
misplaced incidents, incongruous details, names and events….”372 While Cervantes’s 
freewheeling approach may have sometimes been propelled by the fact these same attributes 
sullied even the best of the chivalric romances insatiably consumed during the period, 
Nabokov and Clemencin are hardly alone, critically speaking. In fact, many of the errors in 
Don Quixote’s first part had been spotted and remarked upon long before by Cervantes’s first 
readers and (even fiercer) critics. And so, when a decade later, in 1615, Part II appeared, 
Cervantes took them all to task. And how—or, rather, how originally he did so. For, not long 
into that second part, Don Quixote and Sancho Panza discuss not only the fame they have 
derived as the principal characters in The Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote of La Mancha, 
but also “all the slander they’re saying about you,” as Sancho informs his errant boss, having 
himself been informed of such by a necessarily literate source (2.2, p. 472). That source is the 
bachelor Sansón Carrasco, a recent graduate of Salamanca, who later apprises both Sancho 
																																																								
371 Nabokov, Lectures 11.  
 
372 Nabokov, Lectures 110. Eisenberg agrees that Cervantes exhibits a “failure to reread, revise, and polish” the 
work (Eisenberg, Study 197). Still, given that Don Quixote exhibits more errors than Cervantes’s other works, 
and that may be, Eisenberg continues, because as a book “written for the vulgo,” Cervantes did not hold it in 
particularly high regard (199). 
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and his master of all The Ingenious Gentleman’s structural blind spots. True, there were an 
“infinite number of people” who had enjoyed the history, but many had also found faults in 
its author’s memory— 
because he forgets to tell who the thief is who stole Sancho’s donkey, for it never 
stated and can only be inferred from the writing that it was stolen, and soon after that 
we see Sancho riding on that same donkey and don’t know how it reappears. They 
also say that he forgot to put in what Sancho did with the hundred escudos he found 
[italics on “he”—sic!] in the traveling case in the Sierra Morena, for it is never 
mentioned again, and there are many who wish to know what he did with them, or 
how he spent them, for that is one of the substantive points of error in the work. (2.4, 
pp. 479-480) 
 
Don Quixote attempts to put an optimist’s varnish on these defects produced by its author 
occasionally nodding off (as even the great Homer had, he will point out); and he will do so 
by likening them to “birthmarks that often increase the beauty of the face where they appear” 
(2.3, 479). Eventually, he will inquire if the author promises a second part. Sansón’s will 
answer in the affirmative, though with the caveat that the author’s motives for doing so are 
not exactly commendable: 
“[A]s soon as he finds the history which he is searching for with extraordinary 
diligence, he will immediately have it printed, for he is more interested in earning his 
profit than in winning any praise.”  
     “The author’s interested in money and profit? I’d be surprised if he got any, 
because all he’ll do is rush rush rush, like a tailor on the night before a holiday….” 
(2.4, p. 482) 
 
While Cervantes did not himself “rush rush rush” in the composition and publication 
of Part II, the scene sardonically exploits another “error” in print culture—namely, the 
motives behind the writing of romances. What may have started as a means of evading 
idleness or of gaining entry into the poetic ranks had the potential, thanks to the powers of 
the press, to turn into a dastardly lucrative endeavor, such that money became the primary 
impetus for continuing a narration. And yet, in spite of Cervantes’s (comparatively 
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admirable?) plodding completion and release of Part II, he would continue to produce major 
gaffes. A housekeeper who is mentioned a few sentences down in a scene had clearly entered 
earlier, “but because of an oversight or an error, by Cervantes or his printer,” kindly advises 
Edith Grossman, “she is not alluded to here.”373 Later, too, we will be exposed, if we are 
reading an annotated edition, not only to sentences that were initially misprinted, but, as well, 
to Cervantes’s, or a typesetter’s, mistaken attribution of a Portuguese word to a bandit from 
Cataluña.  
How additionally to account for things recounted in the first part that could not 
possibly have been known to any author? “[T]hey mention me, Sancho Panza, by name,” 
confides our troubled squire, “and my lady Dulcinea of Toboso, and other things that 
happened when we were alone, so that I crossed myself in fear at how the historian who 
wrote them could have known about them” (2.2, p. 472). Sancho is just as adamant that not 
once has he ever “heard my lady Dulcinea called Doña, just Señora Dulcinea of Toboso, and 
that’s where the history’s wrong” (2.3, p. 475). In a later conversation, Sancho will concede 
that he is indeed that squire named Sancho Panza in the printed history—“unless I was 
changed for another in the cradle, I mean the printing press” (2.30, p. 655). But Don Quixote 
reveals an even more profound ontological quandary generated by print: the capacity for 
readers to mull and muse and fixate on a text’s errors. We sense this in Don Quixote’s reply 
to the bachelor’s adage that no book is so bad that it doesn’t have something good in it. For, 
what Don Quixote points out is that some authors “lost their fame, or saw it diminished, 
when they had their works printed” (2.3, p. 479). And the reason for this, as Sansón shrewdly 
rejoins, is that since “printed works are looked at slowly, their faults are easily seen”—not to 
																																																								
373 Grossman, trans., Don Quixote 500 n.6. 
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mention, that “the greater the fame of their authors, the more closely they are scrutinized” 
(2.3, 479, emphases added).  
Scholars often argue, and not incorrectly, that reading in the early modern period 
transpired with greater speed than it had in the manuscript era, and in an acceleratedly silent 
fashion, at that: the more the “newly constituted and insatiable public consumed ream after 
ream of ersatz adventures,” as Gilman advises, and the more printed adventures were made 
available to it, the more expedited was their immersion and consumption, resulting in an 
“unprecedented ‘volupté,’” or voluptuous pleasure.374 But, what Cervantes indicates through 
Sansón is that print also enabled a processual slowing down and cross-referencing in the act 
of reading, as well as a relaxed facility for turning back the pages in order to compare what 
happened on page 133, say, to what had on page 13. This not only facilitated but also made 
readers more prone to cataloguing the innumerable and oft (in Cervantes’s eyes) picayune 
faults that an aural experience of narrative would have forestalled. This is precisely why our 
knight of errata implores his censurers to be “more merciful and less severe and not pay so 
much attention to the motes in the bright sun of the work they criticize” (2.3, p. 479).  
Cervantes’s couched plea that the value of an entire object should not be undone by 
the readerly pursuit of (tiny, trivially errant) particles of dirt is a worthy one. Indeed, the 
print-literate fear of overly close textual scrutiny is ingeniously depicted by Cervantes via the 
Knight of the Mirrors. In short, that knight bemoans his son’s recent education in letters, as 
this has constituted his spending “the whole day determining if Homer wrote well or badly in 
a particular line of the Iliad; if Martial was indecent in a certain epigram; if specific lines of 
Virgil are to be understood in this manner or another…” (2.16, p. 555). On the other hand, 
determining what constitutes tiny, trivial errantry is highly subjective. The learned, after all, 																																																								
374 Gilman, S. Novel 4. 
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are constantly correcting Sancho’s rhetorical “motes.” When Sancho wants to hear more 
about his presence in the published history of his master’s derring-do, he gloats:  
     “…They also say I’m one of the principal presonages in it.”  
     “Personages, not presonages, Sancho my friend,” said Sansón.  
     “Another one [besides Don Quixote] who corrects my vocablery?” said Sancho. 
“Well, both of you keep it up and we’ll never finish.” [2.3] (476-477)375 
 
Much as Sancho’s incorrect “vocablery” intimates—and as earlier I intimated—Cervantes’s 
inaccuracies and memory slips are sometimes intentional. Consider Sansón’s early report 
regarding The Ingenious Gentleman—that “there are more than twelve thousand copies of 
this history in print today; …and it is evident to me that every nation or language will 
[eventually] have its translation of the book” (2.3, pp. 474-475). To be sure, this appears like 
a celebration of the fame Don Quixote has already mustered. But thirteen chapters later, Don 
Quixote can be found declaiming that thirty thousand “copies of my history have been 
printed, and thirty thousand thousand times more are on their way to being printed if heaven 
does not intervene” (2.16, p. 553). Surely this is less a numerical slip on Cervantes’s part 
than a calculated sign of Don Quixote’s own hubristic self-amplification. 
 And when the issue of that errata-ish donkey from the first part re-rears its head in the 
second part, the chronicler Cide Hamete explicitly (and conveniently) excoriates the printer 
for incorrectly attributing the error to him: 
[Cide Hamete] says that whoever read the first part of this history will remember very 
clearly Ginés de Pasamonte, to whom, along with the other galley slaves, Don 
Quixote gave his freedom in the Sierra Morena…. This Ginés de Pasamonte, whom 
Don Quixote called Ginesillo de Parapilla, was the man who stole Sancho Panza’s 
donkey; and since the how and when of that theft were not included in the first part of 
																																																								
375 In a lovely character reversal, Sancho will subject his wife to the same: “‘Resolved is what you should say, 
Teresa,’ said Sancho, ‘not revolved.’ / ‘Don’t start an argument with me, Sancho,’ responded Teresa. ‘I talk as 
God wills….’” (489). 
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through an error of the printers, many have been led to attribute this printing error to 
the author’s defective memory. (2.27, p. 637)376 
 
And yet, how should we reconcile this with Don Quixote’s earlier, disconsolate disclosure 
that Cide Hamete “was a Moor, as suggested by the name…, and [that] one could not expect 
truth from the Moors, because all of them are tricksters, liars, and swindlers” (2.3, p. 474)?  
But Don Quixote has more imminent fish to fry, considering his primary interest—
nay, his utterly blind devotion—is to making “the world understand its error in not restoring 
that happiest of times when the order of knight errantry was in flower” (2.1, p. 464). The 
present times, in other words, are what are in error (as is always the case, arguably, when it 
comes to satire). As early as Part II’s first chapter, we find the priest rebuking Don Quixote 
for believing that knights errant had ever been flesh and blood. At the priest’s continued 
insistence that they are “fiction, fable, falsehood—dreams told by men when they are awake, 
or, I should say, half-asleep,” Don Quixote swiftly flings this anti-desengaño retort: “That is 
another error … into which many have fallen: they do not believe that such knights ever 
existed in the world, and… I have often attempted to bring this common misconception into 
the light of truth; … and this truth is so certain I can almost say I have seen Amadís of Gaul 
with my own eyes…” (2.1, p. 466). Thus error is fought with (unseen) error, and the 
comically vicious circle prepares to go ‘round anew. Almost certainly, this is why the 
references to error augment precipitously in this second half. For now, with a printed version 
of Don Quixote’s story in circulation, an additional representational stratum exists to which 
errant knight and squire must anxiously attend, one that now pertains to why, as Sancho 
																																																								
376 Earlier, in a counter to Sancho’s declaration that he had seen that “lying crook” Gines de Passamonte riding 
his donkey, Sansón maintains that the “error doesn’t lie there … but in the fact that before the donkey appeared, 
the author says that Sancho was riding on that same animal.” Sancho replies, “I don’t know how to answer 
that…except to say that either the historian was wrong or the printer made a mistake” (2.4, p. 481). 
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exhorts, “each man should be careful how he talks or writes about people and not put down 
willy-nilly the first thing that comes into his head” (2.3, p. 477).  
Don Quixote has, in effect, become the Knight of the Printed Countenance. “Do you 
see this gentleman in front of us?” queries a beautiful woman dressed like a shepherdess. 
“Well, let me tell you that he is the most valiant, and most enamored, and most courteous 
knight in the world, if a history of his deeds which is in print, and which I have read, does not 
lie to us and deceive us” (2.58, p. 838). And this won’t be the first time Don Quixote is 
greeted in this fashion. “Tell me, my dear squire,” the duchess will have already inquired of 
Sancho, “this master of yours, isn’t he the one who has a history published about him called 
The Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote of La Mancha…?” (2.30, p. 655). If people now wait 
for Don Quixote with suspenseful pleasure (admittedly, alongside others predisposed to 
bafflement or disgust), it is “because they had read the first part of this history and 
consequently had learned of Don Quixote’s absurd turn of mind” (2.30, p. 655).  
Imagine the amazement, nonetheless, when Don Quixote encounters the Knight of the 
Wood, who boasts of having defeated Don Quixote and, so, now (erringly) considers himself 
to “have conquered all the knights in the world, because Don Quixote has conquered them 
all, and since I conquered him, his glory, fame, and honor have passed and been transferred 
to my person…” (2.14, p. 539). Well, of course, our own fictitiously real knight-errant, our 
own imaginarily flesh-and-blood Don Quixote, is affronted and on the verge of telling this 
delusional fake (within the fiction) that “he was lying a thousand times over, and [Don 
Quixote] had the You lie on the tip of his tongue, but did his best to restrain himself in order 
to have the Knight of the Wood confess his lie with his own mouth…” (539-540). Most 
startlingly parodic about this scene, perhaps, is its portrayal of a knight who actually reads 
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the romances. This is something rarely witnessed in the actual genre other than when its 
materials are packaged as a magical, mythical book of yore. Depicting knights as such would 
simply draw too much unwelcome attention to chivalric literature’s artifice—akin to 
Superman in Superman reading a comic about his own super-heroic exploits.  
One of the more remarkable ways in which Cervantes foregrounds print error in this 
second part is via the defects its two protagonists exhibited in The Ingenious Gentleman, and 
which now elicit other characters’s deep fascination. The eminent Duke and Duchess who 
consider it to their good fortune “to welcome to their castle such a knight-errant and so erring 
a squire” (2.31, p. 657) are, in some sense, an extension of Cervantes’s own readers, given 
their conjoint reservations regarding the authenticity of Don Quixote’s persona. “Now that 
we are alone, where no one can hear us,” furtively implores the Duchess of Sancho, “I should 
like you … to resolve certain doubts I have, which have their origin in the history of the great 
Don Quixote that has already been published…” (2.33, p. 677). Thus is the erring squire 
comically cornered in anticipation of his revealing some, well, biographical errancy. Better 
yet, sometimes that duo’s errors actually confirm for other folk that they really are Don 
Quixote and Sancho Panza. When the bachelor Sansón first meets our uneducated squire, for 
instance, he is astonished, “for although he had read the first history…, he never believed the 
squire was as amusing as he had been depicted there; but when he heard him say will and 
codicil that can’t be resoaked instead of will and codicil that can’t be revoked, he believed 
everything about him that he had read…” (2.7, p. 501). 
Falsity can even be turned into an erroneous virtue, as in Don Quixote’s argument 
with the puppeteer Master Pedro, who, during a show, rings the bells of his stage-set mosque. 
“No, that is wrong!” exclaims Don Quixote, didactically informing the puppeteer that Moors 
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ceremonially use drums and a flute, and so “there is no doubt that ringing bells in Sansueña is 
a great piece of nonsense.” While Master Pedro does stop ringing, he also advises Don 
Quixote not to bother with such “trifles” of truth: 
Aren’t a thousand plays performed almost every day that are full of a thousand errors 
and pieces of nonsense, and yet are successful productions that are greeted not only 
with applause but with admiration? … [L]et them say what they will, for as long as I 
fill my purse, there can be more errors than atoms in the sun. (2.26, p. 632) 
 
(Note once again how, for the non-illusionary illusionists like Master Pedro, issues of 
economy and of expenses are paramount.) To problematize this picture even further, 
Cervantes will, after narrating our senior citizen from La Mancha’s physical assault on 
Master Pedro’s puppets, permit Don Quixote’s authentic belief to lead to an error of mistaken 
identity, one that Quixote then casts as the fault of fictitious others. For, those puppets had 
seemed to be real—“Melisendra was Melisendra, Don Gaiferos Don Gaiferos…”—and so, as 
a good, if erring, knight-errant, Don Quixote had wanted to fulfill his errant-knight 
obligations, “to give my help and favor to those who were fleeing,” he explains, “and to this 
worthy end I did what you have seen; … the fault is not mine but lies with the wicked 
creatures who pursue me…” (2.26, p. 634). Indeed, this could be said to mark something of 
an opaque turning point in the novel, whereby the façade of Don Quixote’s fictions become 
more painfully pierced. Forced increasingly into conscious recognition of his error and 
errantry (from knight-errantry, no less), he must consequently shoulder personal shame. Such 
self-reflexivity, which distressingly exposes the hollow ribcage of fantasy to our knight and 
his squire, thereby un-fantasizes the fantasy—even as that anti-fantasy may proceed 
fantastically for us. Nowhere is this more gleefully illustrated than in Sancho’s discourse 
regarding the injustice done to squires in the romances (at least from what he’s heard, given 
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his incapacity to read chivalric romances—or does Cervantes slip here?), for they never 
garner any of the fame bestowed upon their post-adventuring masters:  
If the histories only said: “Such-and-such a knight concluded such-and-such an 
adventure, but with the help of so-and-so his squire, and without him it would have 
been impossible….” But all they write is: “Don Paralipomenón of Three Stars 
concluded the adventure of the six monsters,” and they never mention his squire, who 
was present for everything, just as if he weren’t in the world at all! (2.40, p. 716) 
 
 But to return to Sancho’s master and to backtrack some: By chapter 10, we are told 
that Cide Hamete has begun considering censoring portions of Don Quixote’s story, of 
passing over certain events “in silence, fearful [they] would not be given credence, for the 
madness of Don Quixote here reached the limits and boundaries of the greatest madnesses 
that can be imagined…” (2.10, p. 513). Later, our Moorish translator will even provide us the 
following caveat-qua-chapter heading: “Regarding the remarkable things that the great Don 
Quixote said he saw in the depths of the Cave of Montesinos, so impossible and 
extraordinary that this adventure has been considered apocryphal” (2.23, p. 604). Perhaps it 
was the anxiety of Cervantes producing new errors in his second book that led to his 
producing such amusing (or are they hostile?) declarations. These jibes start as early as 
chapter 5, with Cide Hamete serving, so it seems, as a convenient stand-in for Cervantes, out 
of fear of not getting his own story right. The parenthetical that opens that chapter not only 
magnifies the unexpected travails of Cide’s writing this history, but semantically and self-
referentially thickens the plot: “(When the translator came to write this fifth chapter, he says 
he thought it was apocryphal, because in it Sancho Panza speaks in a manner different from 
what one might expect of his limited intelligence….)” (2.5, p. 485). Several pages later, we 
are again distanced from the story by way of a parenthetical:  “(All the words that Sancho 
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Panza says here are the second of his statements that cause the translator to consider this 
chapter apocryphal, for they far exceed the capacity of Sancho…)” (489).  
Best, perhaps, is the marginalia—marvelous in the ridiculousness of its length—that 
Cide Hamete purportedly left in response to the chapter about the Cave of Montesinos. 
Imagine, if you will, the entirety of what follows scribbled in the margin:  
I cannot believe, nor can I persuade myself, that everything written in the preceding 
chapter actually happened in its entirety to the valiant Don Quixote: the reason is that 
all the adventures up to this point have been possible and plausible, but with regard to 
this one in the cave, I can find no way to consider it true since it goes so far beyond 
the limits of reason. But it is not possible for me to think that Don Quixote, the truest 
and most noble knight of his day, would lie, for he would not tell a lie, even if he 
were shot with arrows. Moreover, he recounted and told it all in circumstances and 
details, and in so short a time he could not fabricate so enormous a quantity of 
nonsense; if this adventure seems apocryphal, the fault is not mine, and so, without 
affirming either its falsity or its truth, I write it down. You, reader, since you are a 
discerning person, must judge it according to your own lights, for I must not and 
cannot do more, yet it is considered true that at the time of Don Quixote’s passing and 
death, he is said to have retracted it, saying he had invented it because he thought it 
was consonant and compatible with the adventures he had read in his histories. (2.24, 
p. 614) 
 
And so, we must wonder: Does this disbeliving admission by the translator make Don 
Quixote’s story more tenuous—or less? Much as Cide Hamete thematically concedes, there 
is a lovely paradox lodged in the exhortation I don’t believe it: a signal of belief no less than 
of that belief’s negation. The truth, in effect, is too unbelievable not to believe; or, perhaps 
more fittingly, is something one wants to believe in spite of one’s rational impulse not to do 
so.  
 If this signals a double-move regarding what the second part of Don Quixote 
comprises, just as important is Cervantes’s admission of what it curatively does not contain. 
Cervantes is fully willing to vent a little aggressive comedy when informing his critics of 
what he has omitted because of their having carped about the protracted interpolations of 
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marginal characters’s stories in Part I. (These were short stories which Cervantes had 
previously written and pragmatically stuffed, mise-en-abyme style, into the book.) Craftily, 
Cervantes puts his own carp against the carpers into the mouth of his Moorish historian. 
“They say,” Cervantes opens his forty-fourth chapter—never saying exactly who They are— 
that in the actual original of this history, one reads that when Cide Hamete came to 
write this chapter, his interpreter did not translate what he had written, which was a 
kind of complaint that the Moor had concerning himself for becoming involved in a 
history as dry and limited as this one, for it seemed to him he always had to talk of 
Don Quixote and Sancho, not daring to wander into other digressions and episodes 
that were more serious and more entertaining….” (2.44, p. 737) 
 
Is this Cervantes indirectly suggesting to readers that, in having hastily read (or disregarded) 
these novelettes within the novel, they had erred; that, in not paying attention, they had 
forfeited “elegance and invention,” which they would have recognized “if they came to light 
on their own, not depending on the madness of Don Quixote or the foolishness of Sancho” 
(738)? And yet, Cervantes refrains altogether in his second part from, in his words, 
“introduc[ing] any novels, whether detached or attached…” (738).  
 Without doubt, the most important aspect of Part II vis-à-vis print errantry—one 
Cervantes could hardly refrain from incorporating—is Don Quixote’s discovery in the fifty-
ninth chapter that a pirated edition of a second part of his history has already appeared in 
print. He is supping in an inn when he overhears the unbelievable news: “[W]hile they bring 
in our supper,” implores Señor Don Jerónimo’s dining mate, “let us read another chapter of 
the second part of Don Quixote of La Mancha” (2.59, p. 845). Listening more intently, Don 
Quixote learns that, according to this second part, he has fallen out of love with Dulcinea of 
Toboso—an impossibility in his mind—which instigates his irate spew: “If anyone says Don 
Quixote of La Mancha has forgotten or ever can forget Dulcinea of Toboso, I shall make him 
understand with the most steadfast arms that he is very far from the truth….” (845).  
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When the dialoguing men realize whom they have encountered, they place that 
second book of Don Quixote’s (not-yet-even-completed by the “real” Don Quixote) third 
sally into his hands. All he requires is the briefest of perusals to deem its author “worthy of 
reprimand” (846): “[H]e strays and deviates from the truth in the most important part of the 
history,” declares Don Quixote, “because he says that the wife of my squire, Sancho Panza, 
is named Mari Gutiérrez, which is incorrect…; if he errs in something so important, it is 
reasonable to fear that he will err in everything else” (846). Of course, that error was, in 
actuality, Cervantes’s; but key here is the way the non-fictitious world of print fiction has 
banged up against the fictitious world not yet in print—because, of course, there really was a 
pirated edition, one that had begun circulating in 1614 in Tarragona. Written by one (still 
unidentified) Alonso Fernández de Avellaneda from Tordesillas, its original title was The 
Second Volume of the Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote of La Mancha, though now it is 
more popularly known as “the false Quixote.”377 Not only does Avellaneda portray his Don 
Quixote as having renounced his love for his paramour; he is also resultantly dubbed The 
Disenamored Knight.378 And Sancho, too, has had his “real” character maligned: “‘Well, by 
my faith,’ said the gentleman, ‘this modern author does not treat you with the decency you 
demonstrate in your person: he depicts you as gluttonous and simpleminded, and not at all 
amusing, and very different from the Sancho described in the first part of the history of your 
master’” (847). It is hard to imagine a more fortunately unfortunate (or is it an unfortunately 
fortunate?) occurrence to have beset Cervantes in the writing of his second satirical take on 
printed romances.   
																																																								
377 Grossman, trans. Don Quixote 454 n.2. 
 
378 Grossman, trans. Don Quixote 845 n.1. 
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Would Cervantes’s readers, when reading Part II, have been hoping, if not outright 
anticipating, that Don Quixote would eventually learn of this bootlegged version of himself 
(who is, strangely, at the same time, an entirely non-organic nemesis in the form of a 
competing book)? In the second part’s dedicatory epistle “To the Count of Lemos”—a patron 
of Cervantes’s—Cervantes even mentions having been urged by others to send his knight out 
on one more sally, “in order to alleviate the loathing and disgust caused by another Don 
Quixote who has traveled the world in the disguise of a second part” (454). Following this 
appears a “Prologue to the Reader,” which opens with a melodramatically virtuous pledge: 
Lord save me, how impatiently you must be waiting for this prologue, illustrious or 
perhaps plebeian reader, believing you will find in it reprisals, quarrels, and 
vituperations hurled at the author of the second Don Quixote. … But the truth is I will 
not give you that pleasure, for although offenses awaken rage in the most humble 
hearts, in mine this rule must find its exceptions. (455) 
 
This is, of course, entirely broken as a promise (no doubt to the delight of some of 
Cervantes’s readers), embedded as Cervantes’s vituperations are in what he says he will not 
to do: “You would like me to call him an ass, a fool, an insolent dolt, but the thought has not 
even entered my mind” (455).379  
Little surprise, then, that in the latter chapters of Part II, Cervantes will hurl 
accusations of character assassination at the hijacker of his comic caballero. When one of the 
gentlemen dining at the inn urges Don Quixote to read more of the “false Quixote,” he 
refuses, having already “confirmed that all of it was foolish” (2.59, p. 848). Don Quixote’s 
faith in his chivalric code appears bizarrely to have transmuted into the protection of his own 
story in printed form. According to Michel Foucault, in Cervantes’s second part “Don 
Quixote must remain faithful to the book that he has now become in reality; he must protect 																																																								
379 What pisses Cervantes off most, however, is Avellaneda’s reference to him as old and one-handed—in spite 
of that injury having been the consequence of his noble service at the battle of Lepanto. 
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it from errors, from counterfeits, from apocryphal sequels; he must fill in the details that have 
been left out; he must preserve its truth.”380 No wonder that Don Quixote determines now not 
to make his planned journey to a jousting tournament in Zaragoza, given that this is what the 
false Don Quixote does in the false second part—and which was authored in a way (as 
Cervantes cunningly puts in the mouth of the gentleman Don Juan) that was “lacking in 
invention, poor in letters, and very poor in liveries, though rich in stupidities” (848). Thus 
does the rightfully errant Don Quixote proclaims that he will not set foot in Zaragoza, and by 
doing so (or by not doing so, rather) “shall proclaim the lies of this modern historian to the 
world, and then people will see that I am not the Don Quixote he says I am” (849).381  
But let us return to that Prologue, which so much as prepares us for some encounter 
with that false, printed Quixote through Cervantes’s upfront declaration of how his, the real 
second part of the history, will end. For, after denigrating those who try to win fame by 
stealing another’s work, Cervantes startlingly concedes that he will be killing off his 
protagonist. This he will do, he says, in order to ensure that nobody else errs in putting that 
falsified knight-errant back on the road: “I do not wish to say more,” he cursorily offers as a 
farewell to his readers, “except to tell you to consider that this second part … is cut by the 
same artisan and from the same cloth as the first, and in it I give you a somewhat expanded 
Don Quixote who is, at the end, dead and buried, so that no one will dare tell more tales 
about him…” (458).382 Cervantes, in other words, will literally engage in his own character’s 
																																																								
380 Foucault, Order 48. 
 
381 We can perhaps glean Cervantes’s own post-non-partum depression regarding this shocking finding, given 
the tenor of the ensuing chapter’s opening: “As it happened, in more than six days nothing occurred that was 
worth recording…” (2.60, p. 849). 
 
382 While decrying the pilfering of his own work, Cervantes, much like Rabelais, has no compunction about 
borrowing himself from others. One of his novel’s most famous passages, in fact, in which Don Quixote 
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assassination, in order to obstruct future authors from delivering another monstrous birth. 
Here, I borrow from the language of those pamphlets that trafficked in stories of unnaturally 
conjoined twins and two-headed infants. Much like those newborns, texts too could be 
“unnatural”: produced in multiple; produced without clear origins, either maternally or 
paternally; and disseminated without the original parent’s knowledge or consent.383  
Michael Seidel, in his attempt to frame Cervantes’s piratical conundrum, prefers to 
borrow from the language of contagion: While Cervantes was delighted by Don Quixote’s 
popularity, that success generated imitation and, accordingly, a debasement of Cervantes’s 
original efforts, which left him feeling contaminated.384 On the other hand, Seidel judiciously 
wonders whether more deeply troubling was that this interloper might loosen Cervantes’s 
grip on the potential audience for his own second part. 385 Eventually even Seidel submits to 
the procreative language of childbirth, arguing that, by attacking Avellaneda—which 
ironically requires his defending a “precedent lunatic,” which is to say, Quixote—Cervantes 
“protects his literary property and the ‘originality’ of his sired form, its rights and its 
domain.”386  
For some critics, the second part of the history must be approached in a more 
melancholic, complex vein, precisely because of the ignominy and self-reflexive loss of 
																																																																																																																																																																												
counsels Sancho on how to be a good governor, is said to show clear sign of Erasmus’s influence, as well as of 
several classical and Renaissance books on good government (Grossman, trans. Don Quixote 730 n.4). 
 
383 Geil, “Reproducing” 90. Here, Geil is explicitly citing the perspective of Maria Prendergast. The suggestion 
that it inflects Don Quixote is my own. 
 
384 Seidel, Satiric 88. 
 
385 Seidel, Satiric 88. 
 
386 Seidel, Satiric 88. Eisenberg notes that, by vigorously attacking Avellaneda, Cervantes ironically gives his 
nemesis’s work “a life it never would have had if ignored” (Eisenberg, Study 137). 
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authorial control reflected in its pages. 387 We can hardly argue with that, given how 
Cervantes commences Don Quixote’s slow, painful excursion toward his death: with a visit 
to, of all places, a printing shop. Don Quixote, as a fictitious character, in this way visits the 
place of his birth, complete with obstetric signage above the door, Books Printed Here. And 
yet, irony of all ironies, this particular house is not presently siring Cervantes’s “authentic” 
character, but the inauthentic knight-errant of Avellaneda’s Second Volume. What begins as 
an enthusiastic tour of the various activities key to a print shop—printing, typesetting, 
revising, correcting—mutates into an encounter with the dismal realities of pirated fiction: 
[Don Quixote] moved on and saw that they were also correcting another book, and 
when he asked its title, they responded that it was called the Second Part of the 
Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote of La Mancha, written by somebody from 
Tordesillas.  
     “I have already heard of that book,” said Don Quixote, “and by my conscience, the 
truth is I thought it had already been burned and turned to ashes for its insolence; but 
its day of reckoning will come, as it does to every pig, for feigned histories are good 
and enjoyable the closer they are to the truth or the appearance of truth, and as for 
true ones, the truer they are, the better.” (2.62, pp. 874-875) 
 
And so, Don Quixote linguistically cremates his predecessor’s product. Moreover, a 
character spun from Cervantes’s own mind (by way of the myriad romances he himself had 
consumed) is enlisted—because of that character having been spun from Cervantes’s mind 
first—as true, as truer, as uprightly unfeigned.  
Joan Ramon Resina asserts that this visit to the print shop is narratively crucial 
because Don Quixote observes his madness’s technical production there, with his adventure 
now visibly becoming “a matter of technology,” a dream fabricated by a machine, one that 
cannot help but turn its “rickety day-dreamer into a sensible if duller character.”388  But such 
a viewpoint jettisons that the dream currently in press is Avellaneda’s. More significant than 																																																								
387 Reed, Exemplary 84-85. 
 
388 Resina, “Short” 296. 
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Don Quixote’s having entered the print shop, we need therefore aver, is his capacity to leave 
it. His ability to do so, as a man and not an object, is what ultimately differentiates Don 
Quixote, even if only as a fiction, from that mere and insolent book, whose only reason for 
being was financial reward. The ugly economies of print are in this way foregrounded, 
though with Don Quixote, as always, remaining virtuously detached from them.389  
 Don Quixote’s print-house allusion to the burning of Avellaneda’s book is hardly an 
isolated phenomenon. Later, Cervantes will indulge amply with the notion of an auto-da-fé, 
as punishment for the apostasy Avellaneda has done him in print. The context is an act of 
deception staged by the Duke and Duchess, in which Altisidora, who Don Quixote believes 
has been restored to life, responds to his query regarding what Hell is like. She describes 
having reached its gates, where devils were playing ball—only not with balls, but with books; 
and “[o]ne of them, brand new and nicely bound, was hit so hard that its innards spilled out 
and its pages were scattered” (2.70, p. 916). This book turns out to be Avellaneda’s:   
      “Take it away from here,” responded the other devil, “and throw it into the pit of 
hell so that my eyes never see it again.”  
      “Is it so bad?” responded the other one.  
      “So bad,” replied the first, “that if I myself set out to make it worse, I would fail.” 
(2.70, p. 916) 
 
But if Avellaneda produced a spurious Don Quixote in order financially to capitalize 
on the original’s success, Cervantes will inventively “spurious” him back, and not only via a 
trash-talking immolation of his text. No, Cervantes will ingeniously pluck one of the 
characters from that feigned history and deposit him into his Don Quixote’s world. In an inn, 
more precisely, that forced expatriate, Señor Don Álvaro Tarfe, will be mentioned out loud 																																																								
389 Even starker is Don Quixote’s earlier encounter with a translator who is printing his book at his own expense 
in anticipation of earnings (2.62, p. 874). When Don Quixote apprises him that printers collude together and, so, 
might assist him in better selling his book, the translator balks: “Would your grace prefer that I give it to the 
bookseller who’ll pay me three maravedís for the rights and think he’s doing me a favor? …I want profit: 
without it fame isn’t worth a thing” (874). 
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by name, leading Don Quixote to quip, “Look Sancho, … when I leafed through the book 
about the second part of my history, it seems to me I happened to run across this name of 
Don Álvaro Tarfe” (2.62, p. 924). When Don Quixote asks if the gentleman is indeed one 
who appears in The Second Volume, not only does the man answer in the affirmative, he 
claims to have been Don Quixote’s great friend. And yet, he is incapable of recognizing the 
real Don Quixote right before his eyes. Only upon Sancho Panza’s affronted response does 
Don Álvaro realize the provenance of his present company.  
“By God, I believe it!” responded Don Álvaro [to Sancho]. “You have said more 
amusing things, my friend, in the few sentences you have spoken than the other 
Sancho Panza did in all the ones I heard him speak, and there were many! He was 
more gluttonous than well-spoken, and more foolish than amusing, and I believe 
beyond any doubt that the enchanters who pursue the good Don Quixote have wanted 
to pursue me along with the bad Don Quixote.” (2.72, p. 926) 
 
It is altogether as if the “bad quarto” of Hamlet—that spurious, pirated version 
produced by someone who had written down what they had heard recited in performance—
were meeting up with the Hamlet Shakespeare had written. “But I don’t know what to say,” 
continues Don Álvaro, “because I would swear I left him in the House of Nuncio in Toledo 
to be cured, and now suddenly here’s another Don Quixote, though one very different from 
mine” (926). And like a walking good quarto, Don Quixote replies that he does not know if 
he is good, “but I can say I am not the bad one, and as proof of this I want your grace to 
know … that in all the days of my life I have never been to Zaragoza….” (926). Cleverly, 
Cervantes has unwritten the bad Quixote: first, by having Don Quixote circumvent his own 
initial travel plans, and, second, by having him request that Don Álvaro make a truth-telling 
statement to the village’s magistrate. In this way, Cervantes co-opts one of that traitorous 
writer’s characters to speak on behalf of the bad Quixote—or rather, to speak badly of it, by 
way of concession to its imaginariness. “[I]t astounds me to see two Don Quixotes and two 
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Sancho Panzas at the same time,” Cervantes puts into the mouth of Avellaneda’s creation, 
“as alike in their names as they are different in their actions…” (927).  
Thus are the energies of print culture not only materialized on a page hand-pressed by 
a printer; they are just as significantly—nay, enchantingly—excised from another’s pages 
and exploited in ways that allow Cervantes’s knight to vie for his legitimacy. Cervantes’s 
ability to reflect both intelligence and madness in the face of the new print technology is also 
salient, I would propose—as it was, no less, to Rabelais and Arcimboldo. But why stop 
there? Don Quixote’s intelligence and sense so persuade Don Álvaro that “he had been in 
error” that he determines that “he must have been enchanted, for he had touched two such 
antithetical Don Quixotes with his own hand” (927).  
 But, alas, here is also the (much less enchanting) reason and realpolitik for why 
Cervantes will kill off his own character. Modern readers may prefer more existential 
rationales for his doing so; but the truth, uncomfortably dirtier and more Machiavellian, is 
that Cervantes wants to protect his literary property from being stolen anew.390 If Don 
Quixote is vulnerable in Part II’s final chapters, Cervantes is not. He will staunchly surrender 
any possibility of a third book for the sake of mitigating future vulnerability. Might this 
prove painful for the reader who has sojourned alongside Don Quixote for so many pages? 
This might especially be the case when Cervantes has Don Quixote confess that his 
adventures—the sallies, the seeking—were all in error, born of error, generative of error. 
“Forgive me, my friend,” our broken knight tells Sancho, “for the opportunity I gave you to 
seem as mad as I, making you fall into the error into which I fell, thinking that there were and 																																																								
390 Did Cervantes nevertheless build into the final pages of his chivalric parody the potential for a future parody 
of pastoral romance? Don Quixote even gives it a title, Shepherd Quixotiz. The priest and Sansón play along—
purportedly to keep Quixote from leaving town anew: “‘we shall have to find some well-mannered 
shepherdesses,’ says the priest…”; to which the bachelor adds, “‘…we can give them the names that have been 
published and printed and that fill the world: Phyllida, Amaryllis, Diana…’” (2.73, p. 932). 
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are knights errant in the world” (2.74, p. 937). Sancho weeps, imploring his master not to die 
and telling him that “the greatest madness a man can commit in this life is to let himself die, 
just like that, without anybody killing him or any other hands ending his life except those of 
melancholy” (937). One cannot help but wonder if Sancho means so narratively more so than 
in life. To have spun a 900+-page adventure and then to place that adventurer in a bed, 
exhaling his last breath in the most unadventurous of ways: this effectively replicates the life 
of the idle reader of chivalric adventures.  
 But Don Quixote must die. Cervantes must commit literary homicide. And, while 
Cervantes reassures us that “Don Quixote’s end came after he had received all the sacraments 
and had execrated books of chivalry with many effective words,” of greater import may be 
the last words we are permitted to hear of this knight, now errant in his performance of 
knight-errant duties. “Item,” says Don Quixote, outlining the last pre-mortem particulars of 
his will: 
I implore the aforementioned executors that if they are fortunate enough to meet the 
author who, they say, composed a history entitled The Second Part of the Exploits of 
Don Quixote of La Mancha, that they ask him for me, as courteously as possible, to 
forgive the occasion I unwittingly gave him for writing so many and such great 
absurdities as he wrote therein, because I depart this life with qualms that I have been 
the reason he wrote them. (2.74, 938) 
 
Even after the genuine Man from La Mancha’s collapse and death, the novel remains fixated 
on errors, both those of Don Quixote and of Don Quixote. The scribe writing out the will, for 
one, vocalizes the astounding circumstances and utter anomaly of Don Quixote’s death, 
given his never having read “in any book of chivalry of a knight errant dying in his bed in so 
tranquil and Christian a manner…” (938).391 The priest requests that a document be drawn up 
“in order to remove the possibility that any author other than Cide Hamete Benengeli would 																																																								
391 Early on in the first book, the priest had salvaged Don Quixote’s Tirant lo Blanc from being burned because 
of its satirical depiction of knights who “eat, and sleep, and die in their beds” (1.6, p. 50). 
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falsely resurrect [Don Quixote] and write endless histories of his deeds” (938). Any 
resurrection that print might help speedily to facilitate—sequels, spin offs—is thus 
precipitately quashed, with even Cide Hamede hanging up his quill, proclaiming, “For me 
alone was Don Quixote born, and I for him; he knew how to act, and I to write; the two of us 
alone are one, despite and regardless of the false Tordesillan writer who dared, or will dare, 
to write with a coarse and badly designed ostrich feather about the exploits of my valorous 
knight…” (939). Again, for the sake of dissuading future exhumations in print, Cide 
Hamete—who has, by this time, already narratively buried Don Quixote—decrees, “let the 
weary and crumbling bones of Don Quixote rest in the grave, and not attempt, contrary to all 
the statutes of death, to carry them off to Castilla la Vieja” (as per Avellaneda’s book), nor to 
remove him “from the tomb where he really and truly lies, incapable of undertaking a third 
journey or a new sally” (939).  
And so, are we to believe Cide Hamede when he claims—and in the very last lines of 
Don Quixote, no less—that his “only desire has been to have people reject and despise the 
false and nonsensical histories of the books of chivalry, which are already stumbling over the 
history of my true Don Quixote…” (940)?392 Are modern readers inclined to believe too 
fervently that these were not Cervantes’s deeper motivations, that his initial impulses must 
have metamorphosed into something deeper and more personal after the hundreds of pages 
he had spent in intimate contact with his characters—not to mention, that other author who 
had spent time with them, too? Had Don Quixote essentially undermined its purpose too 
well? The doubling Cervantes initially intended, that of a deluded old man imitating the 
chivalric romances, became itself imitated and, hence, an issue of property as much as of 																																																								
392 José Ortega y Gasset claimed sometime ago that modern scholarship had lost sight of this declaration of 
Cervantes’s (Ortega y Gasset, “From Meditations” 281).	
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parody. Don Quixote, ironically, became one of the very myths that Cervantes had wanted 
comically to dispel. Cervantes’s error was in forgetting that, precisely because of his 
effective lampooning of those histories that had been accelerated in production and 
absorption by print, his Don Quixote was now destined to become part of that circulatory 
inheritance. The comically mad agency of one man and his squire thus found itself 
maddeningly destabilized by the pirating agency of the marketplace. Cervantes may have 
foregrounded the error and folly of his own times, as all good satirists are wont to do; but I 
suspect he also felt, in the end, that he had fallen prey to it.  And yet, doesn’t this make the 
ending of Don Quixote that much more remarkably self-reflexive? After all, it was that 
Aragonese’s literary faux pas which compelled the Manchegan to produce a second part that 
would better reflect the “higher madness” distinct to humans,393 a madness which 
technologies like print indubitably help to stimulate. That writer-errant Avellaneda, in the 
end, gave Cervantes’s knight-errant his most delinquent, romance-rebelling way to depart 
this world.  
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CHAPTER 4: ARMS OR THE MAN I: THE GOLDEN AGE OF CHIVALRY  
IN THE IRON AGE OF GUNPOWDER 
 
 
In the face of considerable change, people became more attached than  
ever to the rituals that could create an appearance of stability. 
    —Diane Bornstein, Mirrors of Courtesy  
 
 
Iron and the Golden Age 
 
It has been a longstanding truism that the Golden Age never was; that a Golden Age—any 
Golden Age—is far more reflective of the human propensity to envision the past as having 
been better, preferable, even ideal. Such a past was purer, more pastoral, prior to the violence 
and greed now (as always) seizing humankind, prior to those humans who—in Lucretius’s 
classical rendition—disemboweled the earth (before perniciously turning on themselves) in 
pursuit of metals with which to build their yokes, scythes, and swords.394 Such an impulse, or 
“structure of feeling” as Raymond Williams terms it, hinges on the embrace of a simple, if 
not quite simple-minded, belief in the mythically recollected “good old days.”395 The 21st-
century American urbanite may yearn for some Arcadian-tinged Norman Rockwell world of 
the 1950s, with the 1950s American likely having coveted the world projected in Hollywood 
westerns, living as she was under the shadow of the atom bomb.  
 And what might have constituted the Golden Age for an author like Cervantes? We 
need hardly look far to glean the answer, for he expressly provides us through Don Quixote a 
																																																								
394 See Book V of Lucretius’s De Rerum Natura and certainly Virgil’s Georgics.  
 
395 See especially chapters 1-4 of Williams’s The Country and the City.  
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paean to those good old days—and a fairly unequivocal one, at that. Let us call it Cervantes’s 
swan song for what, in his mind, had undone the chivalric knight: gunpowder. 
Happy were those blessed times that lacked the horrifying fury of the diabolical 
instruments of artillery, whose inventor, in my opinion, is in hell, receiving the 
reward for his accursed invention, which allows an ignoble and cowardly hand to take 
the life of a valiant knight, so that not knowing how it comes, or from where, a stray 
shot is fired into the courage and spirit that inflame and animate a brave heart…. 
(332-333)  
 
Don Quixote’s dirge continues: he grieves; he calls this—his—age descipable, given that 
“powder and tin” are what will likely “deprive me of the opportunity to become famous and 
renowned throughout the known world for the valor of my arm and the sharp edge of my 
sword” (333). (Gone, in other words, is Lucretius’s denouncement of metals that helped to 
shape godforsaken swords. No, this knight’s golden moment is completely bound up with a 
fetishized, god-given fighting instrument that, for centuries, had come to define knights and 
their status.)  
 But what possibly can a sword do in the face of a firearm? Clearly, the playing field 
had become unlevel. Iván Jaksic´, one of the few scholars richly to address Cervantes’s novel 
apropos gunpowder, contends that Don Quixote’s artillery speech reveals the extent of his 
uneasiness about a modern world that has “irreverently swept aside not just old technologies 
but the very attitudes based on them.”396 (Cervantes himself had had his left arm crippled by 
a bullet during naval battle at.) Don Quijote’s madness is not merely on account of his 
antiquated weaponry, in other words, but also on account of his anachronistic worldview.397 
Claims that Cervantes was reacting foremost against the idealizing modes of Renaissance 																																																								
396 Jaksic´, “Don Quijote’s” 84. 
 
397 Jaksic´, “Don Quijote’s” 84. See also Armas, who observes, even if only in passing, that the Golden Age for 
Cervantes entailed, beyond Spain’s unrivaled imperial power, a time when knights could show their valor, 
“skewing modern inventions such as gunpowder” (Armas, “Cervantes” 46).  
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humanism are thereby insufficient—or, at least, are only part of the story. Artillery, we need 
recognize, was one of the intractable forces pushing Don Quixote into the margins of a 
Manchegan wasteland, where he could, with relative safety, battle windmills and wineskins 
with his obselete sword.398  
 I have, of course, gotten far ahead of myself, having gone straight to the end of the 
latter half of the early modern period with which this project deals. But doing so has 
provided a useful segue from the last chapter—not to mention, a more lighthearted one than 
gunpowder technology usually inspires. Of the three instruments Francis Bacon foregrounds 
in his Novum Organum, gunpowder most definitely gets the least contemporary play. One 
might even say that, in terms of its transformative powers—in spite of its transformative 
powers—gunpowder remains something of the elephant in the room. Much easier is to wax 
poetic about the graces and plaudits of the printing press, as did certainly Bacon, calling 
movable type that “most beautiful discovery” (New Organon 102). So, too, would Arthur 
Schopenhauer, centuries later, pronounce that “the development of civilization would have 
been impossible [without books]. They are the engines of change, windows on the world, 
‘Lighthouses’ as the poet said ‘erected in the sea of time’”—“humanity in print.”399 
 It is, of course, difficult to sustain that lyrical tenor when talking about a technology 
that has the power to blow up those lighthouses and to assist humanity in more briskly 
undoing itself. Indeed, what can humanism be in the shadow of this brutal weapon? “The 
pieces of humanist education,” as Andrew Hadfield baldly puts it, could count “for little in 
																																																								
398 Other examples in Book 2 of the realities of gunpowder artillery exponentially infecting Don Quixote’s 
chivalric enterprise appear in chapters 60-63. 
 
399 Qtd. in Ben-Menahem, Historical 1652. Interestingly, eighteenth-century philosphers, including David 
Hume, Thomas Carlyle, and Adam Smith, attested that gunpowder was the real revolutionary agent to usher in 
modern history (Hall, Weapons 2). 
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the brutal world of military conflict.”400 (There is some perturbing benefit, thereby, in placing 
Leonardo da Vinci’s famous humanist sketch of the Vitruvian Man beside that of The Wound 
Man, with his sixteenth-century mess of injuries, including ones born of cannonball-fire and 
harquebuses [see Images 1 and 2].) Francis Bacon certainly did not mince words when 
writing that “the notion of a fiery blast suddenly and violently expanding and exploding 
would hardly have entered into any man’s imagination or fancy, being a thing to which 
nothing immediately analogous had been seen, except perhaps in an earthquake or in 
lightning…” (New Organon 101).  
 Powder’s seeming inimitability—like an earthquake—led early modern authors to 
attribute its invention to, or align its use with the purview of, the Devil. In fact, if Rabelais, 
like many others, believed printing to have been invented at the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, 
that is because it was seen as a counter to the Devil’s earlier prompting of the manufacture of 
gunpowder and artillery (Pant.VIII, p. 47). Even more, one of the earliest English morality 
plays we possess, The Castell of Perseverance (ca. 1425), instructs that its devil character, 
Belyal, “hauve gunne-powder brennyn[ge] In pypys in his handis & in his eris [ears], & in 
his ers [arse], whanne he gothe to bat[tel]” (Castell 76). What better instrument to permit the 
Devil’s continued annihilation of humankind? Thus can we find on the title page of a 1489 
Basel edition of Augustine’s City of God, a devil shooting at an unarmed angel with a 
handgun—but, no less, on another title page, angels defending their castle of righteousness 
with cannonshot against devils armed merely with pikes and clubs.401 In his Storia d’Italia 
(1561), Francesco Guicciardini would refer to the use of cannons and iron cannonballs as 
																																																								
400 Hadfield, Literature 193.  
 
401 Hale, Artists 205. The latter appears in the 1510 Lepizig edition of Celifodina’s Scripturae Thesaurus (205). 
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     Image 1. Vitruvian Man,  
Leonardo da Vinci, 1490. 
 
 
 
Image 2. The Wound Man, Hans or  
Johannes Ulrich Wechtlin, 1517.  
  
“diabolical,” distintuishing those weapons explicitly from the “human” sort earlier exploited 
in the besieging of cities (a naturalizing of technology, if there ever was one).402 
 And what of that technology’s powers to undo a longstanding culture of fighting, a 
centuries-long culture which, as Don Quixote reminds us, had been bound up with a nobility 
and gallantry that could now be undone by an ignoble, cowardly hand? Surely, the 
sociocultural ramifications are already apparent. But let us take a more methodical approach 
to this complexly circulatory relationship between man and gun, including to artillery’s 
presence in—and, sometimes, intentional eviction from—literature. Reference to gunpower 
technologies had already appeared in medieval works, to be sure. Black powder appears in 
Roger Bacon’s thirteenth-century Letter Concerning the Marvelous Power in which, for the 
sake of devising rockets and firecrackers, he provides a saltpeter-and-sulphur recipe “so you 
will make thunder and lightning” (48). And in Chaucer’s House of Fame (c. 1380), we find 
Eolus taking out “hys blake trumpe of bras, / That fouler than the devel was,” and which, 
when blown, is “As swifte as pelet out of gonne [gun], / Whan fyr is in the poudre ronne.  / 
And such a smoke gan out wende / Out of his foule trumpes ende, / Blak, bloo, grenyssh, 																																																								
402 Qtd. in Hall, Weapons 159.  
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swartish red, / As doth where that men melte led… (ll. 1636-1648) (348).403 Nevertheless, as 
Malcolm Vale attests, even to the end of the Middle Ages chivalric notions of fighting had 
remained little touched by gunpowder; the dramatic shift would occur only in the early 
modern period.404 And nowhere is the veritable clash of these two civilizations more 
evocatively vivified than in the Olimpia episode of Ludovico Ariosto’s 1516 Orlando 
Furioso. 
 Ariosto’s epical poem deals with the wars of Charlemagne, which predated any use of 
firearms (as did also many of Ariosto’s medieval sources). Nevertheless, Ariosto inserts a 
profoundly anachronistic scene in which a cannon that Orlando’s foe, Cimosco, had 
previously used against innocent victims is cast overboard—and not only from its ship, we 
might propose, but from Ariosto’s very poem. Orlando deems the instrument a monster, 
accursed, and perhaps most of all cowardly in its abuse of the laws that govern a knight’s 
acquisition of fame. As he decries (here in John Harington’s 1591 English versification of the 
work):   
…hereafter never more, 
May any knight of life and limb bereft 
By thee, or coward vaunt him with the stout, 
Lye there alow untill I fetch thee out.  
 
O curst devise found out by some foul fend, 
 And framd below by Belzebub in hell, 
 Who by the meane did purpose and intend, 
 To ruine all that on the earth do dwell, 
 From whence thou camest, thither I thee send, 
 (This said) the peece unto the bottome fell…. (71) 
 
																																																								
403 Documents testify that, as early as 1326, the Venetian Republic deployed metal cannon and iron bullets for 
defense against Edward III (Arber, ed. Roger Bacon’s 69).  
 
404 Hall, Weapons 6-7. 
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That Ariosto sets his exorcism of ballistic arms at sea is not without import. By the early 
sixteenth century, the gunpowder-generated revolution in warfare405 had already reconfigured 
naval battle, with cannon now the prevailing means by which ships were controlled or 
destroyed.406  
And yet, Ariosto contrives an ethically easy (and altogether falsely premised) 
scenario for his poem. In short, Orlando’s outrage is only afforded because the mortar he 
jettisons was used against people ignorant of gunpowder. But European use of artillery had 
never been so one-sided. “On the battlefield a tactical rather than ethical question applied,” 
explains Michael Murrin. “One asked which side had the better guns, or which had more 
guns, or which side used them more effectively….”407 Ariosto’s un-leveling of the artillery 
playing field was in keeping with a narrative truth, mind you. A gunner, not unlike a 
Germanic barbarian, would have been seen as operating outside the civilized modes of 
combat and so, for romance writers, outside the purview of the hereditary chivalric code.408 
He principally served thereby as an exemplar of fraud, the vice traditionally considered the 
inverse of chivalry.409 
That Ariosto felt compelled to foreground this technology so boldly, so self-
consciously, surely pays anxious tribute to the gap between his fiction and the contemporary 
																																																								
405 Hale states that between the end of the fifteenth century and middle of the seventeenth century “the art of 
war underwent a revolution” (Hale, Art 1). 
 
406 Hall, Weapons 7.  
 
407 Murrin, History 131. 
 
408 Murrin, History 124. 
 
409 Murrin, History 124. 
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military scenario, one he may have considered simply too wide not to address.410 How 
otherwise to justify the maintenance of—indeed, how to prop up—a genre that could no 
longer adapt to the radically altered battlefield? But if chivalry was dead, then Long live 
chivalry! By this I mean that the chivalric romances hungrily consumed during the sixteenth 
century, whether in print or as staged, warrant their being more concretely placed in the 
context of the socio-cultural world in which they were manufactured and consumed.411 In this 
chapter’s case, that means placing the romances, along with the noblesse oblige typical of 
their characters and authors, under the (sometimes brutal) lens of gunpowder warfare. Not 
unlike technologies, which do not merely displace older models but coexist for a period of 
time,412 so too did literature experience a kind of fretful coexistence with entrenched 
conventions and modes of performance that tried, but ultimately could not survive intact. In a 
sense, then, this chapter “works up” to Don Quixote, with its comically painful avowal of the 
chivalric genre’s slow-burning degeneration (concomitant with the birth of something 
entirely fresh and inventive, of course). The same, as we shall see, applied in England, 
especially when it came to chivalry’s distended literary death. In fact, an important strand in 
the tissue of changes that brought about the English Renaissance, argues Arthur Ferguson—
“which was, in a sense, the English Renaissance”—was its conversion from a live chivalric 
tradition to one that was decadent, if not dead.413 A major nodal point of anxiety bound up 
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411 See Davis, Chivalry 45. The chivalric romance is said to have evolved in parallel with chivalry—which is to 
say, with its “code of conduct, ethos and trappings characteristic of the knightly classes…” (Davis, Chivalry 2). 
 
412 Hall, Weapons 3.  
 
413 Qtd. in Davis, Chivalry 6-7. 
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with this conversion was apropos the construction and maintenance of heroic masculinity.414 
How did one perform aristocratic manliness in an era when the cavalryman was a 
diminishing presence on the field? How existentially to cope with the fact that now, due to 
artillery-induced alterations in battle formation, nobles could be butchered right alongside 
common soldiery415? Worse yet, how exactly to assert one’s knightly courage in the face of 
the “meaner” sort bearing a loaded musket?  
Spotlighting gunpowder technology’s ascendancy in the long sixteenth century may 
be particularly consequential in dissuading us from overemphasizing the role of humanism in 
inflecting Renaissance chivalry and the comport of its knights. For, technologies, no less than 
morality or education, have the capacity obliquely to make, and also to unmake, the man: to 
drive how he fashions himself in life and in art (or, in what we might call the “living social 
media” of the long sixteenth century, with its dueling and dressage, its jousts, and its 
tourneys). Before attending to that literarily and culturally imbricated canvas, I ought first to 
provide historical evidence to justify my claim, hitherto only abstract, that gunpowder 
technology was reconfiguring the martial landscape in brutally innovatory ways. 
The Early Modern Iron Age 
 
While Ariosto’s sentiments might give the impression that all Europe’s nobility were quaking 
at the looming obliteration of chivalric culture by guns, the truth is that warriors—royal ones, 
certainly—had been folding firearms into their armories since the 1300s.416 This was prior to 
artillery’s capacity to be cheaply cast, and so, guns could even serve as emblems of the 
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415 Vale, War 156. In 1476, a Swiss battle-order “laid down that all Burgundians and their allies were to be 
killed…. Their aim was victory, not honour, and the privileges of rank were simply ignored” (156). 
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aristocracy, vaunting not only its power, but the blaze of military revolution more 
generally.417 Guns might be decorated with inscriptions, blazons, and tracery, or given names 
as were swords (Louis XI’s two bombards were named Jason and Medea).418 In terms of 
artillery as an industry: that, in the English context, was born in the Tower of London as a 
direct consequence of the Hundred Years War.419 It was at Bosworth Field, in 1485, that 
firearms were first used on British soil.420 Intriguingly, Henry Tudor’s nemesis, Richard III, 
had possessed the majority of that battle’s firepower; given its primitive ineffectualness, 
however, we should perhaps not be surprised that, in Richard III, Shakespeare has Richard 
calling out for a horse rather than a firearm.  
 While 200 gunners, mostly Dutch and Flemish, appeared on Henry VII’s payroll,421 it 
was not until Henry VIII’s reign (1509-1547) that artillery, especially cannonry, began 
determining the fortunes of war.422 Siegecraft replaced pitched battles,423 and commanders 
were forced into accepting infantry as the chief arm in combat, with the heavily armored 
warrior on horseback effectively disappearing.424 But under whose auspices did these new 
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418 Keen, Chivalry 241. In these earlier days, Renaissance war was essentially a king’s sport, as it took “deep 
pockets to collect and maintain the big guns needed to defend or take a modern fortress” (Arnold, Renaissance 
52).  
 
419 Fissel, English 44. Henry VIII’s reign coincides with some of the leading technological developments of the 
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424 Hale, Art 1-2. These mounted knights had experienced some earlier challenge by English longbowmen and, 
later, dense pike squares of Swiss mercernaries, before falling obscelescently prey to cannon and handguns (1-
2). During Elizabeth’s reign, the longbow—once a veritable modus vivendi for English society—would 
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(and often mustered) fighters fight—and with whose weaponry? Earlier, the state had had no 
monopoly on ballistic instruments of violence, much as they had not had on swords, which 
long served as evidence of a noble’s status.425 Even more, many nobles owned fortified 
castles that were beyond the Crown’s authority, and where they often housed personal, and 
sometimes substantially sized, arsenals. (This was even so into Elizabeth’s reign, with her 
friend Robert Dudley, the earl of Leicester, possessing the largest sixteenth-century military 
establishment in England, so it was said, including his own gunpowder-maker and arms 
sufficient to equip 500 infantry and 200 cavalry.426) If the monarch’s fear of challenges to its 
power were mounting, the reasons were well founded: the Crown still lacked its own 
standing army and, so, had little recourse but to rely on the armed retinues of English 
noblemen.427 Only during Elizabeth’s reign would aristocratic maintenance of such armed 
retainers begin to disintegrate.428  
 If there was a last chivalric stand by an English monarch, it belonged to Henry VIII. 
His 1544 expedition to France constituted a kind of denouement of the medieval-style king’s 
affinity for war. No monarch would ever again fight on the battlefield. And yet, the King was 
an extravagant spender when it came to firearms: a 1547 survey counted 415 cannons and 
more than 6,700 handguns in the royal armory.429 The same was true of his expenditures on 
ships (it was he who furnished a gun-equipped navy), on fortresses (especially coastal 																																																																																																																																																																												
eventually be perceived as old fashioned, indeed as “country armours” fit only for rustics (Probasco, “Role” 
351-353). 
 
425 Ruff, Violence 45. 
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defenses), and also on garrisons (all of them furnished with the latest ordnance).430 Hence did 
saltpeter—the stuff out of which gunpowder was chiefly made—come to matter more than 
chivalry,431 with the King importing a German to manufacture powder at the Tower, even 
authorizing him in 1515 “to go from shire to shire to find a place where there is stuff to make 
saltpeter of.”432 It was in these ways that knowledge of gunpowder manufacture seeped from 
continental Europe into Tudor England.  
 But the trade went both ways. Because Henry VIII dissolved the monasteries in the 
late 1530s, it is entirely reasonable to envision the Turks receiving a saint’s statue from a 
dismantled English abbey to be melted down for use as shot in the wars against Catholic 
Hungary.433 English cargoes carried broken bells and other such profitable materials, as well 
as materiél like muskets and sword-blades, to various Mediterranean ports—with the very 
term bell metals coming to denote those prohibited goods that England was shipping to 
Turkish territories.434 In Robert Wilson’s 1584 stageplay Three Ladies of London, an Italian 
merchant boasts of having never been caught sending the Turks “bell mettell for mak[ing] 
ordinance, yeas and ordinance it selfe beside.”435 (That Wilson gives us an Italian merchant 
in lieu of an English one is emblematic of England’s denial in diplomatic circles that it 
engaged in the munitions trade.436) And if the number of foreign mercenaries into the English 
armies reached its peak under Edward VI (accounts of the 1549 rebellion draw particular 																																																								
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attention to “these strangely clad and accoutred interlopers”437), by the 1580s, English 
mercenaries could be found fighting widely on the Continent—and on all sides.438  
 Needless to say, a combatant returning home from warring abroad could sometimes 
prove problematic, becoming, as he might, that most dangerous of all early modern vagrants, 
the man trained in arms.439 Soldiers now “destitute of service,” as Thomas More had earlier 
remarked, “either starve for hunger, or manfully play the thieves.”440 If these conjure images 
of those discharged soldiers-cum-inept assassins in the play Arden of Feversham (1592)—
Black Will and Shakebag—know that the Londoner’s acquaintance with such characters had, 
by the 1590s, become even more acute.441 (We shall return to that dramatic duo in the next 
chapter.) In 1589, in fact, some 500 discharged troops returning from an expedition to 
Portugal had tried to loot Bartholomew Fair, and were only prevented because of a call-up of 
2000 London militia.442  
 Queen Elizabeth had been reluctant at first to follow in her father’s armament 
footsteps. Calls for improved artillery “found deaf Ears,” as one contemporary put it, with the 
monarch remaining content with the small store of guns in her kingdom’s possession.443 
There was valid reason for her parsimony. Having inherited substantial debt, and given the 
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high cost of firepowered weapons and the relative absence of English gunsmiths, it was 
significantly easier to import the majority of the Crown’s handguns and long arms from Italy, 
Germany, and the Low Countries.444 She also initially refused to establish a standing army or 
hire mercenaries, notwithstanding that she felt common citizen-soldiers to be dangerous and 
ill suited for wielding complex firearms.445 But by 1573, she did establish a new domestic 
army. While this comprised one of the “most significant markers of Elizabethan military 
change,” as Cahill attests, that army was also composed mostly of middling recruits trained 
by professional muster-masters.446 In developing a trained militia, however, Elizabeth 
shrewdly mitigated her reliance on the nobility while, at the same time, drawing gentry away 
from clientage to magnates through her royal patronage.447  
True, England in the pre-Armada decades was mostly at arm’s length from war. If 
English soldiers fought, they did so abroad, whether officially (in Ireland or as part of the 
religious wars in France or the Dutch revolts against Spanish rule); or less officially—and 
also more widely—as mercenaries.448 Hence could John Lyly write in Euphues and His 
England (1580) that the greatest miracle that Queen Elizabeth’s “virginity ever wrought” was 
“for a little island environed round about with wars to stand in peace,” such that Englishmen 
“have their men reaping harvest, when others are mustering in their harness [armor]” and 
“use their pieces [firearms] to fowl for pleasure, [while] others [do] their calivers [muskets] 
for fear of peril” (337-338). And yet, sixteenth-century Europe would enjoy less than a 
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decade of complete peace.449 Is it any wonder, then, that England’s lack of combat readiness 
mighy alarm some of its country’s more martially alert inhabitants.  
As early as 1564, merchant Thomas Gresham, who would later found the Royal 
Exchange, cautioned that the threat posed by Spain demanded England meet her with 
comparable guns.450 England’s fascination with Spanish methods of battle—translations of 
Spanish military books covered everything from martial theory to gunshot wounds—
corresponded with its fear that failure to embrace firearm technology would render the realm 
vulnerable and an object of continental ridicule.451 “[W]e English men haue not beene 
counted but of late daies to become good Gunners,” fretted mathematician and Royal Navy 
gunner William Bourne in The arte of shooting in great ordnaunce… (1587). “[O]ther 
nations and countries haue tasted better thereof, as the Italians, French and Spaniardes” while 
the English “haue had but little instructions but that they haue learned of the Doutchmen or 
Flemings in the time of King Henry the eight” (n.p.). (Ergo his treatise, which he intended as 
a corrective.) For men like Bourne, nationalism was integrally bound up with military 
prowess, and a deficiency in the art of shooting was in danger of inhibiting England’s 
autonomy.  
Another of those alarmed was Barnabe Riche, who, in 1578, published Allarme to 
England, a cautionary plea to his fellow gentlemen on “the troubling decay of [this 
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country’s] warlike discipline.” While England might be reveling “in this so peacable a time,” 
England’s people, he pronounced less than gingerly, were “peaceably pretended” (n.p.). Yes, 
in their eyes, the London’s defensive was full of shot such that “some will say vnto mée, 
Good sir, if you would but put on your spectacles, and looke into the Tower of London, you 
might sée that neyther ordinaunce, shott, poulder, pike, caliuer, armour, nor any other 
furnitures conuenient for the warres were any whit lacking” (n.p.). But England was also 
recklessly selling its ordinance to others, Riche pointed out. Powder had not only 
reconceived what made a well-stocked arsenal; it had also become a mercantile enterprise, 
with England even arming its prospective enemies:  
I dare vndertake, there is thrice as muche ordinaunce solde out of the Realme, as is 
within the Realme, and that some of our merchaunts haue fealt. For Iohn the Frenche 
man, hath béene at host with some of their ships, and Dauie dronkarde of Flushing, & 
his fellowes haue not been behind, & these with other mo, were not able to go so 
strongly to ye sea, were it not that they were furnished with our English ordinance. 
The Spaniards & Portingales, haue some pretie store of it. (n.p.) 
 
Ultimately, Riche berates his fellow Englishmen for arming their “doubtfull friendes”—
which is to say, their “assured enemies” (n.p.). (His clarion call was prescient, given that 
Spain’s Armada was equipped with guns manufactured in England. 452) 
 Tudor England was certainly familiar with the shot-ridden nature of the battlefield 
abroad. Proto-field reporter Thomas Churchyard was particularly instrumental in relaying 
news from the front. In his A Plaine or most true report of a daungerous seruice (1580), he 
exacts a compellingly inclusive tone, when instructing his readers that  
Nowe you muste note that the Englishemen, and suche as entered the toune by 
hazard, furie of shotte, danger of sworde, and pushe of the Pike, are not a little to bee 
honoured and praised, and more to bee commended then thousandes of those that 
stood a faree of, and gaue but the lookyng on” (English 66).  
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Sometimes that inclusiveness included even God, who could be praised for having “subdueth 
our enemies, who by all mans rea-…son and likelyhood were not to be ouerthrowne by ten 
times the nomber that our men were, in that vnreasonable inequalitie of defence and 
Furniture [munitions]” (English 73-74). Other pamphlets attest, if at times hyperbolically, to 
“fiue and twenty thousand hargebouziers, and fiue or sixe thousande horsemen…” (English 
31); to “aboue fourescore thousand harquebouze shot, and three hundreth seuen and thirtie 
great shot on the enemies syde” (33); and to “certayne great Peeces [cannon] brought out of 
the Shippes, and a Trench made, [and] that great Ordinaunce planted about fowre hundreth 
paces from the enimies Forte, to batter it” (72). Perhaps no description strikes quite as 
dolefully as that in Churchyard’s A lamentable, and pitifull description, of the wofull warres 
in Flaunders… (1578), when over 
…the vvalles the Cannon rores, vvhereat our houses shake.  
Our hartes in breast do tremble too, vvhen vve beholde this change, 
O ruinous lande, oh soyle forlorne, oh doelfull destrie strange,  
That throvves country dovvne, and maketh straungers raigne / … / 
O running vvittes, that roues and shootes, at markes past reasons reatch,  
O frovvard flocke, and schollers rude, that no scholeman may teach. (n.p.)  
 
Writers were no less cognizant of the effects gunpowder technology was having on 
the English in England. John Foxe describes in his 1560s Book of Martyrs the bladders of 
powder that some destined for public burning hid on their person in order to expedite their 
own death (310). And Lyly, at one point, again in Euphues and His England, places his 
protagonist squarely in London where, “when Her Majesty was for her recreation in her 
barge upon the Thames, [Euphues] heard of a gun that was shot off, though of the party 
unwittingly [i.e., not deliberately], yet to her noble person dangerously” (335). The 
Hapsburg’s Fugger newsletters recall several attempts made via gunpowder to depose Queen 
Elizabeth. In February 1584, a courtier reported that England was in lockdown because of a 
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conspiracy against her: “At the castle of Greenwich, six miles from London, [her] chamber 
was to have been blown up with powder. By a lucky accident the secret was revealed, and the 
Queen had some important people arrested.”453 By March, she had executed five Jesuits 
allegedly involved in the conspiracy.454 In fact, more artillery was used to protect her person 
than was allocated to the army in its squaring off with the Spanish invaders, with a half-
dozen types of ordnance “appointed to ‘Gurrd’ the Queen,” including cannons, demi-
cannons, culverins, and demi-culverins.455 
Throughout the 1570s more festively, as Stow’s Survay of London (1598) recalls, 
Queen Elizabeth had been the honored audience of shooting competitions and “divers 
warlike shewes.”456 But even decades before, when Philip first stepped onto English soil—
having arrived in anticipation of his marriage to Mary I—“the guns of the port boomed a 
salvo of welcome.”457 In other words, already by 1544, gunfire was well ensconced in the 
world of political pageantry, with drill demonstrations and parades regularly accompanying 
firework-like detonations of smaller arms and routine discharges of cannon salutes from 
walls and warships.458 It was centrally for moments like these that artillery manuals included 
recipes that could double gunpowder’s noise.459  
Of course, powder weaponry was also availed in the control of London’s mobs—and 
somewhat indiscriminately, at that, as in the case of the May Day Riots of 1517. During that 																																																								
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xenophobia-instigated run amok, the earls of Shrewsbury and Surrey, with the aid of other 
nobles, forcibly dispersed crowds of apprentices (who were admittedly looting), with the 
Tower’s lieutenant—“no great friend to the city”—assisting them via a haphazard discharge 
of cannonshot into the streets.460 But even as the flash, black smoke, and sulfurous stink of 
ejected powder might have suggested hellfire or been attributed to sorcery,461 deeper was the 
mood of enthusiasm for the substance.462 By the 1590s—catapulted by 1588’s Spanish 
Armada, no doubt—London’s Artillery Yard was regularly testing fresh-cast cannons, and it 
was here that gunnery as a skill was honed.463 By the year of her death in 1603, the Queen 
was paying harquebusiers and musketeers twice what she did bowmen, a testament to the 
government’s acknowledged preference now for gunpowder weaponry.464 
 And yet during Elizabeth’s reign, chivalric performances were everywhere apparent. 
But before attending to those festive stagings with their Golden Age pageantry pulled straight 
from the romances (and which the Queen herself endorsed), we ought first to consider what 
early humanists had had to say about gunpowder; for in doing so, we shall better grasp the 
interanimated complexity of this fast-moving military landscape, and one where the patrician 
past was being forced into conceputal loggerheads with the technological present.  
Humanism and the Early Modern Iron Age 
The classical texts disseminated by way of Gutenberg’s press most definitely included 
treatises on warfare. For the humanists, theories and precepts by the likes of Frontinus, Julius 
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Caesar, and Vegetius retained their influence even as gunpowder was radically reconfiguring 
the battlefield.465 But those humanists did not necessarily shirk from penning their own 
responses to decidedly sixteenth-century methods of warfare. Erasmus, for one, offered a 
glimpse at contemporary battle in his colloquy on a soldier’s confession. When asked how a 
skirmish had proceeded, that classically named soldier, Thrasymachus,466 answers, “There 
was such a hallooing, hurly-burly, noise of guns, trumpets, and drums, neighing of horses 
and shouting of men, that I was so far from knowing what others were a-doing, that I 
scarcely knew where I was myself.”467 If this indicates anything, suggests Hale, it is how 
long it actually took before literature could develop the means by which to deal with “battle-
as-truth.”468 On the other hand, foregrounding battle authentically might have too 
dramatically eclipsed the human, whose virtues and values remained pivotal to the humanist 
cultural movement and, so, to men like Erasmus. For, unlike those discoveries which had 
raised humankind to nobler heights, powder projectiles, as Polydore Vergil pronounced in De 
inventoribus rerum (On Discovery), were “invented to destroy human beings…. Within 
mankind’s memory, human ingenuity can have devised nothing more frightful than this” 
(261). So, too, did this contemporary of Erasmus rhetorically hoist the cannon, for the 
purposes of pulling it down through execration: “That this was a produce of human ingenuity 
I can scarcely credit. I would far rather think some evil demon had shown it to mortals….” 
(487). (Meanwhile, da Vinci was sketching appealingly ornamented mortar for the duke of 
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Milan,469 having represented himself chiefly to that patron as a designer of novel instruments 
of war.470)  
 But if Erasmus and his circle were skeptical about the new ways of warmaking, no 
less were they so about the institution of chivalry, especially since its various social customs 
functioned foremost in their minds as an anodyne to the miseries of war.471 Perhaps 
unsurprisingly, then, they also mocked the Arthurian romances, alleging that such works 
were—here according to Erasmus—“not only tyrannical, but illiterate, foolish and anile, like 
old wives’ tales.”472 Erasmus’s student, Jean Luis Vives, would more specifically berate the 
romances’s illogic, whereby protagonists could receive a hundred wounds or stave off twenty 
men singlehandedly, but still manage the next morning to thrash a pair of giants.473 A 
generation later, Roger Ascham, in Scholemaster (published posthumously in 1570), would 
implicate romances as source of idleness, as “vayne words” for mere “pastime and 
pleasure.”474 (And yet, these same scholars could publicly tout an ancient Greek romance like 
Heliodorus’s Aethiopica, which no less retreats into spectacular events and pleasurable 
improbabilitites.475)   
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outcome” (qtd. in Davis, Chivalry 14).  
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 Then again, humanist debate on the merits of arms and letters could no less reflect a 
retreat from the real—in this case, from the realities of the contemporary battlefield. That 
debate, as it comes down to us in the Italian context, has little to do with war. Instead, as C.P. 
Brand pointedly observes, it concentrates “on questions of precedence at the table or on 
processions between knights and lawyers, or nobles and scholars. Indeed, the whole debate is 
removed from the realities of the battlefield by an association of the term ‘arms’ with a noble 
and courtly ideal of conduct.”476 (A Venetian statement of 1558 even tried to reconceptualize 
arms so that they might no longer signal “the instruments of fighting men, such as lances, 
swords, pikes and corselets, but men of valour fighting judiciously.”477) 
 Perhaps no text more acutely exposes the widening gap between technological 
actuality and ancient ideal than Machiavelli’s The Art of War (1521). There are those who 
fight on foot and others on horseback, so the character of Fabrizio proposes in this Socratic 
dialogue, with those on foot best “selected from the Countryside, and those on horseback 
from the City” (18). Hence do Machiavelli’s cavalrymen—with all their signifiers of 
urbanity, aristocracy, and inherent wealth—comprise the privileged group, in keeping with 
the chivalric and military workings of those “good old days.” Still, Machiavelli does 
recommend the presence of “light gunners” (conjointly to perform as archers), though he 
hardly associates their use of guns with warfare that is productive or legitimate (which is to 
say, virtuous). Rather, Machiaevelli paints them as being “most useful in terrifying the 
peasants, …for one gunner causes more fear to them (the enemy) than twenty other armed 
men” (62-63). In other words, they are essentially present to scatter the baser sort on the 
field. While Machiavelli does make space for the use of cannon in siege warfare, his 																																																								
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motivations are more likely because the siege as a military operation was consistent with 
classical ideals.478 
 If this seems a surprisingly conservative outlook, given Machiavelli’s longstanding 
depiction as, well, Machiavellian, we can turn to his Discourses on Livy, published 
posthumously in 1531, for verification of what is really his quite centrist position, and one 
intent here on endorsing the new technologies of warfare as fully compatible with classical 
ideals.479 Machiavelli is even keener in this work to tease out the relationship between virtù 
and gunpowder weaponry.480 He contends that a contemporary nobleman’s virtù—his 
courage, skill, and martial spirit—is entirely capable of being displayed as in ancient times, 
so long as he, as a warrior, maintains proper discipline. In Discourses’s second book, 
Machiavelli even advocates that discipline is what unequivocally leads to soldiers being able 
to outmaneuver artillery:   
Soldiers who go forth with such poor organization and such a lack of ardour to attack 
the breach in a wall where they face artillery march to an obvious death, for against 
such men artillery is effective, but when a large number of soldiers is grouped 
together so tightly that one pushes the other forward, and they march toward a breach, 
if they are not held off by trenches or embankments they will enter at every point and 
artillery will not stop them…. (196) 
 
																																																								
478 “Ten cannon of the artillery of the Army suffice for the reduction of towns,” he recommends, “which should 
not exceed fifty pounds per charge, of which in the field I would employ more in the defense of the 
encampment than in waging a battle…” (71). 
 
479 Cohen, Technology 125. 
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Thus are the present times conveniently construed by Machiavelli as dovetailing with those 
days and military methods of yore.481 More pressing, however, is his desire to undo the 
attendant claims that it is no longer “possible to fight hand to hand and that war will be 
conducted entirely with artillery” (199). To this, he stridently replies, 
I can say that this idea is completely false, and it will always be held false by those 
who wish to make use of their armies according to the standard of ancient excellence, 
because anyone who wishes to create a good army must, with feigned or genuine 
battles, accustom his soldiers to approach the enemy, to engage in a sword fight, and 
to seize him by the throat…. (199) 
 
After assuring his readers that infantry can avoid cannonade more easily than Roman infantry 
could “the onslaught of elephants, chariots armed with scythes, and other unexpected 
opposition” (199), Machiavelli again isolates order and discipline as crucial to the successful 
circumvention of artillery obstacles: “I conclude, therefore, coming to the end of this 
discourse, that artillery is useful in an army where ancient excellence has been firmly 
implanted, but without it, artillery is quite useless against an excellent army” (200).  
 For Michel de Montaigne, writing several decades later, the new methods of warfare 
were anxiety-inducing less because of a desire to model the present on the classical past than 
because of what was inherent in man becoming subservient to this new and, in his mind, 
threateningly unstable technology of warfare. For, while a man was ostensibly in command 
of his sword, the same could not be said of a pistol, whose fractionated essence, so 
Montaigne makes clear in “On Steeds,” portended a lack of human control:  
It is most apparent that a man may better assure himselfe of a sword he holdeth in his 
hand, than of a bullet shot out of a pistoll, to which belong so many severall parts, as 
powder, stone, locke, snap-hanse, Harrell, stocke, scowring-peece, and many others, 
whereof if the least faile, or chance to breake, and he distempered, it is able to 
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overthrow, to hazard, or miscarry your fortune. Seldome doth that blow come or light 
on the marke it is aymed at, which the ayre doth carry. (Florio’s, n.p.) 
 
The only real value in a pistol, Montaigne goes on to say, is to frighten the ear, though even 
this is disputable, he submits, given that its sound “nowadaies is growne so familiar amongst 
men, that none doth greatly feare it” (n.p.). As a result, Montaigne conclusively deems it “a 
weapon of small effect, and hope[s] to see the use of it abolished” (n.p.).482 In keeping with 
his authorial disposition, Montaigne assigns a moral weight and dimension to the pistol—or 
an immoral one, we might more accurately propose. For, in its propensity for activating 
distemper, hazard, or a miscarriage of fortune, the pistol, for Montaigne, could hardly serve 
as the suitable means by which a chivalric warrior might pursue valor, honor, glory, and 
fame.  
 In his Essays more broadly, Montaigne questions whether war, in an era of “radically 
altered military technology, strategy and ethos,” as Paul Chilton describes, is possible to 
conduct rationally: “Firearms, for instance, have altered the psychological pace of combat. 
Our reflex defensive reactions under fire are beyond rational control. Sometimes an evasive 
action saves us, sometimes it does not.”483 More to the point for Montaigne, however, is 
whose defensive reactions are under fire. Does not the very title of Montaigne’s essay from 
which earlier I pulled—“On Steeds”—betray his concern for those of aristocratic, learned 
(and humanistically learned) military bearing? Here, I am of course speaking of cavalry and 
all that designation implies: horsemanship, a horse, and the extensive training (and necessary 
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wealth) for both; armor, weaponry and, most crucial perhaps, an equal in status with whom to 
engage in mounted combat.  
 Of course, when Montaigne was writing, cavalry were already being eclipsed by gun-
wielding infantry. Even more, armour—its strength sometimes advertised now by way of 
chestplate dimples testifying to the metal’s imperviousness to bullet fire—required being so 
heavy and thick that a warrior’s movements were dangerously hampered.484 In this way, the 
physical strength, agility, ableness, and instrinsic honor of the fighting man were being 
annexed by more penetrating and more precise externals; by things that were evermore 
obscuring, jeopardizing, or even shanghaiing manly, “internally” derived displays of 
virtue.485 Montaigne is prescient in evincing this, foreseeing, as he does, the veritable chain 
of technological inventions that will eventually lead—again in Chilton’s deft phrasing—to 
“the total encasement, the total anonymity of something that sounds very like the modern 
tank, of ‘some invention…to immure us up…and to traine us to the warres in Skonces and 
Bastions.’”486 No wonder that, even as he critiqued the pistol for its erratic volatility, 
Montaigne simultaneously recognized the fantasy element now inherent in the chivalric 
deeds and warfare ethics of “nos pères,” our fathers.487   
 If we seek a more objective or, at least, a synchronically wider recognition of 
gunpowder’s sway on Renaissance culture, we must look yet again to the satirist-humanists, 
however counterintuitive that may sound. Rabelais’s Gargantua and Pantagruel, for one, is 
shot through (yes, the pun is intentional) with references to cannons and cannonballs, to 																																																								
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firebrands and squibs and munitions set ablaze. (That the English word squib denotes both a 
firework and a piece of satire can hardly be accidental.) Rabelais even makes sordid fun of 
the chivalric romance’s penchant for heroic exaggeration, by figuratively calling upon 
powder munitions to sink that genre’s entire ship. Not only is the mere sound of cannon-shot 
enough to set the Fourth Book’s protagonists fleeing (55, pp. 826-827); like a canny proto-
technécologist, Rabelais draws out the devilish etiology of artillery’s invention, even tying it 
to the invention of sundry earlier technologies. In a nutshell, a Master of the arts whose name 
is Gaster finds his battering arms (which he had invented to protect his fortress, which he 
invented to protect his grain) no longer serviceable, due to “the malicious cunning and the 
cunning malice of the builders of fortifications” (61, p. 849). And so, his invention of 
cannons, as well as “serpentines, culverins, bombards and basilisks,” all able, “by means of 
an horrific compound of powder, [to] project cannon-balls of iron, bronze and lead weighing 
more than great anvils, at which Nature herself was aghast, confessing herself beaten by 
Art…” (849). When later assailed by his own invention in enemy hands, Gaster goes on to 
invent an art “by means of which one can remain untouched and unwounded by cannon-
balls” (850). Amazingly, the description provided of the bullets being stopped in their tracks 
by Gaster’s pageboy is entirely analogous to a scene in the millennial film The Matrix 
(1999). For, when Gaster violently fires his round of cartridges and pellets, they appear 
to strike that page-boy, but at the point where they approached the above-mentioned 
stone, they all lost their momentum and stayed hovering in the air, circling about the 
stone: not one of them—not matter how violently propelled—got through to the page, 
however violent the force. (Fourth 62, 851) 
 
Of course, Rabelais, as a humanist, is intensely aware of what humans too often destructively 
do with the aid of their inventions. And so, any possibility of an armistice is immediately 
undone by Gaster next inventing bullets that “return against the enemy, as furious and 
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dangerous as when they had been fired and following the same trajectory” (851). In the early 
modern face of such an invention, perhaps satire felt like the only means by which 
gunpowder could be adequately or more perspicuously handled. 
 But what of England, in terms of the humanist relationship between pen and gun? 
What, too, of the relations of artillery to British sons and their own “pères”—and given 
Queen Elizabeth, to British daughters, too? It was, in fact, during the first three decades of 
Elizabeth’s reign that Machiavelli’s Art of War appeared in English, thereby ironically, if 
damagingly, perpetuating the questionability of firearms’s combat potential.488 In another 
treatise, Instructions for the warres, said to be one of the most influential military 
publications in the period, Sieur de Fourquevaux would argue that, due to insufficient 
training and a general contentment with merely making noise, 10,000 shots from the 
harquebuses of combatants rarely killed even a single individual; besides which, the lit match 
for flintlock artillery too easily gave one away at night, not to mention that damp powder and 
matches were incombustible.489  
 England’s later humanists—who were, more accurately, individuals schooled, 
textbook-style, in the classics—were also often ensconced in the very culture of chivalry that 
men like Erasmus had held in suspicion. True, these men would have likely taken up 
shooting themselves. Even Roger Ascham, tutor to Elizabeth, believed that a young man 
brought up well ought to be able “to shoot fair in bow and surely in gun….”490 But such 
firing of weapons was meant to be accomplished in gentlemanly fashion, alongside fencing, 
dancing, and horseback riding. Indeed, such pastimes may well have functioned as nostalgic 																																																								
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analgesics, given the incapacity for men to fight anymore in chivalrous fashion on the 
contemporary battlefield. Or, as Jennifer Low more forcefully puts it, activities like fencing 
allowed for a self-preserving revision of the Middle Ages’s tradition of a warrior elite.491  
No wonder, then, that, quite unlike medieval knights, courtiers were expected to train 
both as soldiers and scholars.492 If humanistic enterprises that had long included proficiency 
in Greek and Latin were now coalescing with aristocratic pursuits,493 perhaps that shift owed 
something to the transformations occuring in the genuine theaters of war. A professional 
allegiance to the soldier-scholar had, of course, arisen earlier in the Italian context—
comically evident (at least to us) in Justus van Gent’s portrait of Duke Federico of Urbino, 
sitting absorbed in a book while fully suited up for battle (see Image 3). Could it be that this 
earlier turn to learned men of arms—and to credos such as one finds in Castiglione’s Book of 
the Courtier (1528) that “learning is more proper to no one than to a warrior”; that, in the 
perfect Courtier, “these two accomplishments [should be] joined” (61)—owed something to 
the rise of a gunpowder apparatus that was displacing (and also fully capable of destroying) 
the human combatant?494 Ergo the pan-European rise in favor of the individual as segregated 
from this mechanical world—or, at the least, as somehow positioned rationally above it. I 
cannot help additionally wonder if the growing class-consciousness among the English élite, 
said to be born of a widening economic and social mobility, was no less generated by the 
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exigencies of gunpowder warfare. After all, that élite came increasingly to define itself by 
way of a prioritizing of learning over arms.495 
 
 
Image 3. Federico da Montelfetro and His Son 
Guidobaldo, by Justus van Gent, c. 1475. 
 
And yet, sixteenth-century English aristocrats were heavily invested in the ethos of 
chivalric knighthood. Unlike the Italians, their self-segregation was accomplished less 
through courtly conversations in private parlors than through extravagant tournaments, 
jousts, and displays of heraldry steeped in the culture of the written romances. (Foreign 
observers at the Tudor court were even wont to comment on the particularly insular and 
atemporal nature of English chivalric display.496) More significant to our purposes is the 
“civilizing process” inherent in these events. Not only were these the means through which 
noblemen were being evermore instructed in the ideals of courtly behavior, they were often 
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overseen by the Queen herself—and significantly overlapped with her concerted reduction of 
the nobility’s armed containers. In other words, we need quite direly to recognize the extent 
to which this fetishized aspect of court culture was restlessly, if not always consciously, 
bound up with gunpowder ordnance; or, in another manner of speaking, the Elizabethan cult 
of chivalry mandates contextualization in light of (or, rather, under the nauseating shadow of) 
arsenals and magazines, and those saltpetermen traveling all of England to scrape mineral 
efflorescences from the nitrous earth.497  
Golden-Age Warriors or Carpet Knights? 
 
Sir Philip Sidney—sonneteer, literary theorist, author of Arcadia, noble warrior who died 
fighting the Spanish in the Netherlands—serves as a useful vehicle by which to trace and 
truss together England’s gunpowder-chivalric tournament-chivalric romance nexus. While 
today Sidney is often touted in a single breath as “poet, soldier, courtier,” imperative to keep 
in mind is that his actual service in battle was not until after the production of his entire 
literary oeuvre (something to which I shall return later). As to what constituted the perfect 
courtier: that was someone, as per Castiglione, who did not devote his energies exclusively to 
the “serious business of war” but who, instead, pursued aristocratically approved pastimes, 
which were always to be performed with graceful ease, with that effortless showmanship 
known as sprezzatura.498 
One wonders, in fact, when perusing the 1590s The Book of Honor and Armes, if its 
author, William Segar, had in mind an entirely artificial battlefield. How else to 
accommodate sprezzatura in the manner he advises? 
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Where the Courtyer is at a skirmishe, or assault, or battaile upon the land, or in such 
other places or enterprise, he ought to worke the matter wisely in separating himself 
from the multitude, and undertake his notable and bould feates which he hath to do 
with as little company as he can, and in the sighte of noble men that be of most 
estimation in the campe, and especially in the presence and (if it wer possible) 
beefore the very eyes of his king or greate personage he is in service withal: for in 
dede it is mete to set forth to the shew thinges well done.499  
 
If the ultimate purpose of Segar’s courtier is to “put on a good show,”500 then likely Sidney’s 
oeuvre needs similar hermeneutical parsing, in terms of how it less reflects actual battle—or 
even texts like Amadis de Gaul or Heliodorus’ Aethiopica—than the artificial realm in which 
“bold feates” were practiced, performed and romantically lived. Before there was Sidney’s 
epic romance Arcadia,501 in other words, there was his lived and acted-out romance of 
romance in state-sponsored tournaments that—as I have already stressed perhaps once too 
often—were the byproduct of a warfare culture squelched by gunpowder, in tandem with an 
evolving monopolization of the Crown over the instruments of war. 
While placing Sidney in his own artificially (and hence easily glorified) military 
context may seem prosaic given the history of warfare hitherto provided, comparatively little 
has been offered in literary studies that places Sidney and his Arcadia squarely in this 
context. To be sure, Michael Murrin’s magisterial History and Warfare in Renaissance Epic 
(1994) traces how authors adjusted their narratives explicitly in response to gunpowder, 
either by tinkering with the extant genres or with those classical epics that were being 
resuscitated in Italy at the very same time that more gunpowder-resilient (star-shaped) forts 																																																								
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were making their appearance.502 While Murrin worthily proposes that this transformation 
moved narrative toward realism, I am more interested in anthropologically disinterring the 
possible etiology of Arcadia’s military themes and battle settings. In fact, I cannot help 
wondering, as something of a necessary aside, if the dramatic recrudescence of ancient tales 
that triggered a “stream of reprints and vernacular translations of Heliodorus and other 
Hellenistic fiction”503 was in part a deflection from the actual and problematic powder-ridden 
canvas of Renaissance warfare. What better way to evade the contemporary world than by 
way of the colossal canvas these stories proffered, with their tempests and ensuing 
separations followed by chance encounters?   
The desire to preserve the old cavalry style of warfare as a performance aesthetic may 
not in itself appear surprising, since English aristocrats defined themselves and their 
relationship to the state on the basis of their capacity to use particular weapons.504 
Tournaments were also perfect occasions for royal propaganda, aided by the fact that the 
state asserted sole rights in validating knightly honor and, so, too, in what went into the 
assertion and defense of that honor. As for why the knights would buy into such projected 
magnanimity, we need reprise that for 500 years the aristocratic horseman had been the 
“single most powerful combatant on the field”—not only fiersome and athletic, but well 
equipped and wellborn, too.505 And more than long tradition had ensured him his respect, for 
as Thomas F. Arnold rightly observes, this man-at-arms had developed in symbiosis with “a 
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refinement in horse breeding, armour manufacture, and weapon training.506 But as the 
humanists writing on war had already made painfully apparent, the gunpowder-induced 
impersonality that was coming increasingly to define warfare hardly made battle serviceable 
apropos a noble’s acquisition of personal fame.507  
One way to salvage aristocratic arms and status in the face of artillery was to pluck 
the former from the exigencies of the field and transfer them to the court, with the very 
concept of arms transmuted into something synonymous with an idealized conduct, more or 
less exclusive to aristocrats.508 And so, those stubborn, lance-wielding warriors from noble 
families became (at least on the pejorative tongues of men like Barnabe Riche) carpet 
knights, that is, nobles taken up with appearing knightly, sans any legitimate experience of 
the frontline. “For Gentlemen that are descended of honourable families, in these dayes,” 
laments Riche, 
giue themselues rather to become Battalus knightes, then Martiall wights, & haue 
greater desire to be practised in Carpet trade, then in that kinde of vertue, which 
extendeth it selfe to the common profite, and preseruation of the countrie. 
     …But what reputation bring they to their houses, that licentiously, in ryot, rometh 
to and fro, not knowing in what fashion to disguise them selues…furnished with three 
or foure Frenche, Italian, or Spanishe wordes, thinking that the whole glorie consisted 
in being newfangled in their apparell, straunge in their coneiptes, and as daintie in 
their dietes, as dame Follie. (n.p.) 
 
Diane  Bornstein certainly buttresses Riche’s viewpoint: “when the dominant social ideal 
became the landed gentleman rather than the professional soldier, chivalry moved from the 
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military realm of business and work to the social realm of ritual, harmony, and play.”509 
Sidney Anglo, meanwhile, more humorously reminds us that, the purpose of this play “in 
which people, calling themselves ‘knights,’ wore armour and adopted some of the postures of 
an earlier age, …was to make a fine display, tease the mind of onlookers with curious 
devices, and avoid getting hurt.”510 (As early as 1520, in fact, rebated—which is to say, dull-
edged—weapons had become the norm during spectacles.511) 
 Much like the divorce from reality that Das suggests was born of the Renaissance 
romances’s borrowing of classical tropes (e.g., storm, shipwreck, separation),512 chivalric 
tournaments were likewise entirely divorced from the everyday. Nowhere is the evacuatively 
illusory nature of their world more apparent—even if the political ends behind it were 
salient—than in the two-week tournament in June 1520, at which Henry VIII and Francis I 
met near Calais, at a site now known as the Field of Cloth of Gold. But tournaments like this 
one were not merely an extension of romance; they were concurrently inspiration for the 
genre. (Incidentally, it is here that Henry VIII stipulated that “[i]n consequence of the 
numerous accidents to noblemen, sharp steel [was] not to be used as in times past, but only 
arms for strength, agility and pastime.”513)  
As evidence of the circulatory lineage of these spectacles, consider some of the main 
scenic devices used to manufacture their atmospheric and semi-dramatic settings. The main 
ones were “mountains, forests, fountains, trees, castles, gateways, arches, ships pageant cars, 
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and pavilions”; with mounted knights identifiable by “coats of arms, crests on helmets, and 
liveries for retainers”; and characters disguised as “pilgrims, tartars, wildmen, shepherds, 
literary characters, or allegorical figures, in accordance with the theme of the tournament.”514 
For the elaborate tourney setting of February 1511, a forest was constructed—26 feet by 16 
feet and 9 feet high—and garnished with a variety of vegetation, as well as “beasts and birds, 
foresters, a castle, and a maiden”; even more, this pageant was drawn by a huge lion and an 
antelope (on which two maidens sat) and in which were hidden four armed challengers.515 
Are these not entirely reminiscent of the environs to which Arcadia is beholden, peopled as 
that epic romance is with shepherds, wild men, allegorical figures, fantastical beasts, and so 
forth? Compare the above, for instance, with the following scene wherein Zelmane (Sidney’s 
lesser hero, Pyrocles, in Amazonian disguise) and “his” lady Philoclea are being pursued by a 
lion: 
[T]he lion, seeing Philoclea run away, bent his race to her-ward, and was ready to 
seize himself on the prey when Zelmane (to whom danger then was a cause of 
dreadlessness, all the composition of her elements being nothing but fiery) with 
swiftness of desire crossed him, and with force of affection strake him such a blow 
upon his chine that she opened all his body: wherewith the valiant beast turning upon 
her with open jaws, she gave him such a thrust through his breast that all the lion 
could do was with his paw to tear off the mantle and sleeve of Zelmane with a little 
scratch rather than a wound, his death-blow having taken away the effect of his force. 
(176) 
 
And so, the beast falls, and Zelmane cuts off its head, carrying it “for a present to her lady 
Philocles” (176). Ovidian, yes—but as translated through the tournaments, I would posit. To 
be sure, disguises and costumes, whether as Turks, or monks, or even women, had been 
tournament fare from the thirteenth century onward; but only in the Renaissance did they 
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become a sort of “royal theater.”516  
The inclusion of a man masquerading as a woman is particularly significant with 
respect to this elevated theater. While Amazonian cross-dressing might have been atypical in 
early modern English literature, the history of tournaments-qua-romance exposes its possible 
etiology here. For, upon Queen Catherine de Medici’s entrance into Lyons in 1548, some of 
her gentlemen disguised themselves as Amazons in emulation of Amadis of Greece who had 
done so in the eighth book of Amadis of Gaul.517 And so, much as Yamada avows of the fluid 
trajectories of romance in France and Spain, in England too could court life imitate Amadis of 
Gaul, just as Amadis of Gaul could imitate life at court.518  
The dreamy ambience of the Elizabethan tournaments conjures Sidney’s Arcadia for 
another reason, this time apropos their conjoint enthusiasm for classical backdrops. Quite 
unlike what had transpired in the medieval context, chivalric role-playing in the sixteenth 
century, especially when in the form of royal masques, generally “took place inside a 
fashionable décor derived from classical antiquity,” complete with triumphal arches, antique-
style statues of heroes, pilasters, and sometimes even an entire fortress or castle to be 
“besieged by squads of knights and foot soldiers. Assaults on wooden ships made especially 
for the occasion imitated naval combats. All the tricks of Renaissance stagecraft were 
employed to heighten the realism of these spectacles….”519 In these lavish affairs, even 
gunpowder could play a part, in the form of either firework displays to enliven nighttime 
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combats or mechanical beasts filled with powder that, upon entry into the lists, were set 
alight for grand explosion.520 
One cannot help wondering if Sidney had also heard stories about the tournament in 
celebration of Henry VIII’s coronation in 1509. There, challengers had entered, “hidden 
within a huge pageant car made to resemble a forest with rocks, hills, valleys, trees, flowers, 
and a golden castle in the middle,” and, when the car flew open, “knights appeared ‘armed at 
all peces,’ each with a spear in hand, and dressed in cloth of gold.”521 Even closer to Sidney’s 
age—around the time of his birth—was the tournament held at the Sandy Field at Brussels, in 
honor of Philip of Spain and the Hapsburg-Tudor alliance. What Philip saw in that field—
skirmishes between gunners included—warrants my quoting Braden Frieder’s description of 
it at length: 
A grand and sumptuous gallery was erected there, decorated with trophies and arms 
and an image of Minerva or Pallas bearing a shield with the frightful head of 
Medusa… the woodwork ceilings were painted with citrus trees pendant with fruits, 
with golden roses carved in relief on the walls. The opposite side of the gallery, 
which faced north, opened like a theater onto a parade ground replete with temporary 
bastions, moats, outworks, and pavilions. … Two armies, representing the imperial 
forces of East and West, faced each other across the field a cannon shot apart, already 
drawn up in order when Philip took his seat. The skirmish began with a flourish of 
banners and volleys of artillery. … Other troops included infantry and a squadron of 
mounted gunners who were equipped in the German manner. The formations 
described by Calvete [de Estralla] recall the Hungarian Ordonnance of 1532, a huge 
array of pikemen and cavalry assembled by Charles V to drive the Turks from 
Vienna….522 
 
So “real” can artistic reproductions of these staged skirmishes appear, in fact, that one might 
understandably mistake them for actual battle (see Image 4).  
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Image 4. Jan Cornelisz Vermeyen, Combat (drawing), 1549. Pen and ink, Louvre, Paris. 
 
Stories of these earlier spectacles certainly circulated during Elizabeth’s reign, given 
her aspiration to revive tournament culture after Mary’s sterner Catholic rule. In her royal 
announcement regarding the May 1570 jousts at Hampton Court, in fact, Queen Elizabeth 
made explicit that its entertainments were in part to resuscitate what “had of late fallen a 
sleepe”523—and, perhaps, less explicitly, to deflect from monarchic ambitions vis-à-vis 
munitions. Elizabeth’s frequent progresses triggered all manner of chivalric-romance 
pageantry, as well, as in the case of her reaching Leicester’s estate at Killingworth in 1575, 
where she was greeted by elaborately costumed people “impersonating allegorical figures 
from the Lady of the Lake to Pomona. At the castle gate a surly porter enacted a scene out of 
a romance by declining to admit her, then relenting.”524 To be sure, this attests to the 
collaborative efforts made to choreograph inflated fantasies, with Elizabethan culture often 
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resultantly appearing, in Michael West’s able phrasing, like some sort of “dress rehearsal for 
the Faerie Queene, complete with dissolving battles.”525  
 In an ironic twist, the original Elizabethan Fairy Queen was a tournament character. 
The encounter took place at Woodstock, in 1575, during one of the monarch’s summer 
progresses. The spectacle enacted before Queen Elizabeth was long and protracted, including 
the quests of three protagonists (two knights and a lady); the opposition of a tyrannical father 
to his daughter’s paramour; and occasions of mystery deriving from oracular riddles.526 But it 
was also conceivably “one of the most amazing moments in Elizabethan pageantry,” so 
Young proposes, “as, mirror-like, one Fairy Queen confronted the other”; after all, this was 
the Fairy Queen’s debut in English literature—with a play staged afterward continuing the 
plot of the initial spectacle.527 Indeed, Young perceptively suggested almost a quarter-century 
ago that “anyone familiar with the English tournament texts cannot but gain a very special 
insight into the characters, settings, events, and ideology of many literary works, including 
those two seminal masterpieces of this period, the Arcadia and The Faerie Queene.”528 
Felicitously, this returns us to Sidney, for in documents recounting the jousts held at 
the French court in the summer of 1572, we are unambiguously told of an English embassy 
that arrived with an Order of the Garter for Charles IX (his sister was to marry the Huguenot 
Henry, King of Navarre).529 Among that English audience invited to the entertainments was 
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Sidney, 17 years of age. And, so, much as Yamada glosses, “It may not be too much to say 
that Sidney’s attendance at the feast decided the future fate of English literature” (110).530  
Worth mention, too, are the resplendent tournament books, which guaranteed these 
knights a continued showmanship in print. In other words, the Tudor heyday of tournaments 
spawned books to facilitate recall of any given tournaments’s grandeur and also, quite 
crucially, to link honor and noble birth with participation.531 As for the military pamphlets 
concerned with ballistics, fortifications, and men as arithmetical units532 that were pouring 
off the European presses: these would have appeared altogether alien to these tournaments’s 
“warriors.” Perhaps this elucidates the cult-like obsession of the typical tourney competitor 
with heraldic treatises devoted to lineage and the intricate mysteries of blason.533 In fact, the 
Herald’s official role at chivalric proceedings—as recorder, compiler, validator, and keeper 
of records of appearances, deeds and pedigrees—was akin to a “high priest” of chivalry.534 
Even more, the combats typically punctuating the Queen’s royal journies, which were 
themselves stylistically depicted in imitation of popular chivalric romances, were elevated in 
the books to allegorical significance, with all the familiar stock motifs incorporated: quests, 
anonymous knights, trials by combat, maidens in peril, and fairies and wizards with various 
enchantments.535 In this sense, chivalric tournaments were as much a literary as dramatic 
form, as Young advances—not to mention, that they included the competitive declamation of 																																																								
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speeches, poems, and songs delivered as part of a knight’s processional appearance with his 
impresa (i.e., his badge with a combination of picture and motto).536 Indeed, the need to 
impress the monarch upon entering the tiltyard was as significant as that impresa. (When 
discussing the devices of Orlando and Olivero in his Englished Orlando Furioso, John 
Harington cites the countless Elizabethan tournament impresas he had seen—though to speak 
any further of them, he even remarks, would require an additional volume.537) 
So, if Sidney in Arcadia puts 500 foot soldiers into battle (and then forgets them); and 
if he orchestrates his battles in categorically medieval fashion (in the form of duels538), that is 
likely because his real inspiration was the chivalric tournament, which was also conveniently 
conducive to pre-gunpowder notions of honor. Most importantly, cavalry, as Murrin adduces, 
dominates all the action in Sidney’s romance.539 True, Arcadia does employ a (very) few 
cannon-related metaphors, as well as siege tactics atypical of pre-gunpowder warfare. At one 
point in Book 3.11, for example, Sidney has Basilius surround a castle with trenches that he 
gradually moves closer—a procedure that “presupposes gun platforms and cannon, which 
would normally keep an attacker at a distance…. A medieval siege did not require such a 
cautious approach.”540 In another instance, Sidney describes Amphialus’s contest of swords 
with Argalus as “the cruelest combat that any present eye had seen. Their swords first, like 
canons, battering down the walls of their armour, [made] breaches almost in every place for 
troops of wounds to enter” (505). But Arcadia’s overarching emphasis on mounted knights 
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pays obeisance to the culture of those highly orchestrated tournaments in which Sidney was 
steeped. Or, as Murrin puts it with brutal candor, that culture’s elaborate pageantry had little 
in common with the warfare that would eventually kill Sidney in Holland, with its mud, 
mines and muskets541 and its crass energies in tandem with un-choreographable dread.542 
(We shall return at this chapter’s end to Sidney’s demise.) In this sense, we might also argue 
that Arcadia’s stylistic remoteness, facilitated by way of Sidney’s descriptive 
impressionism,543 may owe no more to aesthetic principles than to a fanciful tournament-
infused detachment from the real world. Sometime later, Ben Jonson would decry the 
“foolish and affected eloquence” inherent in the spate of pastoral plays and romances 
inspired by Arcadia.544 I cannot help wondering if Jonson, as someone who had himself 
endured battle, was equally decrying the outdated chivalry that artificially buoyed 
aristocrats—and spectators and readers. We ought to take into account, too, the way Sidney 
consistently metaphorizes the poet in his The Defense of Poesy as a warrior doing battle, even 
staging his own literary treatise as a “call to arms,” as Somogyi puts it, with England’s lowly 
estimate of poetry cast as symptomatic of the nation’s martial decline.545 Poetry is not “an art 
of lies, but of true doctrine,” so Sidney himself marshals, “not of effeminateness, but of 
notable stirring courage; not of abusing man’s wit, but of strengthening man’s wit” (1074). 
But if Sidney was seeking a correspondence between the scholar’s pen and the combatant’s 
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sword,546 it was one already anachronistic in his time, a fantasy rather than a reality, perhaps 
even a transference of the fortitude once necessary on the field to paper. 
And yet, as another admitted but necessary aside, some of the putatively authentic 
battle chronicles of the period were equally equivocal when it came to powder warfare. 
Humfrey Barwick, when commenting on an overthrow “at a placed called Buckhole” in his A 
briefe discourse, concerning the force and effect of all manual weapons of fire (1592), 
declares, “I neuer sawe any slaine out right with an arrowe, and but with Quarels few, but 
with Harquebuze and Pistoll shot, I have been at seuerall times, where 20000. hath beene 
slaiue outright, besides manie wounded an maimed” (14). Why Barwick’s “long rehearsal of 
this ouerthrow at Buckhole”? Because this gunpowder-generated massacre was “not set down 
in any other place, by any of these our late Chroniclers….” (14). Once more, Barwick will 
stress these sorts of irksome elisions, this time with respect to the chronicle account of New-
haven and those “who were there slaine, with the force or dent of arrowes”: 
[I]t may be supposed, that the French hauing continued long in Skirmishe, whereby 
their pouder and bullets were spent: and besides being neere vnto the Towne, and in 
danger of the great Ordinance, were of themselues willing to retire, if the foursescore 
Archers had not come at all. I sée no reporte in the histories made, touching the same, 
or any to any purpose of late time, and specially since ye Harquebuze hath been 
rightly known…. (16, emphasis added) 
 
If an ethical code lagged behind, or attempted even to resist technological change, that is 
surely illustrated in this potential rewriting of past battles in order to erase—or, at the least, to 
downplay—the effect of gunpowder arms.  
But to return to the inventive ways in which aristocratic battles (without actual 
battlefields) could be fought. In a world where the singular man-at-arms was no longer 
versatile as a combatant, we should not be surprised that concomitant with this downward 																																																								
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slide might arise the skills-based art of dueling. Scholars typically, if somewhat vaguely, 
attribute Renaissance dueling to a combined commitment to old military ideals derived from 
jousts, late medieval romances, and classical antecedents547—and, if not that, to a 
restructuring of gender relations “in ways made necessary by class mobility and the modern 
state that the Tudors had ushered in.”548 But when cast in the light of the upheaval ushered in 
by gunpowder, dueling, we can discern more sharply, also shifted agency (through its 
requirement of expertise) back to the human handling a weapon. In other words, the human 
was returned to being the expert, the independent strategist, the harbinger of strength, rather 
than forced into a reliance on a piece of ballistic machinery. Sometimes, this agency could be 
asserted in extraordinarily illusory ways. Consider the so-called Spanish style of fencing, 
which, by the 1620s, had developed into something akin to a Chaplineseque mathematical 
dance, with its lone, agile fencer presumably able even to take on a musketeer. This fencer’s 
mesmerizing footwork of unequal steps was, according to Académie de l’espée (Academy of 
the Sword, 1628), the means by which to keep a gun-toting “adversary in suspense and 
uncertain….”549 Then again, even Académie’s author, Girard Thibault, evinces a certain 
skepticism, evidently not having himself mastered the startling legerdemain of controlling a 
bullet by swordpoint550 (see Image 5). 
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Image 5. Fencer keeping a musketeer “in suspense” in Girard Thibault’s 
Académie de l’espée (1628) 
 
 
Jennifer Low contends that the dueling ethos could not have emerged without the earlier, 
humanistic development of the cult of heroes551; but it seems to me that this cult additionally 
emerged—and somewhat imperatively, at that—as a consequence of a radical technological 
change (hinted at, certainly, in the fantasized possibility of a dueler outmaneuvering a 
discharged bullet). Low does come close to recognizing the behavioral aspect of this shift, 
when likening figures like Sidney to braggadocios who wished via dueling to risk all for 
glory’s sake and, so, to bring “a momentousness to the minutiae of court conduct.”552 The 
royal court, like other (non-battlefield) courts, we might posit—including perhaps legal 
ones—became a sort of frontline proxy.  
 Continental woodcuts of tournaments can certainly aid our negotiation of the 
archaism of these non-battlefield games. Works by artistis like Lucas Cranach the Elder and 
Erhard Altdorfer hint that the tournaments may have been collectively perceived as “civic 
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amusements” that more mandated attention than veneration.553 The atmosphere, say, of 
Altdorfer’s “impracticably decorative woodcut scenes of horsed tumults,” as Hale observes, 
is quite indulgent, with spectators idly watching the performances or even turning away to 
chat.554 The ostentation to the point of ridiculousness of the knights’s jousting attire—
massive billowing feathers and the like—certainly augments the “vein of visual parody”555 
inherent in these woodcuts. One quick glance at Cranach’s 1509 The Tournament with 
Swords is all one needs as verification (see Image 6). If here we witness a clear waning of 
respect for mounted knights—a mockery that the printing press was putting squarely into the 
public domain556—then we benefit by placing the tournaments that inspired Sidney’s Arcadia 
beside such critical responses, as doing so sheds a productively tenuous light on early 
modern attitudes to chivalric display.557  But first let us pay tribute to some early modern 
romances that were more visibly stimulated by the new technological world order.   
 
 
 
Image 6. The Tournament with Swords, by Lucas Cranach the Elder (1509) 																																																								
553 Hale, Artists 69. 
 
554 Hale, Artists 69-70. 
 
555 Hale, Artists 70. 
 
556 Hale, Artists 70. 
 
557 Uncommissioned artistic representations of military life, which were almost exclusively Swiss and German, 
depict men readying reserves of powder and ball for a siege (Hale, Artists 1-2).  
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Golden-Age Romances, Iron-Age Style 
One fascinating way in which gunpowder culture was able to make a dent in sixteenth-
century English romance was by way of the siege. In fact, many military historians argue that 
the sixteenth century’s military revolution was less one of powder than fortification, the latter 
having finally caught up with the preceding century’s improvements in guns.558 By 1521, 
successfully quick blockades had become a rarity, with excruciatingly long—sometimes 
years-long—sieges taking their place.559 Not only did siege accounts become a genre unto 
itself, and one that was eagerly consumed by readers; sites where notorious sieges had 
occurred became tourist attractions, with travelers inspecting their bastion systems, ditches, 
and artificial slopes560 with the same curiosity they might paintings or churches.561  
A number of early modern romance writers synecdochally employed the siege, 
particularly as a way to animate abstractions like desire, hostility, and, most of all, love. 
While love-as-war had long been a trope in medieval romances, now that trope evoked the 
bastion systems and the excruciatingly long battering operations characteristic of the 
sixteenth century. In Robert Greene’s 1584 Gwydonius: The Card of Fancy, we find 
Gwydonius berating himself in a language unequivocally beholden to early modern siege 
tactics:  
Content with chance? Why Gwydonius, art so fond a fool as to count the castle 
conquered that as yet thou has not compassed, to suppose the city sacked which thou 
hast not besieged, to think the bulwark beaten which as yet thou has not battered…  
The captain that retireth from the walls before he hath the repulse shall never return 																																																								
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559 Hall, Weapons 161. 
 
560 Hall, Weapons 162. 
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a conqueror… Lay the battering pieces of love against the bulwark of beauty, and no 
doubt success shall be such as thou shalt triumph with Caesar…. (26-27) 
 
Later, Gwydonius will refer to love as having made “a breach into the bulwark of my breast” 
(30); and when, Castania, who is in love with Gwydonius, tries more penetratingly to sound 
him out, her technique is described as one of keeping 
out still the flag of defiance and […] spend[ing] one volley of shot in the face of her 
enemy to see if a hot skirmish would make him fly the field. And if like a valiant 
soldier he did manfully march on, and not refuse the brunt of the battle, she would 
then resign the fort of her freedom into his hands and yield up the bulwark of her 
breast which so long he had battered…. (42-43) 
 
Siege and shot as figurative tropes are also found in Barnabe Riche’s Riche His 
Farewell to Military Profession (1581). In introducing this anthology of romance stories—a 
literary respite, he acknowledges, from writing military tracts (such as his Allarme to 
England, earlier discussed)—Riche remarks on how much less painful it is “to follow a 
fiddle in a gentlewoman’s chamber than to march after a drum in the field, …and nothing so 
dangerous to be wounded with the luring look of our beloved mistress as with the cruel shot 
of our hateful enemy” (123). Shot metaphors also lightly pepper his stories (adapted 
primarily from Italian originals). In “Sappho Duke of Mantona,” a varlet is described as 
being “like an expert soldier when he cometh to besiege a hold, first sendeth his heralds to 
summon the fort, proffering many large conditions if they will quietly surrender. But if 
defiance be made then presently he placeth his battery, thundering forth his cannonshot 
against the walls…” (148).562 Not only that: Riche’s stories can blisteringly deviate into 
editorial commentary on the contemporary plight of actual soldiers. At one point in 
“Sappho,” as a single example, we are informed that, once peace was restored, those who had 
engaged in battle “were forgotten, [as] captains were not cared for. Such as had proffered 																																																								
562 Others appear in “Apolonius and Silla” and “The Conclusion.”  
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themselves to fight for the safety of their country were now shaken off,” after which Riche 
concededs that he had “pretended but to pen certain pleasant discourses for the only pleasure 
of gentlewomen, and even at the very first entry I am fallen from a reasonable tale to a railing 
rage…” (140). 
There was one other technological development that would rewrite battle, this time 
apropros those knights in their heavy armor and skilled in ways that could mean little in the 
grinding business of siege warfare.563 This technological nemesis was also one of the 
smallest, the wheel-lock pistol.564 While earlier firearms like the harquebus or musket had 
already assisted in partly leveling the battlefield, this “small, self-igniting gun”—with its 
spring mechanism, in Barnabe Googe’s words, a “miniature vise or clamp at the end of a 
moveable arm holding a piece of hard stone, usually iron pyrites”565—almost singlehandedly 
forced the armored knight into retreat.566 Any mounted knight resistant to forsaking the 
battlefield had little choice but to adapt by way of imitation, which meant discarding his 
lance and becoming a pistoleer.567 William Garrard’s The Arte of Warre (1590) suggestively 
corroborates the knight’s need to take up firearms, when addressing what knowledge a 
Master of Ordnance required: “exquisite knowledge in the Mathematicals, considering 
thereby he shall be able to shoote, at all randons…”; as well as the ability to “coniecture & 
forecast, what quantitie of shotte, powder, etc. shall be requisite to serue the Campe….”568 
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Alas, what role did a knight armed with a lance really have in what had now become a 
mathematics of warfare and a science of ballistics reducible to numbers.569  
 Could this newly drawn battlefield have had bearing on the dilatory nature of 
Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queene? That the poem’s Faerie landscape conjures a state of 
interminable exile for its knights, a perpetual limboesque wandering, is something of a 
commonplace among Spenser scholars.570 Imagine, though, the benefits of circumscribing—
of entrapping even—those knights on an island shorn from any need for historical 
contingency. If the knightly quest in Spenser’s voluminous, if unfinished, epic functions 
largely as an allegory of self-definition, as Marco Nievergelt argues571—and an allegory, we 
might add, that both “antiqued” and resolutely addressed the fair “E” queen (as in 
Elizabeth)—perhaps that is because allegory gives Spenser license to excise from his 
narrative the last few centuries’s development of gunpowder warfare.  
Nevertheless, Spenser does include a stanza in Book I reiterating Ariosto’s clarion 
call against the cannon. In short, Spenser likens the knight Redcrosse’s stunned encounter 
with a giant to what “that devilish yron Engin wrought / In deepest Hell, and framed by 
Furies skill, / With windy Nitre and quick Sulphur fraught, / And ramd with bullet round…” 
(I.vii.13.1-4, p. 858). Unlike Ariosto, Spenser puts the cannon here into purely figurative 
service—and, hence, outside the world he imaginatively generates. When it comes to Book 
II, we need wonder if Spenser wants us to discern that he is injecting into the powderless past 
the musketeer present. For, the name of one of that book’s characters, Pyrochles, roughly 
translates to “fire-disturbance” or “fire-fame.” Moreover, Pyrochles is, as Spenser proffers, 																																																								
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not only “all disposed to bloody fight,” but also “breathes out wrath and hainous crueltee” 
(II.iv.41, p. 67). Should we surmise, then, that, embedded in Spenser’s imitation of Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses and possibly Virgil’s Georgics, are intimations of the earth being mined for 
saltpeter and, so, signaling yet another, and latest, turn in the erosion of a Golden Age? More 
explicit in its allusive possibility vis-à-vis black powder (as derived from saltpeter) is what 
transpires in Book III. At one point, its chivalric heroine, Britomart, dismounts and, with 
Scudamour, approaches a Castle—but “no gate they found, them to withhold,” only “A 
flaming fire, ymixt with smouldry smoke, / And stinking Sulphure, that with griesly hate   / 
And dreadfull horror did all entraunce choke, / Enforced them their forward footing to 
revoke” (III.xi.21, p. 212). 
Book V’s Proem, with its suggestion that the current world “is runne quite out of 
square” (l. 7, p. 3), red-flags with particular aplomb that its forthcoming canticle will attempt 
to intertwine the golden past with the problematic present. Consider that book’s most 
fantastically presented war machine, the Souldan’s “charret,” or chariot, with its “yron 
wheeles and hookes arm’d dreadfully” (V.viii.28). It is not unlike those Spanish galleons, in 
other words, which had towered over England’s fleet during the 1588 Armada.572 And then 
there is, of course, Talus, Artegall’s squire, who is bent on execution of that vessel’s Sultan. 
Talus is not only “made of yron mould, / Immoveable, resistlesse, without end”; his hand is 
quite literally “an yron flale…, / With which he thresht out falsehood, and did truth unfould” 
(V.i.12, p. 10-11). Artegall instructs Talus to bend that “flale to finall execution” of that 
Muslim foe—a perceived justifiable execution, since that insolent Sultan “Sought onely 
slaughter and avengement,” and “tortious [wrongful] powre and lawless regiment…” 
(5.viii.30, p. 111). We might wonder if, in calling that “powre” wrongful, Spenser intends for 																																																								
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us to hear the word powder no less than power. Certainly it might take someone like Talus, 
with his overtly iron powers, to counter a pow(d)er-laden foe like this Armada stand-in.  
 Is Talus therefore emblematic of heavy ordnance? According to Patricia Palmer, the 
answer is yes, especially given the scale of the carnage Talus exacts on the Amazons (with 
their mere bows and arrows) and the fact that his instrument “thondre[s]” (5.5.19.2), making 
it “sound suspiciously like heavy ordnance.”573 This is not a one-time occurrence, moreover, 
but a consistency in his character, as are, too, his superhuman speed and strength. He is 
“swift as swallow in her flight / And strong as Lyon in his Lordly might” (V.i.20, p. 13). He 
can leap and lend “such a knocke, / That on the ground layd [his foe] like a senceless blocke” 
(V.i.21, p. 13). He can crush bones to powder (V.ix.19, p. 123); scatter people like sheep 
(V.vi.30, p. 85); and disperse a castle gate’s warders by battering its door with such 
“thundred strokes … That all the peece [fortress] he shaked from the flore” (V.ii.21, p. 23). 
Talus is, in effect, inescapable: “vaine it was to thinke from him to flie / Who overtaking him 
did disaray, / And all his face deform’d with infamie” (V.iii.38, pg. 44). 
 Is Spenser hinting at the utter impossibility of fairies and their Faery Land surviving 
in a land overlain with ballistic artillery? The Lady of that aforementioned castle, for 
instance, entreats “that iron man below, / To cease his outrage…/ Sith neither force of stories 
which they did throw, / Nor powr of charms, which she against him wrought, / Might 
otherwise prevaile, or make him cease for ought” (V.ii.22, p. 23). In other words, Talus’s 
capacity to raze an entire stronghold, such that there is no hope of its repair (which he does), 
also razes “memory thereof to any nation” (V.ii.28, p. 25)—which is to say, he also 
unavoidably razes the mythical past. Intriguingly, in the next canto, where “noble” knights 
“well seene [skilled] in arms” (V.iii.5, p. 34) engage in tournament fighting, Talus and his 																																																								
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inescapable soldier-like instrument are nowhere apparent. While Talus promoting justice on a 
motley assortment of “others” may be suitable, he must be excised from the milieu of the 
aristocracy, I would suggest, given his lesser (and, so, less manly) standing—and here I mean 
manly in its double sense, as indicating both virility and virtue.  
 But Talus is even more hybrid than this, as Jessica Wolfe fruitfully discerns. Less 
does he perform the military duties of a soldier than of “a war machine,” of “an instrument 
that threatens to supersede the chivalric knight and thus reveal courtliness to be incompatible 
with the methods and values of modern militarism.”574 In this sense, Talus personifies those 
very military technologies that so troubled Montaigne; or, perhaps more accurately, we can 
hear Montagine echoed in Wolfe’s proposition that Talus “embodies the military 
technologies and tactics that preserve and enhance the distance between adversaries”; that he 
possesses the wherewithal “to strip war of its tactile nature.”575 Wolfe also contends, in 
keeping with Michael Murrin, that Spenser’s allegory possesses “an element of 
ridiculousness” that reaches its climax in Book V: Talus, with his “cartoon-like 
invulnerability” is “the heir of Ariosto’s Orrilo, able to pop his decapitated limbs right back 
onto his body, or of Rabelais’ Master Gasser, who in the Quart Livre invents a method ‘to 
avoid being wounded or touched by cannon fire’” (236). I am somewhat less certain—or, at 
least, more ambivalent—about reading Book V on the basis of a Rabelaisian absurdity 
principle, given the way Book V’s first canto opens. In brief, “seeds of vice” take root, 
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indirectly implicating humankinds shift away from “those old times” perhaps, but also 
smacking somewhat horrifically in my mind of a ballistic massacring of the Irish576:  
 Yet then likewise the wicked seede of vice  
 Began to spring which shortly grew full great,  
 And with their boughes the gentle plants did beat.  
 But evermore some of the vertuous race  
 Rose up, inspired with heroicke heat,  
 That cropt the branches of the silent base [base shoots],  
 And with strong hand their fruitfull rancknes did deface. (V.i.1, p. 7) 
 
The “fruitfull rancknes” defaced by that “strong hand” may not merely imply ranks in the 
sense of rows of trees, but also soldiers.  
 Interestingly, Polydore Vergil had written in On Discovery that Talus, classically 
speaking, was “the first to make a saw from iron,” as well as a lathe and potter’s wheel; but 
because he was merely a boy, his envious tutor, Daedalus, killed him, “thinking it disgraceful 
for a master to be vanquished in fame by a youth” (459-461). This genealogy arguably 
undergirds the possibility, in the Spenserian context, of Talus as representative of that 
volatile and scandalously vanquishing technology of gunpowder, of ballistic artillery as a sort 
of upstart. West most definitely advocates this position when recommending that Talus’s 
“strange weapon, never wont in warre” (V.iv.44) is testimony to “the impact of firearms on a 
chivalric milieu unaccustomed to them.”577 Wolfe proposes with even more specificity that, 
with his iron flail and metal body, Talus resembles a wheel-lock pistol.578 As a human-
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machine hybrid, Talus, the “iron servant,” exposes “the inhuman impulses which lurk within 
Renaissance humanism’s own idealized image of humanity….”579  
 We need add that, while representative of gunpowder violence, Talus is also safely 
not. For, if he is indeed “wreak[ing] havoc upon Renaissance humanism’s central assumption 
that the human is a distinct and privileged ontological category,”580 it is always from an 
oblique vantage point—or, to use Spenser’s own words, as “clowdily enwrapped in 
Allegoricall devises” (Letter 778).581 Moreover, Artegall, who embodies Justice, is 
conveniently able to remain at ethical arm’s length from his frenzied, if obedient, right-hand 
man. In this sense, Spenser replicates Ariosto’s ethical sidestep of depicting artillery as in the 
possession of only one (evil) side of two warring factions. But, then, it is this sort of literary 
move that best exemplifies Wolfe’s contention that Talus—“stronger, more disciplined, and 
more invulnerable to suffering than his fleshy counterpart,” Artegall—reveals the painful 
incompatibility of humanist courtliness with “the methods and values of modern 
militarism.”582  
 But where might Spenser have looked for poachable illustrations of humanist 
courtliness to narratively bedeck The Faerie Queene? Based on Spenser’s own reference to 
its allegorical enwrapment, I do not think it an overreach to assert that Spenser’s magnum 
opus has as much in common with the period’s festival books as it does with any discrete 
literary genre or poetic work. Such books, to reprise, were written by official court 																																																								
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chroniclers and published at court expense, traditionally following a prince’s visit. They also, 
as Frieder advises, open for us today “a window into a vanished world of Renaissance courtly 
spectacle.”583 But could they have done so no less for Spenser? As “the primary vehicle by 
which royal propaganda was disseminated to the reading public in the territories governed by 
the prince,”584 such festival books would have served as a valuable resource for a man like 
Spenser officially serving in Ireland. (As for his witnessing combat, that remains 
inconclusive.585)  
It is of course true that, by the final decades of the sixteenth century, firearms seldom 
incurred moral opprobrium in military leaders.586 True, one could still find Huguenot 
commander and writer François La Noue (1531-1591) suggesting pistols were “invented in 
some mischievous shop to turne whole realmes … into desolation and replenish the graves 
with dead carcases”587; but even chivalrous society had by this time come to comparative 
terms with artillery. In the case of England, this was in no small measure due to her naval 
battle with the Spanish Armada. By the height of England’s war with Spain, Elizabethan 
England was consuming almost a hundred tons of gunpowder per annum, with all the 
nation’s saltpeter, both foreign and domestic, now exclusively destined for the royal mills.588 
Perhaps that is why, when John Harington Englished Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso at 
the Queen’s request in the 1590s, he was more inclined than Ariosto had been to depict 																																																								
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lethally deployed ordnance as compatible with close combat—besides which, his experience 
fighting in Ireland had made him something of an enthusiast for artillery.589 So, where 
Ariosto refers vaguely to “spears or carts” (14.5.8), Harington, as Palmer shrewdly observes, 
“expatiates on military vehicle and this ‘new devised car’ with an artillery bluff’s delight”; 
and where Ariosto engages in a condemnation of the infernal new invention (11.26.1-2), 
Harington marvels at the evolving technology, its cunning and art,590 including its Culverings 
which can “shoot a bullet farre”— propelling him thus to instruct combatants to “cease to 
field your manly darts…, / And get a hargubush upon your shoulder, / Or else in vaine you 
sue to be a souldier” (11.26, p. 180-181). Even as he condemns ballistic technology for its 
devilish nature in keeping with Ariosto, Harington flaunts a “store of fiery balls” furiously 
flung “against the walls” (16.22.268-269) and marvels at the way onlookers “marvel’d 
whence should come this shot” (19.6.3)—or, in a more celebratory cant, “Hark, hark, what 
peals of Ord’nance great and Guns, / Are shot in token of congratulation” (46.2.1-2). In the 
original printing of his poem, moreover, Harington appends to Ariosto’s “anti-cannon” 
stanzas an extensive footnote that attempts to historicize the anachronistic turn taken by his 
forerunner:  
Concerning the inuention of gunnes, he seemeth to insinuate that they haue bene 
ineuented long before the time that our writers speake of in Germany, which was 
about Richard the Second his time…. / … / In the monstrous effectes of gunnepowder 
he alludes perhaps to that huge damage done at Venice where their Arsenal 
[illegible] was blowne vp: as a like mishap though not so terrible, happened in the 
Tower my grandfather Sir Iohn Markham being then Lieutenant of the Tower. (71) 
 
Harington also fully recognizes that the days of English bowmen are passé. So strident is he 
in this regard that he advocates bowmen “go burne their boes / And breake their shafts and 																																																								
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cut in two the string; / That weapon now may keepe the corne from croes / That did the 
French at Agincourt so sting” (11.24.1-4). 591 The difference between Harington as “ironising 
ethicist” and Ariosto as “earnest moraliser” is, as Palmer evocatively paints, clear: “for 
Ariosto, gunpowder is an ethical issue; for Harington, it is something you keep dry.”592 What 
a difference a seventy-year window can make.  
Perhaps no one in the English context draws more colorful and irreverent attention to 
the anachronism of chivalric warfare than Thomas Nashe. His proto-historical picaresque 
novel The Unfortunate Traveller, or The Life of Jack Wilton (1594), much like the 
continental woodcuts discussed earlier, wickedly complicates sixteenth-century sentiments 
regarding aristocratic display. Nashe’s story, set during the time of Henry VIII’s reign, 
appeared only a year after Sidney’s Arcadia was first printed. In fact, its florid accounting of 
a Florentine tournament—in which no less than Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, competes—
appears, in the words of Katherine Duncan-Jones, to be “a mosaic of references to 
tournaments and single combats in the Arcadia,” as well as a general burlesque of the 
conventions of chivalry.593 Better yet, Duncan-Jones identifies the extent to which Nashe 
takes his material from Sidney’s own, noting that Nashe’s conception of that tournament, 
during which Geraldine exacts a tribute from Surrey, mirrors Phalantus’s tournament in Book 
I of the New Arcadia, when he defends Artesia’s beauty at her request.594 The most important 
connection, however, between these two works, she argues, is their mutual ironical 
presentation of tilting, with both Sidney and the habitually cynical Nashe projecting the 																																																								
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entire recreation as an “empty show.”595 This is obviously an analytical reading to which I do 
not subscribe. Then again, even Duncan-Jones seems subtly to undercut this premise when 
proposing that Surrey’s “entry in an outfit of unrivalled splendour” is “extremely Sidneian in 
style and conception, though different in detail, and, of course, ridiculous.”596 In fact, it is 
worth our attending in greater detail to the Earl of Surrey’s apparel, if for no other reason 
than to get a taste of just how rich—and richly ridiculous—Nashe’s description of its 
splendor is:  
His armour was all intermixed with lillyes and roses, and the bases thereof bordered 
with nettles and weeds, signifieng stings, crosses, and ouergrowing incumberances in 
his loue, his helmet round proportioned lyke a gardners water-pot, from which 
seemed to issue forth small thrids of water, like citterne strings, that not onely did 
moisten the lyllyes and roses, but did fructifie as well the nettles and weeds…. (68)  
 
Thus does Nashe put us “only a hair’s breadth away from the Earl of Surrey, mounted as if 
upon a metal ostrich,” as Alex Davis comically avers, with Nashe’s description retroactively 
“pinpoint[ing] all that is excessive and even laughable in [Sidney’s] original.”597 Compare 
the above passage, for instance, to Sidney’s description in Book II of the strange knight who, 
“being all in greene, both armour and furniture, it seemed a pleasant garden, wherein grewe 
orange trees, which with their golden fruites, cunningly beaten in, & embrodered, greatly 
enriched the eye-pleasing colour of greene” (462). At first glance, one might surmise that 
Sidney is gesturing toward “empty show.” But the extent to which Sidney took seriously his 
role as a tournament knight—and would Nashe really stoop to parodying parody?— 
recommends that such display was likely, for him, not merely hollow performance.  
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Even more ironic, I would suggest, is what follows Nashe’s pages-long description of 
the overly ornate and overwrought garb of those entering the tiltyard. For, Nashe insinuates 
that every one of them cheats—all except Surrey, of course, who alone “obserued the true 
measures of honour, and made all his encounterers new scoure their armor in the dust” (74). 
In spite of their lofty arms and impresas, those knights, as Jack Wilton observes, do 
everything to protect themselves from getting hurt. So, is Nashe only being cynical, or is he 
also mockingly exposing a sham? If Nashe’s knights appear “decaying, overgrown and 
obsolescent,”598 that is because they actually were. (In his The Terrors of the Night, likewise 
printed in 1594, Nashe refers even more searingly to carpet knights as “the basest cowards 
under heaven, covering an ape’s heart with a lion’s case, and making false alarums when 
they mean nothing but a may-game” [9].)  
Constructive, I think, is to place these may-games driving Nashe’s anti-romantic 
attitude to tilting—not to mention, to other outdated fictions like Surrey’s (parodied) poetic 
diction—next to Jack Wilton’s continental adventures more broadly, as the latter are 
everywhere, and at every turn, devastatingly impacted by the mangling powers of 
gunpowder. Scholars today felicitously attend to the “hydraulic marvels” in The Unfortunate 
Traveller, such as its mechanical birds that help to evoke “an imaginary, exotic Italian 
machine-driven garden powered by ‘enwrapped art.’”599 Oddly enough, the crass blowing off 
and up of things with mechanical arms goes comparatively unaddressed. And yet, the 
dreadful consequences of powder munitions saturate Nashe’s tale. We see them, for instance, 
on a French-Switzer battlefield where “more armes and legs scattered in the Field that day, 
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than will be gathered vp till Doomes-day” (29); and in Germany, where Anabaptists are 
gorily decimated by the gunnery of the Emperials: 
[T]heir swordes, theyr pikes, their bills, their bowes, their caleeuers slew, empierced, 
knocht downe, shot through and ouerthrew as manie men euerie minute of the battell 
as there falls eares of corne before the sythe at one blow : yet all their weapons so 
slaying, empiercing, knocking downe, shooting through, ouer-throwing, dissoule-
ioyned not halfe so manie, as the hailing thunder of the great Ordinance : so ordinarie 
at euerie foot-step was the imbrument of yron in bloud, that one could hardly discern 
heads from bullets, or clottred haire from mangled flesh hung with goare. (37-38)   
 
The ballstically derived bloodshed is no less present in pistols that serve as “the predestinate 
engine which must deliuer the parting blow” (52); and swelling Zadoch, who “was readie to 
burst out of his skin and shoote his bowels like chaine-shot full at Zacharies face for bringing 
him such balefull tidings” (105); and in Zadoch’s torture, which includes the tying of 
“streaming fire-workes” to “priuie members” (111) (very possibly a painfully ironic twist on 
Foxe’s Book of Martyrs600). We find it with equal brutality in Cutwolfe’s having shot Esdras 
“full into the throat with [his] pistoll” (121)—and in the sheer ubiquity of pistols in this tale. 
Nashe wants us to feel gunpowder’s burn, such as in his metaphorical likening of the gun to 
contracting the plague: “Even as before a gun is shot off, a stinking smoake funnels out, and 
prepares the way for him, so before any gaue vp the ghost, death araid in a stinking smoak 
stopt his nostrels and cramd it selfe ful into his mouth that close vp his fellows eyes, to giue 
him warning to prepare for his funeral” (83). 
Perhaps nowhere is gunpowder’s sway more curiously felt than at the very end of 
Nashe’s narrative, when Wilton returns to England from his anti-quest (it was, after all, a flee 
from England). For, where does he take refuge but in the bosom of that tourney of all 
tourneys, the Field of Cloth of Gold. As for his reasons for doing so: 																																																								
600 I make this claim based on the opening paragraph of The Unfortunate Traveller, in which Wilton/Nashe 
inquires, “What stratagemicall acts and monuments doo you thinke an ingenious infant of my yeeres might 
enact?” (7). The original title of Foxe’s book was The Actes and Monuments. 
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[v]nsearchable is the booke of our destines, one murder begetteth another: was neuer 
yet bloud-shed barren from the beginning of the world to this daie. … I … hasted so 
fast out of the Sodom of Italy, that within fortie daies I arriued at the king of Englands 
campe twixt Ardes and Guines in France: where he with great triumphs met and 
entertained the Emperour and the French king, and feasted many daies. And so as my 
storie began with the king at Turnay and Turwin, I thinke meete here to end it with 
the king at Ardes and Guines. (122) 
 
Where earlier poetry my have slammed into real life, here, we might suggest, real life slams 
back into poetry—or, at the least, into the idyllic and artificially safe haven of a tournament. 
In this way, we have certainly hermeneutically reinvigorated Davis’s worthy contention that 
the tenor of Nashe’s literary enterprise is comparable to a bomb going off “in the middle of 
some more coherent work,” with the overall effect one of profound disarticulation.601 
Granted, Davis was largely speaking of The Unfortunate Traveller’s “utter disregard for 
historical sequence,” but his suggestion that its narration is “dismembered,” that the body of 
history that it imagines “has been torn apart,”602 makes scathingly painful sense in light of a 
technology now able to blow apart humanity, to raze history, to crush myth—but also to 
expose, through parodic poking, the sham that is contemporary chivalry. Which returns us 
conveniently to Sidney and the real (and romanticized) accounts of his battlefield demise. 
A Lesson in “Fantasied Men of Warre” 
At an early point in The Unfortunate Traveller, Nashe acknowledges that, in recounting the 
brutality of the battlefield, he is, in effect, “giu[ing] up the ghost” (38). The same, we might 
propose, applies to the military news pamphlets that existed alongside the century’s chivalric 
tournaments. No two pamphlets warrant scrutiny more in light of gunpowder technology—
and as directly related to Sidney’s death, no less—than the Certain discourses, written by Sir 
John Smythe, Knight: concerning the formes and effects of diuers sorts of weapons (1590), 																																																								
601 Davis, Renaissance 211.  
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and Barwick’s retort to Smythe two years later. But, first, let us take account of the nature of 
the combat zone where Sidney mortally fell.  
Murrin reminds us that English soldiers in the 1580s—the decade of Sidney’s death—
received practically no training, not to mention that “impressment brought men of poor 
discipline and doubtful morale to the army.”603 As for the atmosphere of the field, we can 
turn to Barwick, who emphasizes the incapacity of any chivalrically mounted knight to 
charge forth without ignobly endangering his life: “The musketers are weapons of great 
force, and at this day, bothe with leaders and followers, much feared: for fewe or no 
Armours, will or can defend the force thereof, being néerehand, which is as well a terror to 
the best armed, as to the meanest…” (18). As Barwick avows, a musket’s projectiles were 
able to pierce almost all armor, which is ultimately what prompted the formation of a 
standing army.604 But the consequence of this was that the “ancient distinction between 
cavalry and infantry,” between “birth and breeding,” as one Scot lamented in the ensuing 
century, was “wholly taken away.”605 While technically complex, the gun also required less 
skill to operate606; alas, according to Barwick, it was this precisely—England’s “want of 
skill”—“that maketh these foreine enemies the more bolde to inuade vpon vs” (19).  
 So, while gentlemen might envision themselves in the idealized mold of the ancient 
Roman general, officers who were actually seasoned in field tactics knew full well that, had 
the ancients known artillery, they would have swiftly abandoned their own warfare 
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methods.607 In this sense, Sidney, riding out at the head of his company of horse, and with—
in McKeon’s choice words—“only his poetic imagination and his court appointments as 
credentials,”608 was very much a spectacle of obsolescence, and it was precisely this 
obsolescence that cost him his life. In sum, he had cast off his thigh armor, in order not to be 
more heavily (and presumably less virtuously) armed than the marshal of the camp; or, as 
Fulke Greville would confabulate in The Life of the Renowned Sir Philip Sidney (1625), 
Sidney had cast off his cuisses out of the “unspotted emulation of his heart” because the 
Marshall of the Camp, whom he met when going into battle, was only “lightly armed” (147). 
 John Smythe, in Certain Discourses offers a somewhat acerbic explanation regarding 
why Sidney died. It was not so much because of the bullet that struck his exposed limb than 
because of the scornful disregard these “new fantasied men of warre” had in arming 
themselves:  
[S]eruing on horseback with Launces, or any other weapon, they think verie well 
armed with some kind of headpeece, a collar, a deformed high & long bellied breast, 
and a backe at the proofe; but as for pouldrons, vambraces, gauntlets, tasses, cuisses, 
and greues, they hold all for superfluous. The imitating of which their vnsoldierlike 
and fond arming, cost that noble & worthie Gentleman, Sir Philip Sidney his life, by 
not wearing his cuisses, who in the opinion of diuers Gentlemen that sawe him hurt 
with a Mosquet shot, if he had that day worne his cuisses, the bullet had not broken 
his thigh bone, by reason that the chiefe force of the bullet (before the blow) was in a 
manner past. (3) 
 
And yet, in spite of this reckless, unsoldierlike behavior, Sidney, along with Essex, would 
become the most celebrated of Elizabethan-era soldiers.609 George Whetstone, in his 1587 Of 
the life, death, and Noble vertues of the most Aduenturous Knight Sir Philip Sidnye, &c., 
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609 McKeown, English 45. Sidney’s death added a dazzling incandescence, too, to his posthumously published 
works. 
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would elegize Sidney in a manner intent, quite literally, on counteracting any image of him 
as a carpet knight: “In Court he liu’de, not like a Carpet knight, / Whose glory is in garments, 
and his tongue: / If men but knew, the halfe that he did write, / Enough to tyre, a memory so 
young” (n.p.). As for Sidney’s doings on the battlefield: “This worthy knight, inflam’d with 
countries zeal: / His couradge arm’d, to dye eare he would yellde, / His Horse and Lawnce, to 
serue the common weal” (n.p.). Angel Day, in the same year, would attend more concretely 
to Sidney’s death in battle. His Upon the life and death of Sir Phillip Sidney Knight begins 
with a pastoral lament: “Where are the drops? the sweet distilling dewes, / Of Ida fresh, 
whereon the Nimphes do gaze? / Where woons Thalia with her pleasant layes?” (n.p.). But 
nearer the poem’s end, we are placed squarely in the contact zone and inside the skirmish 
that would undo Sidney—with his horse betrampled, but finding its footing anew, such that 
“with fresh fight the skarmouch did inlarge.” And so, we ride alongside, as Sidney fights   
…whilst manie a man was slaine.  
And making way, mongst thickest prease he goes:  
And reckles here and there he kills a maine:  
whilst deepe intrenched lay his secret Foes,  
From out whereof a Musket shot arose.  
And leueling iust against the wrothie knight,  
Up to the thigh the Bullet turned quight. (n.p., emphasis added) 
 
Note how his foes with their foul technology are presented as lying deeply entrenched, as if 
fighting by illicit, criminal, and non-chivalric means—and, ergo, pulling the aristocrat down 
to their base level.  
In this way, Sidney’s fame in death, like his rewards in life, was a paradoxical 
extension of behaviors that had ultimately doomed him as a military commander.610 
(Ironically, Sidney’s burial in St. Paul’s Church would be honored with a double volley of 
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shots.611) One wonders what he would have written—indeed, if he could have written 
anything akin to his earlier oeuvre—had he returned to England alive but suffering serious 
casualties, much as François de la Noue had (with an iron hook replacing his shot-off arm, 
resulting in his sobriquet Bras de Fer, or Iron Arm612); and Cervantes, too, having returned 
from the battle of Lepanto eventually to pen Don Quixote with his one working hand.613 As 
Arnold writes with painful wryness—and as Cervantes was obviously suggesting in his 
parodic masterpiece—“Tilting at windmills had no place on the disciplined modern 
battlefield.”614  
 But I want to return one last time to Barwick’s A briefe discourse, for threaded 
through that pamphlet is a not-quite cautiously couched censure of all noble officers, 
including Sidney. Barwick begins by making appropriate reverent gestures toward men of 
highborn bearing, assuring his readers that his own ambition is not to “blemish those 
departed” (3). Nevertheless, his overture to “the noble Earle of Pembroke, whose valour and 
wisdom is not forgotten,” is immediately followed up by this: “[A]nd yet [Sidney] was not 
greatly trained in the knowledge of the Martiall Discipline, as by these reasons shall appeare” 
(3). In even greater detail, and as part of his continued effort to encourage the sufficient 
training of noble officers, Barwick recounts his own respectful attempt to assist a military 
gentleman who he knew was miscalculating a plan of attack: 																																																								
611 Picard, Elizabeth’s 187. 
 
612 Das, Renaissance 19 n. 34.  
 
613 There were others: Blaise de Monluc from Gascony (d. 1577) was, at the age of seventy, “disfigured by an 
arquebus shot and forced to wear a mask for the rest of his life” (Knecht, “Military” 11-12); and Götz von 
Berlichingen’s (d. 1562) sword-hand would be severed by a cannonball in his youth (he would later be 
immortalized in Goethe’s first play as “Götz with Iron Hand”) (Cohn, “Götz” 22). Ralegh, too, was injured at 
the capture of Cadiz in 1598, when a naval cannon ball drove deck splinters into his leg (Sinclair, Sir 66). 
 
614 Arnold, Renaissance 111. Young, too, asserts that Sidney’s bravado, hardly explicable on the basis of 
“Renaissance realpolitik or military science,” is nevertheless harmonious “with the fantasies of the tiltyard and 
contemporary literary romances” (Young, Tudor 185). 
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I wente vnto him in courteous manner and saide, maister Pelham, it were verye good 
for you to beginne at the foote of this hill, and runne straight to yonder hillocks, 
whereat he seemed to be offended and saide that I stoode not charged with these 
matters: it was his charge and not mine: I was sorie of that I had spoken, considering 
how vncourteouslie he did accept of my good will. But how did the matter fall out? 
before tenne daies, by leauinge his trenche open: the French perceiuing that they 
might without any let come both on horsebacke and foote, and so did: wheras it 
wherof the L. Gray of Wilton that now is, hauing not time to arme him selfe, was 
shotte through the body with a Bullet, so that many thousandes haue dyed of lesser 
woundes then that was. (4) 
 
Barwick continues his mutedly distressing account of captains who refuse to heed the 
professional savoir-faire of their inferiors and who thereby never apprehend, say, “how many 
shot a harquebusier might discharge in one hower” (4). At the conclusion of that particular 
example, in fact, Barwick states, “And thus may we see that Noble men by wrong 
information, of such as they doo suppose shoulde knowe, may be abused” (4). Could this be 
a cryptic allusion to Sidney? After all, Barwick’s ultimate intention, once again, is to implore  
young Gentlemen, and others mindinge to doo theyr Prince and countrie good seruice, 
to learne first to obeye, and vse of warlike weapons, and not to thinke, by reading 
only to attaine to knowledge, without some further experience: and that done, they 
may the better projceede, according to their callings, to commaund and leade others 
the better, with more commendation for their seruice and for the security of them 
selues, and followers. (5, emphasis added)  
 
Still, there is something more scathing underneath the skillfully measured surface of 
Barwick’s plea. We sense it when he touches upon a matter reported to him about “a 
Gentleman, who was accounted to be one of the most skilfullest Souldiers in England: and in 
troth he was a maruelous honest Gentleman, and offaire conditions: but a souldier is neuer 
iustly tried, vnto such time as cause and action hath made due proofe thereof” (5). As central 
for us is the accusation Barwick levels at Machiavelli and his Art of War. Both the book and 
its author, contends Barwick, had led the isolated nation of England astray: “Notwithstanding 
that Nicholas Machiauel haue set foorth his whole knowledge, as touching fortification, and 
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other sundry policies, the which if he had béen a soldier he would neuer haue done” (n.p., 
emphasis added). Thus was a new type of battle rearing its head: one between humanists 
writing about the battlefield from the confines of their libraries; and soldiers now daring to 
voice what they had actually witnessed on the dirty, uncertain, and ballistically dangerous 
field. In fact, it is these latter men, both as literary voices and as voices emergent in literature, 
that will be the focus of the next chapter. But let us leave the aristocrats, those courtiers like 
Philip Sidney especially, with one final proposition: that if the theme of true nobility had 
grown paramount in the sixteenth century, even to the extent where Christ himself might be 
given a coat of arms615; if quality of blood maintained its highest position in the negotiation 
of honor despite the radically shifting contemporary scene, this was no doubt due in part to 
war having become increasingly a science, a mathematics—more statistical and abstract than 
individual in orientation.616 And so, in the ensuing centuries, the genre of chivalric romance 
would quietly remake itself, eventually retreating siege-like into the domestic arena, where it 
could safely disassociate itself from the contemporary battlefield and concentrate instead on 
other sorts of intricacies: familial relations, romantic love.  
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CHAPTER 5: ARMS OR THE MAN: PLEBEIAN PRESENCE  
IN THE AGE OF GUNPOWDER 
 
 
Alas, it is an easie matter to play Hercules in our houses, or Alexander 
vppon the stages: but it is somewhat to follow them in the field, where euery 
bullet doth threaten death. 
    —Charles Gibbons, A Watch-worde for Warre (1596) 
 
 
This Soldier’s Life 
 
According to Stuart Clark, the language of contrariety was not only pervasive during the 
early modern period but a distinguishing aspect of the dominant mentality.617 Subjects of 
sixteenth-century England were prone to envisioning the world on the basis of dualities, even 
binary oppositions,618 such as aristocrat/plebeian, man/woman, spirit/body, virtue/vice, and 
so forth.619 That the Renaissance elite were resolute in the preservation of their old style of 
warfare—even if only as a performance aesthetic—should therefore come as no surprise. 
Gunpowder weaponry, in their perception, upset the balance of the existing social order620 
and a hierarchy of power that for centuries had stratified the elite wheat from the meaner 
chaff.  
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 Even more anxiety-inducing was that these new technologies did not “‘belong’ to any 
established social group.”621 The relative rapidity with which guns had emerged on the 
European scene, compounded by their ability to wreak appreciable harm, meant additionally 
that they had never developed national overtones.622 Hence the live tournaments in which 
knights fought with the technologies that did belong to their community and that 
demonstrated their skill, with those tournaments then self-commemoratively immortalized in 
those lavish festival books. Predictably, perhaps, the more utilitarian and characterless 
gunpowder technologies—those produced en masse—became increasingly aligned with what 
“[g]entle complainants” to the Star Chamber decried as “common sorte of people”; “the rude 
and ignorant multitude”; “the basest and urylye people”; the “vulgar sort.”623 This was not a 
social stratum equated with skill; and yet, unlike what it took to master the lance or the 
sword, in less than six months, scores of untrained men could be fashioned into competent 
soldiers.624 Whereas earlier recruiting had been on the basis of expertise, now the solicitation 
was of raw manpower625—which is to say, masses of anonymous men sans heraldic identity. 
These warriors were rank and file, literally one in a crowd.  
 We need look no further than Cervantes for a sardonically grubby example of this 
soldier’s life. No one in poverty is as a poor as a soldier, Don Quixote holds forth, albeit with 
kind dignity, dependent as that soldier is on “miserable pay, which comes late or never,” and 
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623 Qtd. Wood, “’Poore’” 75. Admittedly, these complainants were describing rioters (75). 
 
624 While mechanically simple and inexpensive to produce, the musket was also relatively complicated to fire 
(Hale, Art 20). Nevertheless, Elizabethan traning was “perfunctory,” in McKeown’s phrasing, sometimes 
comprising less than a week (McKeown, English 51). 
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he is so naked in garb “that a slashed and torn doublet is both uniform and shirt” (I.38, p. 
330-331). True, his bed may never be too small—but that is only because it is the earthen 
ground. And when his day of battle finally arrives, his so-called academic cap will be “made 
of bandages to heal a bullet wound, perhaps [a wound] that has passed through his temples or 
will leave him with a ruined arm or leg” (I.38, p. 331). But the greatest irony of all is that, 
should this soldier fatally fall at the hand of an enemy’s bullet, another will be there to take 
his place—and another after him, “their deaths com[ing] one after the other, without pause” 
(I.38, p. 332).626  
 No wonder that William Segar, in his 1602 Honor Military and Civil, insisted that the 
noble who was pursuing arms for the sake of fame ought to avoid becoming something too 
close to a professional soldier, as that was more a figure of jest than a model of chivalry.627 
Montaigne had even asserted a naturalized behavioral distinction akin to this when 
speculating why there were “so many unheard-of cruelties in popular warres”; his answer, in 
short, was that they were the consequence of the “vulgar rascalitie,” who, “having no manner 
of feeling of other valour,” were prone to mangling bodies or “hacke[ing] a carcase lying and 
groveling at their feet.”628  
 Nor was Humfrey Barwick unmindful of the problematic reversal inherent in a mere 
common (but armed) soldier now able to dash an aristocratic knight. Recall that his ambition 
in writing A breefe discourse, concerning the force and effect of all manuall weapons of 
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fire… was class-consciously to persuade noblemen to recoup their hegemonic position 
through more relevant training with the pistol: 
It is not possible that noble men should understand or know the force and effect of 
weapons and abilliments of warre, as other meaner persons doo, … neither is it the 
place for a noble man or worthy personage, to become a Musketter, Harquebuzere, 
Cannonere, miner, trench maister or fortefier, all which are for meaner persons and 
yong men to begin their seruice withal… and for horsemen, a Launce, a punching 
staffe, Pistoll or mace, it is seemely for a personage of good account, either on foot on 
horseback to vse them…. (2) 
 
If (artisinally crafted) pistols were now being granted elite status,629 cannons and 
harquebuses were increasingly associated with the plebeian sort. And when it came to the 
aristocrat’s perception of the lower social orders, that upper-crust class could be cruel indeed. 
At the siege of Metz in 1522, Charles V lost many men through disease, leading him to 
enquire if any who had fallen were men of birth; once assured that the only casualties had 
been “poor soldiers,” his response, so reported his army surgeon Ambroise Pare, was that “it 
makes no matter if they die, comparing them to caterpillars and grasshoppers which eat the 
buds of the earth.”630  
Barnabe Riche’s account of how soldiers in London were mustered in the latter half 
of the sixteenth century only augments this denigrated picture. For, musterers either scoured 
“prisons of théeues” or the “streates of roges and vagabondes,” laments Riche. “[T]hey care 
not, so they may haue them good cheape, what he is, nor from whence he comes, they put 
him in a sute of blew, and bring him before maister warden of their companie, and then if he 
can shoote in a gonne, he is bild a gonner…” (n.p.). This was not mere hyperbole, given that 
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Elizabeth had licensed the export of men from Newgate, in order to reinforce besieged troops 
fighting in Le Havre—much as Seville’s royal prisons would release criminals in 1596 to 
assist in beating back the English raid on Cadiz.631 By 1600, Sir Thomas Wilson, in The State 
of England, could declare that men “thrust out for service in war [are] … poore, and lyve 
cheefly upon contry [labor] workeing by the day for meat and drinke and some small 
wages.”632 Military historian Bert S. Hall likens this martial scenario to the Industrial 
Revolution, when requirements for laborers’s skills diminished, in favor of habits and 
attitudes more conducive to a factory setting—namely, “discipline, tolerance for harsh and 
dangerous conditions, and deference to authority.”633 While the individual foot soldier did 
need to use his mind along with his body in order to be successful in the combat scenario,634 
perceiving him as obsequiously in step and endlessly drilling—as more mechanical and, so, 
as decidedly non-humanistic—must have sated the aristocrat’s appetite for noble self-
preservation.  
Even more perilous, according to Tudor gentlemen, was that these lower orders were 
disposed toward revolt.635 Imagine the apprehension thus in ballistically arming such 
individuals—potentially and animalistically seditious individuals in those aristocrats’s eyes. 
In fact, it was ultimately these feeble but also potentially mutinous fellows, according to 																																																								
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634 Cohen, Technology 123. Michael Roberts and others have challenged earlier overstatements regarding foot 
soldiers’s mental vacuity, notwithstanding that, at the time, these soldiers were perceived as the “dregs of 
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635 Wood, “‘Poore’” 88. This would have certainly been aggravated by the fear and danger of crowds in the 
period. England’s population had doubled in Shakesepare’s time, likely fueling contempt for the lower classes. 
If Shakespeare displays hostility for the great unwashed, he was, in many ways, merely following the sentiment 
of the Elizabethan mainstream (Wiegandt, Crowd 180).  
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Brant, who were the real nemeses for Ariosto, given their capacity “with a spark and some 
gunpowder [to] bring a magnificent knight like Orlando or his steed tumbling to the 
ground.”636 Of course, in real life, these were the very fellows who were making war at all 
possible.637 But romances like Ariosto’s, and certainly Sidney’s, were as much a fantasized 
attempt mechanically to dis-arm the ordinary soldier, we might argue, as they were a 
narrative attempt engagingly to disarm the elite.638 (As for when, and if, the ordinary soldier 
was represented in such romances: typically he was transformed into something far more 
reminiscent of an ancient Roman legionary than a man pressed into fighting for Elizabeth’s 
wars with Spain.) 
Murrin proposes that what Sidney lacked was an audience for an authentic literature 
of war.639 But how to reconcile this with the widening gap in England “between the new 
poverty of the people and the new wealth of the state [which] fed the growth of armies”—not 
to mention that the Crown, with its new ability to pay soldiers, gave the poor fresh incentives 
to heed a recruiter’s call640? I would suggest that extending our gunpowder-literature nexus 
beyond the scope of the epic romance and its elite audience to include more popular—and, 
yes, more plebeian—texts might reveal that something more multifaceted and dynamic vis-à-
vis war was occurring. How else otherwise to accommodate Andrew Gurr’s observation that, 
for more than a decade after 1587—thanks certainly in part to the Spanish Armada—dramas 
																																																								
636 Brand, “Poetry” 89-90. Hale asserts that the “high culture” invested concerted energy into “launder[ing]” its 
treatment of men at war in literature in order to mitigate the socio-cultural threat (Hale, “Epilogue” 193). 
 
637 Hale, “Epilogue” 193. 
 
638 The underlying sentiment in John Ferne’s Blazon of Gentrie (1586)—that nobles and commoners are 
“practically two different races” (48)—is, in my mind, fully attributable to Sidney’s Arcadia. 
 
639 Murrin, History 241. 
 
640 Hall, Weapons 230. 
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centering on warfare were a veritable mainstay in London641? This was precisely the same 
period, ironically enough, when the publications of Sidney’s Arcadia (1590) gave rise to a 
host of plays capitalizing on “the old chivalry.”642 
To be sure—and in some sense replicating the paradox of the rise of both war and 
romance on the stage—it would be erroneous to posit a simple correlation between England’s 
hierarchically lineage-based society643 and authorial elisions of gunpowder culture. We can, 
after all, find aristocrat and humanist poets drawing imaginatively on black powder, just as 
we can find hack writers sidestepping the substance, with others ensconced somewhere in 
between (in terms of both their literary output and their station).644 Nevertheless, as we shall 
																																																								
641 Cahill, Unto 2. 
642 Yamada, Ben 118-119. 
 
643 Davis, Chivalry 59.  
 
644 Typically, the aristocrat poets who engaged with gunpowder motifs had personally experience warfare 
themselves. George Gascoigne (c. 1535-1577), a purportedly failed courtier and soldier of fortune, authored 
Dulce Bellum Inexpertis (1575), which, he acknowledged, “treateth of rough matters” (Complete 140). Indeed, 
the poem is many respects a cautionary tale for poets attempting to figure warfare in their work—and, perhaps, 
a useful provender for Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, given its morbid mantra of “I say that warre is even the scourge 
of God” (143).  
     Like John Harington, John Donne had served as an elite connected volunteer (McKeown, English 125), and 
his poetry often wrestles with the material properties of legitimate warfare. In “Love’s Warre,” war becomes the 
vehicle for the tenor of love: “There wee are alwayes under, here above. / There Engins farr off breed a just true 
feare, / Neere thrusts, pikes, stabs, yea bullets hurt not here” (ll. 36-38, p. 87). In “The Broken Heart” love’s 
capacity to devour space and time, and to decay, is rhetorically exploited: “Who will beleeve mee, if I sweare / 
That I have had the plague a yeare? / Who would not laugh at mee, if I should say, / I saw a flaske of powder 
burne a day?” (ll. 1-8, p. 37). Love’s more menacing features are further articulated in its lines, “They come to 
us, but us Love draws, / Hee swallows us, and never chawes: / By him, as chain’d shot, whole rankes doe 
dye…” (ll. 13-15, p. 37). Nowhere does gunpowder become more evocatively, and sometimes provocatively, 
occasioned, however, than in Donne’s holy sonnets. In “Sonnet 14,” particularly, the speaker beseeches God to 
batter and break him—as if said speaker were a metonymic city wall in need of existential besieging: “Batter 
my heart, three person’d God; for, you / As yet but knocke, breathe, shine, and seeke to mend; / That I may rise, 
and stand, o’erthrow mee, ‘and bend / Your force, to breake, blowe, burn and make me new. / I, like an usurpt 
townee, to’another due, / Labour to’admit you, but Oh, to no end…” (ll. 1-6, p. 264). Even his prose 
meditations can harness gunpowder rhetoric both to materialize human affliction and purge a resultant 
ontological roiling: “O how many farre more miserable, and farre more worthy to be lesse miserable than I, are 
besieged with this sicknesse, and lacke their Sentinels, their Physitians to watch, and lacke their munition, their 
cordials to defend, and perish before the enemies weaknesse might invite them to sally, before the disease shew 
any declination, or admit any way of working upon it selfe! In me the siege is so farre slackened, as that we may 
come to fight, and so die in the field, if I die, and not in a prison” (450).  
     Ben Jonson, though a “thoroughgoing Renaissance humanist,” had fought against Spain in the Netherlands, 
and he was not abashed to inject his martial experience into his work. In “An Execration of Vulcan,” written to 
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see, the plebeian soldier—even while he might be represented as someone lesser-than, 
vagrant, and/or potentially seditious—was also, through being represented at all, being given 
something of a remarkable agency. Poignantly, part of this representative shift emerged 
because said soldier—at least as a convenient representative of the common classes—was 
beginning to show too much interest in the chivalric romance as a genre.  
Class Contagion and the Chivalric Epic 
 
By the turn of the seventeenth century, the chivalric romance had lost some of its influence 
with the nobility, and this, so it is said, was precisely because of its increasing popularity 
with the lower social ranks.645 Or, if we prefer the words of someone from the period, 
romances like Amadís de Gaul and those of the “Round table” were now being “ransackt to 
furnish the Playe houses in London.”646 This vogue reached its theatrical apogee in the 
1590s, with Philip Henslowe either buying or drawing revenue from six pieces that treated 
themes of medieval romance, including Huon of Bordeaux, Uther Pendragon, The Life and 
Death of King Arthur, and Tristram of Lyons.647 While it may be true that, by the end of 
Elizabeth’s reign, the romances had depreciated as a wellspring for stage plots,648 when one 
																																																																																																																																																																												
lambaste the fiercy force that had burned down his library, Jonson asks why Vulcan, that blacksmith of the 
gods, couldn’t have fixed his “mad prank” instead on “the Low Country’s” terrain: “Blow up, and ruine, myne, 
and countermine” there and, so, more fruitfully employed his “Petards, and Granats, all [his] fine / Engines of 
Murder” (ll. 203-207, p. 73)? Jonson’s 1630s mock encomium “A Speech according to Horace” acerbically 
simulates laudatory praise of the carpet knights in London’s “brave Artillery yard,” who are bedecked in “Gold 
Chains, and Pearl worn then / Lent by the London Dames, to the Lords Men” (ll. 13-14). Jonson, like the 
Cavalier Poets who continued after him, would take up poetic arms with increasing willingness as the military 
atmosphere of England intensified. For a comprehensive examination of these English poet-soldiers, see 
McKeown’s very fine English Mercuries: Soldier Poets in the Age of Shakespeare (2009). 
 
645 Wood, “‘Poore’” 73. 
 
646 Qtd. in Crane, Vogue 25. The words are those of anti-theatre critic Stephen Gosson, expressed in 1582. 
 
647 Crane, Vogue 25. 
 
648 Crane, Vogue 25-26. Nevertheless, one of Henslowe’s plays, Four Sons of Aymon, would be being staged 
still twenty years after its 1603 debut (25-26). 
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attends coterminously to the medium of the printed pamphlet, and when in the generic form 
of the ballad especially, a significantly longer and more robust success of the romance 
tradition surfaces. As early as the 1560s, a customer could purchase An Adventurous Knyght 
of King Arthur’s Courte; and in the 1590s, A pleasante songe of the valiant actes of Guy of 
Warwicke; and as late as the 1610s, Sir Eglamour bravely fought with…a Dragon.649 Entirely 
likely, as earlier I suggested, is that, because these proliferated in pamphlet or single-sheet 
form, because they were so popular with the plebs (as Thomas Elyot referred to that 
audience650), chivalric romances came to be identified with the uncultured, notwithstanding 
that cultured segments of the reading population continued to consume them. To be sure, the 
expensive format of many romances had, in earlier days, thwarted their capacity to penetrate 
far down the socio-economic ladder; but, now, excluding only a very few exceptions, 
editions of romances were available in quarto, with many copies making their way into the 
country, where England’s “least critical readers of the old stories” were said to reside.651 
 Was the topos of true nobility as an “essence,” as “a distinctive quality of blood or 
‘kynde,’”652 in this way perceived as being sullied by the commons’s taking-up of the genre? 
What, then, of virtue as a viable means of acquiring honor and status, a possibility that so 
many romances appear to endorse? Alas, such a flexible meritocracy was more fantasy than 
real. Perhaps it was even the romance’s popularity with those “plebs” that led Francis 
Markham, in his Booke of Honour (1625), to dispel any prospect of genuine social mobility 
through shrewdly dividing honour into “three especiall Heads or Members; the first Blood, 																																																								
649 Crane, Vogue 28. The latter title is cited in Samuel Rowlands’s 1615 The Melancholie Knight. 
 
650 Wood, “‘Poore’” 73. 
 
651 Crane, Vogue 23. 
 
652 Davis, Chivalry 46. 
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which is a good proportion; the second Qualitie, which is a better possession, and the third a 
combination or knitting of these two together, which is both Blood and Qualitie in one 
subject, and is the best perfection.”653 Thus was contagion by “poor soldiers” opportunely 
circumvented.  
 With respect to the ballads, a sort of cultural contagion may have well been imagined 
because of their decidedly oral (as opposed to literary) qualities. Moored in a common, 
spoken, and even doggerel type of linguistic and semantic expression, the ballads were 
antithetical to English as crafted, cultivated, embellished, ornamented and/or humanistically 
learned. The latter was language dedicated to philology; the former, mere talk. Because 
ballads were also the standard means by which the lower classes received the news of the 
day,654 they were comparatively unabashed when it came to addressing gunpowder warfare. 
We might even call them historico-epical fragments. Consider Newes from Hollands Leager, 
which not only includes a crude woodcut of roaring cannons surrounding a city’s walls, but 
which is to be sung, so we are informed, “To the tune of Canons are roaring” (Broadside 88-
89). Another, The Christians new Victory Over the TURKS in Hungaria near the Drave, 
includes a preface alerting its reader/listener/singer to how, “In this Famous Battle the 
Christians kill’d near Twenty Thousand, took 120 Guns, the Grand Vizier’s Tents and 
Baggage, to an inestimable value, of Gold, Silver and Jewels: a greater Victory was hardly 
ever known in Europe”—before then requesting that it be sung to “the Tune of, The 
Thundring Cannons Roar” (94).   
 While such sheets are often hard to date, one particular ballad’s title reveals its 
retrograde period quite boldly: A DIALOGUE between the French and Irish Officers, 																																																								
653 Qtd. in Davis, Chivalry 49. 
 
654 Marshburn and Velie, “Introduction” 13.  
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Concerning their Leaving CHARLEMONT, With their full Resolution to go for DUBLIN, and 
inform the late King James of all their Misfortunes. With a propagandistically edged delight, 
its balladeer represents the Irish and French as direly fearful of the English army’s valor: “Oh 
Brother Taylor what shall we now do, / For that Army thats come now does make us look 
blew: / The English comes up like men of great might. / We shall never be able to stand them 
one fight / For their Cannons do rattle, & Drums they do play, / We hold it convenient 
for to run away” (Broadside 148). Artillery; “bloudy Battles” fought by actual foot soldiers; 
cannons that “aloud [do] roar” (and, somewhat endlessly “like Thunder”): all these figure 
prominently in the single-sheet ballads which were sold for comparatively little. Sometimes 
their linguistical turns of play could even make benign comedy out of gunpowder 
technology, as evident in The Low-Country Soldier, or, His humble Petition at his Return 
into England…, in which its speaker-soldier jauntily proclaims: 
 Olympick Games I oft have seen,  
And in brave Battels have I been;  
The Cannons there aloud did roar,  
My Proffer high was evermore:  
For, out of a Bravado,  
When in a Barricado,  
By tossing of a hand Granadoe,  
Death then then was very near,  
When it took away this ear. (146) 
 
With equal bravado, this injured but seemingly unassailable fellow mentions having been 
blown up by “roguish Mines” no less than “a dozen times”; and “Twice through the Skull 
have I been shot, / That my Brains do boil like any Pot” (146). The ballads could employ a 
multiplicity of affective registers when addressing munitions: from the terrorized (by 1605’s 
Jesuitical Gunpowder Plot against King James [more on that later]); to the merciful (in that 
Plot’s having been squelched); from the forlorn (in a soldier having to go to war); to the 
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aggrieved (in a wife having lost her husband in battle).655 Analyzing these ballads vis-à-vis 
their attendance to gunpowder warfare brings to light the extent to which they dealt with the 
contemporary landscape in ways that other genres arguably refused to do. Certainly, this 
underscores Francis Mann’s proposal that Renaissance England’s literature of Arcadia needs 
to be placed more consistently beside that “of Southwark and the bordello,”656 as well as 
Marshburn and Velie’s assertion that, as the “principal medium through which news reached 
the reading public,” ballads could not only celebrate the extraordinary, but also mourn some 
very real events of early modern life.657  
While it is commonly alleged that, by the 1580s, the ballad had lost much of its 
popularity, having been replaced by the prose or verse pamphlet,658 consider that almost a 
hundred years after the Gunpowder Plot, that religiously fraught event lived on in the 
Protestant Observator: or, A Touch of the strange Turn of Times, From the Reign of Queen 
Mary in 1555, to this present Year (the “present” implying the reign of King William III): 
“Tho’ Peace and Religion was all [James’s] Desire, / Rome’s Faction against his sweet Life 
did conspire: / The Jesuites hot, may they ne’er be forgot, / In that they contriv’d a damn’d 
Gun-powder Plot, / To blow up the King, and his Great Parliament, / But Heaven in Mercy 
their Plot did prevent” (Broadside 150).  
																																																								
655 These are, respectively, Monmouth Routed And Taken Prisoner With his Pimp the Lord Gray; Protestant 
Observator: or, A Touch of the strange Turn of Times, From the Reign of Queen Mary in 1555, to this Present 
Year; and The Weeping Lady, or The Fortune of War (Broadside 147-150, 177, 217). See also The Siege of 
Leeth and The Siege of Edinborough Castle, ballad poems penned by Thomas Churchyard, which appear in The 
First Part of Churchyard’s Chips (1575) and paint, with bold vigor, the shot-laden nature of contemporary 
battle. 
 
656 Mann, “Introduction” xxiii. 
 
657 Marshburn and Velie, “Introduction” 13. 
 
658 Marshburn and Velie, “Introduction” 13. 
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Hand in hand with the emergence of affordable pamphlets came an affordance, as 
well, of sixteenth-century depictions of life and, so, ones in which gunpowder technologies 
often appeared as a relative cultural norm. Thomas Deloney’s Henrician-set Iacke of 
Newberie (1597), which attained instant popularity upon its printing, includes a scene in 
which Iacke is “commanded by the Iustices to set out sixe men, foure armed with Pikes, and 
two Caliuers, and to meete the Queen in Buckinghamshire, who was there raising a great 
power to goe against the faithlesse king of Scots” (23). Indeed, an ensuing poem recounts the 
Scots’s subsequent fleeing, with “their Cannons … left behind” (26). Even in his 
ethnographically sensitive shoemaker’s story, The Gentle Craft (for which Deloney is best 
known today), England’s unabashed relish for gunpowder makes an appearance. In a song 
sung by Robin and his fellows concerning Henry VIII’s “winning [of the town of] Bullen,” 
we learn how Henry VIII was initially advised not to pursue that strong town; but, intent on 
having it—much as he would Anne Bullen—“Our Ordinance began to shoote amaine; / 
Continuing eight houres and more, / For why our King most deeply swore, / Her Maiden-
head that he would obtaine” (169). Deloney’s ballads evoking the Spanish Armada are 
particularly gun-sensory, whether in their depiction of naval firing—“Tan ta ra ra ra, English-
men comes / bounce abounce, bounce abounce / Off went ther Guns” (368)—or of 
cannonade greetings upon the Queen’s arrival to the camp at Tilsbury (475).  
 Vernacular culture’s quotidian acquaintance with gunpowder technology is also 
evident in The Life of Long Meg of Westminster (ca. 1590s). At one point in that tale, the 
adventurous giantess Meg adopts the language of artillery warfare as a way to forewarn 
several military men who are shaming her: 
Nay, never laugh, quoth Meg, for I dare doe as much as any of thy troope, either 
advancing my colours [the colors of the regiment], tossing of a pike, or discharging of 
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a peece: for proofe, quoth shee (and shee snatcht a caliver out of ones hand that stood 
by), see how well I can both charge and discharge; which shee performed with such 
nimblenesse and activitie, that they all wondred at her…. (Common 222)  
 
Given the dates of these texts, one might venture that they reflect a relatively lengthy, post-
Armada adjustment to ballistic artillery. To some extent such a conjecture is valid. In fact, 
there is one surprisingly classical treatment of a naval battle with the Spanish, which, while 
not well known today, merits our attention, given its express conversion of an extant news 
pamphlet report into a miniature epic. Even more, it does so in ways intent on modernizing 
Virgilian epic—which is to say, by disassociating naval tragedy from the “contagion” of the 
chivalric epic and audaciously tethering it to gunpowder warfare instead.  
Plotting Anew with Powder 
Gervase Markham, author of The Most Honorable Tragedie of Sir Richard Grinvile, Knight 
(1595), had himself served as a soldier of fortune in the Netherlands (though he is better 
known today for having penned The English Huswife [1615]). Part of the value of The Most 
Honorable Tragedie derives from our being able to place it beside the pamphlet from which 
Markham pulled—and, so, to witness how, through reworking a news story into a form 
derived from the ancients, an author might now present artillery as compatible with martial 
masculinity. The original pamphlet, Report of the Trvth of the fight about the Iles of Azores, 
this last Sommer. Betvvixt the Reuenge, one of her Maiesties Shippes, And an Armada of the 
King of Spain, was written in 1591 (the very year of the battle), in an attempt to counter a 
host of Spanish pamphlets that, to the horror of the English, were mistelling, if not outright 
fabricating, events pertaining to that mêlée. Or, as per that pamphlet’s own opening, “the 
Spaniardes according to their vsuall maner, fill the world with their vaine glorious vaunts, 
making great appearance of victories…” (Report 15). After describing both the Spaniards’s 
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deliberation to enter followed by their eventual repulsion from the Revenge—with many 
“voleies of great ordinance and small shot [enterchanged]” (20)—we are told that the English 
were now dangerously short of artillery. “All the powder of the Reuenge to the last barrell 
was now spent,” so the pamphleteer reports, “all her pikes broken, fortie of her best men 
slaine, and the most part of the rest hurt” (21).  
 When it came to justifying his adaptation of the pamphlet’s prose into humanistic 
poetry, Markham would state that the “whole tragedie” of Richard Grenville659 was that, in 
spite of dire circumstances, “ Grenville, “contrarie to his will came to composition [i.e., 
remained composed] with the Spanyards, and so saued those which were left aliue” (40). 
What Markham’s euphuistic poem offers is, at heart, a “Fierie Queene,” as we shall soon see. 
News is poetically allegorized and history mythologized, with that history thereby rendered 
monumental in its contemporary readers’s eyes—or, in another manner of speaking, the 
synchronically historical is mutated into the timelessly durational. Much as Hale has 
observed of Renaissance art, through allegorization, events in this poem are likewise made 
sacred, shorn as they are from the present and, consequently, from “the almost immediate 
reversals of Fortune … to which contemporary battles were all too prone.”660  
 In the case of The Most Honorable Tragedie, this occasionally required some 
downplaying of powder, so that Grenville’s “valiant speeches” might rise thunderously above 
the din—and this, in spite of volleys making “the pittying skyes to melt” and bullets flying 
like hail and “showring blowes” (Markham, Most 66). Then again, their noise “in Grinuills 
heart did frame, / Greater desire, to conquer greater fame” (65). To yoke this bullet-beset 
																																																								
659 Grenville had, by this time, taken command of the ship because the Revenge’s original commander, George 
Noble, had been shot. 
 
660 Hale, Artists 152. 
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canvas to classical epic, Markham sometimes likens its ships to animals at mutual 
loggerheads. They become “Fiftie three Tygers greedie in their wrongs” attempting to 
besiege “the princlie Lion” (66), with other correspondences made to the Worthies, to 
Centaurs and Gyants; to Phoebus, Python, Neptune, Iove; and also to Pompey, Caesar, 
Augustus, and Renaldo (69-76). The Spaniards’s ship, “Vnweldie Philip,” is meanwhile 
depicted as being pregnant with “shot and great artillarie,” with Markham cataloging all that 
enemy vessel’s cannon, just prior to her letting loose her human contents: “And then the 
wombe of Phillip did vncouer, / Eight hundred Souldiers, which the fight beginne…” (67). 
And so, in an atmosphere “Blacker then night, more terrible then hell” come “bullets 
mantles, clowding the haplesse keele, / The slaughtered cryes, the words the cannons tell / … 
/ …bullets, fier, and slaughtered dead mens cries”—a veritable “remorseless Dirgie for the 
dead” (70). And yet, in all this—because of all this—“our Knight” continues in his quest for 
Fame (71). 
 When Grenville is crudely shot, his assailant is anything but an anonymous, faceless 
Spanish enemy. Rather, that nemesis is transmuted into the ancient Greek goddess 
Misfortune, who “fronts our Knight in armes, / And casts her venome through the Spanysh 
hoast, / … / Saith to her selfe, since men are all too weake, / Behold a goddesse shall thy lifes 
twine break” (Markham 74). And so, it is she, a modern-armed Tyche, who  
  …taks a Musket in her hand, 
 Rast from a dying Souldiour newlie slaine,  
 And ayming where the’ vnconquered Knight did stand,  
 Dischargd it through his bodie, and in twaine  
 Deuids the euer holie nuptiall band,  
 Which twixt his soule, and worlds part shold remaine,  
       Had not his hart, stronger then Fortunes will, 
             Held life perforce to scorne Misfortunes ill. (75) 
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And so, historical truth, in all its grimy triviality, in all its disreputably sad marriage to the 
mundane and unlucky, the accidental and contingent, is in this way able to transcend itself. 
In this way, too, are black powder, cannons, and a musket willfully inserted into the epic 
tradition, with those who fight by such means invited—or, at the least, self-folded—into the 
sacred pantheon of heroes.  
 That the goddess Misfortune (who is also, of course, Fortune) is the one to grasp that 
musket and shoot Grenville certainly buttresses that more modernly contended conflation of 
the woman out of control with technology out of control.661 On the other hand, Lady Fortuna 
takes thoroughly skilled control of the technology here, in order to wreak misfortune on our 
hero. Should we therefore construe this as symptomatic of technology’s danger when in the 
wrong hands (such as those of the Spanish), such that the technology is rendered palimpsestic 
with the female body, with all its associations of disruption, irrationality, and, perhaps even, 
contagion? 
 But the story is hardly over. For, Grenville’s wound bubbles and the battle continues, 
with the Revenge’s powder eventually “wasted cleane” (Markham, Most 73). Neither this 
privation, though, nor the “Eight hundred Cannon shot against [their] side,” is able to quash 
the courage of the English—Grenville’s Herculean valor especially. Grenville’s aversion to 
yielding subsequently becomes known to Don Alfonso, who offers to “giue end to armes” 
(84). But Grenville rebuffs Alonso’s willingness to enter a truce, vowing instead that his own 
hands “shall rent the ship in twaine / Rather then he will Spanish yoke sustaine” (85). After 
three days of speechless breathing, Grenville dies, with Markham, in the fnal couplet, 
promising that “euen Angels, in the heauens shall sing, / Grinuile vnconquerd died, still 
conquering” (87).  																																																								
661 Kember, Virtual 7. Here, he is citing Penley. 
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 While ordnance, naval warfare, and the loss of life might, for us today, make obvious 
bedfellows in the production of tragedy (as in the case of Grenville’s story), early modern 
writers often took delight in blending the insubordinately new with the comically derisive. 
Sometimes the resultant satire might even address the life of the soldier, as in William 
Goddard’s A Mastif Whelp (1599). Here, infantry rail against Mars for forcing them into 
daily dances with danger: “Come, come; let Cannons to our Meales saie grace, / Lett bulletts 
sing to vs the Cinquepace. / Wee long to daunce; and once the lime were when, / Thou 
lou’dst the bullet-banquet with vs men” (Satire 42). Taking a reverse approach, the Water 
Poet John Taylor in The Praise of Hempseed, satirizes those Carpet Knights who 
intentionally evade those bullet-banquets. For such men, safely ensconced as they are in their 
castles,  
  …battering bullets are fine sugred plums,  
 No feare of roaring guns, or thinking thundring drums :  
 There’s no tantara, sa sa sa, or force,  
 Of man to man, or warlike horse to horse ;  
 No mines, no countermines, no pallizadoes,  
 No parrapets, or secret ambuscadoes,  
 Of bloud and wounds, and dismall piercing lances  
 Men at this fight are free from such mischances. (III, p. 60) 
 
 Pamphlets allowed, too, for more earnest and decidedly non-chivalric reports of life 
involving arms. In Edward Webbe His Trauailes (1590), Webbe, a self-pronounced 
“englishman, borne at S. Katherins, neere ye Tower of London” and “sonne of one Richared 
Web master gunner of England…” (17), recounts his haphazard experiences abroad, not only 
as a gunner, captive, and slave, but also as the “chiefe maister Gunner” for the Turks (23). 
Unfortunately, as Webbe explains, while in France more recently, some “lewde Gunners 
[who envied] that I should have the Title to be Maister Gunner,” attempted to poison him—
and, so, his return to England, with his narrative ending in anticipation of his garnering future 
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employment: “onely let this suffise, that I shall be glad, and do daylie desire that I may be 
imployed in some such seruice as may be profitable to my Prince and Cuntrey” (34-35). 
(Apparently pamphlets could operate—in implicit intention, at least—as circulated CVs or 
military calling cards.) 
 No event ignited an English shift in literary attitude to gunpowder more dramatically, 
perhaps, than the Gunpowder Plot of 1605. While I have already alluded to that thwarted 
scheme, its relevance to public culture—John Milton, a half-century after, would still be 
shuddering at its Promethean import662—warrants my elaborating further on its particulars. 
Indeed, that uncovered plot was arguably the linchpin not only for bringing gunpowder 
technology more assertively into English literature, but in transforming it into a relative 
commonplace. King James himself was said to have exposed the plot, having correctly 
interpreted the cryptic contents of an intercepted letter, which spoke of a “blow” that was to 
be “received” during a session of Parliament.663 His hunch, and the shocking discovery of 36 
barrels of powder hidden in the rented-out vaults beneath the House of Lords, became the 
theologically resonant proof that God had been behind the King’s inspired deduction.664 
Preachers for years to come, including John Donne, would celebrate James’s circumvention 
of that plot as something verging on the miraculous. But what really made that Powder Plot 
unimaginable was the utterly impersonal and anonymous agency of the intended killing, 
something entirely unimaginable in what for so long had been a mano-a-mano culture of 
																																																								
662 In an epigram, Milton would call the inventor of gunpowder greater than Prometheus, since the latter had 
brought only fire (Hardin, “Early” 75). 
 
663 Wills, Witches 19. 
 
664 Wills, Witches 19. When James first took the throne in 1603, he was eager to bring England’s war with Spain 
to an end. As a result of doing so, he offloaded the royal mills’s surplus of gunpowder and saltpeter on the 
international market. Entirely feasible, thus, is that some of that superfluous gunpowder made its way back to 
James’s seat—in the form of the very lasts intended to blow up the Parliament (Cressy, Saltpeter 77). 
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pikes, lances, and swords.665 Now, in a flash, the entire flower of a nation could be wiped 
out.666 The Gunpowder Plot was a true sensation in all the troubled and titillating nuances of 
that word, and the resultant outpouring of literary and religious narratives, as well as ones 
more legal or political in leaning, all worked to convey and capitalize on what was 
“simultaneously too horrible to speak of and, paradoxically, too horrible not to speak of.”667 
Even the language used to detail the Plot could flare like black powder: “The fire which was 
said to have burnt our K[ing] and counsel,” wrote diplomat Dudley Carleton from Paris, and 
which “hath been hot for these two days past in every man’s mouth, proves but ignis fatuus, 
or a flash of some foolish fellow’s brain….”668 
 One author fully willing to speak of what was too horrible to speak of was Samuel 
Daniel, who in 1609 published his epic poem on the War of the Roses. “I Sing the ciuill 
Warres,” begins Civil Wars in a disquieting imitation of Virgil, of “tumultuous Broyles, / 
And bloody factions of a mightie Land: / Whose people hautie, proud with forraine Spoyles, / 
Vpon themselves turn-backe their conquering band” (I.1, p. 9). True, Ben Jonson may have 
envisaged this military poem as evidence of Daniel’s being something of a carpet writer, 
given that Daniel himself had never seen battle. On the other hand, Daniel was historically 
alert enough—and no doubt inspired by the relative recency of the Gunpowder Plot—to 
depict those wars’s kith and kin fighting with the aid of ballistic ordnance, as such weaponry 
had recently been introduced onto the island. As Daniel illustrates of the artillery now 
calamitously present in his “Deare England (too too prodigall of blood)” (I.2, p. 9), it is 																																																								
665 Hardin, “Early” 75. 
 
666 Hardin, “Early” 75. 
 
667 Wake, “Plotting” 296, 304.  
 
668 Qtd. in Travers, Gunpowder 103. 
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“th’infernall instrument, / New-brought from hell, to scourge mortalitie / With hideous 
roaring, and astonishment: / Engine of horror, fram’d to terrifie / And teare the Earth, and 
strongest Towres to rent: / Torment of Thunder, made to mocke the skies” (VI.26, pp. 213-
214). Indeed, Daniel takes the opportunity to wax existentially on humankind’s seeming 
yearning, through its invention of such weaponry, for self-destruction: “What hath he done, 
who now by stealth hath got / Lightning and thunder both, in wondrous kinde? / What plague 
deserues so proud an enterprize? / Tell Muse, how it came, and in what wise” (VI.27, p. 214). 
Daniel’s plea to the Muse seems no less to imitate classical epic than to acknowledge, as if 
finishing off what Ariosto started, epic’s wholesale defeat due to the introduction of ballistic 
artillery into warfare.  
 Daniel so much as certifies that these civil wars were not, and never again would be, 
like those of yore (a prescient observation, given the supremacy of artillery to all sides and at 
all levels of society in England’s next bout of civil wars). That infernal instrument would 
now  
    …confound  
 All th’antient forme and discipline of Warre:  
 Alter their Camps, alter their fights, their ground,  
 Daunt mightie spirits, prowesse and manhood marre:  
 For, basest cowardes from a far shall wound  
 The most courageous, forc’t it to fight afarre;  
 Valour, wrapt vp in smoake (as the night)  
 Shall perish without witnesse, without sight. (VI.40, p. 67) 
 
Daniel is palpably unsympathetic to the armed, lowbred soldier. Not unlike Angel Day in his 
pastoral elegy to Sidney, Daniel projects the armed infantryman as craven and egregiously 
able from an unethical distance to knock a man of real status off his horse. 
 Ten years later, however, Thomas Dekker would be touting ordinary soldiers for 
helping to intensify England’s military prowess. In his 1616 poem The Artillery Garden—
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said to have been influenced by the illustrations in Jacob de Gheyn’s book on arms (see 
Image 1)—Dekker details with feisty bravado their martial training, the way they drill in the 
“Postures both of Pike and Shot, / To march, troope, skirmish, and to bring-vp hot / The 
Reare in Front, vpon the wearied Van [vanguard]…” (n.p.).669 Romanticized discipline, 
perhaps. But neither is Dekker is averse to critiquing the brutality of ordnance in this, his 
self-acknowledged “Songe of Warre.” The warfare is especially harrowing, Dekker laments 
(perhaps in an intentional echo of Daniel), when it is internecine in scope: 
 O why do Kinges thus bandy balles of fire,  
 At their own Citties? … 
 To gaine [a Crown] they would beat downe Heauen to Hell.  
 Yet loe! whilst warre sprung thus with Hydra-head,  
 (To haue the red Rose pale, the white more red)  
 Whilst all the Kindome (being an iland) stood  
 Not in the salt Sea, but a sea of blood…. (n.p.) 
 
 
 
 
Image 1. From De Wapenhandelinghe van Roers, Musketten ende Spiesen  
(Arms Drill with Arquebus, Musket, and Pike), by Jacob de Gheyn, 1608. 
 
 
 And yet, Dekker will have conceded already that this artillery anthem is spilling 
epically from his pen more so than from personal experience:  																																																								
669 Dekker’s take is, by all means, antithetical to the gew-gawed and effeminate comportment that, in the 1630s, 
Ben Jonson ascribes to men in the Artillery Yard. See n. 676. 
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 [E]uery line like a ramde Bullet singes. 
 Drumes heads my paper, Trumpets be my penns,  
 Loudly to sound the Fame of Cittizens.  
 The inke (with which I write) a field of bloud,  
 In which (knee deep) Souldiers in fight haue stood:  
 That Powder vp it’h Ayre which Townes hath blown,  
 Shal be for sand-dust on my paper thrown.  
 My Verse, the Cannons roaring voice, out thunder,  
 Battering downe Enuy, beating Scorne asunder. (n.p.) 
 
Cannon shot will be dislodged from “Hells hot Sulpherous throats”; brave boys will “stand, 
moue, charge, discharge, and fight pelmell”—with not a one yielding, even as they are 
beaten. In Dekker’s ambivalent estimation, they “all are loosers, and Victorious All, / Euery 
Boy-man in this infantery, / Shewing like Mars…” (n.p.). While Dekker may have begun by 
describing London’s Artillery Yard as a “Martiall schoole” in which boy-soldiers endure 
nobly and bravely as they are “heated with new fire” in that “dreadfull practise of Artillery,” 
toward the poem’s end, he retreats into something more bleak and almost dirge-like: “Some 
say the Pouder is the Meale of hell,  / … & curse that sulphurous wit, / Whose black 
inuention, first gaue fire to it” (n.p.). Ultimately, what Dekker captures is the cyclical rise and 
fall—and rise and fall again—not only of city walls and monarchies, but of boy-soldiers 
especially, who (almost machine-like now) shuttle from front to rear, from rear to front, 
discharging their dreadful and awe-inspiring instruments with “warlike Discipline” (n.p.). 
Whereas “Gowne-men [may] brag of learnings excellence,” so Dekker proclaims, “The 
Gunnes report is the fieldes eloquence. / This is warres Terror, Triumph, State and Wonder, / 
For men are struck with Lightning, kild by Thunder” (n.p.). 
 If I have gone on at length here, it is in part because Dekker, though recognized as 
having been an eclectically broad commercial writer, is foremost lauded today for his citizen 
comedy The Shoemaker’s Holiday (perf. 1599). That play, which borrows liberally from 
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Thomas Deloney’s The Gentle Craft, is admired for its capacity to inject into its fantasy the 
charmingly quotidian realities of city life.670 The Artillery Garden thereby serves as a worthy 
reminder of what is perhaps our academic tendency to sideline the less gentle aspects of early 
modern ordinariness, to recoil from its features that are more nauseating and dirtier (in the 
non-bawdy sense of that word). If Dekker displays an empathetic interest in the lower 
rankings of London’s citizenry, that includes men whose labors involved firearms no less 
than footwear.  
Stageplays, Artillery Style671 
One prime representational location where the soldier appeared—and often with intensified 
political, social, and economic resonance—was on the early modern English stage. Given the 
infantryman’s relative lack of idiosyncratic presence beyond the ballads, one becomes 
somewhat inclined, in fact, to read the plays as more topically coterminous with pamphlet 
culture than any other. Oftentimes, the presence of soldiers functions as a fascinating method 
of contemporizing the royal, aristocratic, and, sometimes even, middling protagonists of 
every variety of dramatic genre—history, tragedy, city comedy, rural comedy—while also 
providing comic relief. Such plays may also have been doing a kind of double duty, given 
that they were an essential means by which many Londoners received their news.672 True, the 
humor bound up with their characterizations of soldiers can often appear hostile and 																																																								
670 See Fraser and Rabkin, eds., Drama 481. 
 
671 No incident may have foregrounded gunpowder vis-à-vis the early seventeenth-century stage more than the 
infamous Gunpowder Plot. However, the resultant “Gunpowder plays,” as Gary Wills terms them, are not 
entirely relevant to this project, given their relative non-attendance to the soldiering class itself. Let it be said, 
however, that Wills has devoted an entire book to the subject, arguing that “when we see words like ‘vault’ and 
‘train’ (noun) and ‘mine’ (verb) repeatedly used (in and outside the theater) of 1606, we have to catch echoes of 
those words’ canonical use to describe what the Powder Plotters tried to do—blow up the entire government of 
England” (Wills, Witches 8-9). Hence his close scrutiny of plays like Macbeth, which animate the convulsions 
brought on “by “secret ‘mining’ (undermining), plots, and equivocations” and present the apocalyptic 
annihilation of a kingdom, whether as accomplished or merely attempted” (9).  
 
672 King, “Discipline” 15. See also Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 5-6; and Smith, Acoustic 123. 
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downwardly directed; but then, comedy, as Powel reminds us, is often the only terrain where 
the powerless are licensed a space to “compete or resist the social controls of the powerful,” 
since trying to do so in the real world would culminate in a situation too dire to risk.673 
 The anonymous Arden of Faversham (1592) offers a stellar example of this 
downward depiction of dirtied-up soldiers, what with its two bumbling (and ever-failing) 
assassins, Black Will and Shakebag. Certainly their names conjure associations with a sooty, 
post-soldiering gunpowder culture. Black Will, we are even informed, had fought at 
Boulogne, “[w]here he played such pranks” that consequently “all the camp feared him for 
his villainy”; and because of his bearing “so bad a mind,” now, for a mere crown, “he’ll 
murder any man” (II.i, p. 21). (But, then, this is precisely what makes him a perfect pick for 
the ventured homicide of a cuckolded husband.) Equally absorbing is the manner by which 
the play foregrounds how ordnance was upsetting the hierarchy of social relations on the 
battlefield, and no less how those relations were swiftly reinforced by higher-ups upon return 
to civilian life. Though once Black Will and Bradshaw may have fought together in the field, 
they are “no fellows now,” according to Bradshaw. “Why, Bradshaw,” exclaims Black Will, 
seemingly affronted, 
WILL:  …was not thou and I fellow-soldiers at Boulogne, where I was 
a corporal, and thou but a base mercenary groom? No fellows now! 
because you are a goldsmith and have a little plate in your shop! You 
were glad to call me “fellow Will” …  
BRADSHAW: Ay, Will, those days are past with me.  
WILL: Ay, but they be not past with me, for I keep the same honourable mind 
still. … (II.i, pp. 21-22)  
 
A depraved soldier, so the play intimates, is one who cannot transition back into suitable 
social or commercial culture, sinking instead into those sinister arts aligned with vagrancy 
and criminal street life. (Keep in mind that the attempted looting of the Bartholomew Fair by 																																																								
673 Powel, “Phenomenological” 103. 
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500 soldiers discharged from an abortive expedition to Portugal had occurred only three 
years prior to Arden’s staging674—with six months necessary for the panic induced by that 
incident to die down.675)  
Are we also to assume that these deviant ex-soldiers have absconded with the 
instruments given them to fight in those state-sanctioned wars? How else to explain the 
materiél in Black Will’s possession, which fumblingly he and Shakebag assemble in 
preparation for their dark deed?  
SHAKEBAG: Come, Will, see thy tools be in a readiness! Is not thy powder dank, or 
will thy flint strike fire?  
WILL:   … 
Zounds, here’s a coil [fuss]!  
You were best swear me on the interrogatories 
How many pistols I have took in hand,  
Or whether I love the smell of gunpowder,  
Or dare abide the noise the dag [pistol] will make,  
Or will not wink at flashing of the fire. (III.v, p. 41) 
 
On the other hand, is it possible that Arden’s playwright was envisioning that Black Will, not 
unlike those soldiers deposited on England’s southern coast from that failed incursion, had 
been permitted to keep his arms (as well as his uniform) on the assumption that he would sell 
them to offset deficiencies in pay676?  
Much of the play’s humor derives from this ham-handed pair’s incapacity to induce 
any hurting—and this in spite of Black Will’s pronouncement that he despises men who 
“carry a muscado [musket] in their tongue, / And scarce a hurting weapon in their hand” 
(III.v, p. 41). These are comically inept social misfits, a sort of criminal Laurel and Hardy, 
endlessly exclaiming “Zounds!” or “The devil he is!” and confounded by such events as a 																																																								
674 Hale, War and Society 88. 
 
675 Pound, Poverty 2. 
 
676 Pound, Poverty 2-3. 
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fog rolling in, which obfuscates their ability to see their homicidal target. Of course, this is 
concomitant with their repeated promises to, say, “have a bullet in his breast to-morrow” 
(III.vi, p. 45). In this way, Black Will and Shakebag are a different sort of spoils of war. Or, 
in keeping with Thomas Churchyard, we might even call them the sad foils of war, for some 
two decades before, Churchyard had declared that the soldier who fought valiantly was not 
an extension of the state so much as its foil and victim.677 Nor had the soldier’s victimization 
waned by the time of Arden’s debut, at least not if we are to believe a Somerset justice of the 
peace, Edward Hext, who complained in 1596 that “[o]f wandrynge souldiers ther are more 
abroade than ever weare, notwithstanding her Maiesties most graycyous proclamacion lately 
sett forth for the suppressinge of them, which hathe not donne that good yt wold….”678 Such 
wayfaring transgressions—and with firearms, no less—were customary enough that 
Elizabeth and her council tried to offset attempts at highway robbery, poaching, and even (as 
in Arden) murder, through monopolizing weapons, strictly overseeing training sessions, and 
limiting gun use to military enterprises.679 Unfortunately, English subjects rarely complied; 
the utility of those arms simply made those tools too appealing.680  
Coming to Shakespeare’s Henriad with an eye on ballistic weaponry recommends 
that Shakespeare’s use of gunpowder is much less a case of mistaken anachronism than of his 
intentionally contemporizing his dramatic fodder, primarily via his subaltern characters.681 
																																																								
677 McKeown, English 65. This he expressed in Churchyard’s Chips (1575). 
 
678 Qtd. in Pound, Poverty 89. 
 
679 Probasco, “Role” 344-345. 
 
680 Probasco, “Role” 345. 
 
681 The same need be said regarding a popular and anonymous 1590s history play once attributed to 
Shakespeare, The Reign of Kind Edward III. Its main and somewhat revolutionary thrust lies in its boldly and 
unselfconsciously “deriving chivalry from ‘manhode’ and military success, not from courtesy” (Mulryne, 
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To be sure, Holinshed’s printed Chronicles, from which Shakespeare borrowed extensively, 
contained its own share of chronological oversights—as witnessable, for instance, in an 
engraving of incongruously-armed ancient Britons (one fires a musket) defeating hordes of 
Picts and Scots.682 But in the case of the kings Henry, only during Henry VIII’s reign would 
gun-wielding highwaymen become a problem, as would, too, poachers for wildlife in royal 
forests, and, eventually, political assassins, especially once England had become religiously 
cleaved.683 If we recall that, by Elizabeth’s time, soldiers had resorted to panhandling and 
delinquency sufficiently enough to require the Queen to enact stringent laws on the civilian 
use of guns,684 many Shakespearean scenes of men engaging in felonious activities—
robberies, assassinations, general “dirty work”—take on a darker and more historically 
dynamic significance. These are men, after all, whose skills had been learned in planned 
defense of the state—not to mention, that that defense was sometimes born of forcible 
conscription by recruiting agents. (As for gentlemen, and even yeomen, they often fled at 
muster time under false pretenses; coerced their servants or apprentices to join the army in 
their stead685; or freed themselves by way of bribes.686) Thus were England’s “hirelings”—or, 																																																																																																																																																																												
“‘Here’s’” 175). Taking its material from Edward’s successful fourteenth-century campaigns at Crécy and 
Poitiers, real—if, once again, only sixteenth-century—military terrors are evoked and compounded by 
preternatural terrors, such as ugly ravens and a fog blotting out the sun. As one example of its war scenes, the 
French, so we are told, had “cast their trenches like a ring” with every barricade embossed with “brazen 
ordinance,” after which “Off go the cannons … with trembling noyse”; and when the men could no longer stand 
the “dark confusion / Away [they] turned [their] wat’ry eyes with sighs, / As blacke as powder fuming into 
smoke” (xvi.133-155, p. 90). Earlier, King John laments that, though the smoke chokes their foes, their “bullets 
hit them not” (xiii.125-126, p. 79). Even more, David’s “stone” foiling “twenty stout Goliaths” is here intended 
as metonymous for black powder (xiv.36, p. 81). For more on the play’s disjunction between notions of chivalry 
and sixteenth-century arms, see Caldwell, “War” 31. 
 
682 Hadfield, Literature 121.  
 
683 Probasco, “Role” 366. English churches also witnessed a spike in gun crimes (368). 
 
684 Probasco, “Role” 366. 
 
685 Probasco, “Role” 370. 
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“bezoingnies or necessarye instruments for the time,” as Churchyard would write687—put at 
the mercy of well-trained and professional armies of nations like those of France and Spain. 
So, while the historical dates bracketing the content of Shakespeare’s Henriad 
entirely preclude gunpowder technology’s introduction into England—its kings had engaged 
in traditional chivalric means of battle—those on the sidelines of the royals (the hoi polloi, 
Falstaff, and his highway-robbing crew) are remarkably turn-of-the-sixteenth-century. 
Indeed, our theme naturally behooves us to begin with that character who goes by the name 
Pistol. Not only does his name speak explicitly to the battlefields of the 1590s and beyond, 
he is also, in Somogyi’s apposite telling, Shakespeare’s “most thoughtful and ambiguous 
modern warrior, and one whose precise force has often been overshadowed by the sheer girth 
of his Captain Falstaff.”688 And so, as with Arden, here, too, is a connection being drawn 
between criminal elements and previous armed service to the state. Pistol certainly flaunts his 
own name, assuring John Falstaff when first Pistol enters in 1 Henry IV that he “will 
discharge upon [Mistress Quickly], sir John, with two bullets” (II.iv.113-114, p. 845). His 
name, in this way, betokens his own nature as a blustering and unruly weapon, or as the 
swaggering scalawag that Doll thinks he is.689  
Indeed, a later depiction of a Captain Swag—who “discharge[es] some two or three 
folies of oaths”—likewise suggests a “native mistrust for these unpredictable weapons of fire 
(as likely to explode in the hand as propel a missile).”690 Spenser’s iron-man Talus, we might 
																																																																																																																																																																												
686 Hale, Art 4. 
 
687 Qtd. in Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 165. 
 
688 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 162. 
 
689 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 162. 
690 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 162. 
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propose, has here become human. But this is a more comical, braggartly Talus (in fact, the 
contemporaraneous pronunciation of his name was “Captain Peesel” [II.iv.161, p. 846], such 
that “pistol” becomes aurally close to “pestle,” and, ergo, to insinuations of the phallic691). 
The dirtiness of gunpowder warfare, with its tendency, too, toward premature discharging, 
made it good comical bedfellows with the perceived dirtiness of sex, and with the very nature 
of language as potentially explosive and expletive. Pistol not only “deploys military terms as 
expletives,” as Somogyi observes, he also deploys them with comical incorrectness, as when 
thinking that bezoingnies is not indicative of a hireling but a person who inhabits a country 
called Besonia.692 Thus do “fire-new words” (Shakespeare, Love’s I.i.177, p. 37) flash back 
in Pistol’s face,693 much in the way that a misfiring musket might. 
This interplay of bullets and the bawdy—and sometimes of bullets as the bodily 
bawdy (as in testicles)—is conjured in the very first exchange Pistol has with Falstaff in 2 
Henry IV. Upon Pistol’s entry on stage, Falstaff engages him in a verbal give-and-take so 
heavily loaded (yes, like a gun) with double- and triple-entendres that I need offer it below 
with glosses [as italics in square brackets]:  
FALSTAFF:  Welcome, Ancient Pistol. Here, Pistol, I charge [(1) pledge, drink to 
(2) load (as in loading a pistol)] you with a cup of sack. Do you 
discharge upon my hostess.  
PISTOL: I will discharge upon [toast; with bawdy double meaning; see also 
charge, Pistol, bullets (testicles), meat (slang for whore), etc.] her, Sir 
John, with two bullets.  
FALSTAFF: She is pistol-proof [(1) invulnerable to the charms of Pistol (2) 
sexually impregnable to the discharge of bullets (testicles)], sir; you 
shall not hardly offend her.  
HOSTESS:  Come, I’ll drink no proofs nor no bullets. I’ll drink no more than will 
do me good, for no man’s pleasure, I.  																																																								
691 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 162. 
 
692 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 165. 
 
693 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 165. 
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PISTOL:  Then to you, Mistress Dorothy; I will charge you. (II.iv.109-121, 
p.845)694 
 
If Pistol, Falstaff and their company provide comic relief, it is, once more, through 
the decidedly contemporary. Might this have rendered the romanticized aspects of the 
monarchical past more believable or more culturally (and technologically) resonant—not to 
mention, more patriotically in keeping with the times? It was the Spanish Armada, after all, 
that had driven the excitement and turn to history plays. Indeed, patriotism and the pressing 
of men into army service come to a delightful head—along with poaching, paradoxically 
enough—in one of Falstaff’s grand avowals in 1 Henry IV:  
I press me none but good householders, yeomen’s sons, inquire me out contracted 
bachelors, such as had been asked twice on the banns [public announcements]—such 
a commodity of warm slaves as had as life hear the devil as a drum, such as fear the 
report of a caliver [musket] worse than a struck fowl or a hurt wild duck. (IV.ii.14-20, 
p. 816) 
 
Falstaff, in other words, not only makes his living as a highway robber; he is also a musterer 
of men for combat service. Of course, as we are vividly shown in 2 Henry IV, Falstaff 
doesn’t just recruit men; he also permits some of them, for his own financial benefit, to 
dodge being mustered. First, though, Falstaff discourses on how best to “choose a man” for 
the infantry:  
Care I for the limb, the thews, the stature, bulk, and big assemblance of a man? Give 
me the spirit…. Here’s Wart; you see what a ragged appeareance it is. … And this 
same half-faced fellow, Shadow; give me this man. He presents no mark to the 
enemy; the foeman may with as great aim level at the edge of a penknife. And for a 
retreat, how swiftly will this Feeble the woman’s tailor run off! Oh, give me the spare 
men, and spare me the great ones. (III.ii.258-269, p. 853) 
 
Shadow, Wart, Feeble: the names alone comically smack of their inconsequentiality as 
potential military material. Imagine, then, the hilarity of men looking shabby and bodily 
infirm—like shadows of men, really—trying to perform meaningful technical maneuvers 																																																								
694 All annotations are from Bevington. 
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with weapons they have obviously never handled before. Yet, when Wart is given a musket, 
Falstaff effusively encourages him: “Very well. Go to. Very good, exceeding good. Oh, give 
me always a little, lean, old, chapped, bald shot” (III.ii.274-276, p. 853). (This from the man 
who, in an earlier play, conceded to conscripting less men than “food for powder” [1 Henry 
IV, IV.ii.64, p. 816].) But the country justice Shallow will have none of it, protesting that he 
has seen citizen soldiers drilling at the Mile End Green grounds; and so, he demonstrates 
(and here the commentary is his own) how the “little quiver [nimble] fellow, and ‘a would 
manage you his piece thus…, and ‘a would about and about, and come you in and come you 
in ‘Ra-ta-ta!’ would ‘a say, ‘Bounce’ [bang], would ‘a say, and away again would ‘a go, and 
again would ‘a come’” (III.ii.281-285, p. 853).  
While 2 Henry IV’s muster-roll scenes may go relatively overlooked today, actual 
muster rolls, as Patricia Cahill worthily notes, are “quintessential Elizabethan texts.”695 And 
so, such scenes would surely have resonated deeply with every English commoner, especially 
given the proliferation in the 1580s and 1590s of men being officially inspected to determine 
their fitness for battle.696 The joke—darkly—is that the fate of the state rested with “little, 
lean, old, chapped, [and] bald” sorts. Nevertheless, their staged presence is also a very real 
attempt to assimilate the contemporaneous exigencies of powder warfare into Shakespeare’s 
history plays (or what we might justifiably term his “a-history” plays, given that the heroic 
past is always resonantly meeting up in them with the quotidian present). Even more, Falstaff 
and the other men ostensibly leading the exercises are not able to agree on which soldiers 
																																																								
695 Cahill, Unto 86. 
 
696 Cahill, Unto 86. Some comedy might have emerged, too, I would propose, had Shakespeare choreographed 
the men as passing off a single gun between them. Because the musters in the earlier decades of Elizabeth’s 
reign had been “on different days in various places within each county, a gun could be counted multiple times 
for several individuals. 
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display competence, to a large extent because these declarations are, as aforementioned, so 
often underhandedly tied to bribes.697 While the poor, those “commonest of common 
soldiers,” may only possess “the briefest of walk-on parts,” as Kullmann argues concerning 
Shakespeare’s oeuvre more broadly,698 the fact Falstaff is heading up the mustering makes 
the entirety of the process appear, at heart, lower class: a ruse by a dissolute fallen knight, by 
a braggart who carries a winesack in his holster.699 On the other hand, that by the end of the 
sixteenth century, men were sometimes using their weapons under the guise of muster 
training in order to harass and rob English citizens700 may well call Falstaff’s entire 
conscription process into question! 
To be sure, gunpowder anachronisms also bear on the royal and aristocratic 
characters in the Henriad. The new technology’s fiery fury—its shorthand capacity to 
metaphorize human behavior—made it simply too ideal to bypass. Rash, during this time, 
meant “quick-acting” and, so, what better instrument to conflate with human action and 
agency than ballistic arms? At one point in 2 Henry IV, the King advises his son Thomas, 
Prince of Clarence, to stay bound to his brothers because, by doing so, the chalice of their 
kinship, which contains their combined blood, will never leak; instead, it will “do work as 
strong / As aconitum or rash gunpowder” (IV.iv.40-48, p. 861). Clearly, gunpowder was not 
metaphorized in exclusively negative terms. In fact, in Shakespeare alone, it can be comically 
deployed to signify the overly masculine (i.e., the man whose being is nominally subsumed 																																																								
697 Cahill, Unto 91.  
 
698 Kullmann, “Shakespeare” 57. 	
699 At Shrewsbury, Falstaff requests that Prince Hal draw his, Falstaff’s, pistol from its holster: “Nay, before 
God, Hal, if Percy be alive, thou gets not my sword; but take my pistol, if thou wilt … / The Prince drawes it 
out and finds it to be a bottle of sack. / Prince. What, is it time to jest and dally now?” (V.iii.50-55, p. 822). 
 
700 Probasco, “Role” 367. In 1598, the Privy Council proclaimed against rogues and beggars who were 
masquerading as soldiers and robbing and killing victims with their guns (371). 
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into it, such as Pistol), but no less to belittle the overly feminine (i.e., the man who recoils too 
completely from it). In this latter case, I am thinking of the antipathy expressed in 1 Henry IV 
by the overly macho Sir Henry Percy (whose nickname happens to be Hotspur) for the 
finicky, “perfumèd” courtier who had once voiced his aversion to “villainous saltpeter” and 
“vile guns” (I.iii.630-63, p. 792). Percy, far from being unlearned in the science of combat, is 
a man who zealously champions its modern (read, sixteenth-century) rudiments.701 Thus can 
a man of noble bearing be too “hot” for (and with) the pistol no less than can the common 
soldier. In fact, Hotspur is a man who, according to his wife, literally sleeps and dreams 
gunpowder warfare: “thou hast talked / Of sallies and retires of trenches, tents, / Of 
palisadoes, frontiers, parapets, / Of basilisks, of cannon, culverin, / Of prisoners’ ransom, and 
of soldiors slain / And all the currents of a heady fight” (II.iii.50-55, p. 798). No wonder that 
Falstaff verbally christens him “gunpowder Percy” (V.iv.121, p. 824). 
The references to firearms irrefutably carry into Henry V. There, in Act III, we find 
the Chorus conjecturing as to what might happen to the French ambassador’s offer of his 
daughter Katharine to Harry, should that offer displease Harry: in short, “the nimble gunner / 
With linstock [the lighted staff used to fire cannons] now the devilish cannon [would] 
touc[h]” (III.i.28-35, p. 891). Yes, just a figurative comparison; but consider that, right on the 
heels of this, “Alarum, and chambers go off” (p. 891). The potential shock of this firing may 
well have sent its theatre audience into paroxysms of alarm—and then laughter—such that 
the Chorus’s further request that the audience “be kind / And eke out our performance with 
your mind” (34-35, p. 891) was more a testament to that performance having done the exact 
opposite. Cahill asserts that some playgoers may have even been “profoundly shaken” by the 
impact of a discharged weapon, given that its sound was one of the loudest of any age prior 																																																								
701 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 161. 
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to that of the internal combustion engine.702 Certainly, this foregrounds the dissonance that 
must have existed between an actor’s voice and the detonation of stage-set chambers (so 
much for any willing suspension of disbelief in such cases!). 
Later—and in spite of Henry V’s reign antedating any use of gunpowder artillery,703 
to recap—we find the Welsh Fleullen anguishing over the makeup of mines, those tunnels 
dug under a city’s walls so that explosives could be planted and the city besieged. In fact, 
Fluellen’s siege methods suspiciously replicate those detailed in the military manuals popular 
in Shakespeare’s day,704 and ones, we need add, that were often correspondent with the 
conservative tenor of Montaigne or Machiavelli: 
To the mines? Tell you Duke it is not so good to come to the mines; for look you, the 
mines is not, according to the discipline of war. The concavities [depth] of it is not 
sufficient. For look you, th’athversary, you may discuss unto the Duke, look you, is 
digt himself four yard under countermines. By Cheshu, I think ‘a will plow up all, if 
there is not better directions. (III.ii.56-63, p. 892) 
 
Even the French Queen Isabel will praise her happy meeting with King Henry in decidedly 
mortar-laden terms:  “we are now glad to behold your eyes— / Your eyes, which hitherto 
have borne in them / Against the French that met them in their bent / The fatal balls of 
murdering basilisks” (V.ii.12-17, p. 914). 
If the presence of common soldiery was indeed a rarity in antecedent English stage 
drama, as Hale contends,705 the anonymous A Larum for London; or The Siege of Antwerp 
(1602) indubitably flies in the face of that generalization. As mentioned above, there was a 																																																								
702 Cahill, Unto 183. 
 
703 Even King John, who predated gunpowder technology by several centuries, can be found declaring in the 
play that bears his name, “The cannons have their bowels full of wrath, / And ready mounted are they to spit 
forth / Their iron indignation ‘gainst your walls…” (II.i.210-212, p. 710). 
 
704 King speculates that Shakespeare may have made singular use of William Garrard’s The Art of Warre for a 
diversity of his plays, including Henry V, All’s Well, and Othello (King, “Disciplines” 16).  
705 Hale, “Epilogue” 194. 
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tremendous interest in siege-warfare, in part because English troops, since at least 1585, had 
been supporting the Dutch in their resistance to Spanish troops in the Netherlands.706 While 
rarely read today, A Larum for London, perhaps more than any other play, vivifies the horrors 
that might succeed a town’s siege, while also propagandistically urging London’s citizens to 
contribute to the nation’s defense, whether by purse or recruitable person.707 Its “What-if-in-
London?” scenario, fully evident in its foreboding title, is somewhat misleading, even if 
morally analogous. For, the play does not stage Antwerp’s siege so much as it violently 
portrays its 1576 sacking by Spanish garrison, who are presented as both mutinous and 
underpaid.708 How else to fathom a line like the following (with its not-quite-poetic shades of 
what will soon become the witches’s discussed plans to meet in Macbeth): “Downe some 
backe way, and euer as we need, / Be this our meeting place, till Antwerpe bleed” (n.p.)? The 
play’s lame soldier, nicknamed Stump, also depicts with a modicum of historical or cultural 
accuracy the brutality of artillery warfare. Though Stump is by nation a Flemish amputee, in 
England at this time, wounded soldiers were one of the most visible consequences of the 
country’s military commitments.709 Some could be found wearing crude prostheses, easily 
crafted apparently from wood (see Image 2).710 In this way, A Larum registers the force of 
some of the very real traumas induced by the increase in, and collective experience of, 
England’s militarization.711  
																																																								
706 Hale, Art 26. 
 
707 Hale, Art 56. 
 
708 Hale, Art 56.  
 
709 Cahill, Unto 190. 
710 Cahill, Unto 190. 
 
711 Cahill, Unto 170. 
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Image 2. Artificial leg invented by Ambroise Paré. From his Oeuvres, 1575. 
 
While all sides of A Larum’s dramatized siege are armed, somewhat in keeping with 
the false one-sided-ness of artillery warfare exhibited in Orlando Furioso is the play’s 
depiction of the stockpiling of arms as a uniquely Spanish affair. Its spectators are even 
invited to eavesdrop on a guided tour of Spain’s military arsenal, during which a gunner 
points out the intimidating weapons to be deployed against Antwerp’s citizens712: cannons 
weighing in at 5000 pounds; two “Harguebuz of Crocke” for use on ramparts; and smaller 
ordnance. “What telst thou me of Harguebuz of Crocke?” retorts Danila, the Spaniard being 
given the tour. “A poxe vpon your rascall squibs and crackers, / Haue you been loading all 
this day till now, / And come you with your Harguebuz of Crocke? / A plague vpon’t” (n.p.). 
Danila does not mince words when it comes to gunpowder; nor with respect to his Dutch 
enemies, whom he describes as “swilling in the pride of their excesse”—which is why he 
would not mind having a little sport with them: “For sure they fall a sleepe vpon full 
stomackes”—which is why he would also like to shoot “their State-house through both the 
sides…” (n.p.). When the Gunner replies that he plans to “peirce” that State-house’s sides, 																																																								
712 Cahill, Unto 170. 
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Danila, once alone on the stage, declaims the following with savage glee (the play again 
conjuring something of the future Macbeth—though this time with shades of Lady Macbeth 
calling for the aid of evil specters):  
I will not stirre till I haue heard the shot.  
Goe light thy Linckstocke at some hellish brand,  
To send blacke vengeance to that hated towne;  
Let euery corne of powder be a spirit,  
Thy mortall ayme as ominous as death,  
And neuer a splinter that the Bullet strikes,  
But let it prooue a very murdering piece,  
Amongst the Burgers at their Banqueting,  
To vomit horred plagues vpon them all.  
The peice discharges. (n.p.). 
 
No wonder Cahill’s colorful observation that the play’s sensory powers and its dramatization 
of “scenes of extremity” would have powerfully appealed to playgoers’s ears no less than to 
their eyes.713  
But to return to that Flemish character already injured by volatile discharges of a 
more material sort: If Stump’s physical injury embodies the instruments of war gone awry,714 
that injury is here associated with—or, shall we say, blamed on—Spanish military avarice. 
As a result, Stump’s attitude, which encourages the image of the soldier as untrustworthy and 
dishonorable, conveniently relieves the English Crown of its own responsibilities for failed 
military policies.715 McKeown attends judiciously to A Larum’s reliance on George 
Gascoigne’s writings on war and soldiering (see n. 671). While at first glance this may seem 
puzzling, given Gascoigne’s tough gesturing toward the anti-propagandistic, the play 
manages, through its use of that poet’s work, to complicate (without ever quite undoing) its 
rabidly anti-Spanish canvas. “By calling attention to the very real problem of inadequate 																																																								
713 Cahill, Unto 181. 
 
714 Cahill, Unto 194.  
715 McKeown, English 95. 
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compensation for soldiers,” as McKeown observes, “and at the same time embodying the 
stereotypical avaricious soldier so often censured in Elizabethan writings, Stump steps out of 
role as a figment of propaganda and becomes a ghost of Gascoigne’s old narrative who tells 
anyone who will listen that the issues at stake in war and war policy cannot be reduced to a 
simple dichotomy of honor and greed.”716 While few readers today would likely describe A 
Larum as a work of literary prowess—how exactly to assimilate a scene in which tickling is 
exacted as a form of torture?—the play salutarily reminds us that some dramatic narratives 
were attempting to assist spectators in grappling with the very real and erratic powers of the 
technology that was redefining warfare, on both personal and nationalistic levels.  
A Larum, not coincidentally, appeared on the stage right at the time of the Siege of 
Ostend, which had begun in July 1601. No siege or defence, William Camden would later 
declare, had perpetrated a  “greater slaughter of men, nor continued longer” (Camden et al., 
Annales 560). Englishmen were particularly interested in the fortunes of that Protestant 
Netherlander city because of its standing firm against its Spanish enemies—and for longer 
than three years, no less. Ostend came frequently to figure in stage material as a symbol of 
lengthy resistance, of a stubborn, if not ultimately successful, perseverance. Oftentimes, this 
was as a sly commentary on female infidelity. In The Silent Woman, for instance, Ben 
Jonson’s True-wit declares, not quite wittily to our ears perhaps, that a man could always 
eventually vanquish a woman, “for though they deny, their desire is to be tempted. Penelope 
herself cannot hold out long. Ostend, you saw, was taken at last” (IV.i)717; and Thomas 
																																																								
716 McKeown, English 96-97. 
 
717 Qtd. in Hale, Art 50. 
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Middleton has his Servant in The Honest Whore exclaim that female constancy was “harder 
to come by then ever was Ostend” (I.x).  
Military men of a very different ilk, though no less gunpowder-affiliated, are to be 
found in a later play by Thomas Middleton, A Fair Quarrel (1617), which he co-wrote with 
William Rowley. In lieu of sieging, these military men scour the English countryside on 
behalf of the Crown. Unfortunately, what they are on a commissioned combing for, as a 
servant tells his master Russell, is “to taste of your earth; if they like it, they’ll turn it into 
gunpowder” (I.i, p. 20). These are inspectors in pursuit of dung-impregnated saltpeter, in 
other words, the ingredient essential to the making of gunpowder; or, as Russell exclaims, 
“Oh, they are saltpetre-men; before me, / And they bring commission, the King’s power 
indeed! / They must have entrance; but the knaves will be bribed: / There’s all hope we have 
in officers… (I.i, p. 20).  
While strange to our ears perhaps, these attempts at domestic saltpeter extractions 
were very real, as were too the grievances they elicited. As early as 1576, the Master of 
Ordnance acknowledged complaints of “unjust exactions” by salterpetermen in Surrey; and 
by 1589, Nottingham justices would proclaim that “the whole country” was complaining of 
such men.718 But Elizabeth’s Council remained resolute in permitting the foraging of 
saltepeter for the sake of England’s security.719  By the time James took the throne in 1603, a 
veritable national network existed to extract and process the precious substance.720  
Whether the commissioners fanning out in every county to do this work were 
genuinely destructive of local property, I cannot say. But Thomas Nashe can—and does—																																																								
718 Cressy, Saltpeter 68. 
719 Cressy, Saltpeter 69. 
 
720 Cressy, Saltpeter 72. 
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acknowledging in An Almond for a Parrot, that saltpetermen had caused the “vndoing of 
poore men by dyggyng up their floars and breaking down their wals.”721 We should not be 
surprised, then, to find their activities sometimes likened, as in A Fair Quarrel, to a sexual 
ravishing:  
RUSSELL: …Mine’s yet a virgin earth; the [phallic] worm hath not been seen  
To wriggle in her chaste bowels; and I’d be loth  
A gunpowder fellow should deflower her now. (I.i, p. 21)  
 
This is particularly ironic, given that pimps often masqueraded in this period as soldiers, with 
the scene thus unavoidably collapsing military privates with prostitution—and with more 
anatomical privates, to boot. In fact, one Captain Albo is described as being in the company 
of “a bawd, and a whore,” pretty much forcing that association. (Should we therefore 
additionally wonder about those supposed “captains” like Pistol and Whit in 2 Henry IV, as 
well as those in Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair722?)  
And yet, A Fair Quarrel’s title bears no evidence of its saltpeter subplot, let alone of 
war. Rather, the titular designation topically addresses the ethics of dueling, as does also the 
woodcut that appears on the initial print edition of the play (it was probably copied out of a 
fencing manual723). At first glance, then, the saltpeter sub-plot appears radically tangential to 
the play’s major throughline, which entails duelers seeking to redress lost honor. But given 
that the immense rise in the popularity of dueling owed something to the changing nature of 
battlefield combat, the secondary plot regarding those “gunpowder fellows” arguably 
becomes less oblique. So, too, does the play’s incorporation of the theme of roaring. Roaring 
																																																								
721 Qtd. in Holdsworth, ed. Fair 20, n.243.  
 
722 Holdsworth, ed. Fair 98, n. 
723 Holdsworth, ed., Fair 2. Middleton, incidentally, had already written an anti-dueling pamphlet, The 
Peacemaker, as had also King James (59, n.125). 
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boys, who comprised a sub-culture familiar to London street life, were known for aping the 
military styles of the upper classes, which included a kind of courtly belligerence.724 Their 
mimicking of more aristocratic masculinity—including via dueling—led to their occasionally 
being dramatically satirized.725 Particularly intriguing for us are the ways in which both 
gunpowder and attempted (or failed) sexual liaison are aligned with roaring in A Fair 
Quarrel. Sometimes the allusions can be altogether brisk: 
TRIMTRAM: Come, sir, take your cloak again; I see here will be ne’er a match.  
JANE: [Aside] A match? I’d rather be matched from a musket’s mouth, and 
shot unto my death. (II.ii.174-177, p. 51) 
 
But the allusions can also span a good length—and valuably so, in terms of our being able to 
discern from them what precisely roaring constituted: 
CHOUGH: What! to a roaring-school? Pox on’t, ‘tis such a damnable noise….  
TRIMTRAM:  Well, you must learn to roar here in London; you’ll never proceed in 
the reputation of gallantry else.  
CHOUGH:  How long has roaring been an exercise, thinkest thou, Trimtram?  
TRIMTRAM: Ever since guns came up: the first was your Roaring Meg.  
CHOUGH:  Meg? Then ‘twas a woman was the first roarer?  
TRIMTRAM:  Ay, a fire of her touch-hole, that cost many a proper man’s life since 
that time; and then the lions, they learnt it from the guns, living so near 
‘em; then it was heard to the Bankside, and the bears they began to 
roar; then the boys got it, and so ever since there have been a company 
of roaring boys. (II.ii.199-213, p. 52)  
 
Significantly, the Roaring Meg—mistaken here by Chough for Long Meg of Westminster—
was not a person but a cannon, one of large bore located in Edinburgh Castle.726 Thus does 
the scene provide a gendered eroticization of gunpowder weaponry (“a fire of her touch-
hole”)—either that, or a smarting allusion to venereal disease. The scene also provides an 
																																																								
724 Gates, “Roaring” 43. The roaring boys admittedly came from a variety of social classes (43). 
 
725 Gates, “Roaring” 43. While the custom was taken up by roaring boys quick to enter a quarrel and fight, 
“duelling itself remained aristocratic in the popular mind” (Low, Manhood 6). 
726 Holdsworth, ed., Fair 52, n.207. 
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etymology of roaring, expressly linking that military fashion to the rise of cannonade.727 In 
this way, parts of the play that initially appear disconnected are revealed as being quite 
intertwined: saltpeter begets the power of the Roaring Meg; which begets “proper men” 
retreating into dueling; and the lower orders, via imitation, learning to roar like guns. There is 
even room in this stageplay for a humorously foregrounded tension between roarer and 
soldier, with the former declaring, when asked if he is the latter, “A soldier? no, I scorn to be 
so poor; I am a roarer” (IV.iv.61, p. 101). 
Perhaps nowhere is the specific clash of chivalric and gun-toting civilizations better 
depicted than in the plays This Gallant Caualiero Dicke Bovvyer Newly Acted (1605) and 
Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher’s Knight of the Burning Pestle (1608). The former 
anonymous play, sometimes titled The History of the Tryall by Chivalry, makes no claim to 
being a chronicle of real events.728 Nor, would I add, is it a romance in the style of Sidney’s 
Arcadia. In fact, the play makes concerted attempts to distinguish fundamentally between 
two of its characters: the chivalric Pembrooke (aptly named for a man identified with a 
painless “nostalgic, Arcadian world”729); and Bowyer, who heads a troop of middling and 
ballistically armed soldiers (including an injured one called “Stumps”). When Pembrooke 
discourses on how wooing a lady successfully necessitates “words of thunder-bullets wrapt in 
fire, / Till with thy Cannon battry she relent” (n.p.), all Bowyer can see is Pembrooke’s 
flowery lack of fire and ferocity:  
																																																								
727 John Melton, in his Astrologaster, or the Figvre-Caster (1620), also alludes to the arsenal-roaring 
connection: “The Fierie Deuill, is your Roaring Boy, that like a Salamander liues most commonly by Fire; 
Smoake is the chiefest nourishment hee hath: he is a swearing Rascall, that with the hot Oathes he spues out 
from the Canon of his mouth, is able to burne…” (72). 
 
728 Cahill, Unto 147. 
729 Cahill, Unto 147. 
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BOWYER:  …the Rogue answers like a Drawer: but tis the tricke of most of these 
Sergeants, all clincum, clancum. Gods dynes, I am an Onyon, if I had 
not rather serue formost in the Forlorne hoope of a battell, or runne 
poynt blancke against the mout of a double charged Cannon, then 
come vnder the arrests of some of their pewter pessels…. (n.p.) 
 
If Pembrooke is designant of a “clincum, clancum” past, Bowyer is a conceptually revised 
(and certainly comical) Greek god, complete with his own self-aggrandized Achilles’s heel: 
BOWYER:   …Once as I was fighting in S. Georges fields, and blind Cupid 
seeing me, and taking me for some valiant Achilles, he tooke his shaft, 
and shot me right into the left heele, and euer since, Dick Bowyer hath 
beene lame: but my heart is as sound as a bell, heart of Oake, spirit, 
spirit.  
 
One, of course, finds no lame, suffering, common-soldier types fighting it out on the 
battlefields of Arcadia, nor certainly any burning, pox-related hazards of war. Bowyer’s fear 
of getting “scorcht” with syphilis, meanwhile, is made adamantly clear.730 Further, if 
Bowyer’s rejection of regimentation (as dubious military performance) is responsible for 
martial formation breaking down no sooner than it begins,731 that is because gunnery warfare 
has come comically crashing into the chivalric ethos—with even penned plots of war pitted, 
quite literally, against the unpennable, mutinous sort: 
BURBON: Post to the Master Gunner,  
And bid him plant his demy culuerings  
Against the kings pauillon.  
PETER:   Presently.  
BURBON: But first, bring pen and incke and paper straight.  
Rodoricke, thou shalt assist mee in this plot.  
RODORICK:  Do it your selfe, my Lord, I haue charge  
Of Souldiers, that are very mutinous,  
And long I dare not stay, for feare my absence  
Be cause of their reuolt vnto Nauar.  																																																								
730 Then again, he fears acquiring it only in France, so it seems. 
 
731 Cahill, Unto 155. Cahill’s worthy Unto the Breach, from which I have pulled quite liberally for this section, 
analyzes at length the war dramas of the Elizabethan stage, exploring particularly the means by which theater 
audiences “were forced to reckon with the deeply unsettling sights and sounds of early modern warfare” (Cahill, 
Unto 3).  
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BURBON:  Then to your Souldiers. I will to my plot. (n.p.) 
 
If this play has the potential at all to ring true, it is by way of its projected dissonance 
between two genres which, here, fuse and fight it out; between these times of “double 
charged Cannon” and those of warring Olde England, with its mounted knights and 
affectedly retrograde ways. 
Is it any wonder, then, that, in 1608, a new sort of laughable knight would 
dramatically emerge: that of Rafe in Francis Beaumont’s Knight of the Burning Pestle (a title 
bristling with allusions to pistol, penis, and pox). Rafe is a middling city apprentice who, 
once “brought on stage” in order to play a knight, is incessantly “directed” by his master’s 
wife who is in the “audience” (indeed, one wonders if all these meta-theatricalities were what 
led to the play’s initial dismal failure with audiences732). Certainly today, we can appreciate 
the comical tenor of Rafe’s mistress-cum-uninvited director when instructing him apropos 
war: 
WIFE:  Rafe, I would have thee call all the youths together in battle ray, with 
drums, and guns, and flags, and march to Mile End in pompous 
fashion, and there exhort your soldiers to be merry and wise, and to 
keep their beards from burning, Rafe; and then skirmish, and let your 
flags fly, and cry, “Kill, kill, kill!”… (V.i.61-68, p. 1141) 
 
Later, Rafe’s master will wax nostalgic about his days as a pikeman (with we, of course, 
expected to latch on to all the unintended penile and pox-related niceties inherent in that 
reminscence): “once, in the hottest of the day, wench,” he tells his wife, “[I] had my feather 
shot sheer away, the fringe of my pike burnt off with powder, my pate corken with a securing 
stick [ramrod], and yet, I thank God I am here” (V.i.58-90) (1141). Such play with “pieces” 
will continue, with clear delight taken in instruments both bawdy and ballistic: 																																																								
732 Also responsible for the play’s failure was its satirizing of London’s trained bands. As these comprised the best-
trained militia in the country, they were widely supported by Londoners; in casting them in a mocking light, 
Beaumont and Fletcher found their play hissed off the stage (Carlton, Going 23).  
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RAFE: Let me see your piece, Neighbor Greengoose. When was she shot in? 
GREEN: And ‘t [Halt!] like you, Master Captain, I made a shot even now, partly 
to scour her, and partly for audacity.  
RAFE: It should seem so certainly, for her breath is yet inflamed; besides, 
there is a main [serious] fault in the touchhole—it runs and stinketh; 
and I tell you, moreover, and believe it, ten such toucholes would 
breed the pox in the army. … (V.ii.22-32, p. 1142).  
 
When Green tells Rafe that the nose of his horn flask (for his gunpowder) was blown away 
by, well, gunwpowder, Rafe enjoins him in a “fear-not” speech antithetical to the mortality-
conscious call in Shakespeare’s Cymbeline that we “fear no more the heat o’ the sun”: 
RAFE:   … Fear not the face of the enemy, nor the noise of the 
guns, for, believe me, brethren, the rude rumbling of a brewer’s car is 
far more terrible, of which you have a daily experience; neither let the 
stink of powder offend you, since a more valiant stink is nightly with 
you. (V.ii.77-84, p 1142). 
 
But did powder always stink in a way that would have only distressed early modern 
spectators?  
Pow(d)er, Pyrotechnics, and Dirtying Up the Early Modern English Stage 
 
If, on the one hand, black powder was depicted on the stage as something sinister, grimy, 
hazardous, and life threatening, such a perception was paralleled by another: that of powder 
as marvelous, electrifying, and even potentially life-affirming. Yes, a pistol might provide a 
startlingly swift and thoroughly modern means for ending an enemy’s life, as in the case of 
Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (perf. 1587). In that first of the early modern revenge 
plays, Pendringano enters in Act III, scene iiii, and—as the stage direction instructs—locates 
Serberine and “[s]hoots the dag” (p. 59). Thus do two watchmen come forward, didactically 
instructing (bemusingly to us, perhaps), “Hark gentlemen, this is a pistol shot” and “And 
here’s one slain; stay the murderer” (ll. 34-35, p. 59). But  ballistic firepower during a 
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stageplay could also foster something aurally exhilarating, perhaps even induce a 
pyrotechnical rush.  
No incident conceivably suggests this duality of black powder’s role better than the 
detonating of small cannons during the June 29, 1613, performance of Shakespeare’s The 
Famous History of King Henry the Eighth. “Chambers discharged” amidst drum and trumpet 
was the prescribed signal that Henry VIII was arriving on stage—along, in this case, with 
fellow masquers all “habited like shepherds.” At the sound of the explosive hubbub, the 
character of Cardinal Wolsey, to whose residence they were bound, was supposed to inquire, 
“What warlike voice, / And to what end is this?” (I.iv.49-52, p. 933). But the end, this time, 
turned out more grave than glorious, given that something of what the chambers had 
discharged landed on the thatched roof, which then caught on fire, bringing the entire edifice 
down in a massive blaze. Within the span of an hour, the Globe Theater was gone.  
Ben Jonson would memorialize the loss in his poem “An Execration upon Vulcan,” 
castigating that Roman god of fire for his “cruel stratagem” against the great theater, that 
   …glory of the Bank,  
 Which, though it were the fort of the whole parish,  
 Flanked with a ditch and forced out of a marish,  
 I saw with two poor chambers taken in  
 And razed; ere thought could urge, “This might have been!” 
 See the world’s ruins! Nothing but the piles  
 Left…. (ll. 117-138, pp. 70-71) 
 
Even better as historical reportage is a 1613 letter written by Henry Wotton, in which he 
recounts the abovementioned events (though identifying the play as All Is True). Not only 
does he account for how the Globe went down, he also addresses—though by no means in 
acclamatory fashion—the commingling of pageantry and powder that had been inherent in 
the production: “some principal pieces of the reign of Henry VIII” are set forth, he wrote, 
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“with many extraordinary circumstances of pomp and majesty, even to the matting of the 
stage; the Knights of the Order with their Georges and garters, the Guard with their 
embroidered coats, and the like: sufficient in truth within a while to make greatness very 
familiar, if not ridiculous.”733 As for when those chambers were shot off at Henry VIII’s 
entry: “some of the paper, or other stuff, wherewith one of them was stopped, did light on the 
thatch, where being thought at first but an idle smoke, and their eyes more attentive to the 
show, it kindled inwardly, and ran round like a train consuming within less than an hour the 
whole house to the very grounds.”734  
 Intriguingly, The Famous History deals with another kind of inflammability, that of 
the May Day Riots of 1517. The relevant scene, close to the play’s end, pitilessly 
reverberates with the imbricated dangers of cannon, combustion, and the state’s loss of 
control. Some of the rioters are even women. 
PORTER:  What should you do, but knock ‘em down by th’ dozens? Is this 
Moorfields to muster in? Or have we some strange Indian with the 
great tool [genitals] come to court, the women so besiege us? … 
MAN:  …That fire-drake [fiery dragon] did I hit three times on the 
head, and three times was his nose discharged against me; he stands 
there like a mortar-piece to blow us. There was a haberdasher’s wife of 
small wit near him that railed upon me till her pinked porringer fell off 
her head for kindling such a combustion in the state…. At length they 
came to th’ broomstaff to me. I defied ‘em, loose shot, delivered such 
a shower of pebbles that I was fain to draw mine honor in and let ‘em 
win the work. The devil was amonst ‘em, I think, surely. 
CHAMBERLAIN:  …There’s trim rabble let in. …  
PORTER:  …An army cannot rule ‘em. (V.iv.31-75, pp. 962-963) 
 
Clearly crowds, especially when theatrically miscible with gunpowder, could portray a social 
instability that was both fearful and (given the misogynistic humor embedded in the above 
exchange) presumably funny.  																																																								
733 Qtd. in Bevington, ed., Complete 919. 
 
734 Qtd. in Bevington, ed., Complete 919. 
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 While this scene may not underscore the best of instances of the “uneasy 
juxtaposition of war and spectacle”—the phrase is Mary Douglas’s735—John Babington’s 
1635 Pyrotechnia incontestably does. In a remarkable reversal of Barnabe Riche’s 1587 line 
of reasoning, Babington asserts that, while artillery and fireworks may have their utility 
against enemies in the field, the more “halcyon dayes” in which he finds himself living 
compel him to turn his attentions to machines that “may seeme to serve onely for delight and 
exercise.”736 So, while Babington acknowledges his machines’s potential serviceability 
during war, he is no less intent on providing directions on how pyrotechnically to reproduce 
the various characters of Spenserian romance.737  
 Then again, some theaters, like the Curtain, would have been forced into 
confrontation with the complexities of pyrotechnia, even as they tried indulgently to escape 
into crude stage alarums. The Curtain, after all, was presumably in earshot of the Artillery 
Yard, where newly casted cannons were tested and gunnery skills honed.738 (Recall that 
cannon-fire, along with bells and thunder, were the loudest sounds sixteenth-century listeners 
ever encountered.739) To be sure, this forces a compelling question: If dramatists were wont 
to compare cannonade to a storm,740 might this have been because mortar was distantly 
detonating in aural combat, or maybe even in concert, with a play’s performance? A 
																																																								
735 Douglas, Purity 237. 
 
736 Qtd. in Douglas, Purity 237. 
 
737 Douglas, Purity 237. 
 
738 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 125. 
739 Smith, Acoustic 49. 
 
740 Murrin, History 139. 
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production’s proximity to an artillery yard surely pushes a stageplay more forcefully for us 
today into its potentially cacophonous and disruptive environs.  
 Is is often advanced that the fabric of English drama shifted with the growth of 
permanent theaters. The new buildings’s resilience, so it is said, encouraged playwrights to 
move their content toward a greater “mixture of the tragic and comic, with fantastic plots full 
of ups and downs, mostly accompanied by bloodshed and love affairs.”741 But given the 
appeal of pyrotechnics, it seems at least worth proposing that gunpowder may have abetted 
the establishment of permanent settings for plays. These more technically sophisticated 
spaces could allow more practicably for special effects, after all: devils with squibs on their 
tails, and cannonfire to signal war or incoming royalty. The enhanced spectacularity may not 
have been engendered by the more permanent housing, in other words, anymore than the 
permanent housing was sought because of the spectacularity it could fuel.  
 One of the earliest dramatists to recognize the potentials for a staged gunpowder 
sensorium was surely Christoper Marlowe, who, incidentally, also belonged to that first 
generation of English university students instructed in the humanist curriculum.742 While 
Marlowe draws in both his poetry and plays on a wide range of classical authors, most 
notably Virgil, Ovid, Cicero, Horace, and Livy, and while, accordingly, he revels in the 
oratorically charged and copiously delivered,743 nowhere does he want ballistically to 
persuade us with language more than in 1 & 2 Tamburlaine (perf. 1587). This he does in part 
by stuffing his dialogue with pyrotechnical references to gunpowder. Tamburlaine declares, 
for instance, that he will “raise cavalieros higher than the clouds, / And with the cannon 																																																								
741 Yamada, Ben 32. 
 
742 Healy, “Marlowe’s” 338. 
743 Healy, “Marlowe’s” 339. 
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break the frame of heaven” (2 Tamb., II.iv.103-104, p. 207); he will discharge “bullets 
[cannonballs], like Jove’s dreadful thunderbolts, / Enroll’d in flames and fiery smouldering 
mists” (1 Tamb., II.iii.19-20, p. 124)—and with his soldiers moving in the classical 
geometrical formations that artillery had resuscitated, no less (2 Tamb., V.ii, p. 248). With a 
mystical, muscular passion, Marlowe literally adjoins the classical gods with the powers of 
gunpowder, thereby willfully dragging a mythical conqueror from the fourteenth century into 
the sixteenth. Or, as Cahill more staunchly puts it, “the play’s allegorical narrative about the 
invincible power of Death repeatedly collides head-on with the brute materiality of sixteenth-
century warfare—and above all with the vast armies, conflagrations, and gunpowder 
weaponry that are central to Marlowe’s necropolitical imaginary.”744  
 The plays’s emphatic interest in city walls likewise mingles siege-warfare anxieties 
with perverse fascination. Battering is figuratively evoked in Tamburlaine’s description of 
the Governor of Babylon’s corpse as possessing “as many bullets in his flesh / As there be 
breaches in her battered wall” (2 Tamb., V.i.158-159, p. 245). Even more, an inordinately 
long speech Tamburlaine gives in the third act of T2 (a somehow fitting Terminator-like 
abbreviation for that second play) is said intimately to echo Paul Ive’s The Practice of 
Fortification (1589), the first English text by an engineer on designing fortifications in the 
wake of siege warfare.745 And yet, while Tamburlaine may proclaim himself the “scourge of 
God”—a term that Gascoigne had used in Dulce Bellum Inexpertis (War Is Sweet for the 
Inexperienced, 1575) as a descriptor of contemporary warfare—artillery-animated language 
is not his alone. For, when in this same act the mortally wounded Captain of Balsera departs 
his wife, integrated into his farewell is the somewhat gory admission that 																																																								
744 Cahill, “Marlowe” 171. 
745 Cahill, Unto 48. 
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A deadly bullet gliding through my side,  
Lies heavy on my heart. I cannot live:  
I feel my liver pierc’d, and all my veins,  
That there begin and nourish every part, 
Mangled and torn, and all my entrails bath’d  
In blood that staineth from their orifex.  
Farewell, sweet wife! (2 Tamb., III.iv, 4-10, p. 218)  
 
 Marlowe’s excessive train of ballistic language seems almost to demand that the 
plays’s scenes of actual “trains” be envisioned on the basis of the long, ordered convoys 
described by militarists.746 Even more, in the theater where the play was likely first 
performed, the Rose, paramilitary stage properties and related special effects would have 
doubtlessly assisted in bringing its language to life.747 Not only does T2 call explicitly for 
guns, such as when Tamburlaine’s followers lay siege to Balsera with “minions, falc’nets, 
and sakers” (III.iii.6); during a 1587 performance, the assassination by firearm of the 
Governor of Babylon notoriously engaged real bullets in lieu of false ones, resulting in 
audience injuries, including the death of two playgoers.748 Obviously, the pyrotechnical 
display was not just linguistic. Assuming that Marlowe’s plays really do belong to a period 
when warfare seemed evermore to be escaping rational control and the use of force, more 
generally, degenerating into a violence far more anarchic and self-perpetuating,749 then 
perhaps we should anticipate that the Tamburlaine plays’s verbal fireworks would be 
matched by special-effective ones.  
																																																								
746 Cahill, Unto 63. 
 
747 Cahill, “Marlowe” 172.  
 
748 Cahill, “Marlowe” 172. 
749 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 72. Somogyi’s latter point here channels military historian Michael Howard. 
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 If it is at all defensible that both Ts would have observed the custom of creating 
dazzling explosions through the employ of gunpowder,750 imagine the pyrotechnical display 
that might have accompanied—and even materially mirrored—the following declamation by 
Tamburlaine:  “So burn the turrets of this cursed town, / Flame to the highest region of the 
air, / And kindle heaps of exhalations, / That, being fiery meteors, my presage / Death and 
destruction to the inhabitants!” (2 Tamb., III.ii.1-5, p. 211). One wonders if Tamburlaine’s 
stature would have expanded exponentially in the eyes and psyches of his spectators had he 
been doing this declaiming from the midst of a firing cloud of squibs and sulphuric smoke, 
such that his verbal capacities appeared to be summoning that firestorm. Should we envisage 
his words weaving in and out of a symphony of gunpowder sounds, smells, and tastes, as 
well as physical reverberations—or, as Cahill again more artfully puts it, “the loud sounds, 
stifling atmosphere, and sulphuric stench of warfare”751? Thus could ornate rhetoric 
originally derived from the classics meet and mingle with the magic of ballistic powder—and 
so, too, of power.  
 As for Marlowe’s The Tragicall History of the Life and Death of Dr. Faustus  (perf. 
1592), we have actual evidence for its use of black powder effects. John Melton reveals in his 
1620 Astrologaster that an individual attending its performance would “behold shagge-
hayr’d Deuills [that] runne roaring ouer the Stage with Squibs in their mouthes, while 
Drummers make Thunder in the Tyring-house, and the twelve-penny Hirelings make 
artificiall Lightning in their Heauens” (31). This certainly drives home the extent to which a 
printed version of the play, with its oft-minimal stage directions, might helplessly drain a 
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drama of its more excessive qualities.752 Might we propose that, in the right aural and ocular 
setting, Marlowe’s innovative blank verse, his veritable detonation of poetic language, would 
have had an impact more successfully akin to today’s rock concert or digital war game than 
to the hushed interior of an intimate theater space?  
 But if scare and delight were seminal to Marlowe’s dramaturgical rhetoric, they were 
also the reason why some playwrights, like Joseph Hall and Ben Jonson, were critical of his 
incapacity for verbal restraint.753 What had begun as a revolutionary impact on stage 
language—a kind of pyro-poetics, we might suggest—eventually became identified with the 
“supposedly vulgar, overly popular, aggressively old-fashioned theatres….”754 Marlowe’s 
rhetoric was, in due course, downgraded, not unlike the soldiers of his day. No wonder that 
Tamburlaine’s lesser, though equally ballistically minded descendant, Pistol, would relish 
Marlovian language, borrowing references to “hollow pamperd jades of Asia” and making 
likeminded comparisons “with Caesars and with Canibals, and troiant Greekes.”755 In some 
sense, Marlowe’s language is cannon shot, and not only in terms of the expulsive, 
monumental force of its release, but likewise in the uncomfortable, post-reverberative 
hollowness it leaves behind. But such theatrical proto-Sturm und Drang may make sense 
when read in light of the Tudor and Stuart proximity of some of these stageplay theaters to 
actual, artillery-range theaters of war.756  
																																																								
752 David Bevington notes that the changes made to the B-text of the play—since Faustus exists in two distinct 
versions—patently augments the play’s “notorious scare factor and delight in black magical stunts” (qtd. in 
Sugg, Smoke 109). 
 
753 Syme, “Marlowe” 283. 
 
754 Syme, “Marlowe” 283. 
 
755 Qtd. in Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 169. 
756 See Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 169. 
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 No wonder the dramatically concomitant desire to escape those latter sorts of 
theaters—by retreating into the various Edenic forests, gardens or countrysides of the 
Elizabethan comedies. While Renaissance writers had inherited such happy retreats into a 
primeval state from Virgil’s Eclogues (where the geography of Arcadia had first been 
mapped), what they were escaping had indubitably shifted technological ground.757 
Moreover, while aristocrats might withdraw into a bulky epic romance that indulged their 
chivalric sensibilities, comedic-romantic plays allowed for an escape from the swift-changing 
nature and pace of city living. Sawday, for one, directly correlates the early modern English 
vogue for pastoral writing with the mechanical culture that was springing into being. 
Shakespeare, he advises, was “particularly alert to the possibilities and impossibilities of 
pastoral,” such as when the banished Duke Senior in As You Like It (1600) rapturously 
exclaims of his Arden environs, “Are not these woods / More free from peril than the envious 
court?” (II.i.3-4).758  
 Certainly the trope of the civilized world as the locus of true savagery is as resonant 
today as it was half a millennium ago. But what mandates escape from that civilization is, by 
and large, historically determined. In the case of these comico-Arcadian plays, it is artillery 
machinery that is left behind (arms never seem to be carried by Shakespeare’s peripatetic 
nobles). So, too, do these characters shed the “jargon of the new Esperanto of war.”759 
Imagine, even more, the soldier in Shakespeare’s audience, for whom Arden was permitting 																																																								
757 Sawday, Engines 304. 
 
758 Sawday, Engines 305. The same would be accomplished through entirely different means decades later. 
James Shirley’s Hyde Park (1637), in which arisotcrats turn to the parkyard sport of racing—and in lieu of 
battle, we might argue—provides for an Arcadian withdrawal at once more place-realistic and closer to home. 
References to gunpowder, moreover, will be quite breezily delivered, as in Julietta’s comment that her brother’s 
mistress, “jeers / All within gun-shot” (III.i, p. 21); and Lord Bonville’s remark that the losing bet he placed on 
a horse race plays about his ears “like cannon, but less dangerous” (IV.iii, p. 34). 
759 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 161. 
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an escape from the battlefield with its particularly unsavory “civilized” prosthetics. But 
imagine no less the merchant, with his coeval escape, only this time from the threat of 
disbanded soldiers (or of those pretend ones, currently robbing along the highways and 
begging around Moor-fields).  
 This returns us necessarily to Jonson, who, in a sort of proto-Brechtian move, insisted 
on reminding audiences that gunpowder special-effects were but smoke and mirrors and that 
a nation’s strength derived not from alarums or rousing, Marlovian speeches, but from 
morally solid people.760 In Every Man in His Humour (1598), Jonson colorfully points to the 
clumsiness of stage bullets and cannonball used to stimulate thunder.761 Such “nimble squib,” 
he declares in its Prologue, only serves “to make afeared / The gentlewomen” (ll. 17-18, p. 
7). Jonson wanted nothing more than dramaturgically to escape those faux idyllic landscapes 
and to traffic instead, as McKeown choicely puts it, in “the symptoms of an anxious but 
unstoppable modernity that everywhere poked through the romantic veneer of fairy 
kingdoms and pastoral paradises of the late Elizabethan imagination.”762 And so, are we to 
feel empathy or scorn when Brainworm, a “poor soldier,” proclaims having served  
in all the late wars of Bohemia, Hungaria, Dalmatia, Poland, where not, sir? … I was 
twice shot at the taking of Aleppo, once at the relief of Vienna; I have been at 
Marseilles, Naples, and the Adriatic gulf, a gentleman-slave in the galleys, thrice, 
where I was most dangerously shot in the head, through both the thighs, and yet, 
being thus maimed, I am void of maintenance, nothing left me but my scars, the noted 
marks of my resolution. (II.iv.52-61, p. 35) 
 
No aspect of battling bullets is more comically filched and put to dramatic use in this 
play than when Jonson draws on the fencing manuals so popular in the period—especially as 
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761 Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 126. 
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regards their attendance to how a fencer might, through fancy footwork, fend off an assailant 
with a loaded gun. In short, the dually overweening and faint-hearted Captain Bobadill 
promises to fetch the town gull, Matthew, a fencer, who will teach him how “by the true 
judgement of the eye, hand, and foot to control an enemy’s point i’ the world. Should your 
adversary confront you with a pistol, ‘twere nothing, by this hand, you should, by the same 
rule, control his bullet, in a line: except that it were hail-shot and spread. What money ha’ 
you about you, Master Matthew?” (I.v.133-142, p. 25).763 
One play more interested in capitalizing on “nimble squib” than in critiquing it was 
Barnabe Barnes’s The Devil’s Charter, A Tragedy Containing the Life and Death of Pope 
Alexander the Sixth (1607). True, the play in its own time was derogatorily compared to “a 
cuppe of sack, heady and strong,”764 but its lurideness was also supposedly what made it a 
fine addition to the Globe repertoire.765 (Keep in mind, too, that it was performed only two 
years after the Gunpowder Plot.) Sleaze, blood, corrupt Italianate powers: The Devil’s 
Charter had them all, thus fitting snugly with contemporaneous Globe plays like Marston’s 
The Malcontent (1604) and Middleton’s The Revenger’s Tragedy (1607).766 If Pope 
Alexander’s pact with the Devil supplies the narrative material for the play, matériel is there, 
too, to assist in shading in the plot thickly. Indeed, sometimes that matériel appears too 
																																																								
763 References to gunpowder pepper some of Jonson’s other plays. In The Alchemist, we find the housekeeper 
describing the complexion of her employer, the alchemist Subtle, as “Stuck full of black and melancholic worms, / 
Like powder-corns, at the artillery yard” (I.i.30-31, p. 358). In Bartholomew Fair, the puppet-show man, 
Leatherhead, waxes oddly nostalgic for “the Gunpowder plot, there was a get-penny! I have presented that to an 
eighteen-, or twenty-pence audience, nine times in an afternoon” (V.i.7-12, p. 579-580). 
 
764 Qtd. in Somogyi, ed., Devil’s vii. 
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thickly, such that one feels like one is reading a military pamphlet (hence my excerpting it 
here at some length): 
ALEXANDER:  Castilian, take five hundred harquebus,  
Two hundred arbalests, and fortify  
Upon the tower of Saint Sebastian, 
Affronting that port where proud Charles should enter,  
Call’d Santa Maria di Popolo.  
PICCOLOMINI: Our soldiers ready be, with match in cock… 
  … 
ALEXANDER: Bravely bring on your companies, bold hearts.  
Exit PICCOLOMINI. 
Gaspar de Foix, are those two basilisks  
Already mounted on their carriages?  
GASPAR:  They be.  
ALEXANDER:   We make you Master of our Ordinance.  
He deliverith his linstock.  
And on the turret of Saint Adrian  
Plant six more cannon and four culverins.  
Four lizards and eight sakers, with all speed.  
Take gunners with you to the citadel,  
Powder and shot, with ladles for their charge.  
See none be wanting; set them to their task.  
Have a good care your pioneers work hard  
To further your fortifications. (2.i, pp. 30-31) 
 
The actual Pope had died in 1503, but his language here is decidedly early seventeenth 
century (no longer a surprise to my reader, no doubt). The play’s inclusion of words like 
mine, train, line-stock, plot, and blow signals that The Devil’s Charter is “weighted with 
[Gunpowder] Plot-connections.”767 One can also not help wondering if Gaspar’s full name—
Gaspar de Foix—would have been pronounced as Fox, thus immediately conjuring 
associations of his character with the papist-plotter Guy (or Guido) Fawkes. Consider, after 
all, that, in a later scene, Gaspar de Foix will autobiographically recount having fought   																																																								
767 Wills, Witches 25. See also Thomas Dekker’s The Whore of Babylon (1607), which is rife with artillery 
language, including of mines being blown up and men digging low; of “murdering shot” and warning-pieces. It 
includes, as well, a scene in which Titania (a stand-in for Elizabeth, really), is asked, when preparing for war, if 
the soldiers’s firing disturbs her. To this, she replies, “How? We are tried; / Wh’ I’m born a soldier by the 
father’s side! / The cannon, thunder’s zany, plays to us / Soft music’s tunes, and more melodious…” (V.vi.25-
28, p. 269). 
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…at Malta when the town was girt  
With sergeants’ heads, and bull-beggars of Turkey;  
And by my plot (mining below the rampier)  
We gave th’obgoblins leave to scale our walls;  
And being mounted all upon that place,  
I with my linstock gave fire to the train  
And sent them to Capricornus…. (III.iii, p. 47, emphases added)768 
 
The artillery-speak hardly ends there, with even a female, Katharine, fascinatingly getting in 
on the action, all in an attempt to protect her besieged city walls:  
  BARBAROSSA:  …Shall we salute her with cannon?  
CAESAR: What?  
No, Barbarossa, not without a parley.  
‘Fore God, I love her and admire her valour,  
And till we find her words prove empty squibs  
We give her all the noble rights of war. Summon a parley. 
 
But the parley fails—due to Katherine valorously refusing to accept Caesar’s terms: 
KATHARINE: Caesar, at one word to discharge my conscience:  
Were there a cannon there to be discharg’d  
Upon this fruitful womb, the nurse of children,  
And I sure piecemeal to be torn withal  
If I would not surrender up this fort,  
Your cannon shot should plough these bowels up. (IV.iv, p. 77) 
 
After this scene pregnant with shot imagery (not to mention, pregnancy), The Devil’s Charter 
enacts a charge (“A charge with a peal of ordinance…” [IV.iv, p. 81] is the stage directive). 
And yet, Barnes sees fit, after this theatrical crescendo, not only to have Caesar publicly 
address his soldiers, but to pay them for their efforts:  
CAESAR:  …Brave Barbarossa, take these soldiers  
Unto some quarter, where by sound of drum,  
According to their muster, give them pay.  
Let them be satisfied and so discharg’d.  
[To the Soldiers] Fellows in arms, faithful and valiant,  
I think you for your pains and honesties.  
In token of our good heart to your service,  
We give each common soldier more than pay  																																																								
768 Wills also points to this passage, observing that three of its terms—bull-beggars, plot, and mining—cluster 
in what is a “thinly veiled description of Guy Fawkes” (Wills, Witches 25).  
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Two ducats…. (5.i, p. 91) 
 
So, while the play may well be a heady “cuppe of sacke,” aesthetically speaking, when 
observed from the vantage point of gunpowder culture, a little common soldier-
consciousness seems to have entered the fray.769 
Could the Gunpowder Plot have invigorated the early seventeenth-century turn 
toward a darker, bleaker, more Italianate, and more powder-ridden canvas, as witnessed in 
those aforementioned plays by Marston and Middleton, as well as those of John Webster? 
Then again, turning back to the play that opened this section, Shakespeare’s The Famous 
History of King Henry the Eighth, with its celebratory cannon-discharging pageantry and its 
less savory cannon-discharging against rioters, recommends that the performance canvas was 
never less one-sided. True, assertions that gunpowder was devilish persisted (perhaps only as 
lip service now, suggests Hale770—see Image 3). But the keen intrigue and delight in the 
black powder’s ingenious properties traveled alongside those assertions, especially in the 
form of spectacular, celebratory fireworks (see Image 4).  
Perhaps worth mentioning, too, is the powder-related evolution of England’s “green 
men.” While males costumed in green had long been a part of festival culture, associated as 
they were with satyrs and wild men, by the early seventeenth century, they also indicated 
men working a celebration’s pyrotechny, due to the protective, inflammable nature of their 
asbestos-green costuming (See Image 5). So, while Cahill justifiably recommends that the  
																																																								
769 Somogyi nevertheless considers its final scene to be magnificently close to “emulating the staggering terror 
of [its Marlovian] model” (Somogyi, ed., Devil’s viii). 
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Image 3. Mönch mit Instrumenten zur Schießpulverherstellung, in seinem 
Rücken eine Teufelsfigur, by Johannes Brantz & Joseph Boillot, 1603 
 
 
 
 
Image 4. Firework exhibition celebrating the departure of the King of 
Denmark from England, 1606 
 
 
 
 
Image 5. The second book “of Fyer workes” of John Bates’s The 
Mysteries of Nature and Art, 1634 
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early modern vogue for martial drama represented “not so much a clear moment of 
triumphalist war-mongering, but rather a far messier effort to come to terms with the 
culture’s unequivocal turn toward warfare,”771 we might propose that there was, in fact, a 
much wider messiness at play.  
Certainly those green men operating the fireworks make one thing certain: just how 
far we have strayed from humanism. 
Dirtying Up Humanism in Light of Powder Politics 
 
While imitation of antiquity may have been the predominant stimulus for engineering during 
the Renaissance,772 the new machinery of the cannon could not but take that science in an 
entirely novel and unanticipated direction. Or, perhaps more accurate would be to say that, 
while antiquity’s forms would continue to be emulated, in some cases they stockpiled an 
entirely new content. This was not exclusively in terms of instruments either, since methods 
of combat had likewise altered—and in ways that at least could agreeably converge for 
humanists with the ancient Roman Empire’s reliance on infantry. What the battlefield turn 
toward gunpowder also prompted was an expanded military bureaucracy for the purposes of 
training soldiers en masse.773 For that bureaucratic class, for whom warfare had once been an 
athletic exercise among their own, now the fighting was an intellectual predicament.774 Yes, 
this might pleasingly make the ancient historical general—Alexander, Scipio, Julius 
Caesar—more suitable as a military model than the likes of medieval Roland or Amadís of 
																																																								
771 Cahill, Unto 11. 
 
772 Sawday, Engines 104. 
 
773 Cahill, Unto 26. 
 
774 Arnold, Renaissance 106. 
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Gaul.775 But it also reduced the men whom these officers were commanding into a relative 
abstraction, notwithstanding that those soldiers were participating in this mathematical 
abstracting (the sixteenth-century gunner had to “exercise considerable care and precision in 
the loading operation,” after all, and, if he were a top gunner, be proficient in the elaborate 
rules for computing ball size and powder charge for a cannon).776  
 Early modern military manuals certainly corroborate the increasing reliance on 
calculations in both the practice and plotting of warfare (see Image 6). Consider some of the 
chapter titles alone of William Bourne’s The arte of shooting in great ordnaunce (1587): “A 
Table to knowe the weight of yron shotte”; “What manner of course the shot flyeth in the 
ayre”; “How many shottes of Pouder ther is in a last of Pouder, from the cannon, vnto the 
Fauconet…” (n.p.). While humanism may have celebrated a type of individualism popularly 
associated today with the Renaissance, military interests in statistics and mathematical 
reductionism tell a rather different story.777 So, too, does fortification theory, that strategizing 
of architecture for the purposes of defense, which had by now become a “gentleman’s 
preoccupation.”778 
 What the military treatises were less inclined to address were logistical problems, like 
how to transport cannon across muddied roads or to systematize artillery trains. Their authors 
(in keeping with their readers, presumably) were more intrigued, as Fissel tells it, “with 
historical context, geometry, mathematics (designing tables and diagrams), defining 
nomenclature, testing and positioning ordnance, manufacturing gun carriages, and identifying 																																																								
775 Arnold, Renaissance 106. 
 
776 Guilmartin, Jr., Gunpowder 173-174. 
 
777 Hale, Art 1.  
 
778 Hall, Weapons 162. 
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types of ordnance.”779 But it is in these ways, too, that the treatises accentuate the extent to 
which war had become, in Hale’s succinct terms, “professional, more impersonal”—“a study, 
a science….”780; or, in Arnold’s equally pithy rendering: war could now “be organized and 
analyzed; it was reducible to theory and formula, it could be made into a science and set 
down in treatises.”781 (Even the astronomer Galileo would get it on the action, teaching 
classes in military mathematics and designing a military compass, a sort of slide ruler for 
expediently performing advanced calculations on the battlefield.782) 
 
 
Image 6. Illustration by Diego Ufano, which appears in Robert Norton’s  
The Gunner Shewing the Whole Practise of Artillery (1628) 
 
Might we thereby advance with relative safety that the very interest and growth of 
mathematics as a field owes more to gunnery and siegecraft than we today, for reasons of 
ethical discomfort perhaps, likely permit783? No one in the English context sheds light on that 																																																								
779 Fissel, English 189. 
 
780 Hale, Art 1. 
 
781 Arnold, Renaissance 26. 
 
782 Arnold, Renaissance 91. 
 
783 Peters intriguingly proffers that even Renaissance painting was indebted to technologies and tactics bound 
up with gunpowder: “The discovery of the vanishing point in fifteenth-century painting in Italy and Flanders 
might owe something to the views rendered by towers and ramparts. … Renaissance perspective and artillery 
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claim more forthrightly than Francis Bacon. His New Organon by no means shies away from 
pleasuring in the algebra of artillery: “If you charge a gun with ball and sulphur only, and 
apply the match, the ball is not discharged, the motion of the greater congregation 
overcoming in this case the motion of matter. But if you charge with gunpowder, the motion 
of matter in the sulphur prevails, being aided by the motion of matter and of flight in the 
niter” (249). Bacon follows this formulation with an example he could well have drawn 
straight from observations at the Artillery Yard: “For example, let trial be made in shooting. 
See how far a gun will carry a ball straight, or as they say point-blank, and then try whether, 
if it be fired upward, the stroke will be feebler than when it is fired upward, the stroke will be 
feebler than when it is fired downward, where the motion of gravity concurs with the blow” 
(250). Bacon can even be found wishing, at the end of a discourse on motion and matter, that 
politics were more like cannon shot:  
[T]he motion of connection, which regards communion with the universe, is stronger 
than the motion of gravity, which regards only communion with dense bodies. Again, 
that appetites which aim at a private good seldom prevail against appetites which aim 
at a more public good, except in small quantities—rules which I wish held good in 
politics. (250)  
 
The utopic Bensalem, or New Jerusalem, that Bacon constructs in New Atlantis 
(1627) indubitably confirms his scientific passion for gunpowder technology. On that 
imaginary island can be found Salomons House, a technical institute of sorts, rich with 
mechanical wonders that have been fashioned from experience rather than the science-
stultifying texts of ancient philosophers. At Salomons House’s heart are the “Engine-
Houses,” dedicated to instruments of sundry “Motions,” and ones swifter, so Bacon 																																																																																																																																																																												
both arose in the fifteenth century; both depended on the analysis of straight sight lines from a central point. … 
To see is to draw is to design is to aim is to fire…” (Peters, Marvelous 235-236). The same could be said of the 
field of surgery, at least if we take into account the titularly embedded etiology of William Clowes’s 1588 A 
Proved Practice for All Young Chirurgeons, Concerning Burnings with Gunpowder and Wounds Made with 
Gunshot, Sword, Halberd, Pike, Lance, or Such Other. 
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emphasizes, than any that the visitors to Bensalem possess. This is because Salomons 
House’s natural philosophers 
Make them, and Multiply them more Easily, and with Small Force, by Wheeles and 
other Means: and to make them Stronger and more Violent, than yours are; 
Exceeding your greatest Cannons and Basilisks. We represent also Ordinance and 
Instruments of War, and Engines of all Kinds and likewise new Mixtures and 
Compositions of Gun-Powder, Wild-Fires burning in Water, and Unquenchable: Also 
Fireworks of all Variety, both for Pleasure, and Use. (31-32) 
 
Given the inherent violence and destruction that these mechanical wonders betoken, they are 
not, according to Sawday, unproblematic symbols of technological optimism; in other words, 
Bacon’s advocacy of technology has a definite “negative side.” 784 And so, the pacificist 
reader poring over Bacon’s text for signs of his disapproval of these violent instruments of 
war will find little to glean.785 Compare Bacon’s attitude to that of Niccolò Tartaglia (d. 
1557), who, on humanitarian grounds a century before, had destroyed his notes on the 
science of gunnery (though it is true that he eventually redrafted what became the first 
treatise on the subject, Nova Scientia [1537], because of a threat of Turkish attack).786 
Perhaps Bacon was gesturing toward this catch-22 when he has Bensalem’s natural 
philosophers declare that their ordnance is stronger and more violent than that of their guests, 
and that even “your” greatest cannons and basilisks are exceeded (31). 
But as noted above—and as Bacon’s contrived technical institute unquestionably 
echoes—for officers and war choreographers (and natural philosophers, too), the soldiers on 
the battlefield were correspondingly being reduced to a set of algebraic and geometrical 																																																								
784 Sawday, Engines 215. 
 
785 Sawday tries to salvage a more ethical Bacon, by pulling from his 1609 De Sapienta veterum (“Of the 
Wisdom of the Ancients”) (Sawday, Engines 215). There, Bacon alleges that admirable mechanical skill and 
industry were “converted to ill uses” long ago by Daedalus, when he constructed the labyrinth as a prison for 
the Minotaur (qtd. in Sawday, Engines 215). 
 
786 Hale, Art 14. 
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problems. True, mathematical comprehension of the latter was entirely necessary if one was 
going to succeed at rearranging bodies of troops to accommodate differently sized fronts and 
proportions of weaponry like pikes and muskets.787 As for the increasingly commodified 
human who was carrying that pike or musket, his bodily parts—head, mind, legs—were only 
generically imagined, with his movements instructed to be disciplined rather than “wilde” or 
“rashe”; in other words, his “nobility” depended, “paradoxically enough, on [his] machine-
like ‘continuall Actions.’”788  
To be sure, a musket in the hands of someone untrained in its complicated procedures 
for firing could prove “positively dangerous,” which is of course what fostered routine drill 
and practice.789 But the musket-wielding infantryman came increasingly to be seen (much as 
Montaigne had feared) as affixed to his machine, as an extension of his iron weapon—with 
the weapon, no less, an extension of him. In fact, in 1579, Leonard Digges would outright 
compare men’s bodies to iron ore in An Arithmeticall Militare Treatise, Named Stratioticos; 
and by the early seventeenth century, civic spectacles would be showcasing the products of 
the iron industry,790 as in Anthony Munday’s Sidero-Thriambos Or Steele and Iron 
Triumphing (1618). Staged by the ironmonger’s guild, Sidero-Thriambos featured a beautiful 
nymph as the triumphant representative of the Iron Age because she “affordeth out of her 
bounteous Myne, all kinds of Martiall and Military weapons, honouring with them Armes 
and Souldiers.”791 Not only that: this pageant would culminate in what, according to Cahill, 
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788 Cahill, Unto 33; and qtd. in Cahill, Unto 33, respectively. 
 
789 Hale, Art 20. 
 
790 Cahill, Unto 33. 
 
791 Qtd. in Cahill, Unto 33-34. 
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“must have been one of the period’s most spectacular scenes of martial excess”: a master 
gunner and his associate overseeing the charges and discharges of mortar, as nearby men on 
horseback fired off their pieces.792  
Vulcan was still, perhaps as always, a god with two faces: both creator and destroyer; 
able to forge cannons whose roaring not only induced fear of annihilation, but awe and a 
sense of safety. No wonder that armies lacking the “strong charmes” of iron artillery were 
now ridiculed for being—here in Thomas Dekker’s words in London’s Tempe or the Feld of 
Happiness (1629)—nothing more than “puffes of wind.”793 Distressing, perhaps. But we 
probably benefit in taking a page here from Bacon, in spite of his ostensibly deterministic 
leanings vis-à-vis artillery. For, much as he instructed in New Organon, we ought not to turn 
our eyes from “things that are mean or even filthy—things which (as Pliny says) must be 
introduced with an apology—such things, no less than the most splendid and costly, must be 
admitted into natural history” (109).  
  
																																																								
792 Qtd. in Cahill, Unto 34. 
 
793 Qtd. in Cahill, Unto 33 n.34. 
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CHAPTER 6: PLUS ULTRA! FURTHER YET! I: EXPANDING (AND 
RENEGOTIATING) THE WORLD BY COMPASS AND CARD 
 
 
 
So geographers, in Afric maps, 
With savage pictures fill their gaps, 
And, o’er inhabitable downs, 
Place elephants for want of towns. 
    —Jonathan Swift  
 
 
 
Compass Cuture and the Extended Self 
 
Francis Bacon’s vision for (and in) The Advancement of Learning (1605) is perhaps most 
arrestingly and economically illustrated on its title page. It is metaphorized as a ship that has 
already plied through the Pillars of Hercules—which is to say, has sailed on, beyond those 
anciently derived limits of the world with their foreboding warning, Non plus ultra! Go no 
further! (see Image 1). Bacon’s is a project intent on ignoring the voices of old. Indeed, the 
language of sailing plus ultra—further yet—would time and again rear its head in his 
writings: “These are the pillars of fate set in the path of knowledge,” he would argue in his 
preface to The Great Instauration (New 7), following up that proclamation with the 
organizational proviso that now, having “coasted past the ancient arts, the next point is to 
equip the intellect for passing beyond” (18). As for the New Organon, there, Bacon would 
contend that failure to make genuine advances in natural philosophy were due to human—
and, even more reproachfully, humanist—complacency. Those mired in the past, he would 
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argue, “are like fatal pillars of Hercules to the sciences; for they are not stirred by the desire 
or the hope of going further” (6).  
 
 
 
Image 1. Title page of the Englished edition of  
Francis Bacon’s The Advancement of Learning 
 
 
According to Melanie Ord, Bacon “specifically imagines long-distance travel and 
humanist modes of textual transmission as existing in opposition.”794 And yet, when it comes 
to the culture of discovery induced by the magnetic compass, Bacon’s attack of the 
humanists is a patent overstatement. Indeed, I would hazard that many a humanist would 
have defended his declaration in Refutation of Philosophies that it would be a disgrace if, 
“now that the wide spaces of the material globe, the lands and seas, have been broached and 
explored, …the limits of the intellectual globe should be set by the narrow discoveries of the 
ancients.”795 Many humanists had already long conceded—and quite elatedly, at that—of 
things newly discovered of which the ancients had been entirely ignorant and which, 
therefore, set the sixteenth century’s humanists apart. The second Englished volume of Guido 																																																								
794 Ord, Travel 13, emphasis added. 
 
795 Qtd. in Burke, Social 112. 
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Pancirollus’s (d. 1599) The History of Many Memorable Things opens with a discussion of 
the New World as one of the chiefest things “unknown to Antiquity” (265), before going on 
to broach the profitability of the compass for having allowed a sailor to determine Degrees of 
Latitude and, hence, his oceanic “whereabouts” (X, p. 425).796 Polydore Vergil had already 
agreeably whetted his readers’s appetite in On Discovery when, after mentioning that “little 
box that sailors use,” promised “many discoveries unknown to antiquity that we shall 
mention…” (II.v, p. 237). Peter Martyr, meanwhile, had concluded his account of 
Columbus’s travels in Decades (1516) with the (admittedly propagandistically-edged) 
proclamation, “Whatever was discovered in ancient times by Saturn, Hercules and other 
similar heroes is now of very little value; should Spain’s unfailing efforts unveil yet new 
things, everyone shall heed” (Discovery 365).  
Bacon was not the first one either to lob off the Non from the Plus ultra for the sake 
of devising an about-face dictum.797 Men like Columbus, and the many explorers who 
followed in his wake, had long been making mockery of that fabled ancient warning. They 
were no doubt the potent inspiration for King Philip II of Spain (1556-1598)—himself an 
intrepid supporter of navigation, cartography and, of course, empire-building—who dropped 
the non that had been part of his father’s imperial non-plus-ultra insignia (complete with 
emblem of the Pillars of Hercules).798 That King was also fond of saying “what is not in the 
																																																								
796 Given the preceding chapters on gunpowder technology, I ought to mention that Pancirollus maligns jousts 
and tournaments as “ludicrous Representations of a counterfeit War” (391). 
 
797 Then again, Lucian, in the second century C.E., had done the same in his satire on travel, A True Story. 
 798	Edgerton, Jr., “From Mental” 48. 
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documents is not in the world”—a justification, perhaps, of the mounds of papers generated 
by his mapping and information-gathering enterprises.799  
What, too, of the fact that Bacon anchors his departure from the ancients expressly 
within their argot—which is to say, by way of those Herculean pillars with their warning 
motto? In my mind, this speaks to how commingled those worlds really still were, even into 
the seventeenth century. No less does Advancement’s frontispiece underscore the extent to 
which the magnetic compass cannot be so easily wrested from the culture of discovery, 
whether this be in the form of nautical maps, or explorers’s travel narratives, or the fictions 
and philosophies that drew incessantly from them. Because of my own project’s interest in 
evolving early modern perceptions induced by the new technologies—not to mention, that 
Renaissance cartography at this time was as much a literary endeavor as a scientific one—
what follows is admittedly weighted more toward what the compass induced in terms of a re-
conceptualizing the world on the page than to the actual instrument itself as reflected in 
literature. Or, to recast King Philip of Spain: more integral than the compass’s facilitation of 
the navigation of new territories was for those territorities to be documented and, thus, 
mentally navigable, revisitable, and made part of the world. Imagine how even more 
commingled the culture of exploration and its cartographical representations must have been 
in the century prior to Bacon’s, when both mapmaking and humanist learning were, in the 
northern European context, at their procreant and promotional zenith. This was, after all, the 
century during which Europe’s perception of the world—its lands, its waters—changed more 
than it had in any comparable age.800 It is hard for us to fathom today that the first separately 
printed, modern map of England appeared in Sebastian Münster’s edition of Ptolemy’s 																																																								
799 Peters, Marvelous 20. 
 
800 Thrower, Maps 63-64. Thrower brackets the period for these revolutionary changes as 1474 to 1575 (63-64). 
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Geographia801—meaning that most Britons had never even seen their nation qua nation until 
the year 1540. It was also a century, as we shall see, when a disinclination to abandon the 
past altogether was at envigorating, unstable, and seemingly limitless loggerheads with a 
geographical space now in constant need of correction. Indeed, it is apropos the mapped 
encompassment of the world that the wisdom of the ancients could find itself most colorfully 
and confusedly contending with the knowledge of the altogether new and classically 
unobserved.  
Bacon’s figurative movements in the visualizing of his intellectual program (pillars, 
ship, unnavigated oceans, empirical discovery) were, in other words, the byproduct of a 
cosmographical movement that had largely unfolded during the sixteenth century. And, so, it 
is the project of this and the ensuing chapter, in more elaborate terms, to chart the wonderful 
and sometimes wobbly journeys that compass-bearers, mapmakers, and the poets and 
playwrights who mined their material made when trying to reconcile the venerable past with 
the newly possible; the heralded wisdom and authority of the ancients with a contemporary-
engendered anxiety of not enough influence; not to mention, the tension between mercantile 
drives which called for mathematical precision in mapping and humanist and literary 
longings to preserve and even propogate both the classical and theological pasts. Perhaps, we 
should not be surprised, then, by the extent of the antipodeal tugs animated by the compass-
derived culture of plus ultra; and it is to these that I shall pay particular attention—those 
magnetic pulls between real-imagined; here-there; up-down; center-periphery; past-present; 
stable-drifting; mastery-folly; fiction-truth; slipping away-keeping together (with no 
Derridean hierarchizing assumed whatsoever). Suffice it to say that the more longue-durée 																																																								
801 Skelton, Decorative 40. This text, which was Münster’s revision of Ptolemy’s Geography, included 21 new 
maps added to the standard 27 Ptolemaic maps (Mapping 69). 
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shift from the medieval map as theologically reflective of the soul and body, to the 
Englightenment’s eventual proffering of an exclusively “objective” territorial body, could not 
have been but a dynamically bumpy and sometimes freewheeling ride.  
In order to set up just how intertwined, migratory, and interanimated these thematic 
antipodes could be, let us begin by considering the diachronic legacy of one particular figure, 
Prester John. Prester John had initially appeared in John Mandeville’s fourteenth-century 
Travels, a text of considerable influence during the Renaissance (it was available by 1500 in 
virtually every European language).802 Mandeville maintained that, in spite of Prester John’s 
name—a byproduct of his conversion to Christianity—Prester John was Emperor of India, 
and with a “palace so wealthy, so noble, so full of delights,” exclaimed Mandeville, “that it is 
a marvel to tell of it” (170). Mandeville marvels especially at the court’s “more than thirty 
thousand people eating” and its rotating seven kings to serve the emperor (171). Perhaps that 
is why, by the end of the fifteenth century, Mandeville’s own name had become fraught with 
a variety of meanings: knight-errant, archetypal traveler, mythical figure, yes—but also 
grandfather of lies spun like truth.803  
More fascinating for our purposes is how the seat of Prester John’s empire later 
drifted from India to Africa when the deepening Islamic, and particularly Turkish, presence 
in Asia Minor made land travel to India all but impossible. True, some maintained that 
Ethiopia was part of India, given that four centuries of sources referred to Ethiopia as 
such.804 The only problem was that now there were two Prester Johns, one Indian, one 
Ethiopian. While the first early modern navigators, the Portuguese, were confident Prester 																																																								
802 Moseley, ed. Travels n.p.  
 
803 Moseley, “Introduction” 33-34. 
 
804 Klinghoffer, Power 63. 
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John was merely legend, Portugal’s contemporary alignment with Ethiopia’s emperor against 
the Muslims resulted in its keeping the legend alive.805 But how exactly are we to explain the 
obstinate, 400-year survival of an individual who had ruled, according to Mandeville, in the 
twelfth century? The Renaissance explorer Amerigo Vespucci attests in Letters from a New 
World to sailing along a coast, “which, in my opinion, is the beginning of Asia and the 
province of Arabia Felix, which is the land of Prester John…” (21); and, later, to Prester John 
being “lord of the land” between the ports of Zeila and Darbarui and Darboiam Azala, in the 
area of the Red Sea (23). Some 75 years later, the Flemish cartographer Abraham Ortelius 
would print, as part of his 1573 atlas, a map entitled “The Kingdom of Prester John” because, 
for him, argues Bodenstein, Prester John and his empire were an unquestionable reality.806 
“This Prester John, out of doubt, in our age, is one of the greatest Monarches of the world,” 
reads the 1606 English version of Ortelius’s Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (Theatre of the 
World), with a map illustrating that monarch’s vast empire stretching laterally from the Nile 
to the Indian Ocean, and vertically from Egypt practically down to the southern tropic.807 
Indeed, in the Epitome, a smaller, more affordable edition of that atlas, Prester John is cast as 
decidedly Ethiopian, a “great King & comannder of all Aethiopia & sundry other kingdomes 
& countries” (107). As for the land itself, that is Christian now—even if its people, as the 
Epitome counsels, “hold many grosse errors, [such as] both men and women are circumsised, 
& they are Christened at 40 dayes old” (107). As for the Emperor, he now “affirmeth him 
self to be descended from the lyne of King Dauid”; and unlike his palatial living of yore, now 
“he hath no one setled place of residence, but remoueth from one prouince to another & 																																																								
805 Klinghoffer, Power 64. 
 
806 Bodenstein, “Ortelius’” 201. 
 
807 Qtd. in Bodenstein, “Ortelius’” 201. 
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dwelleth in tents” (107). Then comes the surprisingly specific pronouncement that Prester 
John “is not of the colour of his people, but of a whyter & fairer skin” (107). 
But Prester John could not only be cartographically set adrift in the sixteenth century; 
he could also be personally and physically met. Edward Webbe, in Edward Webbe, Chief 
Master Gunner. His Travailes (1590), recounts having gone from Damascus “into the land of 
prester Iohn who is a Christian…,” and that he, as master gunner for the Turks, had served 
“against this prester Iohn,” with the Turks “pitch[ing] themselves in battaile ray at Saran, 
neere to the place wher the son of prester Iohn keepeth his Court. There Prester Iohn with his 
power, flew of ye Turks the number of 60” (24). Eventually, Webbe settles into an 
embellished description of Prester John’s court, clearly pulled—whether directly or by virtue 
of literary legacy—from Mandeville’s Travels, mixed in with some novel marvels and 
monstrosities. First come the marvels: “This Prester Iohn of whom I spake before, is a King 
of great power, and keepeth a very bountifull Court, after the manner of that Cuntrey, and 
hath euery day to serue him at his Table, fifty kinges, wearing leaden Crownes on their 
heads, and those serue the meat vnto Prester Iohns Table…” (24). And then the 
monstrosities: “continually the first dish of meat fet vppon his Table, is a dead mans scull 
cleane picked and laide in black Earth: putting him in minde that he is but Earth, and that he 
must die, and shal become Earth againe” (24). Soon after, Webbe volunteers another 
grotesque creature, this one seemingly drawn from the classical likes of Pliny or Herodotus 
(of whom Mandeville also made good use): “There is also a Beast in the Court of Prester 
Iohn, called Arians, hauing 4 heades, they are in shape like a wilde Cat, and are the height of 
a great mastie Dog” (25). But soon we are returned to the realm of the marvelous: “I haue 
seen in a place like a Park adioyning vnto presser Iohns Court, three score and seuen-teene, 
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Vnicornes and Eliphants all aliue at one time, and they were so tame that I haue played with 
them as one would play with young Lambes” (25).808 
Not only was geography mobile. So, too, was the centuries-old library of knowledge, 
which, in its earlier incarnations, had long hinged for reasons of memory on place. In a sense, 
what we are dealing with is an epistemological mouvance809—which is to say, the variation, 
modification, and even wholesale rewriting or abandonment of discrete collective 
knowledges tied to place, which would eventually require evacuation from cosmography-
geography,810 in order for geographical science to emerge. But before addressing the 
cosmographically large and the cartographically mobile, let us attend first to literature’s more 
explicit engagement with that tiniest of instruments which was to usher in not only the plying 
of grand seas and redrawing of the world, but a King’s declaration that anything in the world 
was not unless it appeared in a map. 
The Material and Metaphysical Pull of the Magnetic Compass  
 
As told by Pliny the Elder (d. 79 C.E.) in Natural History, magnetism as a force had been 
discovered by a Greek shepherd, Magnes, when the iron nails of his boots and the metal tip 
of his crook exhibited attraction to a particular rock.811 How it worked or why, nobody 
knew—and still did not know some 1100 years later, when that magnetic power was 
																																																								
808 This multiplication of monsters, it need be acknowledged, did not spring exclusively from the voyages of 
exploration. Sebastian Brant’s corpus of broadsides makes patent that “the shift was already quite pronounced 
by the mid-1490s, when the age of European exploration was still in its infancy”; it was the disseminative 
potentials of the print that facilitated a politically, religiously and/or militarily whetted appetite for the 
monstrous (as well as apocalyptic) (Daston and Park, Wonders 173-174, 180). 
 
809 The concept of mouvance originates with Paul Zumthor, who used it to describe the textual mobility that was 
a consequence of the copying of medieval manuscripts.  
 
810 No clear-cut distinction existed in the sixteenth century between cosmography and geography; the terms 
bascially coincided and were interchangeable (Short, Making 153). 
 
811 Pumfrey, Latitude 31. 
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inventively lodged in a European compass that miraculously pointed to the North Pole.812 
“[T]he needle points towards the Stella Maris,” declared Thomas of Cantimpré, a colleague 
of Aquinas’s, in 1240, and “[f]rom that position it does not move.”813 (No wonder that 
antiquarian William Camden would later refer to Elizabeth as “the Queen of the Sea, the 
North Star, the restorer of naval glory”814; for she, like the Virgin Mary before her, had 
become aligned with a star whose fixity was able to guide sailors.) And so, it would be this 
instrument as refined in Italy at the end of the thirteenth century that would, through the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, have the greatest impact on mapping the world, and not 
only nautically, but terrestrially too.815  
While Polydore Vergil understandably applauded the anonymous human industry that 
had gone into inventing “that little box that sailors use so skillfully to guide their sailing” (On 
Discovery, III.xviii, p. 487),816 part of that skill came in knowing how to deal with the 
innumerable inconstancies produced by faulty or weakened compasses and, even more 
mysteriously, by their place of manufacture. For this reason, Columbus often sailed with five 
or more compasses made in a variety of locales.817 Indeed, the fascination with the 
mathematics of reading the compass was robust enough that, by 1559, William Cuningham 
could find a print audience for The Cosmographical Glasse. Composed as a lengthy dialogue 																																																								
812 Pumfrey, Latitude 35. Original to the Chinese, by the twelfth century, the compass was taken up by Persian 
and Arab sailors, which is how it eventually made its way into European hands. This certainly puts a wrench in 
the town of Amalfi’s claim that the navigational compass was invented there in 1302 (Klinghoffer, Power 9). 
 
813 Qtd. in Pumfrey, Latitude 58. 
 
814 Qtd. in Jones, O Strange 123, n. 
 
815 Mapping 18. 
 
816 He also condemned the “fierce lust for wealth” now driving Europe’s “plowing” of the sea (III.xv, p. 463). 
 
817 Pumfrey, Latitude 63. In his account of Magellan’s circumnavigatory voyage, Pigafetta tells of their compasses 
having to be corrected for local magnetic deviation: “Our lodestone always moved a little toward its Arctic Pole 
[comprising two stars], but it had not so much force as from its side and its ring” (Pigafetta, Magellan’s XIII, p. 58).  
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between the sailing-savvy Philonicus and his hungry tutee, Spoudaeus, Cosmographical 
works tirelessly to ensure its semantic accessibility, unpacking concepts like cosmography, 
geography and chorography and providing copious charts that break down how to measure 
directions, tides, zones, latitudes, meridians, and even time. In its fourth book, for instance, 
Philonicus announces that he will now “conuerte my talke, vnto the desired scope, (that is) 
howe to directe anye shippe, from place to place, from Port to Port, exactly by Art…”—to 
which Spoudaeus almost breathily exclaims, “And that is a thinge, whiche semeth 
merueilous. For it is thought praise worthye to go by lande…. But in the wide Ocean, to finde 
à direct way, & to conducte [a] vessell vnto the port desired, is much more commendable” 
(n.p.). Cuningham even addresses what the ancients might well have done had they known 
about this enchanting instrument: “If Vlisses had knowne this Art, he shoulde not haue bene 
so long tossed on the troublous seas. If Diomedes, or Aeneas, had bene herein learned, they 
had not so manye yeares bene driuen from place to place: knowinge not by what meanes, to 
attaine to their so longe desired Region” (n.p.). If there is a seductive, erotic thrill permeating 
Spoudaeus’s admiration of the “marueilous needle, whiche being touched, … should knowe 
to turne alwaye to the North pole,” it is one that will certainly get picked up by Ben Jonson in 
his 1632 stageplay The Magnetic Lady (as later we shall see). But even well before Jonson, 
English poets were taking up the motif of compass and card. In an interesting antipodeal 
move in Edmund Spenser’s Faerie Queene (1590), Spenser characterizes the particularities 
of the wanderings of both Guyon and Britomart via this magnetic trope. When in Book II, 
Guyon finds himself sans the aid of his “trustie guyde,” the Palmer, Spenser likens the 
experience to that of a sea pilot for whom the North Star has disappeared behind “hideous 
deriment [darkness]” and, so, “Upon his card and compass [he] firmes [fixes] his eye, / The 
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maysters [guides] of his long experiment, / And to them does the steddy helme apply, / 
Bidding his winged vessell fairely forward fly” (II.vii.1, p. 98). While here card and compass 
are only metaphorically harnessed, in Book III, we are explicitly told that Britomart, whose 
virtue is Chastity, is making her travels without the aid of these advantageous instruments. 
Rather, all her  
…delight on deedes of armes is sett,  
To hunt out perilles and adventures hard, 
By sea, by land, where so they may be mett, 
Onely for honour and for high regard, 
Without respect of richesse or reward. 
For such intent into these partes I came, 
Withouten compasse, or withouten card, 
Far fro my native soyle… (III.ii.7, p. 32) 
 
Thus is the compass rose, at heart a “cognitive map of directions,”818 evaded in both cases, 
with Guyon having to figure out his destination as if with compass and card, and Britomart 
choosing to do so without. Spenser, in this way, deploys the explicit absence of a sixteenth-
century technology to heighten the mythically oblique wandering of his two knights. One 
wonders too if, given Britomart’s frequent evocative abuts with the sea, her travels-travails 
imagistically derived for Spenser from the portolan charts. Such charts, which etymologically 
derive from the medieval Italian portolano, or pilot book, depict a landmass’s coastlines with 
meticulous precision (see Image 2). As for the landmass’s interior, that remained altogether 
blank, as if uncharted, mysterious, empty, unknown.819  
Note, too, on the basis of the portolan chart of Britain below that it was to be 
inspected from all sides and all angles, accentuating thus its 360° lack of unitary 
																																																								
818 Glennie and Thrift, Shaping 284. 
 
819 See Thrower, Maps 51; Smith, Cartographic 2; and Mapping 41. 
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directedness.820 Does this not dovetail, even if only associatively, with Britomart’s questing 
through that unfamiliar geography of Faerie Land? So, while Klein correctly observes that 
that land needs “to be read accurately both by passing knights and learning readers,” less on 
the mark, perhaps, is his contention that its moral testing ground “is not accessible from the 
privileged position afforded by the topographical map.”821 Rather, it is a very specific kind of 
map that is reflected here.  As with portolan charts, the boundaries of Britomart’s Faerie 
Land are precise, precisely detailed, and even amplified—akin to the boundaries of 
nationhood, we might aver; but as for what the interior holds, of that we (and Britomart) 
cannot be certain, except through risking the (potentially chastity-imperiling) challenge.822 
 
 
 
Image 2. Portolan chart of England, Scotland, Ireland, 
by Albino de Canepa, 1489 
 
 
																																																								
820 Map orientation is, of course, altogether arbitrary: “There is no scientific reason why north should be at the 
top, and why Americans should go ‘up north’ or ‘down south’; in fact, the northward orientation of maps did 
not become common in Europe until the fifteenth century” (Klinghoffer, Power 21-22).  
 
821 Klein, “Imaginary” 215-217. 
 
822 Das, when discussing Philip Sidney’s epic romance New Arcadia, addresses wandering vis-à-vis the 
cartographic culture of the period, albeit in somewhat inverse terms than I do here. See Das, Renaissance 78)  
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Given that inconstancy was one of the potential impediments of the compass, that 
instrument with its many directional points could also worthily serve during the Renaissance 
as a descriptor of the fickleness of the (single, unindividuated) masses. In Shakespeare’s 
Coriolanus, for instance, the compass offers a swift means of magnetically homogenizing 
heterogeneity. As one of that play’s nameless citizens says, “We have been called so of 
many; …our wits are so diversely colored; and truly I think if all our wits were to issue out of 
one skull, they would fly east, west, north, south, and their consent of one direct way should 
be at once to all the points o' th’ compass” (II.iii.18-24, p. 1406).823 But Shakespeare’s 
richest use of a compass conceit as a marker of inconstancy is to be found in his sonnet 116. 
Because of the extent to which it derives its aesthetic pull from the magnet’s potentials for 
variation, I supply the poem below in full: 
Let me not to the marriage of true minds  
Admit impediments. Love is not love  
Which alters when it alteration finds,  
Or bends with the remover to remove:  
O no! it is an ever-fixed mark  
That looks on tempests and is never shaken;  
It is the star to every wandering bark,  
Whose worth’s unknown, although his height be taken.  
Love’s not Time’s fool, though rosy lips and cheeks  
Within his bending sickle’s compass come:  
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,  
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.  
If this be error and upon me proved,  
I never writ, nor no man ever loved. (116, p. 1736) 
 
True love—distinguished here from that which “alters when it alteration finds, / Or bends 
with the remover to remove” (3-4)—is antithetical to the wobbly compass needle, which is 
not “an ever-fixed mark but instead interminably “shaken” (5-6). Additionally, that Love 
resists being “Time’s fool, though rosy lips and cheeks / Within his bending sickle’s compass 																																																								
823 Shakespeare employs the word compass more often as a verb—e.g., to compass an area, to encompass— 
than as an indicator of the actual instrument. 
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come” owes as much to the compass rose as a time-teller as it does to the grander alignment 
of Time with that sickle-bearer, Death. Indeed, there is clear resonance between this poem, I 
would say, and John Davis’s listing in Seamans Secrets (1599) of the three things 
indispensible to practicing navigation: (i) observation of latitude; (ii) careful attention to 
“steredg, with very diligent examination of the truth” of the navigator’s compass,” so that 
(iii) “it bee without variation or other impediments.”824 (Note Shakespeare’s use of 
impediments in the opening phrase of his sonnet.) Clearly, Shakespeare taps into the belief, 
central to Davis’s text, that celestial observation was the essential ingredient for navigation—
and, so, a perilously denied ingredient in times of cloud coverage or fog or, worse yet, 
tempestuous storm. 
It would not be until 1600 that the magnetic power lodged in those slender needles 
would be brought to etiological light. William Gilbert’s De Magnete (On the Loadstone) 
astoundingly argued that the Earth itself was a magnet. While Gilbert had probably never 
navigated by compass (let alone gone to sea),825 he proposed a coition between the magnetic 
bodies of earth and compass, with the “supreme attractional power” occurring at the poles 
and “the weaker and more sluggish power … in the parts nigh the equator” (129).826 As a 
result, where one was in relation to the equator-poles—and where one’s compass had been 
made—affected the inclination of its magnetized needle (235). Thus, the mariner using a 
British compass but following Mediterranean marine charts would, in Gilbert’s words, surely 
“stray far from his true course” (250).  
																																																								
824 Qtd. in Ryan, “Introduction” 15-16. As for ascertaining a ship’s longitude, that would have to wait for the 
eighteenth century’s perfection of lunar and clock methods of measurement (Ryan, “Introduction” 15). 
 
825 Pumfrey, Latitude 26. 
 
826 This he considered distinct from the potentially one-sided, “tyrannical” nature of attraction (98).  
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While all this may sound increasingly scientific, ultimately for Gilbert, magnetism—
given its being an immaterial, self-motional force unaffected by solid barriers—was 
numinous evidence of Earth’s soul.827 He even readily impugned Aristotle for contending 
that the earth was inanimate, shrewdly calling upon other classical figures (Hermes, Orpheus, 
Thales) to bolster his avowal that the lodestone was “a part of the animate mother earth and 
her beloved offspring” (309-310). Gilbert’s vociferous attacks of contemporaries who 
parroted ancient authorities while “having made no magnetical experiments” of their own (5-
6), have ironically led some scholars to deem him one of the first vindicators of Bacon, even 
though his work predated Bacon’s own.828 (Then again, Bacon would later maintain that 
Gilbert, in spite of his dedication to experiment, had accordingly failed because he had not 
followed the Baconian method.829 As for how Gilbert failed: that came with the 1635 
discovery of secular variation in, and for, London, confirming that the magnetic poles could 
actually wander away from the geographical poles.830 
When Ben Jonson came to write The Magnetic Lady, he, like early modern writers 
more generally, distinguished little between whatever force it was that compelled magnetism 
and that which did, with equal mysteriousness, human desire.831 To do so would have 
disrupted the magnetic pull of coition, after all. Far more attentive was Jonson to making 
thick, allegorical use of the language and instruments of magnetism—and not only 
																																																								
827 Pumfrey, Latitude 110.  
 
828 Pumfrey, Latitude 201. 
 
829 Pumfrey, Latitude 201. Pumfrey does not propose that anachronism himself.  
 
830 Pumfrey, Latitude 4. 
  
831 Floyd-Wilson, Occult 75. 
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theatrically, but meta-theatrically, too. “And what is the title of your play here? ‘The 
Magnetic Lady’?” asks Damplay in the play’s Induction:  
BOY. Yes, sir, an attractive title the author has given it.  
PROBEE. A magnete, I warrant you.  
DAMPLAY. O no, from magnus, magna, magnum.  
BOY. This gentleman hath found the true magnitude—…. (ll. 68-73, p. 68) 
 
While it is likely, though not certain, that Jonson had read Gilbert’s book,832 the names of his 
play’s characters certainly fit neatly into that “little box”: Compass, Needle, Captain 
Ironside, and so forth. As for the magnetic humor of Jonson’s own dramatic theory of 
humours, that pivots—or, shall we say, points, bends, and quivers—on the figurative use of 
the loadstone for the womb.833 Hence, the vital inclusion of the character Lady Loadstone.  
The Magnetic Lady is rife with lines capitalizing (whether explicitly or not) on 
Gilbert-speak, as in “One to another, and so much opposed” (I.i.8, p. 73) and “He is a perfect 
instrument. / Your ladyship should sail by” (I.iii.11-14, p. 81); in “Your ladyship is still the 
Lady Loadstone / That draws, and draws unto you guests of all sorts…” (I.iv.2-3, p. 83) and 
“here they come. The prime magnetic guests / Our Lady Loadstone so respects; the Arctic! / 
And th’Antarctic!” (I.vi.1-3, p. 90-91).834 For the modern reader, the punning can become 
tiresome indeed, overstuffed as a single line may be with the mechanics of the conceit: “You 
may say what you will,” declares Polish, for instance, “you’re Master Compass, / And carry a 
large sweep, sir, i’ your circle” (V.vii.13-14, p. 197). Ronald E. McFarland criticized the play 
almost fifty years ago for draining practically every conceivable magnet pun “from the 																																																								
832 McFarland, “Jonson’s” 292. See also the first part of Thomas Heywood’s The Fair Maid of the West (perf.? 
1604), where the first Captain describes the chaste Bess Bridges as “a most attractive adamant”—to which his 
compatriot replies, “That adamant / Shall for this time draw me too…” (I.i.31-34, p. 8). 
 
833 Happé, “Introduction” 32-34. 
 
834 McFarland observes that, in spite of Lady Lodestone’s attraction of suitors, she herself “remains passive 
throughout the play. She, like the lodestone, is the object toward which things tend, but she has no anima or soul 
such as that which Gilbert suggests…” (290). 
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store.”835 In fact, without some knowledge of magnetism’s early modern reach, he claimed, a 
spectator was likely to find the play lacking in coherence; only when assimilated vis-à-vis the 
magnetic compass was one able to discern that the comedy is “structured as compactly as any 
that Jonson wrote.”836  Perhaps not too oddly, then, Jonson’s compass-speak can become 
strangely vivified for today’s readers—especially in terms of its erotic potentials—upon their 
reading a passage like the following from Gilbert’s tract: 
Coition is always strongest when pole touches pole, for at the poles the force is 
greatest by concert of the whole…. On the contrary, the coition takes place all over 
the periphery, north and south, the force emanating from the whole mass. Magnetic 
bodies, however, are attracted feebly in the parts near the equator, but quickly in the 
parts near the poles. (151) 
 
Jonson definitely traffics in coition’s lewder potentials. While his character Needle may 
unequivocally evoke a compass’s needle, Jonson makes ample room for jokes pertaining to 
tailors and, bawdily, to pricking.837 Consider, additionally, a coital line like “I shall cap / The 
Lodestone with an Ironside, I see” (V.x.145-146, p. 213), with cap not only metaphorically 
signifying the cover for the lodestone, but also “sexual covering.”838 Even more, Jonson’s 
rhumb-like use of the language of the nautical compass, as well as of magnetism more 
generally, ensures that, by the play’s end, all variation and impediments have been 
“corrected.” Thus does The Magnetic Lady lead to a hopefully satisfying encompassing; to a 
completing of the circle in a way that vigorously reinforces the degree to which the compass 
was animating early modern culture.  
																																																								
835 McFarland, “Jonson’s” 290. 
 
836 McFarland, “Jonson’s” 283. 
 
837 Happé, “Introduction” 33. 
 
838 Happé, ed., Magnetic 213, n. 145.	
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Perhaps no one deployed compass imagery more recurrently and more resonantly 
than John Donne, albeit with a thoroughly non-Jonsonian declination (to keep the conceit 
going myself). Where Jonson’s use of the instrument spun outward, in the form of surface 
puns and a mechanically exact and encompassing architecture, Donne turned his use 
inward.839 Indeed, Donne’s availing of the term inter-animation to describe the souls of two 
lovers united in a single quintessence may well owe something to Gilbert’s concept of 
coition. Gilbert, after all, likened magnetism to the coming together of two attracted bodies, 
with the soul as conceptually vital to the process. Theirs were not, by any means, mechanistic 
explanations for magnetism, in other words; nor were Gilbert and Donne discomfited in 
conjoining natural philosophy with spirituality or religion.840 (Nicolson even proposes that 
Samuel Johnson would later misinterpret Donne’s metaphors as mere conceits precisely 
because Johnson was living in an age of mechanism rather than of Donnean animism.841)  
In “Holy Sonnet I,” Donne animates the soul’s battle with sin through the themes of 
attraction and repulsion—not coition, in other words—and its speaker can only hope (Donne 
leaves the outcome tortuously open-ended) that God will be able “like adamant [to] draw 
mine iron heart” (259). As Makuchowska evocatively describes, here Donne envisions God 
“as an adamant stone exerting a gravitational force on his terrestrial heart from above the 
firmament”—a likeness that certainly suggests Donne’s immersion in the scientific discourse 
																																																								
839 See also Robert Greene’s 1584 prose romance Gwydonius, The Card of Fancy, which makes recurrent 
figurative use of the internalized compass, such as in Gwydonius’s father’s threat to his son, “promising that if 
he directed not his course by a new compass and levelled his life by a new line he would not only repay his 
folly with the penalty of the law but also by consent of the commons disinherit him of his dukedom…” (7); in 
the duke Orlanio deciding “it best to choose out some virtuous lady to keep [his daughter Castania] company 
who might direct her course by so true a compass, and level her life by so right a line…” (11); and in Lady 
Melyatta’s warning to Gwydonius that “lawless love without reason is the very loadstone to ruth and ruin” (31). 
 
840 Pumfrey, Latitude 213.  
 
841 Nicolson, Breaking 3-5. 
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of his time.842 But the compass for Donne can also stimulate more collectively oriented 
sentiments. In An Anatomie of the World—The First Anniversary, the compass becomes a 
conduit for elucidating both virtue and its decay. In this poem occasioned by the anniversary 
of the untimely death of Elizabeth Drury, Elizabeth is heralded as the instrument for those 
who, before, “Did in their voyage in this worlds Sea stray, / And needed a new compasse for 
their way” (ll. 225-226, p. 199). She is additionally cast as the magnetic force that had, until 
her death, bound the entire world together. Now, alas, “She that should all parts to reunion 
bow, / She that had all Magnetique force alone, / To draw, and fasten sundred parts in one; 
… / Shee, shee, is dead; shee’s dead” (ll. 220-222, 369, pp. 199-203).843 Makuchowska 
suggests that, in poems like these, Donne challenges religious dogmas while also 
“dismantl[ing] the rationality of science by means of Christian paradox.”844 More accurate, I 
think, is that the “rationality of science” postdates Donne’s period—at least if we are to take 
Gilbert at his word when plaiting together magnetism and the numinous.  
We shall certainly have more to say about Donne later, given his frequent use of map 
motifs for theological and ontological self-charting. As for the early modern proclivity for 
doing so via the compass: that would continue far into the seventeenth century. As late as 
1654, we can find John Durant, in The Spiritual Sea-man, likening humankind’s state since 
the Fall to that of a sailor at sea without his navigational tools. “Like as it is with a Ship laden 
																																																								
842 Makuchowska, Scientific 62-63. See also Nicolson, who homes in on the profusion of circle imagery in 
Donne’s poetry (e.g., wheels, clocks, sun-dials)—in part because “he was the first of the seventeenth-century 
poets to realize that, even as he wrote, the circle was breaking,” cosmographically speaking, thanks to the new 
philosophies of men like Copernicus and Galileo (Nicolson, Breaking 76-78).  
 
843 Nicolson, Breaking 101-102. As a neat counterpoint to this, the human anatomist Bartolomeus Eustachius 
framed his 1550s engravings of the dissected human body with compass bearings (95). See also Traub (2009). 
 
844 Makuchowska, Scientific 118. 
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with some rich treasure, at Sea, in a dark night, without Card or Compass,” he intones in its 
opening pages,  
not knowing where the haven lieth unto which it would go, nor how to shape of steer 
a course unto it: So is it 2 with Mankinde since the Fall. … As much therefore as it 
concerns the Merchant to endeavour the safety of his Ship, so much doth it concern 
us, to endeavour the safety of our soul. And the way of the one, is a fit Embleme of 
the way of the other. (1-2) 
 
Even more, the compass becomes the architectural principle driving Durant’s unfolding 
discourse on spiritual navigation. While “Art may make a Seaman,” he acknowledges, “…it 
cannot make a Saint. … [I]t cannot teach us to steer our course to the Haven of happiness” 
(5). In chapter IV, Durant shifts from the more speculative grand principles of his “Christian 
Compass” to a practical divvying up of “things or duties necessary to be done…”: “And here 
I shall keep me to my Compass; and mention as many points for practise, as there are noted 
in our Compass, which are thirty two. And for a help to memory, I shall begin each point 
with the initial known letters on the points of our Compass. Our first point is North, which is 
thus cut out to eight points” (23). What follows is a plotting of his Christian practicalities on 
the basis of NS, NE, NN, and so forth, proffered, so Durant says, for the purposes of aiding 
memory.  
Intriguingly, cartography was also oftentimes construed for similar recollective 
purpose, and not only for a reader’s personal memory, but for that collective memory that 
was still harboring (or was haunted by) an instinct for preserving the past—even as that past 
was being proven wrong. But before tracing the specificities of how cartography, in the wake 
of so many global discoveries, devised ways to both salvage and surpass the ancients, it 
behooves us first to consider, in more contextually holistic terms, the impact on England of 
this new way of seeing and, so too, of imaginatively compassing the world. 
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Encompassing the World Mentally—Which Is to Say, by Map 
We take maps so much for granted today, as we often do, too, the cartographization of 
space—including, now, even outer space. As a result, we need bear in mind that, at the outset 
of the 1500s, maps were not only rarely used in England, they were little understood. As 
earlier I mentioned, before the sixteenth century, England as a terrestrial body was hardly 
conceivable visually to its own population. (Hence the anachronism of Mortimer, Hotspur, 
and Glendower in 1 Henry IV carving up England and Wales between them with the aid of a 
national map.845) By 1600, however, the scenario had radically changed, with maps now 
customary objects of daily life.846 Not only were they consulted by men of affairs, maps were 
printed on playing cards and cloths for domestic and tavern hanging; engraved on medals; 
embroidered into tapestries; and used to illustrate Bibles.847 (And thus, the spectator’s 
complete anticipation during 1 Henry IV that Mortimer et al. would divide England and 
Wales between them). According to D.A. Harvey, “it is no exaggeration to say that the map 
as we understand it was effectively an invention of the sixteenth century,” and one that 
altered the mental economy of those who put them to readerly use.848 Or, in an alternative 
phrasing, by the end of the sixteenth century, subjects of the English realm had undergone 
such a spatial paradigm shift that they had literally become “mapminded.”849  
																																																								
845 Gillies, “Introduction” 19. 
 
846 Gillies, “Introduction” 19. 
 
847 Harvey, Maps 7. About a dozen maps of England from 1450-1499 are extant; 200 from 1500-1550; and 800 
for the second half of the sixteenth century (7). 
 
848 Harvey, Maps 15. 
 
849 Gillies, “Introduction” 19, 25. The term originates, however, with D.A. Harvey. 
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But we need not rely purely on the assertions of contemporary scholars. By the later 
years of Elizabeth’s reign, maps, as John Dee (d. ca. 1609), one of her advisers, waxed, were 
being purchased for sundry reasons:  
to beautifie their Halls, Parlers, Chambers, Galeries, Studies, or Libraries with….  
Some other, presently to vewe the large dominon of the Turke: the wide Empire of 
the Moschouite: and the little morsel of ground, where Christendome (by profession) 
is certainly knowen … Some, either for their owne iorneyes … some, for one 
purpose: and some, for another, liketh, loueth, getteth, and vseth, Mappes, Chartes, & 
Geographicall Globes.850 
 
Dee’s description inadvertently speaks to the altered nature of the sixteenth-century domestic 
interior, which suddenly could contain the whole world within its four walls.851 “How 
valuable a good map is,” Samuel von Hoogstraten would exclaim decades later, “in which 
one views the world as if from another world thanks to the art of drawing.”852 Von 
Hoogstraten was a contemporary, incidentally, of that artist best known for depicting maps 
on the walls of seventeenth-century domestic interiors, Johannes Vermeer (see Images 3-4).  
In the English context, maps had become sufficiently commonplace by the early 
1600s that the anonymous 1609 pamphlet Pimlyco. Or, Runne Red-cap Tis a mad world at 
Hogsdon could heartily seize upon, assimilate, and insert their navigational rhetoric into 
popular culture, here exploited for the ludic purposes of describing a tavern: 
To all Trauellers: The name of it is Pimlyco, Here haue I drawne a large Map of it: by 
this Chart, may you in a few houres, and with little or no winde, ariue in the very 
mouth of the Hauen. Some that haue trauelled thither, affirme it to be a part of the 
Continent, but the better sort of Nauigators say, it is an Iland: full of people it is, and 
they are very wilde… an inchanted Iland, and haunted with strange Spirits; for the  
 																																																								
850 Qtd. in Gillies, “Scene” 122. 
 
851 Wall maps in their earliest incarnations belonged, like guns, to the wealthy. On the ceiling of Henry VIII’s 
banquet hall at Greenwich, for instance, appeared “the whole earth environed with the sea, like a very Mappe or 
Carte, and by a connyng makyng of another cloth, the Zodiacke with the xii signs, and the five circles… it was a 
connyng thing and a pleasant sight to beholde” (qtd. in Wallis, “Map-Making” 18-19). 
 
852 Qtd. in Alpers, “Mapping” 74. 
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Image 3. The Officer and the Laughing Girl, by 
Johannes Vermeer, ca. 1660 
 
 
 Image 4. The Allegory of Painting, by Johannes 
Vermeer, ca. 1665 
 
 
 
people there, once euery Moone, are either starke mad, or else loose their owne 
shapes, and are transformed into Beasts, yet within twelue houres, recouer their wittes 
and shapes againe. (n.p.) 
 
By 1624, maps would have become edifyingly familiar enough that poet Abraham Holland 
could scathingly critique the appetites of the uneducated for privileging over a world map the 
scatological imagery of, say, “a Frier blowing wind into the taile  / Of a Babboone, or an Ape 
drinking Ale”: “If ye should set one of Mercators Mapps / …, they / Would hardly sticke to 
throw the toy away, / And curse the botching painter.”853  But if we are genuinely to 
understand how sixteenth-century cartography ushered in not only a capacity for the human 
visually to compass the entire world, but a radical literary renegotiation of space and one's 
place in it, we probably ought to begin with what preceded it representationally, in order to 
chart just what changed and was at stake.   
 
 																																																								
853 Qtd. in Watt, Cheap 146-147. 
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From T-O to Ptolemy; from Age to Experience 
While a world map is never entirely objective, with politics, art, and other obsessions of the 
day always impacting its contours, the mappa mundi in the medieval West was particularly 
unscientific. Foremost diagrammatic, it was neither drawn to scale, nor intended to portray 
measurable space realistically.854 Rather, the mappa mundi, drafted mainly by monks, was 
structured according to biblical authorities and intended as a gestalt metaphor for theology. 
Thus its typical eastern orientation, in keeping with Genesis 2:8 (“And the Lord God planned 
a Garden eastward, in Eden”—with Adam and Eve often pictured there), as well as its 
association of the three known continents of Africa, Asia, and Europe with Noah’s sons 
(Ham, Shem, and Japhet, in keeping with Genesis 10:1-32 on the division of the nations).855 
As for those nefarious inhabitants of Gog and Magog, they were placed in the geographical 
margins and envisioned as barbarians plotting end-of-days attacks on the civilized world.856 
While this was not a world envisioned as flat, in spite of that folklore persisting even today, it 
is true that, until Columbus’s voyages, European scholars believed almost unanimously that 
their ocean-bound hemisphere alone was habitable.857 Its tripartite shape had to some extent 
descended from Greco-Roman cartography, with its T-O maps (so-called because of their T 
shape within an O shape—see Image 6), though now this shape satisfied Christian theology 
through a centralizing of Jerusalem.858 In fact, a T-O map—St. Isidore’s world map from the 
																																																								
854 Smith, Cartographic 3. 
 
855 Klinghoffer, Power 23-24.  
 
856 Klinghoffer, Power 24. 
 
857 Vogel, “Cosmography” 476. 
 
858 Thrower, Maps 41-42. 
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seventh century, more specifically—was the very first to be printed in Europe, reaching early 
modern eyes in 1472.859 
 
 
 
Image 6. Copy of St. Isidore’s (d. 636) T-O map of the world 
 
What is hard for us to fathom today, perhaps, is that medieval representations of the 
world were more available in the sixteenth century than in their own time, thanks to reusable 
woodblocks and plates which kept them in printer-profitable circulation, notwithstanding 
their increasingly archaic and inaccurate projections of the globe.860 (Cuningham’s 
Cosmographical Glasse, for example, despite its au-courant attendance to compass culture, 
includes an engraving of a medieval king qua Atlas holding an Aristotelian cosmos861 of 
progressively encased spheres of water and earth.) Early print culture was a time of 
competing all-encompassing worldviews, in other words. For some readers, in fact, repetition 
of recognizable conventions, even when out of date, would have given those inaccurate maps 
																																																								
859 Thrower, Maps 41-42. 
 
860 Eisenstein, Printing 49. See also Rhodes and Sawday, “Paperworlds” 10.  
 
861 Eisenstein, Printing 49.  
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a patina of legitimacy: one was engaging with a representation that had a lineage, after all, 
and, so, was therefore to be trusted.862  
Of course, the decades prior to Gutenberg had had their competing cartographical 
forms, too, for alongside the mappa mundi had begun appearing two other maps: the sea-
chart as a tool for trade and travel (those portolan charts earlier discussed); and the Ptolemaic 
map.863 Ptolemy’s (fl. 150 C.E.) unique conceptualizing of geography had been rediscovered 
and translated into Latin (as Geographia or Cosmographia) in 1406.864 In fact, before 
Columbus’s ventures, a startling half of the 222 printed incunable maps—those up to the year 
1500—were based on Ptolemy’s writings,865 doubtlessly attesting to the predominance and 
weight of classical learning in the period. Ptolemy’s concept of projection (a raised or bird’s 
eye, trapezoidal representation of space) and his employment of graticule (grid) would 
become persistent legacies in mapmaking. On the other hand, his actual map of the Ecumene 
or inhabited world (see Image 7) was already on the verge of becoming a relic, given the 
contemporary events that were soon to reveal its shortcomings.866 Thus was the sixteenth 
century’s Ptolemaic cult, as Whitfield proposes (and as will bear out as we proceed), far 
more a literary and intellectual phenomenon than a scientific one.867 
																																																								
862 Wilson, World 234. Wilson (and so too Cecil Clough whom she cites in this regard) says this apropos 
portraiture, not maps; but I believe her comments apply no less to the cartographic realm, as this chapter shall 
demonstrate. 
 
863 Whitfield, Image 36. 
 
864  As Short prudently advises, when today we “use the term Ptolemy we are really referring to a transmission 
belt along which many hands have added things to the ‘original’ message” (Short, Making 12). 
 
865 Campbell, Earliest 1.  
 
866 Whitfield, Image 10. 	
867 Whitfield, Image 10. 
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Then again, Ptolemy’s cartographic limitations—indeed, his fairly prodigious 
errors—were conceivably responsible for Columbus’s reaching the New World. In favoring 
the shortest of earlier Greek estimates of the earth’s circumference, Ptolemy had reduced its 
longitude and thereby understated the distance between Portugal and China.868 Had 
Columbus known the actual distance was nearer 10,000 nautical miles than the 2,400 he 
supposed, would he have embarked upon that first momentous voyage869? 
 
 
Image 7. Printed, painted map depicting Ptolemy’s description of the Ecumene, 
the inhabited world. Engraving by Johannes Schnitzer, 1482. 
 
If early printed maps lacked precision or authenticity—Columbus’s discovery of the 
Americas would not feature on a world map until 1506,870 14 years after the fact—the 
reasons were several. For one, block-cutting and copper-engraving took considerable skill, 
and the increasingly intricate nature of the maps sought and solicited in the sixteenth century 
would require technical advancements.871  Besides, as earlier mentioned, once you had an 
image, why not reuse it? As a result, when a Basel woodcut of various Bahamian islands and 
																																																								
868 Campbell, Earliest 4. Columbus owned the 1478 edition of Ptolemy (4). 
 
869 Campbell, Earliest 4. 
 
870 This was the Contarini-Rosselli map. 
 
871 Campbell, Earliest 7. 
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Hispaniola (which Columbus believed to be Japan872) was printed in 1493 or 1494, 
Columbus’s ship is incorrectly portrayed as a galley. The woodcut, you see, was a straight 
copy of the Venetian ship that, almost a decade prior, had transported Bernhard von 
Breydenbach to the Holy Land (after which he would pen Voyage to the Holy Land).873 
Given that the strands of the period’s geographical thinking were often contradictory, the 
prevailing tendency was to reject travelers’s reports in favor of geographical theory.874 (That 
Columbus’s letter about his voyage never found an English publisher is perhaps testament to 
the early skepticism that existed regarding any single traveler’s account of unspecifiable 
places. 875) Indeed, we cannot overestimate how much incoming information about the lay of 
the land (and the sea) had to be, in the early modern context, taken on trust.876 
As for when the “New World” made its first cartographic appearance in a printed 
book, that was in 1508, as a part of a six-map supplement to Ptolemy’s Geography.877 The 
cartographically New began, in this way, as something of an adjunct to the Old or, at the 
																																																								
872 Klinghoffer, Power 155 n.20. This confused one cartographer, Johannes Ruysch, enough that he eliminated 
Japan altogether from his 1508 world map (155 n.20). 	
873 Campbell, Earliest 100.  
 
874 Campbell, Earliest 7. 
 
875 Zeydel, ed. Ship 378, n. 7. 
 
876 Binding, Imagined 235. Other times, it was a case of a want of trust, in the sense that cartographic 
knowledge was considered the “trade secret” of pilots and explorers, and, in some cases, the state (Jones, O 
Strange 2). In 1504, Portugal’s King Manuel actually “forbade chart-makers to represent the West African coast 
beyond the Congo” (Burke, Social 143-144). Magellan’s discovery in 1520 of the strait that would eventually 
bear his name, a southern one leading from the Atlantic to the Pacific, may have well been born of this secret 
knowledge. For, as Pigafetta recounts of their search for a passage: “the captain-general said that there was 
another strait which led out, saying that he knew it well and had seen it in a … marine chart of the King of 
Portugal, which a great pilot and sailor named Martin of Bohemia had made” (Magellan’s  X, p. 51). 
 
877 Short, Making 22. America appeared as part of a polar projection of the world. 
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least, as inserted into it.878 As for where the first mention of Columbus’s voyage appeared in 
literature, that had come earlier, surprisingly enough, in 1494, with the publication of 
humanist Sebastian Brant’s satire on contemporary culture, Stultifera Navis (Ship of 
Fools).879 Its sixty-fourth poem, “Of Experience of All Lands,” meditates with lively 
precision on just what it means to have gone beyond the edges of the classical world. For, 
though “Ptolemy [had] described the girth, / The length and breadth of all the earth,” drawing 
“the length from Orient / And end[ing] it in Occident”; now places like “Iceland and 
Pilappenland” had been found, “Which ancient writers never scanned,” and beyond those, 
“naked men, / And sparkling gold and islands too / Whereof no mortal ever knew” (222).  
But Brant’s is a ship of fools and, so, his acknowledgement is far less to laud 
contemporary humankind than to expose its follies. And this, he does by drawing on the 
ancients: 
The master Pliny once did say  
That vain it is in every way  
To measure out the world’s expanse  
And then to cast a further glance  
Beyond the earth, beyond the sea;  
In this all men err grievously,  
Into these problems each would delve,  
Yet can he understand himself?” (222) 
 
Thus are the ancients initially surpassed in the poem—and then not, by way of Pliny’s 
ultimate wisdom regarding humanity’s lack of epistemological wisdom. But that was then 
and this was now—which is to say that, by the time Alexander Barclay’s Englished Ship of 																																																								
878 Short, Making 22. In this sense, I believe that Hiatt overstates the case when alleging that Martin 
Waldseemüller’s map (1507), which supplemented Ptolemy’s Geography—it was also the first large map to be 
printed and the first to include the word “America”—was intended “to purify Ptolemy, to strip away a process 
of corruption”; yes, its stated purpose may have been to reveal Ptolemy’s work “in its antiquity,” but the longer 
history of sixteenth-century mapmaking suggests that the addition of supplementary lands was not—yet—“an 
updating that drags Ptolemy back to his antique setting, and memorializes him there” (Hiatt, Terra 188-189).  
 
879 Campbell, Earliest 101. Brant had collaborated on the publication of Columbus’s letter in Germany (Zeydel, 
ed., Ship 378, n. 7). 
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Fools appeared in 1509, Africa had been entirely circumnavigated, and thirteen ships 
intended for India had instead found themselves butting up against the coast of what is now 
Brazil.880 Not too long after, in 1522, Magellan’s crew would succeed at doing the 
unthinkable in circumnavigating the entire globe.  
While today Columbus’s name looms largest when it comes to early modern 
navigation, in the Age of Discovery, Magellan’s voyage was the one considered most 
astounding—or, as Richard Eden would write in his 1555 Decades of the Newe World, “a 
thing surely most wonderful, and in maner incredible, but that the same time is proved most 
certayne by experience….”881 Were the tides, in this way, already turning toward experience 
as the true progenitor of knowledge? True, in introducing the first Greek edition of Ptolemy’s 
Geography (1533) two decades before, Erasmus, while willingly proclaiming that “hardly 
any other of the mathematical disciplines is more attractive or more necessary” than 
cosmography,882 also made certain that the field’s future was made subservient to Ptolemy:  
Earlier, there were more difficulties, …since some believed that the world swam in 
the ocean as a ball swims in water, with only its tip showing and the rest covered with 
water; and since the men who spread this art in their writings also erred in many other 
things. Now that the thread has been laid by many others, but especially by Ptolemy, 
with whose guidance every man can easily find his way out of this labyrinth, the path 
is paved for you to teach the pinnacle of this art quickly and without deviation. Those 
who disregard it must frequently speculate hopelessly, in the interpretation of 
respected authors.883   
 
On the other hand, part of this homage may have stemmed from the genuine guidance 
Ptolemy had offered out of the geographic labyrinth. For, that ancient natural philosopher 
had fully anticipated being intellectually superseded over time, and vigorously enough, that 																																																								
880 Vogel, “Cosmography” 478. 
 
881 Qtd. in Skelton, “Introduction” 1.  
 
882 Qtd. in Vogel, “Cosmography” 469. 
 
883 Qtd. in Vogel, “Cosmography” 469. 
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even an iconoclast like Leonardo da Vinci (who typically mocked written authorities and 
their dependents) would describe his own studies of human anatomy as a “cosmography of 
this lesser world [the human body], in the same order that was used by Ptolemy before 
me.”884  In short order, there was neither “a rapid jettisoning of the ancient authority” nor “a 
wholesale embrace of new observations”; rather, the ancient texts and the newly discovered 
worlds were “interleaved in a complex cosmo-geography,” with the cartographer delicately 
balancing the old (which had been rediscovered) and the new (which was uncertain).885 Thus 
could mapmaker Fra Mauro deferentially but also self-possessedly maintain, “I do not think 
that I am being unfaithful to Ptolemy if I do not follow his Cosmography.”886 
What may surprise even contemporary geographers is that, for most of the sixteenth 
century, the cartographical enterprise remained inscribed in a theological framework. Gerard 
Mercator is, of course, known foremost today for developing a map projection based on 
ratio-constant longitude and latitude that is still in use.887 (It was also a means of projection 
common enough by the end of the century that Shakespeare could, in Twelfth Night, have 
Maria declare of Malvolio’s officious behavior: “He does smile his face into more lines than 
is in the new map with the augmentation of the Indies” [III.ii.76-78, p. 355] [see Image 8]; 
or, with equal secular measure, Thomas Dekker, in his Guls Horne-booke (1609), could 
scurrilously decry how the globe version of that map, with its “face sleekt and washt ouer 																																																								
884 Qtd. in Grafton, New Worlds 51. 
 
885 Short, Making 52-53. Even Copernicus and Vesalius, who current-day scholars often project as attacking the 
classical structures through their innovations, fully expected those innovations to “coexist with—and even rest 
on”—those structures (Grafton, New Worlds 115).  
 
886 Qtd. in Hiatt, Terra 167. 
 
887 Contemporary critics often fault his projection for magnifying the polar regions and, hence, diminishing the 
relative size of an entire continent like Africa. Mercator’s intentions were not politically motivated, however; 
his interests were in finding practical means by which to aid navigators in using straight lines to plot a course 
(Short, Making 3). 
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with whites of egges,” had destroyed what Dekker had so appreciated about the original: its 
“ancient circles, lines, paralels and figures, representing indéede, all the wrinckles, crackes, 
creuises and flawes that … stuck vpon it at the first creation, and made it looke most 
louely…” [n.p.].) But Mercator had also believed that geography’s ultimate aim was to 
enable contemplation of God’s creation, with the map thereby housing a sort of “providential 
revelation.”888 So, too, had Sebastian Münster conceived his Cosmography (1544) as a 
spiritual exercise, even promoting the use of mnemonic strategies to facilitate recollection of 
its maps and, ergo, meditation on the world’s moral order.889 Even more, Münster employed 
the compositional strategy of periegesis, taking his readers on a vicarious pilgrimage through 
mapped lands, in order to encourage them devotionally to contemplate the planisphere.890 
And because beauty was highly valued, both theologically as well as classically, aesthetic 
concerns were no less integral to the production of early modern maps than were navigation 
and mathematics (which were likewise considered representative of the divine).891 Of course, 
the bleaker side of such devoutness—at least, to us today—arises when the world is 
contemplated as “combin[ing] the pious goal of depicting the universality of Christendom 
with the colonial intention” of bringing that religion to people perceived as currently living in 
darkness.892  
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Image 8. “[M]ore lynes than are in the new Mappe.” 
Wright-Molyneux Chart of the World, ca. 1599 
 
Nevertheless, a sense of separation between ancient and modern geographies, and 
perhaps implicitly between secular and theologically motivated ones, did intensify as the 
sixteenth century proceeded893—enough so to permit Leonardo Fioravanti to make 
experience all in his 1564 definition of cosmography: “Cosmography is a science that no 
man has ever been able to learn or know other than by experience: a fact that is most 
manifest, and has no need of proof.”894 In fact, according to Anthony Grafton, by 1600, no 
scholar would feel hesitant any longer in pronouncing that Ptolemy’s Geography was merely 
of historical interest, as Mercator had hesitated thirty years before.895 Then again, Ortelius 
had already admiringly referred to Mercator, his contemporary and competitor, as “the 
Ptolemy of our day.”896  
																																																								
893 Hiatt, Terra 169. 
 
894 Lestringant, Mapping 18. Grafton makes the intriguing claim that the growing prominence in the 1560s of 
two ancient schools of thought, Skepticism and Stoicism, may have had something to do with the cartographic 
revolution: While the Skeptics saw proof of human knowledge’s fallibility through this map culture (and 
thereby felt licensed to remain at home and “cultivate his garden,” as per Voltaire), the Stoic was certain that 
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895 Grafton, New Worlds 205. 
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By 1605, the language of mapping was sufficiently a part of the humanist discourse 
that Don Quixote could chastise Sancho for thinking he was cultured enough to partake of 
that discourse in the plotting of their course:  
[Y]ou know nothing about the colures, lines, parallels, zodiacs, ellipticals, poles, 
solstices, equinoxes, planets, signs, points, and measurements that compose the 
celestial and terrestrial spheres, if you knew all these things, or even some of them, 
you would see clearly which parallels we have cut, how many zodiacal signs we have 
seen, and how many we have already left behind and are leaving behind now. And I 
tell you again to probe and go hunting, for in my opinion you are cleaner than a sheet 
of smooth white paper. (II.29, p. 650) 
 
(Later, Sancho will ironically reveal his ignorance of the history of navigators when blithely 
referring to a courtly tale’s protagonist as “Señora Magallanes or Magalona…” [II.41, p. 
724].) In the context of England, Christopher Marlowe had similarly embraced map 
rhetoric—terms like parallel, meridian line—in order to give his plays a semblance of 
exactitude (or, in Don Quixote’s parlance, so that they not appear “cleaner than a sheet of 
smooth white paper”); for similar reason, Thomas Heywood would pepper his play Silver 
Age (1613) with the technical argot of compass-measured travel, as in the following packed 
line: “I have crost the Articke and Antarkicke poles. / Hot Cancer, and cold Arctos I have 
search’t, / Past the’ Hyperboreans, and th’ Solsticies, / The Tropiques, Zones, Signes, 
Zeniths, Circles, Lines.”897  
And yet, when it comes to the maps themselves, a significantly less exact and less 
legitimately measurable picture emerges, one that paradoxically upends the “exactitude” born 
of Marlowe et al.’s incorporation of the technics of cartography into their work. This is 
especially the case vis-à-vis the inclusion on maps of still relatively unknown territories and 
bodies of water. For, while the seas and littorals plied by merchants may have been growing 
evermore accurate, the parallel appearance of terra icognita not only kept the classical world 																																																								
897 Qtd. in Cawley, Unpathed 84-85. 
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alive, but participated—sometimes willfully, sometimes not—in the production of what I can 
only call an unreliable narrative.  
The Anxiety-Exhilaration of Terra Incognita 
 
In Arte de navegar (1545), a manual that could be found in every late sixteenth-century 
European port, pilot Pedro de Medina boasted that “a man with a compass and rhumb lines 
can encompass and navigate the entire world,” before more cautiously confiding, “to tell the 
truth, it is a subtle and difficult thing, well considered by Solomon [in the Book of Wisdom] 
when he said that one of the most difficult things to find is the path of a ship at sea. For it 
follows no path, and leaves no signs.”898 No path, no signs, seas devoid of definition, of 
boundaries; just so much indistinct, undefined water. But did this not make it a perfect 
environment on which to let the imagination coast and dwell? This was especially the case 
given how the recent navigation through uncharted waters had made the world both more full 
and more empty. Nor was this only true of the sea. For, the entire world map had gone from 
being a self-enclosed space to one full of gaps and blank spaces, and even entire landmasses 
whose borders could slip unobtrusively into the empty grid of the unknown, as does North 
America in the Wright-Molyneux chart (see Image 8). What was sea? What was land? Was it 
empty? Inhabited? With every year, as Binding evocatively describes, “a new stretch of 
coast, a hitherto unknown or even unsuspected island or promontory was being announced 
(and then mapped).”899 So swift could these announcements come one on top of the other 
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that, in his world map of 1513, Piri Reis saw fit to append an inscription to the blank parts of 
South America: “by now these parts have been conquered and explored in full.”900   
But there was also a tendency for mapmakers to fill in these gaps—a propensity, 
according to Lestringant, that stemmed from a cosmographic “horror of the void.”901 Some 
during the Renaissance would have agreed. The learned Thomas Fuller, for instance, took 
Mercator to task for incorporating into his world map contrived etiologies for winds and 
ocean streams, for “preferring to fill that his map [sic] with a fiction, than otherwise to leave 
it altogether empty.”902 And there was no shortage of emptiness to fictionalize. Ortelius’s 
wall map of 1564 would disguise the dearth of knowledge regarding inland Asia by way of a 
massive thickly branched river system and imaginary towns. Should we commend him for at 
least trying to localize legends, such as in his inclusion of a throned potentate alongside a 
notification that this was “The Great Emperor of the Tartars and the Prince of Cathay, 
commonly called the Cham, [who] rules far and wide here”903? (Apparently, even the blank 
backs of pages could incite apprehension—at least if we are to trust “WB,” when he writes in 
his English translation of Ortelius’s atlas, “Because we thought it would be a thing nothing 
pleasing to the reader or beholder, to see the backsides of the leaves altogether bare and 
empty, we determined there to make a certain brief and short declaration and historical 
discourse of every map….”904) On the other hand, if characteristic of the period, 
philosophically speaking, was a tendency toward the whole and fully integrated, that meant 
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the map eventually had be filled in, whether by means of empiricism or speculative 
deduction.905 As a result, the majority of maps produced in the sixteenth century less reveal 
the state of the world at any given moment, as Lestringant worthily observes, so much as 
they do “a mosaic of data whose chronology might extend over several centuries….”906  
This was a canvassed world both mobile and malleable, in other words, a globe that 
was in flux—or “on the move,”907 as Hiatt puts it: shiftshaping and ever susceptible to some 
latest voyage or discovery. When the (imaginary) Atlantic islands of Frisland and Antillia 
were not found where they were supposed to be, as one telling example, instead of being 
discarded they were, not unlike Prester John, simply moved further west.908 And when the 
growing controversy regarding whether a Northwest Passage really existed (it had been 
unproblematically adopted in earlier maps), that passage conveniently disappeared behind 
cartouches, concealing (while also inadvertently advertising) the terra incognita now lying 
beneath.909  Of course, illegitimately “known” lands could just as easily spring up, at least if 
we are to believe a story Sir Walter Ralegh tells. In brief, Ralegh had captured a Spaniard, 
Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, near the Straits of Magellan.910 Upon inquiring about a 
particular island in those waters, which Ralegh believed might be of consequence to his own 
colonial enterprise, he was met with laughter and told that the island’s name was now 
Painter’s Wife’s Island; apparently “Mr. Painter,” when drawing those straits, had been 
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needled by his wife “to put in one country for her; that she, in imagination, might have an 
island of her own.”911 (Obviously, he complied.) 
But to return to those lands expressly incognitae. They were sometimes covered up—
or primly concealed, as one might have it—via a patron’s coat of arms or an illustration of 
some antiquity or contemporary astronomical instrument; by way of thumbnail sketches, or 
some fanciful vignette, or even the mapmaker’s own identity. Over the long term, these 
tended to move around the map,912 much like those Atlantic islands earlier mentioned, 
which—here in Jones’s poetic handling—could float “on the maps of the Ocean Sea like 
quicksilver globules, now here, now there, now nowhere at all, some of them remaining on 
British Admiralty charts into the nineteenth century.”913 Other times, fabulous creatures 
pulled from Pliny served a similar purpose, as in Guillaume Le Testu’s mythically peopling 
Asia and Africa in his 1556 Cosmographie universelle with headless Blemmyae, one-eyed 
Arimasps, and web-footed Sciopods.914 Typically, the most repulsive of these legendary 
monstrosities were cast to the farthest confines of the inhabited world,915 as if in a religious 
or potentially Jungian continuation of the lineage of Gog and Magog. Such creatures might 
comprise, in addition to those mentioned above, ferocious Amazons to haunt Scythia’s 
northern extremities, or dragons and “cocodrilles” to infest Africa’s torrid remoteness.916  
Certainly this accents the difficulties inherent in interpreting the scene at the outset of 																																																								
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Shakepseare’s Othello, when the Moor explains how he inadvertently wooed Desdemona 
with his travel tales of “Cannibals that each other eat, / The Anthropophagi, and men whose 
heads / Grew beneath their shoulders” (I.iii.145-147, p. 1162)? Are we to believe he has 
traveled to the edges of this strange world; or is it, rather, that he is a well-read conniver (the 
Anthropophagi had originated with Pliny, after all)? In some sense, we could argue that 
Othello was himself plucked from the inner, unexplored recesses of early modern maps: 
alluring, for certain—but only from a virtual distance.  
While such creatures may have served primarily as ornament, they also paid homage 
to the sacrosanct ingredient of varietas, with the ocean serving in that capacity particularly 
well.917 On the other hand, “Why not [include them]?” as Jones wittily declares, given that, 
in the New World’s vastness, “one might find anything chimerical” there.918 While some of 
these putatively fanciful creatures are now familiar to us—the whales, the walruses—others 
indubitably originated with the ancient theory that every land animal had its aquatic 
equivalent; hence the sea-dogs, sea-cows, sea-lions, sea-pigs, and so forth.919  Inclusion of 
such creatures was typically by commission (most nautical charts lacked them). Curiously, 
the increasing sophistication of Renaissance technique—more shading, increased three-
dimensionality, finer lines for engraving—meant those monsters were now not only more 
dynamic and whimsical than any of the Middle Ages,920 they were also paradoxically more 
realistic.921 Sometimes, they were even drawn from life—or, more accurately, from the latest 
																																																								
917 Lestringant, Mapping 113. 
 
918 Jones, O Strange 23. 
 
919 Van Duzer, Sea Monsters 8-10. 
 
920 Van Duzer, Sea Monsters 81. 
 
921 Van Duzer, Sea Monsters 81. 
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compiled sources. Consequently, one can find an iguana in the Caribbean on Mercator’s 
1541 globe, and a manatee in its Atlantic—both copied directly from Fernández de Oviedo’s 
1535 natural history of the Indies. Thus did actual strange creatures (the manatees, the 
iguanas) come, with time, to replace the fiercer, if fictitious, sea monsters, signaling either 
that regions once wild and unknown were now tamed by navigators who were in better 
control of the ocean,922 or, just as possible, that these creatures were marvelous precisely 
because they were various and real.923 
A representational economy inclusive of sea monsters certainly suggests a public that 
was enthusiastic or, at least, tolerant of maps as unreliable narratives for the inducement of 
frisson—or what John Gillies calls a “semiosis of desire.”924 These were visualizations of 
one’s fear and respect for the sea’s hidden depths; for its supernatural qualities, which at any 
unanticipated moment might result in Fortune bringing to the surface a giant tortoise, a 
terrifying mist, or a raging tempest. Or, for those with a more Christian bent, the maps 
conveyed “something of the wonder of Psalms 104:25-26 (RSV): ‘Yonder is the sea, great 
and wide, which teems with things innumerable, living things both small and great. There go 
the ships, and Leviathan which thou didst form to sport in it.”925 Sometimes theology could 
be conveniently wielded for purposes of lucre, to be sure. Münster, while including Plinyesqe 
beings in the 1545 edition of his Cosmography—presumably to indulge his customers—
added a privoso that no one had actually “ever seen these marvels. But I will not interfere 
																																																								
922 Van Duzer, Sea Monsters 116-117. 
 
923 Sea monsters closer to home could also provide a tremulous thrill, as one can glean from the 1568 ballad A 
Moste true and marveilous straunge wonder…, complete with a crude, but not unfamiliar woodcut of a whale, 
with its mouth agape and a fat tongue protruding from between shark-like teeth (Engish Broadside). 
 
924 Gillies, Shakespeare 62. 
 
925 Van Duzer, Sea Monsters 12. 
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with the power of God, he is marvellous in his work and his wisdom is inexpressible.”926 But 
God alone was not the rationale or excuse. Graphic images of sea monsters sometimes also 
served as indicators of danger zones for sailors—or, as in the case of Olaus Magnus’s 1539 
map of Scandinavia, as the means of scaring fishermen of other nations away from catch-
abundant spots in the Norwegian Sea.927 In the case of the first city atlas, George Braun’s 
Civitates orbis terrarum (Cities of the World, 1572), its richly ornamented city maps 
populated with folk in local costume displaying local customs was in part a means by which 
to keep the Turks—erroneously believed to forbid representation of all human forms—from 
wielding the book’s maps against Christendom.928 
Is it any wonder, then, that men who actually piloted and plied the seas might 
sometimes respond to these maps with fierce aggravation. Certainly Robert Norman, self-
proclaimed hydrographer and author of a 1581 pamphlet on the art of magnetic navigation 
did—and in a manner that drives home the novel rift emerging between humanists and these 
rising mechanics of the sea. “[A]mongst all those that haue made Geographicall 
descriptions,” Norman irritably acknowledges in The Newe Attractiue…, 
I can not a little maruaile at Guilielmus Postellus, who beeyng a famous learned man, 
a greate traueiler and Cosmographer, and Deane of the Kynges Professors in the 
Ʋniuersitie of Paris, in his vniuersall Mappe. Anno 1580. besides that it is generally 
handeled after suche a grosse and confused maner, that it might seeme rather to haue 
come from some rude vnskilfull, then from hym so famous a Doctor; hath also in the 
imagined Countries aboute the North Pole, so corrupted it with his fonde dreames, 
and fantasticall inscriptions, attributyng to those supposed landes, diuers people, as 
the Georgians and Hyperborians, and assignyng there to be the highest hilles of the 
worlde, and the people dwellyng on thē, to haue the continuall light of the Sunne…. 
(n.p.).  
 																																																								
926 Qtd. in Short, Making 55. 
 
927 Van Duzer, Sea Monsters 11. 
 
928 Skelton, Decorative 18.  
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It was a worthy preamble, both critically and promotionally, to his tract’s provision of 
numerically precise data for calculating with a compass. Likewise, John Davis would 
privilege practical knowledge derived hands-on when proclaming in the dedicatory epistle of 
Seamans Secrets (1594) that “neither have I layde downe the cunning conclusions apt for 
Schollers to practice vpon the shore, but onely those things that are needfully required in a 
sufficient Seaman…” (n.p.). Perhaps had Bacon been a little less elitist, he might have given 
these observation-committed sailors a little more due.  
No less inventive could be the various shapes of maps—and, so, ones clearly not 
intended for genuine hydrographers like Norman or Davis. One could purchase, for instance, 
clover- or heart-shaped (cordiform) representations of the world; or the world cleaved in 
order to depict it in double hemisphere929; or, as in the case of maps from the Dieppe school, 
a world that required viewers to reorient themselves 180 degrees in order to read the text 
printed in either half of the globe.930 One could buy regional maps in which Europe was 
figured as an empress; Asia as a crocodile’s skin; or the Low Countries as a Protestant-
motivated Leo Belgicus, or Belgian Lion. These were neither obscure nor arcane, but part of 
public consciousness—or, at least, so it seems based on Joseph Hall’s burlesque of them in 
Discovery of a New World (1609). The geometrical map he provides in that satire for his 
fictitiously elaborated nation of “Fooliana” is described as  
neither circular, nor ouall, but of a meane proportion betweene a Cylinder, and a 
reuersed Pyramide, iust like vnto the portraiture of a mans body. What now? are your 
vnderstandings vn-aquainted with such a geometrical draught as this? why then you 
are but Scioccoes, & neuer saw Belgia in the forme of a Lyon, Italy of a leg, Morea, 
																																																								
929 “[T]he conjectural placing in the 1560’s of the ‘Strait of Anian’ to separate Asia from North America” meant 
that the globe could now be symmetrically split in two, more or less according to old world and new (Whitfield, 
Image 72). 
 
930 Arthur, Virtual 24. 
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of a plaine tree leafe, Spaine, of an Oxe-hide, the West Indies, of a fishes lunges, nor 
all Europe in the shape of an Empresse. (101) 
 
What are we to make, though, of the cartographical inventiveness that was not merely 
for the sake of a cunningly adroit emblematizing of the known world, or as a literal form of 
covering up the unknown? Here, I am speaking of the entirely fictitious continent that 
emerged alongside the more realistic shading-in of the non-fictitious Americas. By the first 
quarter of the sixteenth century, a protracted and relatively extensive region known as Terra 
Australis, or the Southern Continent, began appearing on maps. And sometimes it could be 
really protracted and extensive (see Image 9). Yet, this was a continent no one had actually 
seen, let alone reached. For some, its inclusion was necessary, however, not only because 
Ptolemy had authorized it or Marco Polo allegedly visited there, but because it was also true 
to the ancient ideals, to the classical principles of balance, and symmetry, and, ergo, 
perfection.931 Terra Australis—the ultimate terra incognita—served as a massive and 
imaginatively necessary counterforce to the recently discovered and increasingly burgeoning 
northern regions of the world.932 In fact, this geographical “balancing act” was one of the 
perceived roles of any map of the entire world (as distinct from those sea-charts, with their 
reality-driven, but only partial truths). 
But what, then, of the glaring dissonance between the world as holistically conceived 
(anchored in scholarship and theory) and the fractionated world (anchored in practicality and 
empiricism)? That, proposes Whitfield, would not have provoked an early modern insistence 
that one had to be right and the other wrong; the sixteenth-century intellect could balance 
																																																								
931 Hiatt, Terra 210. 
 
932 Klinghoffer, Power 71. Ptolemy, following Pythagoras, labeled this southern counterforce “Antichthones,” 
though Pythagoras had considered it a non-terrestrial counterforce, not another continent (70). 
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both.933 (If this seems self-deluding to the reader today, consider our own desire still to 
master the entire world in one fell visual swoop via a flat map, in spite of our full well 
knowing that the earth is a globe.) On the other hand, Lestringant reads these early modern 
attempts at grand synthesis in a more anxious vein. For him, they were the desperately 
ambitious, last-ditch efforts of a world on the verge of splintering into distinct disciplines—
topography, history, botany, et cetera.934  
 
 
Image 9. The great Southern Continent as depicted in  
Abraham Ortelius’s Orbis Terrarum map,1570. 
 
 
 
Ambitious, indeed, given that it was not implausible for the Southern Continent to 
appear with its own detailed topography, including mountain ranges and connected inland 
bodies of water, as well as places allegedy visited by Marco Polo, such as Beach, Luchach, 
and Maletur.935 Additionally, the Southern Continent developed an increasingly jagged 
coastline, one as recognizable to sixteenth-century map-readers as was Italy’s boot.936 True, 
Mercator, in his 1538 map of the world (Image 8), would remove the pseudo-topography of 
Terra Australis which had appeared in the Oronce Fine map of 1531 (to which his own map 																																																								
933  Whitfield, Image 58.  
 
934 Lestringant, Mapping 129. 
 
935 Hiatt, Terra 1. 
 
936 Hiatt, Terra 1. 
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was indebted); but he would keep its jagged outline and insert the words “it is certain that 
there are lands here, but how great their extent, and with what borders is uncertain.”937 
Francis Drake’s voyage of circumnavigation (1577-1580) was, in fact, partly motivated by a 
desire to locate Terra Australis, though it would only prove that the continent’s location on 
recent maps was erroneous. Upon being driven far south of the Horn, Drake and his men 
found themselves in open sea—and, so, the Southern Continent’s absence from the 1599 
Wright-Molyneux map (Image 7),938 with the region abashedly covered up with a series of 
cartouches.  
Nevertheless, the belief in a gargantuan Southern Continent persisted. In 1601, Pope 
Clement VIII’s authorized a mission to Terra Australis, in order to save its inhabitants’s souls 
(he also dispatched a Portuguese navigator to sail there from Peru, though that 1605 voyage 
ended up instead in the New Hebrides Islands).939 Perhaps Clement VIII had been persuaded 
by the natives who might be found illustratively ensconced in the unknown interior of Terra 
Australis, unaware that they had been pragmatically imported from the (equally unknown) 
interior of Brazil.940 Clearly, maps in this period were driven as much by what might be as 
they were by what was.  
While unknown interiors might have been cartographically satisfying in ther colonial 
implication—as one of pending accumulation—they also encouraged a mounting belief that 
parts of that world might always remain beyond human reach; that cartography was, in effect, 
																																																								
937 Hiatt, Terra 226. 
 
938 Penrose, Tudor 11-12. 
 
939 Klinghoffer, Power 70-71. 
 
940 Hiatt, Terra 237. 
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a false pledge to fixity.941 In fact, herein lies one of the most profound ironies of Terra 
Australis, for while that continent potentially signaled what was out of reach in the world, it 
also became an integral part of that world.942 Perhaps the licensed speculation that went into 
fashioning the region speaks to a far more universal human impulse to imagine the 
unimagineable, and which can be most fruitfully accomplished in regions not yet explored (in 
the contemporary context, outer space comes to mind). Moreover, if the critical difference 
between America and Terra Australis was that the former was defined by a “gradual process 
of discovery,” as Hiatt construes, and the latter by an “elaboration of fantasy,”943 perhaps 
there was some archetypal rationale for both becoming elaborated at the same time. In other 
words, that human propensity for counterbalance applied—applies—no less to north-south 
than it does to fact-fantasy, or even comedy-tragedy.944 Each requires its reversal in order 
meaningfully to exist. 
The Ancient-Modern Antipodes 
One of the best known unknown territories in the early modern imagination—and with 
intensified north-south, reality-fantasy potentials, at that—was the Antipodes. Though allied 
with Terra Australis, this equally fictitious place also maintained its own distinctiveness. It 
was more geographically fixed in the minds of readers, and yet also more breezily subject to 
revision.945 In part, this was because the Antipodes had come down with especially 
picturesque topsy-turviness from classical times. Here, we can let the mentor-pupil duo from 																																																								
941 San Juan, Vertiginous 3. 
 
942 Hiatt, Terra 244. Emphasis added. 
 
943 Hiatt, Terra 186. 
 
944 See Arthur, Virtual xvii, who argues something similar apropos the Antipodes. 
 
945 Hiatt, Terra 9. Classical belief in an equatorial Torrid Zone that could not be crossed—which Portuguese 
voyaging would entirely dispel—meant that, for the ancients, such beings could not have been human (56-57). 
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Cuningham’s Cosmographical Glasse tutor us on the particulars of this place designant of 
the opposite end of the northern world. When Spoudaeus observes that English shadows are 
“directly North,” Philonicus contrasts them with shadows of men “that dwel in th’ opposite 
place of th’ earth against vs (& therfore called Antipodes). For the so ne neuer comminge 
ouer their zenith, they haue the shadow into the South coste perpetually declining, as we haue 
into the Northe” (n.p.). Spoudaeus marvels at this upside-down-ness and, even more, at the 
fact that these beings with their feet facing opposite did not, given the spherical nature of the 
world, simply fall off.946 (Could those Dieppe maps have aided in reinforcing notions of 
antipodal inversion, given their projection of one hemisphere as always upside down947?)  
If Spoudaeus has trouble intellectually digesting this marvel, Philonicus assures him 
that “Lucanus speaketh of them” (n.p.). But not only Lucan—so, too, had Virgil and Ovid, as 
well as later commentators on those poets. They had all invoked the Antipodes—and 
antipodally, at that—which is to say, sometimes to connote estimable imperal ambition, and 
other times power-mongering overreach to the point of madness.948 Consider, Marlowe’s 
Tamburlaine, who exclaims in his poetically blustering way, “We meane to traveile to 
th’Antartique Pole, / Conquering the People underneath our feet” (1 Tamb., IV.iv.136-7, p. 
162). The Antipodes could also function as an on-the-exotic-edges locale where ingrained 
classical representations of marvels—those Sciapods and Blemmyae—could emigrate and be 
preserved à la Prester John. Even more, this opposing region could serve, as it had for the 
ancients, as a prime locus for critique and satire, and for parodic or existential self-
examination. We need wonder, in fact, if this is in part why the Antipodes survived with such 																																																								
946 Klinghoffer, Power 25-26.  
 
947 Arthur, Virtual 24. 
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imaginative verve through the period. For, this wondrous whereabouts conjoined the 
conviction that all could not be known, whether for theological or purely cognitive reasons, 
with the preservation of what the ancients had known (but that could no longer be placed 
anywhere now “authentically” mapped). Add to this the delight of what was worth knowing, 
precisely because it was fantastical and unconstrained by the known—which, as we know too 
well, eventually becomes mundane.949  
Sebastian Brant, in keeping with the first of the above positions, decries in Ship of 
Fools those men who try incessantly to probe every antipodal exigency, such as regarding 
“What men live here, what men live there, / If underneath our feet below / Men walk the 
nether earth or no, / And how they hold their ground down there, / That they fall not into the 
air…” (221). More knotty is William Bullein’s attendance to the “daungerous trauaile into 
that country” of the Antipodes in his Dialogue against the Fever Pestilence (1564). The 
character recounting that country’s dangers, after all, bears the mendaciously tinged name 
Mendax, which must have summoned more than a soupcon of readerly skepticism (96-105). 
Barnabe Barnes’s Jacobean tragedy The Devil’s Charter, half a century later (1607), would 
use the Antipodes—admittedly, in the guise of an ancient location—to skewer the papal 
religion: “Were I in Naxos, where no noise is heard / … / Or in the Libyan deserts, or 
exchang’d / This hemisphere of Rome for th’Antipodes, / ‘Twere not so grievous as to dwell 
in Rome” (I.v, p. 23).  
In 1620, the English could still be querying, if somewhat tongue in cheek, “why do 
not the Antipodes, that haue their feete opposite to ours, fall into the Heauens?” (this appears 
in John Melton’s Astrologaster, or the Figvre-Caster, a tract against astrologers) (28). Even 
as late as 1637—or perhaps because the Antipodes had sufficiently effloresced in the popular 																																																								
949 This last part, about the known as mundane, I borrow from Klinghofer (Klinghoffer, Power 3). 
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imagination—one finds it the centerpiece of a delightful comic stageplay The Antipodes, by 
Richard Brome (perf. 1637). We should not be surprised to find that the Antipodes could 
make ripe, and even natural, bedfellows with comedy, in light of Henri Bergson’s postulation 
that inversion is key to that genre’s success: “Picture to yourself certain characters in a 
certain situation; if you reverse the situation and invert the roles, you obtain a comic scene” 
(121).950 Or, as Brome puts in the mouths of one of his characters, “it is a most apt conceit, / 
The comedy being the world turn’d upside down, / That the presenter wear the capital beaver 
/ Upon his feet, and on his head shoe leather” (II.i, p. 35). What better than a region literally 
upside-down to fancifully upsend one’s own cultural milieu, before ultimately returning to 
the traditional order? (As anthropologists have long concurred, ceremonies of reversal in 
hierarchical societies are ultimately sources of stability and order.951)  
The Antipodes’s travel-obsessed protagonist, Peregrine, hasn’t actually made any 
overseas peregrinations except in his mind.952 And what has instigated Peregrine’s mental 
journeying? His fetishized reading of that least trustworthy of all tale-tellers, John 
Mandeville. Hence does Prester John continue his peregrination through early modern 
culture; for, as Peregrine lustily blathers, “[Mandeville] talks much of the kingdom of 
Cathaya, / Of one Great Khan and goodman Prester John (Whate’er they be)…”—and also, 
of course, “of men with heads like hounds!” (I.i, p. 16). Peregrine is, in effect, an English 
Don Quixote, similarly mistaking (and soon similarly enacting) fictional lies for truth. The 
only difference is his madness-melancholy is generated by reading exotic travel literature 																																																								
950 Bergson, “Laughter” 121.  
 
951 Davis, Society 130. 
 
952 English readers were particular devourers of travel texts, as well as the producers of the most extensive 
assembling and editing of travel books done anywhere in Europe, best evident in Richard Hakluyt’s 
multivolume The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques & Discoveries of the English Nation (129). 
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rather than chivalric romance. Alas, for so long has Peregrine’s mind been “all on fire to be 
abroad” and travel “all his aim” (I.i, p. 14) that he has been utterly unable to consummate his 
three-year marriage (now, that’s what’s “Monstrous!” exclaims a female character not his 
wife [I.i, p. 16]). We might even propose that in consummate world-turned-upside-down 
fashion, Peregrine suffers from a kind of inverted greensickness, that ailment suffered by 
virgins whose lusting wombs were said to produce lethargy and sickliness. Even more, lust 
was continually associated in this period with traveling, both in literary texts and 
philosophical discourses.953 In this sense, Peregrine’s lack of interest in consummation is 
doubly misplaced, such that the play’s frequent punning on travel and travail is 
complemented by that on labor (as work) and labor (as pregnancy). 
In order to cure Peregrine, one Doctor Hughball is brought in to “Play the man-
midwife and deliver him / Of his huge tympany of news—of monsters, / Pygmies and giants, 
apes and elephants…” (I.i, p. 15). In fact, the Doctor, as he himself tells us, has traveled—or 
has he? 
PEREGRINE:  All the world o’er  
Ha’ you been already? 
DOCTOR:  Over and under too. 
PEREGRINE: In the Antipodes? 
DOCTOR:  Yes, through and through; 
  No isle nor angle in that nether world 
  But I have made discovery of. (I.iii, p. 23) 
 
 “Where is hell then?” queries the character of Diana, at the amplified description provided of 
the Antipodes just under their feet. “If they whose feet are toward us,” she presses, “At the 
lower part of the world have heaven too / Beyond their heads, where’s hell” (I.iii, p. 26).  
In the hopes of restoring his patient’s virility, the Doctor embarks on a proto-
psychotherapeutic talking cure—or, perhaps more accurately, a metatheatrical performing 																																																								
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cure. After a preliminary draught that puts Peregrine out for twelve hours (sold to him as 
eight months of sleep), the hired Lord Letoy and his acting crew enter and, soon, persuade 
Peregrine that he has journeyed to the other side of the earth: “This, sir, is Anti-London. 
That’s the antipodes / To the grand city of our nation: / Just the same people, language, and 
religion, But contrary in manners…” (II.ii. p. 41). Hence paraded before our eyes is a 
delightfully distorted image of English society, one where lawyers are shabby and poor, 
poets rich and gaudy (though, elsewhere, puritans); where servants rule masters, and wives 
their husbands; and where Letoy’s actors will only be successful, so Letoy dictates to them, 
in their not acting like actors. At one point, Peregrine will, in his “Mandeville madness” 
(IV.i, p. 95), even wander into the tiring house, slaying the troupe’s stage monsters, giants, 
beasts and bugbears, and crowning himself king (with he and his “queen” wife ultimately 
retiring there, though hardly for the purpose of rest). And so, our peregrinating protagonist is 
ultimately cured—and London returned right side up, so to speak.  
Diana’s concern in the play regarding Hell’s whereabouts, given the Antipodes’s 
down-under location, is hardly mere wisecrack. In fact, even more of issue is what exactly 
happened in cartography to the Antipodes’s occasional antipodal partner, earthly Paradise. 
The growing European knowledge of the East in the sixteenth century had been making it 
starkly apparent that the Garden of Eden was not located where it was once thought to be. 
Columbus had solved this predicament earlier by placing Eden on a protuberance below the 
equator at its farthest point east: “Not that I believe,” he conceded in Narrative of the Third 
Voyage, 1498-1500, that it is “possible to sail to the extreme summit or that it is covered by 
water, or that is even possible to go there. For I believe that the earthly Paradise lies here, 
which no one can enter except God’s leave” (“From” 148). Columbus also dismissed 
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conventional notions of Eden as a “rugged mountain, as it is shown in pictures,” arguing that, 
given its lying on an unapproachable summit, Eden was more akin to “the stalk of a pear” 
(and this he believed “because the situation agrees with the beliefs of those holy and wise 
theologians…”) (149). In other words, Columbus did not, by his own admission, believe the 
earth was spherical; and his rationale for this belief was in order to honor the iconography of 
medieval Christianity. Perhaps we should not be surprised, then, that, as the century 
progressed, with the Americas, Africa, and India more fully explored, the region of the 
antipodes became a prime location for Eden—not to mention, one of the last possible 
locations for it on the globe.954 Eventually, the word Paradise disappeared from sixteenth-
century maps altogether,955 though Ortelius’s and Mercator’s inclusion in the Southern 
Continent of mythical elements from Marco Polo—“gold-bearing land,” for instance, and 
“overflowing spices”956—may have kept it more obliquely alive. In fact, let us now return to 
that atlas-maker extraordinaire Ortelius, less to laud his more scientifically minded 
geographical endeavors, as is the conventional scholarly route, than to reflect on the 
humanistic learning he pored into his atlas.  
The Cartographical Rise of the Humanist Past 
 
Common cartographical wisdom holds that Ortelius’s importance to early modern European 
mapmaking cannot be overestimated. Between his atlas’s inaugural appearance in 1570, with 
a spectacular print run of 7,300 (and Ortelius willing to hand-color discrete copies for an 
additional charge),957 and its last printing date of 1612, the Theatrum orbis terrarum, or 																																																								
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955 Eisenstein, Printing 48. 
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Theatre of the countries of the world, would be published in over forty editions, and in a host 
of languages, including Dutch, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and English.958 The atlas 
also swelled in size, beginning with 53 sheets and ending, by 1598, the year of Ortelius’s 
death, with 119.959 Not only was this the “most successful book of the entire sixteenth 
century,” declares Binding, it was a book that rendered the whole world new: “Here was the 
world itself, with its many component parts,” innovatively shown to be both “a place of 
extraordinary varieties and a singular whole.”960 If this seems like retrospective hyperbole, 
know that Guillaume Postel informed Ortelius in a missive that, after Holy Scripture, the 
Theatrum was the world’s principle work.961  
In titularly referring to his atlas as a theatrum—a Latin derivation from the Greek 
theatron, meaning a place to see performances of a serious or ritualistically religious 
nature—Ortelius explicitly highlighted a semantic figuration relished by the sixteenth-
century world: that of “the world as a species of theatre.”962 (Could this mean that the famous 
reference in the Prologue of Henry V to the theatrical act of cramming all France “[w]ithin 
this wooden O” [ll. 9-3, p. 878] quibbles not only on the circular architecture of the Globe 
theatre, but on distinctions beween a plano, or flat map, and the O as an actual physical, 
wooden globe?) Perhaps we should not be surprised, then, that most scholarship on Ortelius’s 
atlas attends relatively exclusively to its visual elements. But this also obscures and distorts 
what Ortelius’s atlas really is, for the Theatrum is as dense, if not denser, in its prose. True, 
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Ortelius famously asserted that geography was the “Eye of History” and that charts, when 
placed like “certaine glasses before our eyes, will the longer be kept in memory, and make 
the deeper impression in us.”963 But among those maps, he also included pages and pages and 
pages of text, sometimes crammed together in the tiniest of fonts (see Images 12-13). By my 
rough counting, 131 full pages of text appear in the Theatrum, with 236 pages devoted to 118 
double-page maps. 
That today this thicket-like profusion of text—about 600,000 words964—goes almost 
entirely ignored arguably reflects our jettisoning of the humanist impulse behind the 
Theatrum, perhaps in teleological favor of the scientific or because of our contemporary 
proclivity for teasing geography away from philology and history, notwithstanding that these 
were entirely wedded at the time. Ortelius’s enterprise, I wish in other words to stress, was as 
much dedicated to historical and descriptive narrative as to maps uniform in form, size, and 
methodology.965 Indeed, as Voet uncompromisingly puts it, rather than a cosmographer, 
Ortelius was “a humanist obsessed by Antiquity” and perhaps the first “professional 
humanist,” in his managing to integrate his livelihood as a mapmaker with his passion for 
humanism.966   
 
 
																																																								
963 Qtd. in Arthur, Virtual 22. 
 
964 Van den Broecke, “Significance” 204. 
 
965 Ortelius, following Ptolemy, uses a northern orientation for most of his maps; Portugal, however, is given a 
west orientation—as if to emphasize “Atlantic Ocean as the key to that country’s character and destiny,” to its 
earlier mastery of the sea without which the Age of Discovery would have been unimaginable (Binding, 
Imagined 172). 
 
966 Voet, “Abraham” 23-24. 
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Image 12. Page from the preface of  
Ortelius’s Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1570 
 
 
 
Image 13. Page from the English folio  
edition The Theatre of the Whole World  
(Theatrum orbis terrarum), 1606 
 
 
In his impressively thorough linguistic study of the Theatrum, Marcel van den 
Broecke determined that 1,300 authors had served for Ortelius as source material. While only 
300 of these were classical sources (850 were contemporary and 150 medieval), when one 
takes into account the authors that Ortelius quoted, it becomes clear that he drew 
considerably more on the ancients: “Out of about 12,000 quotations, 8,500 come from the 
classics, 1000 from medieval sources, and 2,500 (a mere 21 per cent) from contemporary 
sources.”967 So deep was Ortelius’s admiration for the ancients, somewhat more 
problematically, that he anxiously wedded himself to the belief that they had at least 
conceived of a western landmass’s existence; as a result, instead of, say, tracing the 
cosmology of the First Nations people, he expended his energy qualifying how Plato and 
Seneca had probably known about the Americas.968  
Ortelius relied on maps he had solicited from cartographers abroad, which he then 
visually standardized before engraving; but no less did he solicit geo-culturally-related 
																																																								
967 Van den Broecke, “Significance” 207. Van den Broecke is the only scholar whom I know to have attended 
comprehensively to the text on the verso of Ortelius’s maps. 
 
968 Binding, Imagined 166, 242.  
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written correspondence for potential incorporation into the prose portions of his amassed 
world.969 Antiquarians and historians were just as significant as navigators to his project, as 
they were also, more generally, to Renaissance cartography.970 One of the more exceptional 
inclusions (an anamolous one, in fact) was the wholesale publication of another 
cosmographer’s correspondence. In this “Epistle of Hvmfrey Lhoyd,” as its more extended 
title reveals, Lhoyd “discourseth of the iland MONA, the ancient seat of the DRVIDES.” 
Lhoyd, a Welsh humanist and antiquarian, was eager to legitimize the Tudor right to the 
throne and, so, felt compelled rhetorically to undermine the earlier humanist Polydore 
Vergil’s rejection in his Anglica Historia (History of England) of the druidic legend of 
Brutus of Troy. This legend, which had first appeared in Geoffrey of Monmouth’s twelfth-
century Historia Regum Britanniae (History of the Kings of Britain), contended that Brutus 
and his Trojan companions had been England’s first inhabitants.971 Lhoyd’s proof against 
that argument hinged significantly on the first formal geographical map of Wales, which 
Lhoyd himself had produced for the Theatrum. Vergil had maintained that off the coast of 
Britain, there were only two islands, Wight and of Mona—or Man, as the latter might 
sometimes appear “bye the exchange of one letter.”972  In other words, Vergil had 
erroneously subsumed Mona into Man, thereby dismissing an island that Lhoyd earnestly 
believed was the ancient, pre-Roman name of the Isle of Anglesey.973   
																																																								
969 Thrower, Maps 81. 
 
970 Harvey, Maps 25. 
 
971 Roberts, “De Mona” 349. 
 
972 Qtd. in Roberts, “De Mona” 350. 
 
973 Roberts, “De Mona” 350. 
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Vergil’s skepticism regarding the historical legitimacy of Monmouth’s Historia was 
not entirely misguided. Lhoyd’s zeal for patriotism clouded his intellectual acumen.974 And 
yet, in spite of Lhoyd’s incapacity to engage Vergil’s viewpoint objectively, his epistle, as 
Roberts urges, is “characterised by arguments which are discussed in an exemplary manner 
and in the best tradition of Renaissance humanism.”975 Moreover, Lhoyd’s printed letter (it is 
almost seven full-folio pages in length) exhibits his rich knowledge of the writings of 
Ptolemy, Strabo, Pliny, Solinus, Tacitus, Caesar, and others. He even uses those ancients to 
disprove Vergil’s theoretical conflating of Mona and Man: 
[I]t is Ptolemeys Monaria that [Polydore Vergil] speakth of, not Ptolemeys Mona. 
And this our Mona shall still reteine that ancient name of Mona, which Ptolemey 
gaue vnto it in his time. This we haue collected out of forreine histories: Now let vs 
come to our owne Writers, who I thinke, in a matter of names of places in their owne 
country and language ought rather to be beleeued than an Italian…. (“Epistle” n.p.) 
 
Here, Lhoyd muscularly reflects what was emerging with full force, thanks in no small 
measure to the print-map-humanist complex: a particular attitude to the past, especially to the 
remote or primitive past; an attitude now, more than ever, insistent on preserving and 
scrutinizing artifacts, in order to achieve a more historically precise understanding of one's 
land and its inhabitants.976  
Nowhere is that burgeoning, humanistic attitude to the remote past more evident than 
in the Parergon (Supplementary Section), of Ortelius’s Theatrum, which began appearing 
after 1579.  By the time this series of historical maps reached its final form, it would 
																																																								
974 Roberts, “De Mona” 357. Lhoyd also produced the Cronica Walliae, a chronicle of Welsh history up to 680 
C.E. There, he includes the legend of Madoc sailing the Atlantic and discovering a far western continent—long 
before Columbus, in other words (Binding, Imagined 168). 
 
975 Roberts, “De Mona” 359. 
 
976 Binding, Imagined 168. 
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comprise “one of the greatest acts of homages to classical culture ever made.”977 Included 
were the geographical layouts of the ancient empires of Rome and Egypt; of Paul’s 
peregrinations through the Mediterranean; and of Abraham’s travails, surrounded by circular 
cartouches illustrating Abraham’s story (the achronology here is Ortelius’s). The map of 
ancient Egypt alone references more than 50 Greek, Roman, early Christian, and 
contemporary writers whose works Ortelius consulted.978 Soon, other maps joined the ranks, 
including ones tracing Aeneas’s fraught attempts to reach Italy from Troy, and Ulysses’s sea-
voyage wanderings (again, in this anachronistic order). (See Images 14-15, as well as Image 
13, where Aeneas’s encounter with Dido is told.) While these heroes’s journeys dated back to 
mythical times, around the eighth century B.C.E., they are cartographically presented with the 
same attention to detail and form that are the contemporary nations in the Theatrum. Their 
picture-text ratio is also somewhat telling, for the Parergon comprises 87 pages of text 
(sometimes in 6-point font!) and 43 double-page maps (86 pages in all).  
Perhaps, given their humanist provenance, we should not be surprised that the text on 
the backside of the Parergon maps is, in comparison to that of the Theatrum, both more 
scholarly and more exhaustive. And while only three Theatrum maps bear a dedication, 
nearly half of those in the Parergon do—primarily to Antwerp dignitaries and fellow 
humanists.979 But even more significant, to reprise, is that only in the Parergon (excluding 
one Theatrum map of Morocco) is Ortelius’s name to be regularly found, since he was their  
 																																																								
977 Binding, Imagined 81. With a very different tenor, van der Krogt refers to the Parergon maps from 1579 
onwards as “Ortelius’ love for ancient history ‘sneak[ing]’ into” the Theatrum (Van der Krogt, “Theatrum” 76). 
 
978 Meurer, “Ortelius” 139.  
 
979 Meurer, “Ortelius” 150-151. Ortelius used not only written sources on ancient history and geography, but 
coins that were part of his own collection (Schilder, “Wall Maps” 106). 
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Image 14. “The Voyage or Nauigation of  
Aeneas, especially gathered out of the 
renowmed Poet Virgill…,” from the English  
folio facsimile edition of The Theatre of the  
Whole World (Theatrum orbis terrarum), 
 1606 
 
 
 
 
Image 15. “The Peregrination of Vlysses,”  
From the English folio facsimile edition of  
The Theatre of the Whole World (Theatrum  
orbis terrarum), 1606 
 
exclusive executor—and which, as van der Krogt justifiably proposes, “must have required a 
much greater exertion on his part.”980 By Ortelius’s last edition of the Theatrum, the 
Parergon would comprise 32 historical maps in all, constituting about one-fifth of the 147 
maps of the entire Theatrum.981 
And yet, we need concede—however minor this concession may appear—to an 
inadvertant antipodeal move on Ortelius’s part. Perhaps it was conscious; more likely it was 
not. For however empassioned Ortelius was about the inclusion of the Parergon, its ancient, 
biblical, and mythically historical worlds had hereby been relegated to the back of the book. 
The Old appeared now as a supplement to the New, rather than commingling with or 
preceding it, as in the 1508 edition of Ptolemy’s Geography. Even more, Ortelius’s atlas was 
purportedly the first not to include any of Ptolemy’s maps between its covers. The Old was 
beginning to be recognized, certainly cartographically at least, as something that required 
separate storage in the theatre of the mind. (In fact, while initially the map of the Holy Land 																																																								
980 Van der Krogt, “Theatrum” 76. 
 
981 Van der Krogt, “Theatrum” 75. 
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had appeared in the Theatrum, with time Ortelius moved it to the Parergon.982) A grafted 
world still; but one in which the order of grafting was changing course—as was, too, the 
epistemological and perceptual course that mapmindedness was levying on the period’s 
poetry, drama, and prose. That will be our next and final technécological stop. 
  
																																																								
982 While in the English 1606 folio edition, the map of the Holy Land appears still in the Theatrum, van der 
Krogt explicitly states that “[t]he Parergon of 1584 counts twelve maps (one map, that of the Holy Land, has 
been moved from the Theatrum to the Parergon)” (van der Krogt, “Theatrum” 76). 
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CHAPTER 7: PLUS ULTRA! FURTHER YET! II: SPACE, PLACE,  
AND LITERARY SELF-PROJECTION  
 
 
 
I was born in a rare century, which has come to know the whole world. 
—Girolamo Cardono (1501-1576) 
 
 
The Changing Visual Field 
The French chronicler and memoirist Martin du Bellay (c.1495-1559) once described how 
the Emperor Charles V, in perusing a map of Provence, found its visualization so effective 
that, through the very act of seeing the territory, he imagined he had already taken it into his 
possession.983 No doubt this swiftly conjures for my own reader the dangerous, Foucauldian 
potentials fostered by map-mindedness. But, as we shall see, there were also counter-
narratives—riptides, if you will, that traveled against or, at least, at cross-purposes with this 
wave of maps as vehicles for domination and surveillance. For, while cartography might now 
permit a monarch to visualize a landscape in covetously operational terms, it also had the 
potential to obscure or even transplant that ruler as the perceived embodiment of a nation. 
Belonging—including all the inter-animated complexities that accompany that state of being: 
issues of ownership, of possession, of self-possession even—was increasingly coming to be 
associated with geographically mapped spaces and places. And not only territorially 
speaking, but historically and even vis-à-vis one’s own anatomical location in that greater 																																																								
983 Buisseret, Mapmakers’ 115. 
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cosmographic schema. Or, in a slightly more poetic vein, cartography generated not only 
colonially corrosive ways of envisioning the land anew, but more literary imaginings 
regarding how one might navigate by it—through it—across—and even beyond it.  
 Here, we might benefit from reassigning a metaphor that Mumford provides 
regarding how the compass had altered the spatial dynamics of early modern navigation. For, 
thanks to invisible lines of longitude and latitude, a navigator no longer needed “to hug the 
shore line,” but could instead “launch into the unknown, set his course toward an arbitrary 
point, and return approximately to the place of departure.”984 In similar fashion, the map-
minded author could now set his course through regions of the world hardly thinkable before. 
Even more, with Eden, let alone the physical heavens, forced into cartographical retreat 
(though lingering still as subjects for painting and sculpture), novel existential and 
comparatively secular topics of interest came to the cartographical fore, such as concerning 
Time, Space, Nature, Man.985 This is hardly to suggest a shift to mere philosophical 
abstracting. After all, a map as a graphic representation could prove far more imaginatively 
appealing and concrete than might “cold print”986 (This may even have been more 
indulgently the case apropos Elizabethan England where pictures were relatively rare as 
compared to on the Continent.987) 
 To some degree, my take here dovetails with Heidegger’s postulation concerning the 
“enframing” effect of technologies, that is, of their capacity to alter human perspective by 
																																																								
984 Mumford, Technics 21. 
 
985 Mumford, Technics 21.  
 
986 Cawley, Unpathed 104. 
 
987 Cawley, Unpathed 104. 
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permitting humans to envision themselves from some new or newly distant angle.988 In 
effect, this chapter will survey early modern literature through a more distanced 
technécological lens—from a Ptolemaic raised visual field, we might even posit—such that 
our newly distant angle will allow us a (non-cynical) panoptic vantage point from which to 
disinter the phenomenological consequences engendered by cartographical discourse, 
especially in terms of novel spatial representations that were coming to inflect early modern 
literary texts.989 Or in a less theoretically dense manner of speaking, the mapmaking and 
map-mindedness fostered by the magnetic compass initiated a new sort of “performance 
cartography”—not one involving rituals, dance, and song for the purposes of memorizing 
spatial knowledge (as in non-literate cultures),990 but one where cartographic culture became 
a marker, a motif, a means to performing the self, whether national, civic, or individualized.  
If cartography really is more than anything “the intellectualization of space across time,”991 
as Klinghoffer postulates, then we are almost beholden to exhuming that intellectualization 
as reflected in other literary forms in the age.  
 We can only imagine what it must have felt like when, in the sixteenth century, one 
first set eyes on a map of Ptolemaic design, with its fixed and angularly elevated point of 
view. Suddenly one was able (and in a single instant, no less) to grasp the terraqueous 
																																																								
988 Wolfe, Humanism 108. 
 
989 See Gordon and Klein’s edited volume on literature and mapping, which emphasizes “the conceptual and 
semiotic interplay between cartographic discourse and related forms of spatial representation” (Gordon and 
Klein, “Introduction” 5). In some sense, I consider my own chapter here an extension of their work, though 
mine is far more epistemologically than politically motivated.  
 
990 Klinghoffer, Power 15. Klinghoffer speaks in this regard of Viking and southern Indian navigators who 
memorized their routes via rhymes (15).  
 
991 Klinghoffer, Power 13. 
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globe’s convexity, the plenitude of the universe revealed in it its totality.992 How not to have 
one’s spatial consciousness—and hence, too, one’s ontological consciousnesss—altered? 
Was one not, after all, engaging in an elevated mode of visualization parallel to that of a soul 
in heaven993? Through its vertical visual ray, the Ptolemaic map was, in effect, providing 
God’s point of view. But this new and deific ocular view of Earth was not the only 
perspectival innovation; so, too, was a novel kind of mobility or locomotion being 
induced.994 For, the world now set before one's eyes inspired, and even demanded, traversal: 
for one to ascend mountains or cross inland seas; to encounter exotic creatures, perhaps even 
cannibals; and then to circumnavigate back home again.  
 Another significant cartographical alteration in spatial representation, so Harris 
adduces, had to do with boundaries. Earlier senses of space and place were necessarily 
myopic, a “tuned” sort of vision of narrow pathways, such as those that might get you to a 
pilgrimage destination; but with maps, these experiences phenomenologically extended 
outward, facilitating a peripheral vision that could embrace the earth’s entire surface, 
including even regions not yet explored (those terrae incognitae paradoxically pinpointable 
on a map).995 This attention and draw to peripheries became the very aesthetic, in fact, of the 
Age of Discovery, according to Edgerton, Jr., evident certainly in Leonardo da Vinci’s 
Vitruvian man (see Chapter 4, Image 1). For, da Vinci ocularly seduces us not toward the 
image’s center but in the direction of its borders: “The outstretched hands and feet of 																																																								
992 Gordon and Klein, “Introduction” 3. 
 
993 Makuchowska, Scientific 16. 
 
994 Smith, Cartographic 60. Smith, drawing significantly on de Certeau, argues that the English cartographic 
imagination is best understood in terms of “the transformation of maps from markers of place to renderings of 
space. For in the sixteenth century cartographic representations began to evoke spatial relationships that could 
be both imagined and imaginatively inhabited” (Smith, Cartographic 12). 
 
995 Harris, “Networks” 361.  
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Leonardo’s Man direct our eyes to the edges of the framing circle and square, thus creating a 
‘positional attenuating,’ quincunx effect that deemphasizes the center.”996 Indeed, we might 
recommend that the very act of pilgrimage, whether religious or secular, underwent a similar 
and equally curious transformation, thanks to the intense generative powers of the map. After 
all, pilgrimages could now be thrillingly (but safely) made along all sorts of once-terrifyingly 
alien and indefinite borders, boundaries, or edges—which is to say, sans one’s ever even 
needing to leave the creature comforts of home.   
Safe Travels—from Home 
When Brant put his foolish folk out to sea in “The Schluraffen Ship” canto of his Ship of 
Fools, he made apparent that their travel ineptitude stemmed in part from their not using the 
modern technologies of navigation. While courtiers, he declared, were particularly 
accountable for “com[ing] along in hope of gain” while remaining “heedless, senseless, quite 
inane” (350), all the ship’s passengers were ultimately culpable: “For no one heeds or 
glances e’er / As compass, map or hourglass / Or watches how the time doeth pass” (350). 
Predictably, Brant was philosophically promoting a stance of Non plus ultra!, turning 
pointedly to Ulysses to make his case. Brant begins charmingly enough: “This tale [of the 
Cyclops] by Homer was invented / That men with wisdom be contented / And not go blithely 
out to sea” (352). But several pages in, his tone escalates into something shrill, even 
reproachful: “Oh stay at home, ye men of sense / And let our fate a lesson be: / Don’t go to 
sea with levity, / Or else with winds you’ll have a fray / As did Ulysses every day” (354). 
True, Brant’s exhortations may reflect a histrionic chord prevalent (and even anticipated) in 
satire. But anxiety about travel was omnipresent in early modern Europe, and in a manner 
that map culture was evidently able to alleviate. Or, at the least, book marketers were tapping 																																																								
996 Edgerton, Jr., “From Mental” 48.	
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into the titillating potentials of this safe sort of travel and using it ingeniously to sell their 
stock. “Let your eyes linger no longer here,” urges Adolph van Meetkerke, when wrapping 
up his explication of the frontispiece of Ortelius’s Theatrum (see Image 1). Now, “look 
further and take the measure of the vast world in these small maps. So you can now travel 
safely through all regions, between unknown tribes, through remote cities, rivers and 
mountains, valley and seas everywhere. Your voyages will take you through the huge orbit of 
the world and all that it contains.”997  
 
 
 
Image 1. Frontispiece of Abraham Ortelius’s Theatrum orbis terrarum (illuminated) 
 
Ortelius likewise emphasizes the strange pragmatism inherent in this sort of pilgrimaging, 
whereby travelers could experience the world’s foreign parts, albeit “quietlie & in [their] 
																																																								
997 Shirley, “Title” 169. This is Rodney Shirley’s free translation of what van Meetkerke actually composed as a 
poem. As for the source of the cannibalistic nude representing the New World—whom van Meetkerke describes 
in vividly lurid detail (“She feeds on the flesh and on the blood of these wretches: a crime horrible to see and 
horrible to relate” [qtd. in Shirley, “Title” 168])—that is almost certainly drawn from Vespucci’s accounts of 
his 1499 and 1501 expeditions (Binding, Imagined 215). 
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chambers, without any trouble of iournie, or toile of bodie.”998 Indeed, why travel at all? 
proposes Jack Wilton in Thomas Nashe’s The Unfortunate Traveller. Why risk the “lottery of 
travel,” with its prostitutes, crime, and pox, given the pleasures (and conjoint iniquities?) one 
could now indulge in via books, and all “without stirring our feet out of a warm study?” 
(343). No longer did one need to risk “insolent fancies” that might plunge a countryman into 
“a sea of confusion,” much as they had Icarus, thanks to his melted “wanton wax” wings 
(341). We should perhaps not be surprised, then, to learn that, notwithstanding Wilton’s (less 
than grand) Continental Tour, Nashe himself had never traveled outside England, pretty 
much residing in London his entire life.999 Which, of course, means that Nashe must have 
relied on maps and, accordingly, map-mindedness, in order to choreograph his itinerant’s 
picaresque sojourns. 
Sometimes one can almost sense an author in the throes of composition 
simultaneously poring over atlases and chorographic accounts. In the following from the first 
part of The Boke named the Governour (1531), Thomas Elyot so much as concedes to the 
comfort of his own domicile’s fire: 
[W]hat pleasure is it in one hour to behold those realms, cities, seas, rivers, and 
mountains, …the diversities of people…; to know the sundry manners and conditions 
of people, and the variety of their natures, and that in a warm study or parlour, 
without peril of the sea or danger of long and painful journey: I cannot tell what more 
pleasure should happen to a gentle wit, than to behold in his own house everything 
that within all the world is contained. (35) 
 
Cuningham, too, praises armchair travel in The Cosmographical Glasse (1559) for delivering 
“vs from greate and continuall trauailes. For in a pleasaunte house, or warme study, she 
sheweth vs the hole face of all th’Earthe.” And Richard Eden in his 1572 translation of 
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999 Murrin, History 339, n. 60.  
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Cosmography contends that, though Sebastian Münster’s work might not be superlative, “the 
examples and varieties are mani so that in a short and smal time, the reader may wander 
through out the whole world, and fil his head with many strange and memorable 
things….”1000 While today the mantra may be “the map is not the territory,” apparently for 
these industrious readers, maps were fully capable of standing in for the territory.1001 Besides, 
as Joseph Hall would polemically proffer in Quo Vadis? A Just Censure of Travel (1617), 
travel did not necessarily beget good writing: “I haue knowen some that haue trauelled no 
further then their owne closet, which could both teach and correct the greatest Traueller, after 
all his tedious and costly pererrations, what doe wee but lose the benefit of so many iournals, 
maps, hystoricall descriptions, relations, if we cannot with these helps, trauell by our owne 
fire-side?”1002  
Even the act of reading a play, such as Shakespeare’s Henry V, or Thomas 
Heywood’s The Fair Maid of the West, Part II, could be construed as comparable to reading 
a map, at least if we are to take Heywood at his word. For, in the epistle printed alongside his 
abovementioned stageplay, Heywood alludes to the safe pleasure his reader is now going to 
derive in accompanying its characters in the continuation of their travels—which is to say, 
“without the prejudice of deep ways or robbers and by sea free from the danger of rocks or 
pirates, as neither using horse or shop more than this book in thine hand thy chair in thy 
chamber” (95). Perusing the play, in this way, is imagined as analogous to “tracing a map,” 
as Sebek argues, and all while “keeping the home fires burning.”1003 Not unlike the 																																																								
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commercial atlas, printed plays were able to transport “the world home to sedentary textual 
consumers.”1004 Have map—or play—in other words, and, so, need not travel. 
Cervantes’s Don Quixote would more critically expound on the crucial differences 
between a genuine wandering knight like himself and a mere courtier (or, shall we say, a 
cartographic carpet-knight). For, the latter sort, so Don Quixote carps, travels “without 
leaving [his] chambers or passing beyond the threshold of the court” (II.vi, p. 492). No, his 
worldly adventures come exclusively by way of “looking at a map, not spending a blanca or 
suffering heat or cold, hunger or thirst; but we, the true knight errants, measure the earth with 
out own feet… and we know enemies not only in portraits but in their actual persons…” 
(492). Sometimes, ironically, it is the heightened particularization of a geographical location 
or measuring of the earth that discloses that a traveler is in actuality an author with his finger 
wending across a map, and hoarding place-names and other details to enliven his narrative or 
render it more worldly. “I shall be able at my returne, with the Geographers, to describe the 
scituation of the earth,” declares Robert Greene in Greenes Mourning Garment (because in 
all likelihood he never set foot out of England); and, so, “with Cosmographers to talke of 
Citties, Townes, Seas, and Riuers, to make reporte what the Chaldées be in Aegypt, the 
Gymnosophists in India, the Burgonians in Hetruria, the Sophi in Gretia, the Druydes in 
France….” (n.p.). The atlas of world cities Civitates orbis terrarum (1572) was, in fact, 
explicitly deisgned “for the curious merchant or student” (including, perhaps the student 
playwright or poet?) who was captivated by other cities and towns but also too fearful or 
fiscally limited to travel1005 (see Image 2). 
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Image 2. Map of sixteenth-century London from George Braun and Frans Hogenberg’s 
 Civitates orbis terrarum, ca. 1623 (illuminated) 
 
 
Writers who borrowed too liberally from these cartographical sources—and, perhaps 
especially, when they did so poorly—made prime material for satirical skewering, as did also 
their credulous, easily duped audiences. William Goddard, for one, caricatures in A mastif 
whelp (1599) the prattling traveler eager to regale anyone with his exotic tales of, say, his 
symposia with the Amazonian Queen and the ever-gallant Prester John, or on how Europa 
was nothing like Ethiopia—all material entirely traceable to Ortelius’s maps. Yet, when 
finally this dissembler is done, his gullible listeners “straight ‘ginnes to applaud him. / And 
though an Asse, yet like a God they laude him” (n.p). Had they been discerning enough to 
deconstruct his filched fictions, concludes Goddard acerbically, they’d “finde the Goose 
ne’re crost his Native Ile…” (n.p.). Still, exuberance for perusing maps hardly subsided. We 
can find, in 1621, Robert Burton waxing lyrical in his mammoth The Anatomy of Melancholy 
on the stay-at-home pleasures of atlas-reading.1006 Like so many before him, he too had 
“never travelled but in map or card”; but when he looked at a geographical map, with its 
pictorial panoply of “remote provinces, towns, cities of the world,” the resultant exhilaration 
																																																								
1006 Seaton, “Marlowe’s” 13. 
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was too grand not to acknowledge: “What greater pleasure can there now be, than to view 
those elaborate maps of Ortelius, Mercator, [Jodocus] Hondius, &c.?”1007  
In fact, let us turn now to examine just how—which is to say, by what degrees and 
angles—readers were able phenomenologically to negotiate travel anew, thanks to their 
possession of “map or card.” 
The Body as a Map 
Just as the compass proved essential to the discovery of new lands, argued Francis Bacon, so 
too was “a better and more perfect method of using the human mind and understanding” 
essential to “reach[ing] the more remote and hidden parts of Nature.”1008 While John Donne 
by no means followed Bacon’s scientific method in the execution of his poetry, he certainly 
put the compass to good good figurative use, as we saw in the last chapter, in order to 
examine more intricately his own “remote and hidden parts” and to meditate—albeit 
sometimes with tense paradox—on the cosmography of human being. But it was not only the 
compass that Donne put into poetic inter-animation with his own embodiment. Even more 
complex was his harnessing of maps for that purpose. He was hardly alone. According to 
Lestringant, a “fecund tradition of ‘cosmographical meditations’” existed in the early modern 
period: “The commentary on a map was a spiritual exercise like any other, and it offered as 
well the advantage of not separating the believer’s interior reflections from his or her 
practical activity in this world. … The beauty of the cosmos thus resided in its use value, and 
in the profit that a Christian could draw from it.”1009 Such “map-minded exercises,” let us 
																																																								
1007 Qtd. in Seaton, “Marlowe’s” 13. 
 
1008 Qtd. in Wolfe, Humanism 119. 
 
1009 Lestringant, Mapping 6. He does also note, however, that some cartographers, like Thevet, broke with this 
tradition.  
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call them (reflective as Lestringant’s description is of Ignatius of Loyola’s spiritual exercises 
for Catholic meditation), might, of course, produce moroseness or inflict spiritual darkness 
no less than exhilaration. In fact, for Donne, these exercises were often anchored less in 
observations than outright appeals. “At the round earths imagin’d corners, blow / Your 
trumpets, Angells, and arise, arise / From death…,” writes Donne, in what is certainly his 
most unequivocal map-minded opening (261). Right at the outset of this seventh Holy 
Sonnet, he presents us with “a geometrical paradox,” as Makuchowska observes, “the 
imponderables of the Ptolemaic grid materializing the incongruity between Euclidean space 
and the physical world.”1010 Or, in a less mathematical vein: out of the two-dimensional flat 
map, with its false “corners” of the world, is summoned (or, at least, ardently desired) a 
soteriological rising of angels (see Chapter 7, Image 7), with worldliness thereby offering a 
conduit to other-worldiness.1011  
In Holy Sonnet V, it is the speaker’s own body that becomes a globe of sorts, a “little 
world made cunningly”—though with the larger cosmological sphere insufficient to drown 
that body’s sins: “You [astronomers] which beyond that heaven which was most high / Have 
found new sphears, and of new lands can write, / Powre new seas in mine eyes, that so I 
might / Drowne my world with my weeping earnestly…” (260). Even when on his presuméd 
deathbed, as evoked in “Hyme to God My God, in My Sicknesse,” Donne figures his body as 
a two-dimensional map, with his physicians attempting with topographical precision to read 
its surface: “Whilst my Physitians by their love are growne / Cosmographers, and I their 
Mapp, who lie / Flat on this bed, that by them may be showne / That this is my South-west 																																																								
1010 Makuchowska, Scientific 31. For a concise annotated bibliography authors who have attended to Donne’s 
work vis-à-vis science, see Makuchowska’s introductory chapter.  
 
1011 Helgerson, “Folly” 250. This he states with particular focus on the next sonnet discussed here, Holy Sonnet 
V, but his point, in my mind, applies more broadly.  
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discoverie / Per fretum febris,1012 by these streights to die…” (ll. 5-10, p. 282). But Donne is 
a map he himself cannot read cunningly—or, at least, cannot discern where precisely in the 
afterlife his death will meet up with Resurrection. He certainly devises an inspired metaphor 
to vivify this relationship; for, while East may always eventually meet up with West on a 
globe—where exactly is that point?:  
Is the Pacifique Sea my home? Or are  
   The Easterne riches? Is Jerusalem?  
Anyan, and Magellan, and Gibraltare,  
   All streights, and none but streights, are wayes to them,  
   Whether where Jephet dwelt, or Cham, or Sem. (ll. 16-20, p. 283)  
 
Thus is a newfound geographical “streight” like that of Magellan intricately imbricated with 
the T-O map of three continents ascribed to Noah’s three sons, with each separated from the 
others by a strait. Donne is not merely drawing here on the macrocosmic universe to 
comment on the microcosm of the lesser human body1013; he is correspondingly registering 
the topographical ruptures that early modern exploration was forcing upon the traditional 
image of the macrocosm and which thereby necessitated some way to fold this new world 
order into the theological cosmos. I would also venture, albeit more gingerly, that Donne was 
no more exhibiting anxiety at this theologically troubled new world (dis)order than 
intellectual stimulation and, perhaps, even infatuation.  
In “Goodfriday, 1613. Riding Westward,” Donne will conflate the crucified Christ 
with the entire globe—something he had done before1014—only this time confessing, “Yet 
dare I’almost be glad, I do not see / That spectacle of too much weight for mee” (ll. 15-16, p. 																																																								
1012 By the strait of fever. 
 
1013 This is the argument forwarded by Niayesh, “‘All Flat’” 47.  
 
1014 As Nicolson has observed Donne, in his early religious fervor, saw the symbol of the cross omnipresently 
repeated in nature (Nicolson, Breaking 36). Or, as Donne himself proclaims in “The Crosse”: “All the Globes 
frame, and spheares, is nothing else / But the Meridians crossing Parallels / Material Crosses then” (ll. 23-25, p. 
246). 
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258). And why is it that the poem’s speaker cannot witness the spectacle of “Christ on this 
Crosse”? Because he is moving westward rather than eastward. Nevertheless, he can 
conjecture on what might be seen could he absorb the totality of the sight—and in 
deliberately cartographic-speak, no less: “Could I behold those hands which span the Poles, / 
And tune all spheares at once, peirc’d with those holds? / Could I behold that endlesse height 
which is / Zenith to us, and our Antipodes, / Humbled below us?” (ll. 21-25, p. 258). Once 
again, it is Donne’s fascination with the newly mapped world that animates Christ, as well as 
Donne’s own perceived incapacity to do right by his Savior.  
Then again, Donne’s earlier poetry, with its very differently motivated set of speakers 
(young, brash, often lusty) abounds no less with map-mindedness, though it is wielded (in 
my own relevantly cartographic turn here) for purposes that are poles apart: to conjure the 
stages of a romantic exploit or seduction; to metaphorize a sexual encounter; even to 
eroticize the exploration of a lover’s body. “Let sea-discoverers to new worlds have gone,” 
he proclaims in “The Good Morrow” to his lover, “Let Maps to other, worlds on worlds have 
showne, / Let us possesse one world, each hath one, and is one”—before ultimately querying, 
“Where can we finde two better hemispheares / Without sharpe North, without declining 
West?” (ll. 12-18, p. 8). In “A Valediction: Of the Booke,” Donne will invoke longitudes and 
latitudes, as he will the Torrid and Tropical Zones in “Elegie IX. The Autumnal,” all for the 
purposes of measuring love; and an elaborate conceit in “Elegie XVIII. Loves Progress” will 
entail its speaker figuratively sailing across the meridians and hemispheres of his mistress’s 
body, including “sailing towards her India,” before coming to rest “at her fair Atlantick 
Navell” (ll. 65-66, p. 84). In “A Valediction: Of Weeping,” a woman’s tear will become the 
purveyor of the whole world, evoked by way of that “round ball”—a naked globe, in other 
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words—on which “A workeman that hath copies by, can lay / An Europe, Afrique, and an 
Asia, / And quickly make that, which was nothing, All” (ll.10-13, p. 30). And, yet, we need 
wonder: Why when Donne refers to “All” does he itemize only those continents typical of a 
T-O map? Perhaps only through a commingling of his lover’s Ptolemaic tear with his own 
can “A globe, yea world by that impression grow, / Till thy teares mixt with mine doe 
overflow / This world, by waters sent from thee…” (ll. 16-18, p. 30).  
Perhaps nowhere are Donne’s associations of love and map more carnally evinced—
and in a manner that reinforces my preceding reading of “A Valediction: Of Weeping”—than 
in “Elegie XIX. To His Mistris Going to Bed.” Here, he, that is, Donne as the poem’s 
speaker, becomes the cosmographer desirous of reading the surface of another’s body: 
“Licence my roaving hands, and let them go, / Before, behind, between, above, below. / O 
my America! my new-found-land, / My kingdome, safeliest when with one man man’d, / My 
Myne of precious stones, My Emperie, / How blest am I in this discovering thee!” (ll. 25-30, 
p. 85). Critics are often swift, and by no means inaccurate, to point to this elegy’s 
representation of the female body as a geographical territory that incites male exploration 
(and possibly, too, exploitation); to its buttressing of what Michel de Certeau labels the 
“colonization of the body by the discourse of power.”1015 Of course, the reverse, too—by 
which I mean, the anthropomorphization of physical territory as female—was also quite 
familiar to Renaissance mapmindedness. We can, after all, find Vespucci, in Jan van der 
Straet’s etching of that explorer, standing over a nude and recumbent female personification 
of “America” (see Image 3), much as we can find newly discovered territories often 
feminized through naming (and so less problematically exploited?), such as the case of the 
																																																								
1015 Qtd. in Sanford, “Room” 63. 
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Carolinas (for King Charles) and Georgia (for King George).1016 Even Albrecht Dürer’s 
woodcut of an artist drawing a nude with the aid of a perspective device (see Image 4) 
appears as much an unintended, postmodern statement on the female body when 
cartographically territorialized as on the nature of the patriarchal gaze. Note, after all, the 
“longitudes” and “latitudes” of that perspective device. Note, too, the spherical-globular bush 
on the windowsill, with the prone female’s body similarly rounded in form. Here, the artist, 
much like a cartographer, must resort to transmogrifying the spherical into something flat and 
two-dimensional—with Donnean “imagin’d corners.”  
 
 
 
Image 3. Discovery of America, by Jan van der Straet, called Stradanus (ca. 1587) 
 
 
 
 
Image 4. Woodcut by Albrecht Dürer, from The Painter’s Manual (1525) 																																																								
1016 Sanford, “Room” 63.  
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Indeed, it is worth mentioning here, as a colorful aside, how the trope of the female 
body as reflective of the terraqueous globe plays out with particular aplomb in Shakespeare’s 
The Comedy of Errors. When the servant Dromio of Syracuse recounts the questionably 
“wondrous fat marriage opportunity” available to him with kitchen maid Nell, he describes 
her as 
S. DROMIO:    …spherical, like a globe. I could find out 
countries in her. 
S. ANTIPHOLUS: In what part of her body stands Ireland? 
S. DROMIO:  Marry, sir, in her buttocks. I found it out by the bogs. 
S. ANTIPHOLUS: Where Scotland? 
S. DROMIO: I found it by the barrenness, hard in the palm of the hand. … 
S. ANTIPHOLUS:  Where Spain? 
S. DROMIO:  Faith, I saw it not, but I felt it hot in her breath. 
S. ANTIPHOLUS: Where America, the Indies?  
S. DROMIO: Oh, sir, upon her nose, all o’er embellished with rubies, 
carbuncles, sapphires, declining their rich aspect to the hot 
breath of Spain, who sent whole armadas of carracks to be 
ballast at her nose. 
S. ANTIPHOLUS: Where stood Belgia, the Netherlands? 
S. DROMIO: O, sir, I did not look so low. … (III.ii.94-138, p. 17) 
 
In a somewhat similar, though less comically eroticized fashion, the anticipated frisson of 
Donne’s lines regarding the discovery in his lover’s body of “new-found-land” arises from its 
speaker’s conquest of a newly explored and (even if only implicitly) penetrated land. (Donne, 
in other words, does “look so low.”) But as his later poems make apparent, Donne’s 
deployment of the trope of material body-qua-map was multivalent, extending from the 
joyous, if possessive, exploration of a lover’s nubile body to the despairing inspection of his 
own ailing corporeal form. Ultimately, what this suggests is the durational latitude (yes, more 
helpless punning) of Donne’s enthusiasm for map-mindedness. Not unlike East and West as 
virtually indeterminate on a globe—which is precisely why they became so synecdochically 
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attractive to Renaissance poets1017—so, too, could relations for Donne between self and 
world, and self and other, and even self and self find expression via the equally indeterminate 
line dividing the microcosmic New World from Old World—which is to say, Youth from 
Age.  
Mapping the Stage, and Staging the Map 
 
Could it really have been that exhilirating for a world map to make an appearance on the 
stage? To our jaded eyes, it probably seems as unlikely as a lawyer unveiling a legal contract 
in a film. Perhaps we need phrase the question somewhat differently then: How exciting must 
it have been to attend a world map unfolded on the stage? According to Gillies, the theatrical 
topos of the entire world as present within a confined space originated with the texts of 
cartographers like Cuningham and Dee.1018 Sir Philip Sidney’s verbal accosting of English 
plays in his Defense of Poesy (ca. 1583) certainly helps to validate Gillies’s claim. After all, 
too often the plays, in Sidney’s mind, vulgarly staged “Asia of the one side, and Afric of the 
other, and so many other under-kingdoms that the player, when he cometh in, must ever 
begin with telling where he is, or else the tale will not be conceived” (1077). Indeed, given 
the intensevly collaborative nature of much Elizabethan playwriting, we might wonder if 
playwrights conceived themselves akin to cartographers, given their conjoint collective 
mapping and integrating of the new world into and as emerging out of the old.1019 
																																																								
1017 Cawley, Unpathed 88. Navigational tropes appear, as well, in Donne’s epigrams “Cales and Guyana” and 
“Sir John Wingefield.”  
 
1018 Gillies, “Scene” 122. He also asserts that Elizabethan playwrights thought of the theater “in specifically 
geographical terms” (Gilles, Shakespeare 93). 
 
1019 Binding argues something similar apropos Renaissance painters: “The artists themselves must have felt a 
closeness to the geographers; this is, after all, the period of ‘views’ (vedute) of cities that can act (or very nearly 
so) as maps, and of maps or town-plans that give us the essence of a place and its interplay of past and present, 
just as a painting might do” (Binding, Imagined 45). 
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Probably no one staged the entire world more formidably or furiously than 
Christopher Marlowe in his Tamburlaine plays. In that playwright’s hands, the map becomes 
not only a physical stage prop, but a symbol of its protagonist’s strong-arming spirit 
beholden to geographic possession and self-empowerment.1020 Tamburlaine plans, after all, 
to dominate half the world. And yet, the play possesses a strangely gleeful spirit, as if the 
dust of cartographic invention had not yet settled and, so, the frisson not only in possessing a 
map, but in discerning future possession from it. Almost a century of scholarship, moreover, 
has certified that Marlowe actually used Ortelius’s atlas of 1570 (or at least some reproduced 
fragments of it) to choreograph Tamburlaine’s colonizing mission—and in righteous anti-
Ptolemaic fashion, at that: “I will confute those blind Geographers / That make a triple region 
in the world, / Excluding regions which I mean to trace, / And with this pen reduce them to a 
map, / Calling the provinces, cities and towns, / After my name and thine, Zenocrate” (1 
Tamb., IV.iv.80-86, p. 160).1021 Tamburlaine will span out like a Hydra to peripheries earlier 
unimagined and then shrink down the world, in order then to lay claim to it. (Imagine, in a 
monumental replication-cum-usurpation of Prester John’s territory, the Theatrum as 
possessing a map of “The Kingdome of Tamburlaine.”)  
If Marlowe was “the first dramatist to incorporate cartographical passages in a 
play,”1022 we know this, paradoxically, because of a mistake he made in consigning Zanzibar, 
an east-coast island, to the continental west of Africa. Moreover, the place-names cited in 
Tamburlaine, as Seaton impressively discovered in 1924, are “sown almost as thick as stars 																																																								
1020 Smith, Cartographic 8-9. 
 
1021 Cawley notes that several of Marlowe’s contemporaries, such as George Peele and Robert Greene, also 
speak of the old-world “triple world”—and, so, we must be alert, given the time period, to their possible 
intentions of archaizing through such usage (Cawley, Unpathed 76). 
 
1022 Emrys Jones, qtd. in Lezra, “Geography” 125. See also Gillies, “Marlowe”; Keck, “Marlowe”; and Peyré, 
“Marlowe’s.” 
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in the sky.”1023 Perhaps Marlowe had made those place-name selections, so Seaton muses, 
based on their sonority.1024 If so, they were likely experienced much less spatially than 
aurally. The more exotic their sound and the more copious the allusions, the more resonant 
and “high astounding” (1 Tamb., Prol., p. 105) Tamburlaine’s stage became. McInnis seems 
inadvertently to recommend the same when alerting his readers to “the dozen exotic place-
names fired off in rapid succession” and which, in their “lack of a concrete, tangible reality 
… unleash the imagination (precisely because of the failure of these locales to ‘acquire any 
real solidity’).”1025  
D.K. Smith, somewhat in keeping with earlier critics, recommends that 
Tamburlaine’s greatest strength as a character is his capacity for “cartographic invocation,” 
whereby “foreign and exotic territories are theatrically conquered through … the long and 
rolling iteration of countries and territories.”1026 And yet, it is not only Tamburlaine whose 
language coaxes in this fashion. Just as easily can we find the King of Natolia displaying an 
analogous and rhetorically festive map-mindedness: “All Asia is in arms with Tamburlaine, / 
Even from the midst of fiery Cancer’s tropic / To Amazonia under Capricorn; / And thence, 
as far as Archipelago, / All Afric is in arms with Tamburlaine…” (2 Tamb., I.ii.72-76, p. 
185). In other words, Marlowe’s two Ts are less beholden to Tamburlaine’s map-mindedness, 
I would aver, than they are to Marlowe’s. Necessary to address, too, is the actual map that 
appears on stage. For, in the final act of T2, Tamburlaine postures before a diagram of the 
world, transmuting its visuals into words and its words into visuals:  																																																								
1023 Seaton, “Marlowe’s” 18. 
 
1024 Seaton, “Marlowe’s” 27-28. 
 
1025 McInnis, Mind-Travelling 61.  
 
1026 Smith, Cartographic 132.  
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Here I began to march towards Persia, 
Along Armenia and the Caspian Sea, 
And thence unto Bithynia, …  
Then march’d I into Egypt and Arabia; 
And here, not far from Alexandria, 
Whereas the Terrene and the Red Sea meet, 
Being distant less than full a hundred leagues 
I meant to cut a channel to them both,  
That men might quickly sail to India. … 
Cutting the Tropic line of Capricorn, 
I conquer’d all as far as Zanzibar. 
Then, by the northern part of Africa, 
I came at last to Graecia, and from thence 
To Asia… (2 Tamb., V.iii.127-144, pp. 253-254) 
 
Tamburlaine will even exhort his sons (and perchance his English audience) to conquer both 
the New World and the Antipodes—with Tamburlaine thereby partaking in a resounding 
sixteenth-century call of Plus ultra! 
Apparently even non-geographic images from the Theatrum were lifted and converted 
by Marlowe into speech. Off the southeast coast of Ortelius’s map of Africa appear three 
ships engaged in ferocious battle, a graphic which, in Marlowe’s hands, becomes “galleys 
and those pilling brigandines, / That yearly sail to the Venetian gulf / And hover in the Straits 
for Christians’ wreck” (1 Tamb., III.iii.248-250, p. 148).1027 Even more striking is the 
stimulus Ortelius provided for the following lines from the first scene of T2: “And make fair 
Europe, mounted on her bull, / Trapp’d with the wealth and riches of the world, / Alight, and 
wear a woeful mourning weed” (I.i.42-44, p. 184). While critics typically cite Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses as the inspiration for this passage, the more immediate source was likely the 
Theatrum’s map of Europe. It bears, after all, an illustration of Europa mounted on a bull, 
and she is robed—as Keck describes, borrowing from Marlowe’s own idiom—“not with the 
																																																								
1027 Keck, “Marlowe” 189. 
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wealth of the world, but rather with a single length of cloth. Wearing this ‘wounderful 
mourning weed,’ she stretches out her hands to the West….”1028  
It is commonly held that the cartography-speak of Tamburlaine, in tandem with its 
military argot, assists in ideologically personifying colonial imperialism.1029 In fact, Marlowe 
himself is said to have likened Tamburlaine—here in the words of Binding—to “a great 
game of chess, with kings and conquerors for pieces, and for the chess board the Theatrum 
orbis terrarum.”1030 To be sure, Marlowe fixates no less on gold than he does on land: “I’ll 
make the Kings of India [America], ere I die, / Offer their mines to sue for peace to me / And 
dig for treasure to appease my wrath” (1 Tamb., III.iii.264-266, p. 149). But even here we 
sense the map’s epistemological generation of that mode of perception. So, while Peyré 
might emphasize Tamburlaine’s theatrical reduction of a conquered territory “to a map, so as 
to impose one’s own identity upon it,”1031 I would recommend that more puissant, given 
Marlowe’s contemporary audience, was the way the stage story was mentally able to invite 
spectators across such a phenomenal expanse of territory. Marlowe directs us—nay, stokes 
our very capacity to envision—not only whole landmasses, but edges and peripheries. As 
with da Vinci’s Vitruvian man, our eyes (and ears) are extended, by way of Tamburlaine’s 
“mighty arm,” clear “from the bounds of Afric to the banks / Of Ganges…” (1 Tamb., 
V.ii.459-460, p. 178). Marlowe tempts us with the exhilarating erotics of tracing east-west 
																																																								
1028 Keck, “Marlowe” 189. 
 
1029 Makuchowska, Scientific 27.  
 
1030 Binding, Imagined 233. 
 
1031 Peyré, “Marlowe’s” 114. See also Smith, who contends that Tamburlaine may have served as a means for 
Marlowe “to praise, encourage, and validate the imperialistic ambitions of Elizabethan adventures in the New 
World,” with the energy of Tamburlaine derived from the acquisitive dynamism of England’s merchants and 
entrepreneurial adventurers—while possibly also fueling “the ambitions of real life conquerors such as Raleigh” 
(Smith, Cartographic 135). 
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routes that circle round and round and into the mystery of unknown lands. “Look here, my 
boys,” he directs his sons’s attention to his map in the hopes he might might fuel their 
colonial aspirations now that his own martial strength is spent: “[S]ee, what a world of 
ground, / Lies westward from the midst of Cancer’s line, / Unto the rising of this earthly 
globe, / Whereas the Sun declining from our sight, / Begins the day with our Antipodes!” (2 
Tamb., V.iii.151-3, p. 254). The stage has literally been made all the world in this 
circumstance.1032   
Unlike the T-O map, where Jerusalem is centralized, this new Ortelian vision permits 
Tamburlaine to imagine himself as the center of the world; and, “since the sword that marks 
the new perpendicular of Tamburlaine’s map is an old stand-in for the playwright’s pen,” as 
Lezra argues, “the hyperbolic conqueror also sets before the audience Marlowe’s reflection 
about … what it means to plot or to occupy a position in the theatre, for an audience.”1033 In 
other words, here lies the potential danger of this new cartography—and not only for the 
globe conqueror but also the Globe spectator.1034 For, the Earth’s spiritual dimensions and 
the human piety that William Caxton argued in Mirrour of the World was bound up with 
knowledge of the world—“ffor men coude not knowe ne fynde no resons of God but only by 
his werkis”—was in (delicious? disturbing? empowering?) peril of being displaced.1035 On 																																																								
1032 Joseph Hall, incidentally, would attack Marlowe for licentiously indulging theater audiences (rather than 
pedagogically tutoring them) with his Tamburlaine aesthetic (McInnis, Mind-Travelling 31).  	
1033 Lezra, “Geography” 127. Smith intriguingly argues that, with his puissant arms stretching like a colossus’s 
across the oceans, Tamburlaine “evokes medieval mappae mundi … on which the figure of Christ—his head, 
hands, and feet—comprise the framework in which the world rests” and, in this way, rejects “the older medieval 
geography as a representation of social space in favor of the scientific and mathematical precision of the new 
geography” (Smith, Cartographic 131).  
 
1034 While the construction of the Globe theater postdates Marlowe’s play, my mention of it here for rhetorical 
reasons seems apt. 
 
1035 Qtd. in Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 85; and Somogyi, Shakespeare’s 85, respectively. Gillies, meanwhile, 
considers Tamburlaine to be manifesting—and  “with a power unsurpassed by any other Renaissance 
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the other hand, the relative incapacity for our playwright, let alone his spectators, to 
participate actively in such a colonizing expedition suggests, in my mind, that maybe the 
conquest aspects of the play have been overdetermined. When read from the perspective of a 
world depicted to which the relevant actors did not generally belong, Tamburlaine 
becomes—here in Cawley’s choice words—more akin to a country boy “watching a charging 
express train thunder past [his] little station, wistfully conscious of the vast space it 
implies.”1036  
When it comes to that other early modern English dramatic powerhouse, William 
Shakespeare, we witness—or, rather, Ben Jonson forces us to—the critical fallout of a bard 
in a deficiently map-minded moment. Here, I am speaking of Jonson’s notorious slighting of 
Shakespeare for giving Bohemia a seacoast in The Winter’s Tale. Unlike Jonson, who may 
have avoided “exemplary historical action[s] on a suitably epic scale” because doing so 
“seemed hopelessly at odds with geographic ‘fact,”1037 Shakespeare revels in staging 
outsized, alternative geographies—even as he might, as in Henry V, concede to the inferiority 
of the theater to animate, say, the “vasty fields of France.” Nor did Shakespeare require 
Henry V’s audience to be pleasurably (as distinct from factually) map-minded with respect to 
physical geography alone. Just as integral was his demand that his audience exponentialize 
human geography: “Suppose within the girdle of these walls / Are now confined two 
monarchies,” solicits the Chorus. “Into a thousand parts divide one man, / And make 
imaginary puissance” (Prol.15-25, p. 878). Is this not precisely what the illustrations inset in 
																																																																																																																																																																												
geographic or ‘poetic geographic’ text—the schizophrenia of the Renaissance geographic imagination caught 
(as it is) between the amoralism of the New Geography and the moralism of the old” (Gillies, “Marlowe” 226). 
 
1036 Cawley, Unpathed 117. 
 
1037 Gillies, “Scene” 118. 
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the landmasses of Ortelius’s maps do? That is, they offer a stand-alone native, or an emperor, 
or a tent, which the viewer is then expected to extrapolate into tribes of cannibals, or city-
dweller subjects, or vasty fields of camel-bearing nomads.  
As for actual maps and globes, these figure a number of times in Shakespeare’s 
oeuvre, and often in variously deployed fashion. They may be called upon for purposes of 
amatory description, as in the poem The Rape of Lucrece: “Her breasts, like ivory globes 
circled with blue, / A pair of maiden worlds unconquerèd…” (l. 407-408, p. 1680). Or, they 
may serve as evidence of the world of overseas trade, as in The Merchant of Venice, where 
Solanio confides that if he, like Antonio, had ships abroad, he would be nervously “Plucking 
the grass, to know where sits the wind, / Peering in maps for ports and piers and roads; / And 
every object that might make me fear /Misfortune to my ventures…” (I.i.18-21, p. 186). If 
Shakespeare metaphorizes the female body as a globe in The Comedy of Errors, as earlier we 
saw, he can just as easily deploy map-speak vis-à-vis a man’s comportment. Consider not 
only the courtier Osric’s wry declaration to Hamlet that Laertes is “an absolute gentleman, … 
the card or calendar of gentry; for you shall find in him the continent of what part a 
gentleman would see” (Hamlet, V.ii.107-111, p. 1145), but also the comical likening of 
Henry V to Alexander the Great—because “if you look in the maps of the ‘orld,” explains 
army officer Fluellen, “I warrant you shall find, in the comparisons between Macedon and 
[Wales], that the situations, look you”—orders Fluellen (and does he take out a map here to 
show his fellow captain Gower?)—“is both alike. There is a river in Macedon, and there is 
also moreover a river at Monmouth. … ‘[T]is all one, ‘tis alike as my fingers is to my 
fingers, and there is salmons in both” (Henry V, IV.vii.15-23, p. 908). Of course, maps could 
also serve as more tragic tokens, as when King Lear uses his to divvy up his holdings 
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between his daughters, thus initiating for himself, in Jerry Brotton’s chilling phrase, a 
“topographical dead zone.”1038 Given that the major spatial idea in King Lear hinges on “the 
bodily opposition of housedness and unhousedness, accommodation and nakedness,” the 
play, so Gillies argues, stages not just a “map-reading but the expansive interiority of early 
modern cartography.”1039  
In Shakespeare’s history plays, maps are often the means—and almost always 
anachronistically—by which kings and aristocrats partition the British territory. “Come, 
here’s the map,” declares the Welsh Glendower to Hotspur and Lord Mortimer in 1 Henry 
IV. “[S]hall we divide our right / According to our threefold order ta’en?” While Mortimer’s 
reply likely strikes today’s reader as tedious, imagine its aurally electric potentials for an 
audience smitten with the novelty of a physicalized land that could be loved, fought over, 
carved up, and reengineered: 
 The Archdeacon hath divided it 
 Into three limits very equally: 
 England, from Trent and Severn hitherto, 
 By south and east is to my part assigned; 
 All westward, Wales beyond the Severn shore, 
 And all the fertile land within that bound, 
 To Owen Glendower; and, dear coz, to you 
 The remnant northward, lying off from Trent. (III.i.67-76, p. 806) 
 
This particular map-reading and map-musing goes on for several dozen more lines, including 
a confrontational interjection from Hotspur that “Methinks my moiety, north from Burton 
here, / In quantity equals not one of yours. / See how this river comes me cranking in / And 
cuts me from the best of all my land…” (93-96, p. 807). Thus follows several dozen more 
lines regarding how to rectify this injustice (by way of digging a new channel).  
																																																								
1038 Qtd. in Traub, “Nature” 47. 
 
1039 Gillies, “Scene” 123.  
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Particularly riveting may have been the contemporary distress that this scene was sub-
textually reflecting, given that England’s population had doubled in the sixteenth century 
(from 2 to 4 million), making land all the more valuable. Furthermore, surveying that land 
with the aid of mapping techniques had now become a full-fledged practice—not to mention, 
one that incentivized spatial accuracy.1040 In 1573, the Queen had officially appointed 
Christopher Saxton to undertake a survey of the entire country,1041 resulting in 1579’s Atlas 
of England and Wales. One evolving development to which Saxton’s atlas irrefutably 
testifies is the land’s increasing enclosure under the Tudors, made visually iconic by way of a 
parkland symbol of a fence engirdling several trees.1042 These were lands once public that 
were now being privatized and placed into individuals’s hands (“especially the hands of the 
wealthy,” as Short emphasizes).1043 So, while Britons might be envisioning themselves now 
as belonging to a national community in a way earlier impossible—with subjects being 
transformed into citizens, and dynasts into nationalists1044—so, too, were they witnessing the 
usurpation of the very land that ostensibly bound them. The anxieties regarding surveying 
went well beyond Saxton’s national project. One finds them in John Norden’s The Surveiors 
Dialogue (1607), for instance, when a farmer unabashedly censures a surveyor for his 
unethical technics: 
[Y]ou are the cause that men lose their land: and sometimes they are abridged of such 
liberties as they have long used in manors; and customs are altered, broken and 
sometimes perverted or taken away by your means…[and] many millions disquieted, 																																																								
1040 Short, Making 129-132. 
 
1041 Short, Making 88. 
 
1042 Skelton, Decorative 12. 
 
1043 Short, Making 87-88. It was the earlier dissolution of the monasteries that had created this new (and quite 
extensive) “pool of commodified land” (87). 
 
1044 Helgerson, “Folly” 253. This he argues apropos Europe more broadly. 
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that might live quietly in their farms, tenements, houses and lands, that are now daily 
troubled with your so narrow looking thereinto, measuring the quantity, observing the 
quality, recounting the value, and acquainting the lords with the estates of all men’s 
livings.1045 
 
Thus do Shakespeare’s kings and lords, invested as they are in a measuring and apportioning 
British land, feasibly reflect the legitimate fear people had regarding the contemporary 
precision (and purpose) of the survey-making process.  
Mapping the Land, Course by Course, Couplet by Couplet 
 
When a nation is mapped, not only is national identity given “a physical and textual presence 
that people can imbibe and read,” according to Short, national consciousness is reinforced: 
Projects designed to survey the nation also assist in making the nation. 1046 No wonder that, 
by the 1590s, Queen Elizabeth might have considered it de rigueur to have herself depicted 
standing on her own nation-state as Saxton had mapped it in his Atlas of England and Wales. 
While today we are probably more likely to infer that this “Ditchley portrait,” as it is known 
(see Image 5), projects Elizabeth’s dominance over the nation, her subjects’s expanding 
conceptual access to that nation via cartography may have led to her shrewdly wanting 
visually to tie herself in their minds to those mapped territories. In other words, the maps’s 
growing dominance, phenomenologically speaking, may have been mitigating her authority 
and, so, the perceived value in her visually marking and reasserting that territory as “hers.”  
 
																																																								
1045 Qtd. in Smith, Cartographic 51. Short contends that Norden’s book is “perhaps the last surveying text to be 
so socially sensitive; later books had little awareness of the social context and were more technical texts” 
(Short, Making 140). 
 
1046 Short, Making 101. 
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Image 5. The “Ditchley portrait” of Queen Elizabeth,  
by Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger, ca. 1592. 
 
 
If this seems too conjectural, keep in mind Helgerson’s postulation that the territorial maps 
brought onto the stage in 1 Henry IV and King Lear may have served less as an adjunct of the 
monarch than as a symbol of nationhood that was equally potent and potentially more 
durable than the Queen herself.1047 
Concomitant with the efflorescence of cartography in England emerged another sort 
of mapping project that warrants our attention: chorography, or a regional mapping 
composed in prose, typically by an antiquarian. In fact, the first chorographical survey of 
Great Britain and Ireland, William Camden’s Latin Britannia (1586), was produced at 
Ortelius’s encouragement; or, as Camden himself stated in the English edition of that work 
(1610), Ortelius had said that, by writing Britannia, Camden “would restore antiquity to 
Britaine, and Britaine to his antiquity; which was as I understood, that I would renew 
ancientrie, enlighten obscuritie, cleare doubts, and recall home veritie by way of recovery…” 
(n.p.). Not unlike Lhoyd with his ambition for Wales, Camden was keen to wrest his nation 
																																																								
1047 Helgerson, Form 114. 
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and its various counties from past textual corruption: “to seeke, rake out, and free from 
darknesse such places as Caesar, Tacitus, Ptolemee, Antonine the Emperour, Notitia 
Provinciarum, and other antique writers have specified and Time hath overcast with mist and 
darknesse by extinguishing, altering, and corrupting their old true names” (n.p.). What 
Camden does, in fact, is streamline Britain’s topographical and antiquarian data in favor of 
the gentry—or, as Klein prefers, Camden celebrates “a landscape shaped by successive 
generations of the leading families,” such that even a county’s rivers are depicted as “flowing 
exclusively around stately mansions, ancient castles and private parks.”1048  
Only a few years later, Michael Drayton would release the first part of his verse 
chorography, Poly-Olbion (1612). This was, in effect, Camden’s Britannia “[d]igested into a 
Poem,” as Drayton would write (n.p.). The final version of Poly-Olbion, which appeared in 
1622 and had swollen to some 15,000 lines, begins in Devon and Cornwall—with the line 
‘Of albion’s glorious Isle, the wonders whilst I write” (n.p.)—and end thirty “songs” later in 
the far northern reaches of Westmoreland and Cumberland. Of particular pertinence for us is 
the enthroned female, with scepter in hand, who graces Poly-Olbion’s frontispiece (see 
Image 6). For, this is is not Elizabeth (who had died by this time), but Albion herself—which 
is to say, the goddess-cum-queen representative of the Isle. Even more, she is draped in the 
map of Britain upon which, in the Ditchley portrait, Elizabeth was standing. Thus has the 
monarchical image become entirely fused with the nation’s topography, with Britain 
epitomized less as  “royal personage” than “the land itself.”1049 While Drayton’s opus was a 
celebration of country, not king (James I was now reigning), it was also a work dedicated to 
James’s son, Henry, Prince of Wales. In fact, Poly-Olbion includes a full-figure portrait of 																																																								
1048 Klein, “Imaginary” 209. 
 
1049 Short, Making 92. 
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Henry, alongside a dedication in which he is heralded as the one “Ordain’d to make thy eight 
Great Henries, nine” (4) (see Image 7).1050 Was Drayton’s chorographical poem thereby an 
oblique assault on the pusillanimity of King James’s regime?  Consider, after all, that the 
only regal crowns in the poem are those “worn” by either towns or natural sites.1051 Perhaps 
we should not be surprised, then, to learn that, by the second decade of James’s reign, 
chorography could be construed as dangerously political and in latent possession of a 
partisan tenor.1052  
As for Poly-Olbion’s narrative: Not unlike Spenser’s Faerie Queene (though with a 
structure characteristic of an atlas rather than a chivalric romance), Drayton poetically 
weaves England into the cultural legacy of classical and Druidic myth, plaiting iconic 
personages from the past with contemporary British topography. The full title alone of 
Drayton’s song of songs reveals the extent of this weaving, for Poly-Olbion is proclaimed A 
chorographicall description of all tracts, rivers, movntains, forests, and other Parts of this 
Renowned Isle of Great Britain, With intermixture of the most Remarkable Stories, 
Antiquities, Wonders, Rarities, Pleasures, and Commodities of the same. Not unlike 
Spenser’s knightly protagonists, Drayton, too, ranges Britain’s “circling shores,” imploring 
the Muse to assist and conduct him out of “this wandering Maze” (21).1053 																																																								
1050 The second part of Poly-Olbion, which appeared only in 1622, after Henry’s death, would be dedicated to 
his brother, Prince Charles.  
 
1051 Helgerson, Form 118. John Selden, who provides extensive annotations for the first part of Drayton’s poem, 
did not do so for its second part, perhaps because by 1622, he had been “in custody for advising parliament in a 
way James disapproved” (130). As for those annotations, they are packed with humanist references to classical 
authors (e.g., Pliny, Tacitus, Cicero, Plato, Ovid, Virgil, Lucian), as well as more contemporary ones (e.g., 
Polydore Vergil, Ortelius, Lhoyd), and in all manner of languages, including Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic.  
 
1052 Helgerson, Form 130. 
 
1053 I know of at least one instance where Drayton directly references Spenser. When describing the Medway’s 
meeting up with streams, Drayton waxes, “More Riuers from each part, had instantly been there, / Then at their 
marriage, first, by Spenser numbred were” (“the eighteenth Song” 305). 
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Image 6. Frontispiece to Michael Drayton’s Poly-
Olbion, 1610 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 7. Dedicatory poem to Henry, Prince of 
Wales, in Michael Drayton’s Poly-Olbion 
(facsimile of the 1622 edition) 
The county maps that accompany each song likewise interweave past and present, in 
some cases via the classical nymphs and sea gods (sometimes riding sea monsters) that 
festoon Albion’s delineated coastlines, her hills and promontories, her rivers and streams. 
Mind you, those divinities also inhabit the poem: “[O]ur industrious Muse great Britaine 
forth shall bring, / Crown’d with those glorious wreathes that beautifie the Spring; / And 
whilst greene Thetis Nymphs, with many an amorous lay / Sing our Invention safe vnto her 
long-wisht Bay” (23). Further into this paean to Cornwall and Devonshire—the focus not 
only of the quote above, but of the county map below (see Image 7)—Drayton regales his 
readers with Devonshire’s nymphs’s own regaling of “[t]heir loues, their fortunes, and 
estate,” after which the river Dent will “reviue / Our Brute” and sing of that ancient Trojan’s 
arrival and conquest of the isle of Britain (“first Song” 21). Throughout Poly-Olbion, hills, 
woods, and streams—all manner of Britain’s natural topography—share tales of those who 
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once ruled Britain, with humanist culture, no less than map culture, permeating those stories. 
Consider, for instance, the river Dent’s account of the circuitously whirlwind passage Brut et 
al. made toward their new homeland: 
With sights of sundrie shores, which they from farre discrie: 
And viewing with delight th’Azarian Mountaines hie, 
One walking on the deck, vnto his friends would say 
(As I have heard some tell) So goodly Ida lay. 
     Thus talking mongst themselues, they sun-burnt Africk keepe 
Vpon the lee-ward still, and (sulking vp the deepe) 
For Mauritania make: where putting-in, they find 
A remnant (yet reseru’d) of th’ancient Dardan kind, 
By braue Antenor brought from out the Greekish spoiles…. (“first Song” 30)1054 
 
 
 
 
Image 7. Map of Cornwall and Devonshire,  
from Michael Drayton’s Poly-Olbion, ca. 1612 (illuminated). 
 
 
Even comparatively contemporary navigators will be woven in, as are Columbus and 
Vespucci into the song dedicated to northern Wales. And yet, they will not be there as the 
original discoverers of America. That role Drayton assigns to the twelfth-century Welsh 
prince Madock, who, in Drayton’s telling, “sayled West so long, vntill that world he found / 
To Christians then vnknowne (saue this adventrous crue) / Long ere Columbus liv’d, or 
Vesputius knew; / And put the now-nam’d Welsh on India’s parched face…” (160). This 																																																								
1054 Interestingly, in the “Illustrations” section that follows “The first Song,” Selden explicates the song’s line 
about Druid spirits: “They instantlie againe doe other bodies take” (22). Here, he alludes to the “Pythagorean 
opinion of trans-animation”—which is further defined for the reader as “A passing of soules from one to 
another” (34).  
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story must have derived—as likely did Drayton’s description of Mon, which appears later—
from Lhoyd’s epistle on Wales printed in Ortelius’s Theatrum. (John Selden, annotator of 
Poly-Olbion, even cites that essay, drawing particular attention to Lhoyd’s confutation of 
Vergil [170].) Drayton crafts the episode as “Mon (now Anglesey)” awakening “To tell her 
ancient Druides guise, / And manner of their sacrifice” (153). For, on that island, fearless 
British priests, the offspring of Brut, made ritual sacrifices to the delight of the wood-gods—
until, alas, “the Roman came” and “Gaue me this hatefull name, which I must euer beare, / 
And Angelsey from them am called euery where” (162). 
As no doubt evident from these few excerpts alone, Drayton manages to conjure a 
land that is “many-headed” rather than an integrated whole; or, as Helgerson pronounces 
with more political, if also more cynical, savoir-faire, “for all Drayton’s efforts to find and 
assert continuity, the picture that emerges from his recension of chronicle history is … a 
picture of discontinuity and mutual hostility.”1055 Nevertheless, the circulatory nature of this 
project (which is to say, my own) leads me now in a less critically orthodox—if also more 
disappointingly non-politically charged—direction: the significance of rivers to Drayton’s 
poem.  
Water indubitably orients Drayton’s poem topographically, much as it did early 
modern chorography.1056 Rivers were, after all, the principle means of travel and, so, an 
understandable focus of Renaissance map-mindedness. But waterways were also attractively 
dynamic, imaginatively facilitating movement and mutability in a landscape otherwise 
																																																								
1055 Helgerson, Form 140.  
 
1056 Klein, “Imaginary” 207. 
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representationally static.1057 In fact, Poly-Olbion fundamentally elides human civilization and 
settlement, both urban and rural, homing in almost exclusively on rivers instead.1058 As a 
result, its county maps are, as Klein evinces, “hardly recognisable as maps, let alone maps of 
Britain.”1059 We should probably not be surprised, then, that, once Drayton reaches the 
vicinity of London, its inhabitants—when not gestured toward in an abstractly collective (and 
even halfway disparaging) fashion—are forced into a general withdrawal or containment. 
The princely Thames and his tributaries are the aesthetic focal point (and so, I ask my own 
readers to compare Drayton’s description of London below to the map of London from the 
Civitates orbis terrarum [see Image 2], with its Thames bustling with ships and other 
nautical traffic). For, while Drayton can admit to London’s shores being “people-pestred,” 
even if the city’s entire populace is reduced to a mere two lines, somehow the Thames 
manages curiously to dodge any extended utilization and certainly any adulterating by its 
citizens:  
 With wonderful delight, doth his [the faire and goodly Tames] long course pursue, 
 Where Otlands, Hampton Court, and Richmond he doth view, 
 Then Westminster the next great Tames doth enteraine; 
 That vaunts her Palace large, and her most sumptuous Fane:  
 The Lands tribunal seate that challengeth for hers, 
 The crowning of our Kings, their famous sepulchers.  
 Then goes he on along by that more beautious Strand, 
 Expressing both the wealth and brauery of the Land. 
 (So many sumptuous Bowres, within so little space, 
 The All-beholding Sun scarce sees in all his race.) 
 And on by London leads, which like a Crescent lies, 
 VVhose windows seem to mock the Star-befreckled skies; 
 Besides her rising Spyres, so thick themselues that show, 
 As doe the bristling reeds, within his Banks that growe. 																																																								
1057 Klein, “Imaginary” 207.  
 
1058 Klein, “Imaginary” 212. 
 
1059 Klein, “Imaginary” 213. And yet, Klein does concede to Drayton’s poetic construction of national space as 
indebted to the penetrating clarity of the cartographer’s view (212). 
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 There sees his crouded Wharfes, and people-pestred shores, 
 His Bosome ouer-spread, with shoales of labouring ores: 
 VVith that most costly [London] Bridge, that doth him most renowne, 
 By which he cleerely puts all other Riuers downe. (“the Seventeenth Song” 259) 
 
From here, Drayton narratively segues to the broils of the Norman Conquest and, following 
that, to a “Catalogue of th’ English Kings” (277) that ends with prickly partisanship on 
Elizabeth’s reign. For, before we can make it to James’s rule, apparently, the Thames’s 
“kingly Song” is conveniently forced, along with his own waters, out with the tide (285). (At 
least, Selden sees fit annotatively to acknowledge, if only opaquely, that Henry VIII’s 
Reformed England “hath been to this day piously established and Defended,” not only by his 
son Edward and daughter Elizabeth, but as well by “our present Souereigne” [298, emphasis 
added].) 
Drayton’s relative obscuring of the peopled nature of London—as if the Thames 
meanders, Disney-like, through an empty diorama of the city—brings to the fore another 
intriguing inter-animation, this time of Drayton’s potential influence on another poet. Here, I 
am speaking of Ben Jonson and his oft-neglected (and sometimes critically lamented) “On 
the Famous Voyage” (ca. 1612). What Jonson proffers in that poem, according to Gibbons, is 
“a Rabelaisian scatological mock-heroic on the subject of great voyages,” given that, instead 
of circumnavigating the globe, Jonson’s voyage is not only “extremely ordurous,” but 
“ludicrously short” and confined exclusively to the City of London.1060 “On the Famous 
Voyage” is, in short, an ode to offal; or, if we prefer, it is Lucian’s fantastical voyage to the 
moon pulled mordantly down into the gutter, with we coasting along to inspect its slimy 
crests and the flotsam channeling through the city: the stenches, disease, and excrement; the 
privies and the pox (and so, relatedly, the prostitution on its banks). Jonson delightedly crams 																																																								
1060 Gibbons, “Wrong” 155. 
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every line with rancidity: “Your Fleet Lane Furies and hot cooks do dwell, / That, with still-
scalding steams, make the place hell. / The sinks ran grease, and haire of measled hogs, / … / 
Cats there lay divers had been flayed, and roasted, / And, after moldy grown, again were 
toasted…” (ll. 143-150, p. 19). 
 The poem has been variously interpreted, with attention drawn especially to its 
pervasive sexual imagery, which sets bodily ferment (especially female excess) “against 
discourses of spatial and social stability”; as well as to its potential non-ludic indictment of 
London’s New River project, a recently completed engineering scheme to pipe water from 
Hertfordshire’s hills into London’s northern suburbs.1061 I cannot help wondering, though, if 
the real impetus for “On the Famous Voyage” was less to burlesque the New River project—
or, alternatively, John Stow’s revised Survey of London (1603), in which the city’s 
waterways are made such a point of civic pride, notwithstanding that they were “actually in a 
parlous state”1062—than to send up Poly-Olbion. Drayton’s poem, after all, had first 
circulated in the very same year that Jonson likely penned his smelly song.1063 Consider, 
additionally, that Jonson’s poem is constructed out of a series of sardonic parallels between 
“ancient and modern, fable and actuality,” as Parr impartially puts it, with the aim being to 
underline “the brash vulgarity of the present.”1064 Homeric epic mingles with the realm of the 
stews and cesspools, such that—to quote Jonson now—“Arses were h[e]ard to croak instead 
of frogs” (l. 13, p. 15), and “ugly Centaurs, ye call carmen [dung-carters]” lurked among 
																																																								
1061 These are from McRae, “‘On the Famous’” 188-189; and Parr, Renaissance 202-205, respectively—though 
McRae also briefly discusses the New River project.  
  
1062 McRae, “‘On the Famous’” 188-189. 
 
1063 Certainly possible is that Jonson saw Drayton’s work even earlier, given they were friendly and familiar 
correspondents. 
 
1064 Parr, Renaissance 185. 
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“Gorgonian scolds, and Harpies / …and old Filth, their mother” (ll. 68-70, p. 16). In my 
mind, this feels too topsy-turvily reminiscent of Drayton’s rivers, with their clean, crystalline 
waters so unsullied by human presence; not the residence of harpies but of lissome, half-
gamboling water nymphs.  
Jonson’s strategic figuring of the civic body as gross and misshapen is abetted by the 
classical grotesquerie embellishing the poem. Indeed, those centaurs and harpies would have 
been particularly fitting were “On the Famous Voyage” a wryly and really wretched-river 
response to Poly-Olbion. Consider, for instance, how, after an anti-invocation of the ancient 
Greeks (or a Latin Muse), Jonson avows that, in the Thames, the English have their own 
Styx, Acheron, Cocytus, and Phlegethon all rolled “in one” (ll. 7-8, p. 15). And it is Hercules 
who is “[a]lways at hand to aid the merry Muses”—and in very non-Poly-Olbion fashion, at 
that, given that his “back and bones be sore” (l. 54-55, p. 16), not only from sexual 
exhaustion but likely syphilis, too.1065 The poem ends with Jonson wishing that “My Muse 
had plowed with his that sung A-jax”—a reference to John Harington, whose The 
Metamorphosis of Ajax has A-jax doing double-duty as that familiar god but also as a-jakes, 
which is to say, a privy (Harington’s Metamorphosis was describing his new invention of the 
flush toilet, after all). 1066   
Could my antipode-analogizing here be an overreach? Perhaps. Nevertheless, when 
placed beside Drayton’s epical poem, Jonson’s mock-heroic center-stages a very real and 
intractable problem vis-à-vis poetic execution. On what conventional forms was one to rely 
when wanting to convey the truth that lay beneath conventions—as in, beneath those rivers 
that run through maps (and epic poems) in falsely clean, pristine, and willowy nymph-like 																																																								
1065 McRae, “‘On the Famous’” 191. 
 
1066 McLean, ed. Ben 20 n.2. 
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fashion; that never imagistically overrun their banks, let alone dry up, or fester or stink like 
rotten meat1067? On what Muse or golden bough could one possibly rely when it came to a 
waterway requiring one to “stop thy nose” (ll. 59, p. 16) because of all the shit “languishing 
stuck upon the wall / Or …precipitated down the jakes” and, so, now swimming “abroad in 
ample flakes” (ll. 136-138, p. 17)? 
No wonder that it might take a more eccentric versifier to poetically “map” London, a 
poet neither steeped in humanism (such that he needed to extrude his work from the 
quotidian), nor so beholden to the classics (such that speaking through them was mandatory, 
even when one was waxing scatological). Thus do I return us—as I seem always to do—to 
that Water Poet, John Taylor, the Thames’s own professional taxi-man, whose The Praise of 
Hemp-Seed weds London’s waterway to those “most famous riuers in the world,” including 
“Maze, Rubicon, Elue, Volga, Ems, Scamander” and “Tyber, Albia, Seyne, Meander” (558). 
Yes, sometimes Taylor’s poetic mapping can feel more like a shopping list; but he is also 
admirably and appreciatively sensitive to the river-borne world around him: “[G]reat’st in 
goodnesse is the riuer Thames, / From whose Diurnall and Nocturnall flood / Millions of 
soules haue fewell cloathes and food; / Which from twelue houres to twelue doth still 
succeed, / Hundreds, & thousands both to cloath & feed, / Of watermen, their seruants, 
children, wiues, / It doth maintaine neeere twenty thousand liues” (558). True, on the heels of 
this, he will address how the limpid waters of that “All-giuing giuer” have been vilified by 
the excremental “dirt and mucke we giue it for reward” (558); but Taylor’s song irrefutably 
finds a more realistic middle-ground between the antipodeal extremities of Drayton’s and 
Jonson’s views apropos London and its waterways. 																																																								
1067 While I borrow this stinking-meat line from Langston Hughes’s poem “Harlem,” Jonson does mention the 
offal of meat markets in his own poem. 
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Above and Beyond the Orbis Terrarum 
 
In Discourse concerning a New World and Another Planet (1640), John Wilkins would 
tender the moon as a potentially inhabited world, defending “the strangenesse of this 
opinion” by way of humankind’s “hungering after noveltie, which doth still adhere unto all 
our natures” (2, emphasis added).1068  He would also concede to not being alone in doing so, 
only having procrastinated “for feare of being counted singular, and ridiculous; but afterward 
having read Plutarch, Galileus, Keplar, … I then concluded that it was not onely possible 
there might be, but probable that there was another habitable world in that Planet” (19). True, 
Wilkins’s discourse appears relatively late given our period; but it also saliently attests to 
what the discoveries of the long sixteenth century had invigorated in the human imagination. 
For, as Wilkins cannily noted, humankind is forever in pursuit of new experiences and, so, 
must continuously set its sights beyond whatever realm it putatively knows. Intriguingly, the 
first travel map to be printed, the Rom Weg map (ca. 1500), had been designed for Christian 
pilgrims who possessed, in its producers’s words, an “inclination to experience foreign 
countries and strange things.”1069 Now, deeper into the Age of Discovery, those strange 
things had relocated, sometimes to above and beyond the orbis terrarum, as if in response to 
our subconsciously inveterate need to go beyond our known world, to travel into territory 
which, being unknown, is thereby delectably wedded to romance.1070 
																																																								
1068 In his “Letter to the Reader,” he will also explicitly promulgate the Baconian approach to the ancients, 
taking to task those culturally unwilling to consider the “secret truths” they had “passed over” that might “make 
some of our age famous for their discovery” (n.p.). 
 
1069 Qtd. in Campbell, Earliest 59, emphasis added. The year 1500 marked the 1,500 years since Christ’s birth, 
prompting Erhard Etzlaub, a compass maker, to prepare that inaugural mass-produced guide map in anticipation 
of a surge of pilgrims (Mapping 63). 
 
1070 See Arthur, Virtual 1, who argues on behalf of the “strange marriage” of history and romance in the early 
modern production of imaginary voyages, which both “reflected and exploited a particular moment in the 
history of maritime exploration when the edges of the known world were being extended” (1). 
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When it came to that radical cartographic perspective which would eventually 
become the norm—that Ptolemaic “upward displacement” that both expanded and also 
elevated one’s grasp of the convex terraqueous globe—the sixteenth-century human, as we 
noted earlier, was suddenly put in the visual seat of the Creator.1071 Lestringant accents the 
fretfulness with which mapmakers confronted this perspectival repositioning: “A chasm lay 
in the path of the cosmographer who would transform himself into Lucian’s Icaromenippus 
[sky traveler]. How might he embrace this totality, at the same time overflowing and 
lacunary, of the cosmos?”1072 And yet, in assessing the non-cartographic literature of the 
period, whether plays, poetry, or prose, one recurrently encounters a flight-oriented 
enchantment with that upward displacement, as if the flatness of the printed page had 
suddenly become enthrallingly three-dimensional. We sense this right from the outset of 
Cuningham’s The Cosmographical Glasse (1559), where, Morpheus, the god of dreams, is 
made the experiential medium for our speaker’s suddenly being able mentally to navigate the 
entire globe: 
Morphevs the God of dreames, … this last night frequented my companie, that (my 
bodye taking rest) my mind was much more busilie traueling…. For some time 
Morphêus shewed me the Sonne, in the tropicke of Capricorne, farre in the South, 
among the cloudye skies, as he comenly is the. 13. day of December: And next he 
appered in th' Equinoctiall pointes, as it is the tenth daye of March…. (n.p.) 
 
To be sure, this infectiously widening world could also induce an ethically tinged 
circumspection regarding overreach. Thus does Francis Quarles, when in pursuit of a visual 
allegory for his age’s aspirational excess in Emblems (1634), settle on Cupid trying vainly to 
embrace the entire Globe in his arms. “O, how our widen’d arms can over-stretch / Their own 
																																																								
1071 Lestringant, Mapping 5. Smith addresses something similar vis-à-vis the cityscapes of the time, which 
offered a perspective that no eye had yet ever enjoyed (Smith, Cartographic 54). 
 
1072 Lestringant, Mapping 5.  
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dimensions!” laments Quarles in that emblem’s accompanying poem: “How our hands can 
reach / Beyond their distance!” Eventually, this leads to his anguished decrial of how “We 
gape, we grasp, we gripe, add store to store; / Enough requires too much; too much craves 
more” (II.2, p. 73-74).  
Whether embraced or distrusted, this was a new sort of panopticism, to borrow from 
Foucault. Foucault, of course, likens such all-seeing to the privileged (not to mention, 
upward displacement) of telescopic surveillance, such as one might find in a prison yard. But 
the “towering” perspective need not only derive from an attitude of political or suppressive 
domination. As Peters argues, a tower’s capacity to extend one’s range of vision can also 
operate in the manner of a Greek or Roman temple, which, while built at the highest point in 
order defensively to oversee the city, also served as an observatory for auguring heavenly 
and telluric signs—a location, in other words, for “contemplation and consideration in the 
original senses: to contemplate is to view the sky…; to consider is to look into the 
stars….You go to the templum to discern the tempus (both time and weather.).”1073 
While this latter, contemplation-oriented perspective appears consistent with what 
undergirds Cosmographical Glasse’s aerial pilgrimage, the stricter Foucauldian position is 
irrefutably more fitting apropos the protagonist of Marlowe’s The Tragicall History of the 
Life and Death of Doctor Faustus (perf. ca. 1588-1593). With his usual bold irreverence, 
Marlowe fashions a character who pursues infinite knowledge, much the same way 
Tamburlaine pursues infinite territory.1074 And integrally, part of Dr. Faustus’s 
materialization of that acquisitive epistemological grab is accomplished by way of its 																																																								
1073 Peters, Marvelous 234-235. 
 
1074 See also Siemon, who argues that the play must have resonated with Marlowe’s educated, but 
demographically disadvantaged equals who might—or, perhaps, could only—“dream of attaining marketable 
recognition for the value of their ‘knowledge’” (Siemon, “Marlowe” 159). 
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creatively galvanizing panoptic flight. True, the Chorus may pluck its cautionary maxim 
regarding human overreach from the ancients, highlighting Icarus particularly, who, “swollen 
with cunning [knowledge], of a self-conceit, / His waxen wings did mount above his reach, / 
And melting heavens conspired his overthrow” (A-text, Prol., p. 1129). But the Marlovian 
affinity for the air also derives its graphic energies from the cutting-edge culture of 
Renaissance cartography. Often, the two—the anciently and contemporarily airborne—are 
intertwined, as when Wagner, acting as the Chorus, exhorts how Learned Faustus, in order 
“[t]o know the secrets of astronomy / Graven in the book of Jove’s high firmament, / Did 
mount himself to scale Olympus’ top” (A-text, Chorus 2, p. 1148). Faustus is next described, 
in Medea-like fashion, as “seated in a chariot burning bright, / Drawn by the strength of 
yokèd dragons’ necks”—only he, unlike that sorceress, “now is gone to prove cosmography, 
/ And, as I guess, will first arrive at Rome / To see the pope, and manner of his court, / And 
take some part of holy Peter’s feast…” (1148). 
While the above, from the A-text of the play (first published in quarto form in 1604), 
is relatively clipped as a flight motif, the B-text (the expanded and altered print version from 
1616) amplifies on that motif in ways doubtlessly capitalizing on the exhilarating powers of 
the cartographically envisioned. Or, as Smith more concretely adduces, Faustus’s 
“dragonflight of discovery” embodies just the sort of totalizing Weltanschauung that 
Marlowe would have obtained in studying Ortelius’s world map.1075 For, the B-texts’s 
Chorus describes Faustus as now able to view 
…the clouds, the planets, and the stars,  
The tropics, zones, and quarters of the sky,  
From the bright circle of the horned moon  
Even to the height of Primum Mobile;  																																																								
1075 Smith, Cartographic 149. 
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And, whirling round with this circumference  
Within the concave compass of the pole,  
From east to west his dragons swiftly glide,  
And in eight days did bring him home again.  
Not long he stayed within his quiet house,  
To rest his bones after his weary toil,  
But new exploits do hale him out again  
And, mounted then upon a dragon’s back,  
That with his wings did part the subtle air. 
He is now gone to prove Cosmography,  
That measures coast and kingdoms of the earth. (B-text II.iii.784-797) 
 
Thus is Faustus’s “hellish fall,” which will ensue, tied to his bookish, cosmographic zeal for 
assimilating the entire world—or, at the least, for unholily conceiving it as navigable space. 
If he is indeed an early modern Icarus, his tumble is at the hand (or wings, rather) of an 
epistemological fanaticism induced by the world map. While the sun melts Icarus’s waxen 
wings quite literally, Faustus’s undoing stems from his straining to become what Micheael de 
Certeau describes as a “Solar Eye,” which can look down upon the world “as if a god”—or, 
if we prefer Smith’s idiom, Faustus’s downfall springs from his yearning not to encompass 
all knowledge in the world, “but of the world.”1076  
And yet, as is so often the case with early modern literature, we can also find a 
satirical counter-position able swiftly and wittily to puncture the panoptic power allegedly 
inherent in inspecting a world map. “What a poor little spot is a country!” exclaims Joseph 
Hall in Occasional Meditations (1630), for when it comes to a map, “[a] man may hide with 
his thumb the great territories of those that would be accounted monarchs” and, 
consequently, diminish, in an instant, potentates like the Great Khan or Prester John.1077 Yet, 
we can also find a counter to such counters, and nowhere is one more enchantingly provided 
than in Robert Burton’s sprawling prose tract The Anatomy of Melancholy (1621). Like 																																																								
1076 Smith, Cartographic 148. 
 
1077 Qtd. in Cawley, Unpathed 97. 
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others before him, Burton draws from cartography in order poetically to conjure flight, even 
explicitly addressing one map in particular, that of the world as the face of a jester (see Image 
8). Considered to be the first cartographical pun produced in the sixteenth century—
topography as the physiognomy of a fool, in sum—that map’s cartouche bears an even 
denser punning: “Democritus laughed at it, (i.e., the world) / Heraclitus wept over it, / 
Epichthonius Cosmopolites portrayed it.” Then again, Epichthonius Cosmpolites, the map’s 
presumed artist, is a name that roughly translates as “Everyman.”1078 Keep in mind, too, that 
in the protracted title of this encyclopedic work, Burton authorially casts himself as the 
underling of that laughing philosopher—which is to say, as “Democritus Junior.”  
As for his drawing existential sustenance from the fool’s map, this Burton touches 
upon when informing his reader that “all the world is mad, that it is melancholy, dotes; that it 
is (which Epichthonius Cosmopolites expressed not many years since in a map) made like a 
fool's head (with that motto, Caput helleboro dignum [a head requiring hellebore to save it 
from madness]), a crazed head, cavea stultorum [a cage of fools], a fool's paradise…” (39). 
For Burton, as for Bacon, the world is distorted and in dire need of reformation,1079 though 
for Burton the corrective is not vis-à-vis natural philosophy but human psychology. As for 
the map of the fool, according to San Juan, it operates for Burton as both “a mirage and, 
potentially, a site from which to uncover the mirage”; as an engraving that produces “both 
the meticulously rendered world map and its biting critique.”1080 We need note that, 
according to Burton, geographical knowledge obtained through travel had problematically 
contributed to the unremitting outward reach of his age (hence the “traveling” fool). Serious, 																																																								
1078 Whitfield, Image 78. 
 
1079 San Juan, Vertiginous 2. 
 
1080 San Juan, Vertiginous 2-3. Emphasis added. 
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non-punning cartography, on the other hand, facilitated a detached and intimate observation 
of the world; a salutary separation of the observer from the world’s madness.1081   
 
 
Image 8. Anonymous map of the world drawn on a fool’s head, circa 1590 
 
 
It should therefore come as no surprise that Burton did very little traveling himself: “I 
never travelled but in map or card,” he seems almost to boast—understandably, perhaps, 
given that it was through this vicarious voyaging exclusively that he found his “unconfined 
thoughts … freely expatiated” (16). (And yet, Burton can also be found recommending that 
“no better physic for a melancholy man [exists] than change of air, and variety of places, to 
travel abroad and see fashions” [306].) But there is also something beyond the map’s mere 
isolating appeal for Burton, indeed beyond the map itself, we might say. For, in the second 
part of Anatomy—and this in spite of its general aim of offering sundry remedies against 
melancholy—Burton digresses from a discussion of curative baths to offer a section titled 
“Air rectified. With a digression of the Air.” In order adequately to seize on the airborne-
related resonances imbuing “Air rectified”—not to mention, its canny tribute to the 
lodestone—I need quote from Burton’s rhetorical excursion at some length: 
As a long-winged hawk, when he is first whistled off the fist, mounts aloft, and for 
his pleasure fetcheth many a circuit in the air, still soaring higher and higher, till he be 																																																								
1081 San Juan, Vertiginous 58. 
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come to his full pitch, and in the end when the game is sprung, comes down amain, 
and stoops upon a sudden: so will I, having now come at last into these ample fields 
of air, wherein I may freely expatiate and exercise myself for my recreation, awhile 
rove, wander round about the world, mount aloft to those ethereal orbs and celestial 
spheres, and so descend to my former elements again. In which progress I will first 
see whether that relation of the friar of Oxford be true, concerning those northern 
parts under the pole (if I meet obiter with the wandering Jew, Elias Artifex, or 
Lucian’s Icaromenippus, they shall be my guides) whether there be such 4. Euripes, 
and a great rock of loadstones, which may cause the needle in the compass still to 
bend that way, and what should be the true cause of the variation of the compass, is it 
a magnetical rock, or the pole-star, as Cardan will; or some other star in the bear, as 
Marsilius Ficinus; or a magnetical meridian, as Maurolieus; Vel situs in vena terrae, 
as Agricola; or the nearness of the next continent, as Cabeus will; or some other 
cause, as Scaliger, Cortesius, Conimbricenses, Peregrinus contend; why at the Azores 
it looks directly north, otherwise not? (288) 
Yes, the stimuli at the outset of Burton’s soaring prose may well be the hawk and, later, 
Lucian’s ancient account of travel to the moon. But these are also significantly wed to his 
visualization of territory surrounding the northern pole, with its unequivocally Gilbert-related 
bending of compass needles; and then his mentally directing us toward the Azores. These 
latter moves incontestably tie Burton’s imaginary travel to his own intellectually 
“unconfined” and “freely expiated” contemplation of maps. One can almost sense, too, 
through this fantastical voyaging, his own temporary staunching of his own personal 
melancholy (to which, unfortunately, he eventually suicidally succumbed). But sailing above 
and beyond the orbis terrarum permitted Burton not only to wax topographically but also 
metaphysically, as in the following, where the land, which he envisions as unfolding before 
him, provokes a coincident blossoming of his own ecological curiosity:  
I would have a convenient place to go down with Orpheus, Ulysses, Hercules, 
Lucian's Menippus, at St. Patrick's purgatory, at Trophonius’ den, Hecla in Iceland, 
Aetna in Sicily, to descend and see what is done in the bowels of the earth: do stones 
and metals grow there still? how come fir trees to be digged out from tops of hills, as 
in our mosses, and marshes all over Europe? How come they to dig up fish bones, 
shells, beams, ironworks, many fathoms under ground, and anchors in mountains far 
remote from all seas?  
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 The literary consequences of the altered, and phenomenologically self-altering, 
cartographic environment are equally palpable in Francis Godwin’s The Man in the Moone. 
This astral adventure, written in the late 1620s (though only published in 1638), originally 
appeared under a Spanish pseudonym, Domingo Gonsales. While the major spurs for this 
fanciful lunar voyaging were the astronomical conjectures and discoveries formulated by 
Copernicus, Galileo, and the like, curiously we are told in Man’s prefatory letter “To the 
Ingenious Reader,” written by “E.M.,” that life on the moon should not be taken as 
ridiculous, given that, once upon a time, “[t]hat there should be antipodes was … thought as 
great a paradox as now that the moon should be habitable” (239). (A double paradox for us 
today, to be sure.) Nevertheless, E.M. is acutely aware of the new ways of seeing that his 
“discovering age” has prompted, such as the sort induced by Galileo’s “spectacles,” which 
allow one to “gaze the sun into spots and descry mountains in the moon…” (239). Might we 
conjecture that, once the earthen globe had become increasingly mapped and filled in, the 
glasses of the world would turn their sights with increasing exuberance upward; that the 
dreams of novel worlds would travel with greater intensity into that still-mysterious celestial 
realm? (Recall John Wilkin’s Discourse on lunar life, which opened this section.) In this 
latter realm of the Beyond, as Godwin himself urges, which “far surpasseth all the rest,” one 
can find an entirely “new world, of many most rare and incredible secrets of nature that all 
the philosophers of former ages could never so much as dream of” (243).  
Incredible, indeed. “Domingo Gonsales,” after all, boards a machine rendered 
airborne by wild swans (gansas, he calls them), which he discovered on an island during his 
terrestrial journeying. Despite such flights of fancy—or, perhaps, because of them—Godwin 
fortifies his tale by making use of William Gilbert, among other natural philosophers. At one 
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point, for instance, Gonsales draws our attention to the magnetic property of the earth—“no 
philosopher ever dreamed of” actually seceding—in order to underscore the marvel of his 
escaping “the attractive beams of that tyrannous lodestone, the earth” (261). As Gonsales’s 
gansas incline toward the moon, Godwin’s prose continues to deploy the scientific wisdom of 
men like Copernicus and Galileo; but his language derives as much of its force from early 
modern cartography: Because “the earth, according to her natural motion … turneth round 
upon her own axis every twenty-four hours from the west unto the east, I should at the first 
see in the middle of the body of this new star a spot like unto a pear that had a morsel bitten 
out upon the one side of him, after certain hours I should see that spot slide away to the east 
side. This no doubt was the main of Africa…” (257). In a similar vein, Gonsales will 
describe the “medley of spots” comprising America and the East Indies, with the “huge 
mathematical globe” continuing its leisurely rotation, such that eventually all the successive 
countries of the world are revealed (258-259).  
Like Johannes Kepler before him—who, in Somnium (Dream, publ. 1634), had 
devised his own tale of lunar travel in order to “build up [his] argument in favor of the 
motion of the earth” (36)—Godwin ultimately heralds the extent to which those ancient 
Pillars of Hercules had shifted in the human imagination. What lay beyond the Mediterrean 
was now giving way to what lay both in and beyond the Moon. Of course, such 
transformative transpositions rarely come easily, as Kepler himself tendered, reproaching 
particularly those common people who resiliently cling to “their ancient Ignorance” and to 
patterns of thought “already dead enough and erased from the memory of intelligent men” 
(36).1082 But instead of concluding by way of a return to the theme with which this section 																																																								
1082 Indeed, Kepler buttresses his “highly daring tale” by gesturing to Lucian, who, as Kepler writes, likewise 
“sails out past the Pillars of Hercules into the ocean and, carried aloft with his ship by whirlwinds, is transported 
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began, those Pillars of Hercules, let us instead revisit what this chapter adjectivally began 
with: the minuscule, the tiny. For, while we have, over the course of this chapter, structurally 
and thematically reticulated outward—toward the wilder and more soaring epistemological 
awakenings facilitated by the cumulative broadening of cartographic horizons—we began by 
assessing the most intimate of inter-animations between magnetic compass and the bodily 
self. Perhaps, then, we ought modestly to retreat from all this high-flying vastness (and 
consequent massy zeal) to end on a more restrained, but no less self-aware note.  
And we can, of course, do so by taking a page from John Taylor’s playful polemic 
against the revolutionary instruments of his period. Because while compass and card could 
now show “[i]n what Horizon, or what Hemisphere / Men sayle…,” what value was there in 
knowing “degrees, heights, depths, East W. S. North / What are all these but shadowes, and 
vain hopes, / If ships doe eyther want their Sailes or Ropes?” (551). In other words, it is our 
human inclination to celebrate the big and monumental, so Taylor ingeniously intimates: the 
magical machinery of a magnetic compass, say, or the human machinery that produces 
printed books, or globes and maps. What continually goes disregarded, what humankind 
remains comparably insensible to, are those “minor” technological players, those seemingly 
inconsequential or banal inventions—paper, cloth, ropes—on which every more 
“magnificent” instrument not only hinges, but would not, without them, even exist.  
 
  
																																																																																																																																																																												
to the moon” (32-33). It need be said that many of Kepler’s contemporaries found his trice-revised work 
(written over several decades, beginning in 1593, with heavy annotation added in time) baffling, and even 
“repulsive,” in the words of one of his biographers (xxiii). 
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CHAPTER 8: TECHNOLOGICAL INTER-ANIMATION, WRIT LARGE: 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
Even if everything that has come down to us about the past by report were 
true and known to someone, that would be nothing compared with what we 
do not know.  
—Michel de Montaigne, “On Coaches” (1580) 
 
 
[H]ow necessary to the pursuit of liberty is the courage to laugh. 
                             —Michael Holquist 
 
 
 
A Ptolemaic Perspective on Technology 
It is common scholarly knowledge that by the mid-seventeenth century, observation had 
become the natural philosopher’s overarching mantra, with telescopes and microscopes now 
supplementing Bacon’s technological trifecta.1083 But this transition to a more scientific study 
and measurement of the world was, as I hope my own project has shown, significantly nested 
in the seismic technological shifts that had taken place in the prior century. These shifts, 
moreover, had rendered humanistic Europe entirely distinct from its much-imitated classical 
counterpart. Ancient Greece and Rome had endured no information explosion like that 
produced by the printing press; no violent explosiveness like that engendered by gunpowder; 
and certainly no exploded sense of the globe. Is it any wonder, then, that the natural 
philosophers of the later seventeenth century might exhibit an attitude more radical even than 																																																								
1083 Cohen, Technology 12.  
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Francis Bacon’s own. Isaac Vossius, for one, proclaimed in 1662 that the technological 
marvels of print, powder, compass—in tandem with clockwork and new optical 
technologies—had rendered his century one “wherein the sense of fools may gather in more 
than did the senses of all the wise men of the Greeks.”1084 As for Robert Hooke, author of 
Micrographia (1665), he could now pronounce with breathtaking confidence that 
nothing lies within the power of human wit (or which is far more effectual) of human 
industry which we might not compass; we might not only hope for inventions to 
equalize those of Copernicus, Galileo, Gilbert, Harvey, and others, whose names are 
lost, that were the inventors of Gunpowder, the Seaman’s Compass, Printing, Etching, 
Graving, Microscopes, Etc., but multitudes that may far exceed them: for even those 
discovered seem to have been the product of some such methods though but 
imperfect; what may not be therefore expected from it if thoroughly prosecuted? 
Talking and contention of Arguments would soon be turned into labors; all the fine 
dreams and opinions and universal metaphysical nature, which the luxury of subtil 
brains has devised, would quickly vanish and give place to solid histories, 
experiments, and works.1085  
 
Of course, one discovery that the previous European century had made was that China had 
long ago invented all three of Bacon’s privileged technologies. In short, Jesuit missionaries 
to East Asia had spread the word of their print, powder, and compass—heralded by 
Montaigne as “miracles”—only to discover that they were not so miraculous there. For, “at 
the other end of the world in China,” as Montaigne wrote, “men had been enjoying them over 
a thousand years earlier” (“On Coaches,” Essays 341). Sometimes this led to a jingoistic 
posturing, as one finds in Some yeares travel into divers parts of Asia and Afrique (1638), 
where its author, Thomas Herbert, rhetorically derides the maverick disposition of his 
Chinese opponents, by pointing out how 
They say they first invented Letters (or Characters), Guns, Painting, Tillage, and 
Navigation: yet in none of these (for all their brags) can they parallel us of Europe. … 
Their letters are not so succinct as ours: their Hieroglyphicks come short of the 																																																								
1084 Qtd. in Cohen, Technology 12. 	
1085 Qtd. in Mumford, Technics 57-58.  
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Ægyptians. Their Guns are not so serviceable: they have them not above a span long; 
so that they rather resemble Pistols than Guns: nor are their bore not squaring so good 
as ours; so strong, so near, so mathematicall. (Book III, Some 339) 
 
Succinctness, precision, serviceability, mathematics: this was the new rhetoric for the new 
age—a language that Petrarch had never spoken.  
Suggesting a new age born of technological circumstance may understandably raise 
the hackles of readers who are averse to teleology and, of course, too, to what may smack of 
technological determinism (more on that later). We would be hard-pressed, however, to 
argue that there was not some causal relationship between, say, the telescope and its 
technological precursor, the cut glass lens. Besides, this project has often technécologically 
excavated the non-linearity of such relations, in part by exploring the more tangled means by 
which—in a now-famous adage often misattributed to Marshall McLuhan—“We shape our 
tools and thereafter our tools shape us” (its actual author is John Culkin). This project has 
also hopefully undone a misapprehension, common even among some scholars today, that it 
is only in the post-industrialist age that a “profound fusion” between technology and 
humanity has been revealed.1086 But technological inter-animation applies no less to the pre-
industrial age than to our current world of cars, iPhones, nuclear warheads, air conditioning, 
the Internet. Indeed, if we take technology in its most capacious sense—as an instrument 
external to humans that, through skilled wielding, extends their capacity to interact with, and 
within, the environment—then most of our history as a species is predicated on our inter-
animation with technology (think writing, think speech). Any notion of an “absolute 
distinction between the organic expressions of human nature and the technological processes, 
																																																								
1086 Goody, Technology 1. Here, Goody was critiquing this position, not asserting it. Williams, on the other 
hand, does seem to suggest this, when writing that “we dwell in an environment where natural and 
technological processes have merged. This new hybrid environment may not determine history, but it will 
profoundly and decisively affect the human fate” (Williams, “Political” 235, emphasis added). 
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forms and devices which recorded and communicated those expressions as culture,”1087 as 
Goody proposes, has, from the beginning, been a false one—not to mention, one that may 
impede us from historically attending more objectively to our human figuration in the world. 
In fact, in taking a more Ptolemaic bird’s eye view of the technologically inter-animated 
Renaissance landscape, this project has often provocatively revealed the instability, fluidity, 
and interactivity inherent in its participants’s being in, and of, the world—and, so, 
inadvertently, materializes the greater commonality between that age and our own. Or, as 
Dobranksi worthily forwards with respect to print and the computer: to argue that somehow 
the printed book’s conceptual space is stable and controlled by its author while that of 
electronic writing is fluid and interactive, “misinterprets the histories of reading and writing, 
especially as they evolved during the Renaissance. … [W]e need to begin with the various 
ways that these practices were already fluid and interactive in the 1600s….”1088 Such fluidity 
and interactivity, as I hope also to have shown, had—perhaps always has—rich connotations 
for epistemological and ontological being. In this sense, my position dovetails foremost with 
those early modern scholars whom Adam Max Cohen labels “philosophical skeptics” 
because of their incertitude regarding whether Renaissance selfhood can ever be legitimately 
conceived as autonomous.1089  Or—metamorphosing another scholar’s words here—I would 
suggest that we have always been dependent, with all the positive and negative associations 
accompanying that state: language, learning, community, slavery, discovery, dependency, 
																																																								
1087 Goody, Technology 1. 
 
1088 Dobranski, Readers 218. See also Wolfe, who proposes that “the analogy between the emergence of print 
culture in the sixteenth century and the recent Internet revolution is a useful one: both alter intellectual practices 
and modes of social and political interaction, nurturing new ‘technologies of the self’ for conceiving and 
performing human identity” (Wolfe, Humanism 241). 
 
1089 Cohen, Technology 18. More specifically, Cohen is here citing Jonathan Goldberg, Kay Stockholder, Ann 
Rosalind Jones, Peter Stallybrass, Annabel Patterson, and Patricia Fumerton. 
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tyranny, liberation, intellectual reach, socio-economic rise, elitist blindness, epistemological 
confusion, and so on. Our fears and desires, our “technophobia and technophilia,” as Kember 
pithily alludes, “are effectively two sides of the same coin,”1090 with neither ever culturally 
springing, Athena-like, out of our collective forehead.1091  
Perhaps, for this reason, one of the defining features of this project—its “thick 
symbolism,” so to speak1092—is the way its handling of print, powder, and compass has 
pivoted on hyphenates or, at other times, on themes in perennial fisticuffs with each other: 
romance-gun, calculation-error, losing-finding ourselves—and, almost always, with a sense 
of sobriety-hilarity and festivity-falling apart. The self is always in the act of reconfiguration, 
a process in no way detached from the technologies that come to elevate and/or endanger our 
personal situatedness. For many, this may sound like a distressing call in philosophical favor 
of technological determinism. I can only hope that readers who have engaged with the body 
of this work have discerned how I have avoided making a complex event—the innovations in 
mapmaking, for instance, or the dissemination of knowledge via print—seem some 
inescapable, yet plausible consequence of technological innovation alone.1093 Certainly I 
never propose that the connection between history and machinery displays “lawlike 
properties,” or that technologies emanate from some sort of “force field” that imposes 
																																																								
1090 Kember, Virtual 89. 
 
1091 Here, I am borrowing (completely out of context, admittedly) from Leah Marcus’s shrewd and, to some 
extent, not entirely irrelevant observation that “the literate, urbane late-Elizabethan theater did not spring, like 
Athena, out of the forehead of humanist scholarship; it was grafted onto, and still partly immersed in, an earlier, 
predominantly oral and popular theatrical culture” (Marcus, Unediting 155). 
 
1092 Buisseret, Mapmakers’ 48. 
 
1093 Marx and Smith, “Introduction” xi. 
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deterministic order on human behavior.1094 (A project tracing the trajectories of print, 
powder, and compass in the Chinese context would surely aid in combatting any supposition 
that my own project’s methodology presupposes an intractable force field.)    
Locating a Middle Ground 
Some might advocate, and perhaps rightly so, that I have subscribed to a “soft” determinism, 
one that takes technology’s history to be imbricated with the history of human actions and, 
consequently, as lodged in a matrix that is more various and complex, comprising as it does 
the socio-cultural, political, and economic.1095 Is it possible, in fact, that by my not leaning in 
exclusively for a close reading—which to some degree closes off both causality and the 
greater chaos of the outside world—by my additionally adopting a Ptolemaic viewpoint 
apropos technological inter-animation and literature, something just as fundamental about 
our human positioning has been gleaned? (Here, I cannot help thinking of Dante’s Pilgrim, in 
the Divine Comedy, who, upon ascending through Paradise, looks back to see “our globe”— 
that lone location of humanity’s material experience—and the sight of it brings a smile to his 
face precisely because “it looked so paltry there” [Para. XXII.134-135, p. 524].) While 
contingencies in the world, particularly human ones, may appear less vital from the vantage 
point of the long espace, that latter perspective is no less a valid one from which to draw 
observations about the world, especially with respect to technology and social change.  
Thomas J. Misa helpfully proposes a mid-level theory of technological determinism, 
one to which I believe this project has unintentionally subscribed. Such a level lies between 
the outright affirmation of technological determinism—which, as he argues, tends toward a 
macro-perspective of history—and the steadfast denial of such determinism, which tends 																																																								
1094 Heilbroner, “Technological” 70. 
 
1095 Marx and Smith, “Introduction” xiii. 
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toward the micro-.1096 Moreover, these perspectival tendencies, he observes, apply across the 
disciplines as well as irrespective of any practitioner’s individual politics.1097 Nor is the size 
of the unit of analysis nearly as relevant as is the fact that micro-studies incline toward case 
studies, which tend to refute rationality and respect disorder, and macro-studies toward 
abstracting actors from individual cases, thereby crediting rationality and order-bequeathing 
principles.1098  In other words, where one situates oneself along this continuum crucially 
impacts whether technology will emerge as shaped by society or as society-shaping.1099 My 
own project, as I just stated, has tended toward the middle of this continuum—what Misa 
terms a “meso”-perspective—wherein abstraction from individual cases is put into fruitful 
and insightful conversation (and, yes, sometimes into conflict) with case-study analyses and 
non-functionalist observations from the ground. As a consequence, I have been able to attend 
to how these technologies were often part of—were, in fact, sometimes instrumentally part 
of—the lives of citizens who could not necessarily compose a sonnet to a patron, or write (or 
even afford to buy) a humanist tract; who, in some circumstances, could not even read, 
relying instead on news declaimed or even sung in the public marketplace. Similarly, I have 
attended not only to the artistic works and polemicist tracts produced by humanists and 
courtiers, but also to the more pragmatic, though no less vital in my mind, avowals of 
printers, gunners, and sailors.  
I believe—or hope, at least—that this project’s tonally panoramic approach (comedy 
and epic; tragedy and burlesque; decorum and the unabashedly indelicate; laughers and 																																																								
1096 Misa, “Retrieving” 117-118. 
 
1097 Misa, “Retrieving” 117-118. 
 
1098 Misa, “Retrieving” 119. 
 
1099 Misa, “Retrieving” 147. 
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weepers) has served effectively in assessing wide-ranging Renaissance responses to 
technological change. Indeed, it may be the only real means by which we are able 
sufficiently to capture the incongruity of life which our technologies seem forever to be 
foregrounding, if not amplifying.1100 Assessing these genres or modes as networked—as 
either responding to, or rebuking or skirting each other—allows us to glean contradictory 
responses to social and ontological uprooting due to technological change: the potentially 
oppressive or tyrannical coterminous with the potentially empowering or liberative; the 
capacity to extend one’s reach, but also to amputate it; to contain, but no less to subvert 
containment. So much depends on where and how we look; and by looking in more places 
than one; by more vastly uprooting or “un-planting” (to put a different spin on an early 
modern usage)—more than a single dramatic genre or single author’s oeuvre, more than 
prose, or poetry, or even text alone—we have been able to quarry a diversity of human 
responses to three radical, and radically different, instruments. Even more, we have been able 
to tease out how the Renaissance world was oftentimes caught between two worlds, between 
two competing types of authority, “the one looking back toward medieval reliance on ‘mine 
author,’” as Tribble ably asserts in a different context, “the other looking forward to the 
constitution of the author as autonomous subject.”1101 
Yet, even as I have attempted, through careful attendance to historical circumstance 
and textual specificity, to eschew an exclusively macro-perspective with respect to 
technology, I cannot help feeling—based on the very execution of this project—that we, in 
the humanities, have not been technologically deterministic enough. To understand the rise 																																																								
1100 In this way, my approach has something in common with one of the genres of the period, that of companion 
poems—of which Milton’s “L’allegro” and “Il Pensoro” are likely the most renowned—which, as a pair, are 
dedicated to illustrating the inherently conflicted nature of human being.  
 
1101 Tribble, Margins 157. This, she admittedly asserts apropos the humanist world of printing alone. 
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and development (and then wane) of Petrarchan humanism in the early modern period, it has 
proven entirely beneficial to situate it within the greater technological environment in which 
it rose, reaped intellectual benefits (and also some stubbornness), before eventually 
withdrawing or being swept aside. It is of course entirely understandable that, as individual 
entities, we relish our belief in our own identity, in our own agency, and, of course, in 
ourselves as self-determining creatures. But by privileging this locus to the exclusion of 
conditioning technological forces, we also mislead ourselves and, worse yet, potentially 
project and even promote an illusory history of humankind. We have, to reprise, been inter-
animated with technologies for so long—letters, wheels, fire, song, flint—that our use and 
reliance on them can lead not only to our forgetting their presence, but the sway that their 
constituent natures have had on our own, such that we mistake for purely personal agency 
what has, in fact, been significantly inflected by technology. Understandable, to be sure, for 
as with “any habitual activity,” as Cohen writes, “technology use becomes second nature”—
it becomes naturalized.1102 (Indeed, Polydore Vergil hinted at this centuries ago, when 
predicting that, “though printing made its start to no less profit than the general amazement 
of humanity, … the future will gradually hold it cheaper” [On Discovery II.vii, p. 246].) This 
is something to which we should not allow ourselves as scholars today to become habituated 
or inured, as our historical inter-animation with technologies has rich (and sometimes 
distressing) bearing on all manner of our states, positions, and convictions, including not only 
the socio-cultural, political, and economic, but also the epistemic, and even spiritual and 
moral.  
 
 																																																								
1102 Cohen, Technology 213.  
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Complicating the Technécological 
It is altogether plausible that the swift emergence of transformative new technologies on the 
twenty-first-century landscape is what has circumvented my own naturalization of early 
modern technologies. That is, the contemporary fluidity and flux of communication media, 
the dynamism and dizziness of our abrupt shift into a digital age, may well have fostered the 
methodology and framework of “Print, Powder, Compass.” To complicate the picture further, 
this project would certainly not have been possible without the Internet, given the 
accessibility digital technology provided me to a broad array of early modern materials that, 
not long ago, would have required a protracted and extensive searching through the archives 
of multiple institutions in multiple countries—and, so, likely, over an elongated stretch of 
years. In other words, this project’s capacity to see from a more comprehensive and more 
hoisted Ptolemaic positioning was entirely contingent on my own technological moment. 
This, of course, raises knotty issues regarding what it means to read the past objectively, 
given that this perspectival access would have been relatively inaccessible to individuals 
living in the Renaissance.1103  
Even more, as Cohen suggests—and as I like to think I have vitalized here—it is 
often when instruments fail (or, in a slight tweaking, when we struggle or fall short of inter-
animating with them) that we are suddenly made conscious of our technological 
dependence.1104 According to Polanyi, in fact, our capacity to err is the very thing that 
persuades us that we are controlled by a rational center, one that lies above “the machine-like 
																																																								
1103 In this instance, I follow Burke, who writes, “Needless to say, my own knowledge of knowledge is 
incomplete,” limited “not only chronologically and geographically but socially as well” (Burke, Social 13); and 
Peters, who declares, “Historians of the universe are necessarily part of that history” (Peters, Marvelous 368).  
 
1104 Cohen, Technology 213. 
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automatism or ‘regulative’ processes that continue life on the lower, physiological, level.”1105 
With respect to this project’s early modern context, technological “failures” focalized for us 
how, at the very same time that the centrality of the human was ideologically emerging—in 
art, in science, in civic affairs—his existence was becoming evermore bound up with 
mechanical apparatuses: less organic; less whole; in a phrase, less human. Or, we might say 
(more cautiously, perhaps) that the rational coherence of Renaissance humanism ultimately 
came to be complexly imbricated with the rise of the non-human. Paradoxically enough, the 
better the non-human was—in terms of quality of paints, for instance, or woodcutting 
implements, or ground glass, or rapier—the more remarkable or more flexible the rise of the 
human endeavor. But when these instruments failed to operate as functionally intended, not 
only were their shortcomings revealed, so too were humankind’s: When muskets failed to 
discharge—but also failed to further the existence of the chivalric knight on horseback; when 
the world of print propelled an obliviously erring knight-errant to remake the world in the 
form of fiction—and Francis Bacon to insist that print had made a different world1106; when 
the world map filled up with newly discovered lands—forcing the elusive and centuries-old 
Prester John periodically to be moved like an encroached-upon king in a game of chess. Such 
failures, as we have seen, often explicitly burst up from the literary periphery: in satires and 
burlesques, in comical errata poems and parodic stage plays. Could this be because, in these 
responsive milieu—both then and now—we recognize that we are all to some extent 
quixotic; that we all guilefully tend “to fix ourselves into rigid roles”1107? Literary humorism 
																																																								
1105 Polyani, Study 58. 	
1106 Grafton, New Worlds 213. 
 
1107 Martín, “Humor” 165. 
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is not merely madness, as Martín advises, “but a reaction to it. We smile at it, but our smile is 
indulgent since we recognize such lunacy within ourselves.”1108 
For the sake of its own rational coherence, this project has sometimes admittedly un-
inter-animated the very technologies upon which it has focused, disentangling and extracting 
the technécological intricacies of the gun, say, from print, or the compass from the gun. 
Consider, for instance, how, in a single poetic verse, the most touted event in the defense of 
the English realm, Francis Drake’s capture of the galleon Nuestra Señora del Rosario during 
the Spanish Armada,1109 could bind all three technologies. For, as Thomas Deloney 
commemoratively rejoiced in a printed ballad: “There was the [great galleon] taken, unto our 
great relief, / And divers nobles, in which train Don Pietro was chief. / Strong was she stuffed 
with cannons great and small, / And other instruments of war, which we obtained all.”1110 
Print disseminated news of the nautical plunder of armaments, just as cartography permitted 
rulers to regulate and negotiate ballistic warfare from the security of their palace rooms. And 
while the compass permitted celebrated crossings by explorers to unknown lands, their ships 
came stocked with cannons and muskets and, so, facilitated inequitable contests and, 
eventually, “the triumphant slaughter” of indigenous populations.1111 And if those ships 
returned home with an unintended import, syphilis, that disease’s notoriety, so Eatogh 
argues, stemmed less from its novelty than “because it was publicised by the new printing 
																																																								
1108 Martín, “Humor” 165. Martín tenders this with specific address to Cervantes’s Don Quixote. 
 
1109 Campos, “Imperial” 79. 
 
1110 Qtd. in Campos, “Imperial” 79. 
 
1111 Mumford, Technics 86.  
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processes.”1112 Fuller makes a similar case for navigation: that it could not have developed or 
been practiced “without writing, frequent, detailed, ongoing and systematic.”1113  
Perhaps, then, modern scholars have license in collectively asserting that the printed 
book, more than any other object, “released people from the domination of the immediate 
and the local,” unleashing, as it did, knowledge of so many mighty subjects: “surgery, 
architecture, mining and metallurgy, anatomy, ballistics, machines for hauling and lifting, 
hydraulics, and even books on how to draw in linear perspective.”1114  But, we need not rest 
on the intellectual laurels of our own age. As John Taylor wrote with an eye (as always) on 
both the delight and damage fostered by print technology—though his more immediate focus 
here was paper—without it 
Acts, Statutes, Lawes would be consum’d and lost  
All right and order topsy-turuy tost:  
Oppression, wrong, destruction and confusion  
Were’t not for Paper, were the worlds conclusion.  
Negotations, and Embassages  
Maps, Chartes, discoueries of strange passages:  
Leagues, truces, combinations, and contracts,  
Ecclesiasticke monuments and acts,  
Lawes, Nat’rall, Morall, Ciuill and Diuine,  
T’ instruct, reprove, correct, inlarge, confine. (Praise 556) 
 
While theorists today tend toward more abstract contentions concerning transformations in 
the organization, storage, and transmission of knowledge, in tandem with their impact on our 
sense of personal and particularized identity,1115 Taylor playfully attested to the same almost 
four centuries before. He was also significantly more present-oriented than had been a 
humanist like Cirisco de’ Pizzicolli (d. ca. 1453), who, when asked why he wore himself out 																																																								
1112 Eatogh, “Introduction” 12. 
 
1113 Fuller, Voyages 3. 	
1114 Mumford, Technics 136; and Edgerton, Jr., “Renaissance” 184, respectively. 
 
1115 Rhodes, “Articulate” 187. 
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journeying incessantly after manuscript fragments, said, “I go to awake the dead.”1116 
Pizzicolli, like Petrarch, was preparing for a future that was decidedly more past-oriented, 
and the shift expectantly forward, which ensued in the long sixteenth century, was in large 
part because the printing press had epistemologically freed humans from their more stringent 
attachments to past authorities (necessary attachments, mind you, that had ensured 
knowledge’s continuity and survival in the pre-print age). Or, if we are more comfortable 
drawing on the perspective of a sixteenth-century thinker, we can turn to the historian and 
philosopher Louis LeRoy, who was adamant that the future, based on his own time, was 
destined to bring even more that was marvelous—notwithstanding that those marvels 
sometimes came appended to maladies: “How many [things] have bin first knowen and 
found out in this age? I say new lands, new seas, new formes of men, manners, lawes, and 
customes; new diseases and new remedites; new waies of the Heavens, and of the Ocean, 
never before found out; and new starres seen? Yea, and how many remaine to be knowen by 
our posteritie?”1117 Still, we must resist painting the end of the long sixteenth century in a 
light too radically and expectantly future-oriented. A lingering sense remained—as seems 
always the case—that the past had been purer, less sullied, a time when “men were governed 
more by the Will, then Art,” as Thomas Heywood would write, “Before smooth Cunning was 
to ripeness growne, / Or divellish Wax and Parchment yet were knowne.”1118   
Ultimately, our relationship to technology is always ambivalent. For one group, the 
gun may offer liberation, for another oppression; print may economize human energy over 
here, and misdirect it over there; the world may be set in order via the compass, while 																																																								
1116 Jones, O Strange 235. 
 
1117 Qtd. in Ryan, “Assimilating” 523. 
 
1118 Qtd. in Wolfe, Humanism 219. 
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simultaneously becoming more muddled and chaotic because of it. No wonder Dekker’s 
comment in The Artillery Garden that the technological stuff of war comprises resources 
“which man both loues & hates” (n.p.). Or, as Rhodes and Sawday contemporarily prefer—
and here I see their discussion of print as extending no less to powder and compass—
humanists greeted the arrival of that new technology with “despair and optimism,” for at the 
same time that the world was rendered more knowable, it was also rendered more complex 
and, hence, more unknowable than before.1119 Just as crucial is what else the more 
technécological approach of “Print, Powder, Compass” has exposed: the way the tools—and 
here I mean no less the instruments than the epistemological and ontological proclivities 
generated by them—were apportioned among various social classes, or, in some cases, were 
intentionally not.1120  When we speak of the fundamental reconfigurations of the self that 
technologies effect,1121 we ought not to forget that we are also speaking of selves, not only as 
individuals, but also as collectives. And for some of these selves, whether due to 
contingencies like illiteracy or lack of estate, technological inter-animation hardly operates 
on a level playing field. Indeed, the ramifications of those left behind may well carry into 
ensuing centuries, potentially mitigating some constituencies’s capacities to inter-animate 
with new technologies like gene therapy or the Internet. Or to turn on poor Petrarch, in spite 
of his having been the creative catalyst for this project’s entire journey: we should not 
mentally place ourselves “in another age” merely because we want to forget our own times 
(“Letter” 3).  
Vale—Farewell. 																																																								
1119 Rhodes and Sawday, “Paperworlds” 1. 
 
1120 See Kinser, “Problem” 1942. 
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